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The Effectiveness of the Church of England Guidance for Assessing Significance 
The thesis aims to determine the effectiveness of the Church of England’s (C. of E.) 
guidance for writing statements of significance. It examines the adoption of ‘significance’ 
as a system for deciding what elements of the historic environment should be conserved 
and in what way. The growing influence of significance-theory will be examined along with 
the emerging practice of defining significance through the identification of multiple values.  
The question of who should be involved in the process of identifying significance will also 
be discussed in the context of the increasing importance of public engagement both 
politically in the U.K. and in the international conservation world.   
 
The issues which make the C. of E. a separate case from the secular system of conservation 
will be examined including its separate system of building consent, different conservation 
principles, the particular issues surrounding historic buildings which remain in their original 
use and the C. of E.’s emphasis on voluntary, pubic involvement. 
 
The thesis uses St. John the Baptist, Plymtree a parish church in East Devon as a case 
study in order to test the effectiveness of the C. of E.’s current methodology for 
determining significance. Before this examination takes place the historic development of 
Plymtree church is examined in the context of the regional and national background. In 
addition to assessing the significance of Plymtree church according to the C. of E. 
methodology the church will also be appraised using three other methodologies for 
assessing significance; two secular methods and the Churches Conservation Trust 
methodology. The results of these four appraisals will then be analysed for their strengths 
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The idea for my PhD came from a number of different areas in my life both personal and 
professional. The main influence was my work as an historic urban surveyor and 
subsequently as a conservation officer in Cornwall using the technique of characterisation 
to appraise historic settlements. I worked on two pioneering characterisation projects the 
Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative and the Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey which 
used the identification of historic character to: raise awareness of formerly under-valued 
historic areas in the first project, and to inform sustainable regeneration in the second. I 
then continued to use characterisation as a methodology for writing conservation area 
appraisals. Through these disparate projects I became aware of the effectiveness of the 
approach for not just revealing historic character, but for directing current management 
and informing future change.  
 
Church buildings are usually only considered when writing a conservation area appraisal for 
their townscape value, influence on settlement plan, role in views and vistas and impact on 
the surrounding streetscape. As the church in many settlements is the most significant 
building both historically and architecturally I began to feel a sense of frustration at this 
necessary lacuna in the research, not least as I had specialised in Gothic architecture as part 
of my first degree.  
 
I was aware historic churches faced significant conservation issues surrounding their 
adaptation for changing liturgical and secular practices based on my experience as a church 
grants officer for English Heritage, through my M.A. dissertation on ‘Re-ordering and 
internal alterations in historic churches’ and through the work of my father who was an 
Archdeacon in the Church of England. 
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A combination of the above factors led me to the hypothesis that a secular characterisation 
approach might provide some useful strategies for the maintenance and management of 






























The aim of this thesis is to critically assess the Church of England’s (C. of E.) 2011 
guidance for assessing the significance of their historic churches, to identify areas of 
strength and weakness and to use this information to compile a new methodology. In order 
to achieve this aim the thesis will:  
 examine the evolution and role of assessments of significance in the conservation 
world in general to establish the normative approach to assessing significance 
 describe the growing democratisation of the heritage process through the influence 
of government policy and to mitigate against the effects of the Authorised Heritage 
Discourse, identified by academia  
 describe the C. of E.’s adoption of statements of significance and how their 
approach differs from the secular conservation community in the U.K.  
 describe the unique role of public participation in the preparation of C. of E. 
statements of significance 
 use the C. of E.’s guidance and three other methodologies used for assessing 
significance to write four separate statements of significance for a single church 
(full copies of these assessments can be found in appendices 6 – 9) 
 critically assess each methodology to determine strengths and weaknesses both in 
determining significance and in promoting public engagement  
 compare the four methodologies using six research questions based on the C. of 
E.’s own requirements for its statements of significance and a final question 
addressing the success or otherwise of the methodologies regarding public 
engagement 
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 use the results of the critical assessment and the research questions to formulate a 
new methodology which allows the significance of historic churches to be assessed 
by the general public.  
 
The aim of this new methodology will be to produce a clear and accessible approach that 
avoids ambiguous language, gives clear guidance, offers a framework for forming future 
decisions on management and change and acknowledges the importance of full public 
engagement.   
 
For the purposes of this thesis the terms ‘significance’ and ‘value’ unless otherwise stated 
follow the definition used by English Heritage in their 2008 publication Conservation 
Principles, Policies and Guidance respectively: ‘Significance [of a place]. The sum of the cultural 
and natural heritage values of a place, often set out in a statement of significance’ and  
‘Value. An aspect of worth or importance, here attached by people to qualities of places’.1   
The use of the word church and church building refers to C. of E. churches, ‘congregation’ 
refers to the group of people who use the building for worship, ‘parish’ describes the 
geographical area in which the church is situated and ‘benefice’ refers to the group of 
parishes ministered to by a single minister or priest. The thesis uses the term  
‘effectiveness’ as a gauge for the success of the C. of E. and the three other methodologies 
in identifying the significance of historic churches and their success in involving the general 
public in that process.  
 
Whilst the C. of E. refer to ‘the parish’ in their guidelines for writing statements of 
                                                        
1 English Heritage. ‘Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the 
Historic Environment’ [Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-principles-
sustainable-management-historic-environment/conservationprinciplespoliciesguidanceapr08web.pdf [10th 
October 2013] p. 73  
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significance2 as the users of the document, they hope for the participation of the wider 
community.3 Likewise the thesis will refer to the ‘congregation’ (as defined above) and the 
‘parish’, but also the wider ‘community’ and the ‘general public’.  All these terms refer to 
those who are stakeholders in the church and its churchyard either as practicing Christians, 
though personal or historical association, through geographic proximity or any other 
connection, such as organists, choir, campanologists, genealogists, flower arrangers, 
naturalists etc.  
 
The key issues and themes that will be investigated in this study include: the question of 
how significance should be determined and whether the identification of values is an 
essential part of this process; to what degree the public should be involved in assessing 
significance and the implications of that involvement; the importance of taking the use of a 
building into consideration when determining significance; the potential conflict between 
the religious significance and historic value of church buildings; and the C. of E.’s 
continuing philosophical and statutory independence from the secular conservation world    
 
The thesis begins with examining how the assessment of significance came to be the 
normative approach of the secular conservation world for deciding what elements of the 
historic environment should be conserved and in what way. The history of the adoption of 
this system will be explained through an analysis of the evolving perception of what 
constitutes the historic environment, the growing awareness of its subjective nature, the 
adoption of the identification of values for revealing its significance, the substitution of the 
philosophy of preservation for that of conservation and the concept of managing for 
change. This exploration will include an analysis of the almost universal adoption of the 
                                                        
2 Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need’ [Online] 
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/guidance-advice/statements-of-significance-need [11th February, 
2014] p. 2. 
3 Elders, J. and Johncock, J. (Church Buildings Council) Personal Interview.  19th November, 2013, see 
Appendix 11, p. 173. 
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tenets of the Burra Charter4 produced by the International Council on Monuments and 
Sites (I.C.O.M.O.S.) (an independent professional organization of heritage professionals 
and academics which offers advice to U.N.E.S.C.O. [United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation] on World Heritage Sites and advice to national 
governments and international organizations on ‘philosophy, terminology and 
methodology for conservation and management practices in a range of policy contexts’5) 
including its influence on the conservation philosophy of the Government’s advisor on the 
historic environment English Heritage (E.H.). The subsequent influence of E.H. on the 
wider conservation community in the United Kingdom through its publications Informed 
Conservation6 and Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance7 and its adoption of 
Characterisation as a conservation tool will then be shown. This chapter outlining the 
evolution of modern conservation theory in the secular conservation world ends by 
demonstrating how the assessment of significance through the identification of values has 
become almost universally adopted in the U.K.  
 
In parallel with explaining the role of statements of significance in the evolving system of 
modern conservation, the question of who should be involved in making the assessments 
will also be discussed. This analysis will acknowledge the influence of Government policy, 
identify the increasing requirement for transparency on the part of conservation bodies 
through public consultation and, where appropriate, public participation and consider the 
relevance of the identification by academics of an Authorised Heritage Discourse, where an 
educated heritage elite use their authority to regulate heritage practice and control heritage 
                                                        
4 Australia ICOMOS. ‘Guidelines to the Burra Charter: Cultural Significance’, 1988 [Online] 
http://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/Guidelines-to-the-Burra-Charter_-Cultural-Significance.pdf 
[4th September, 2013]  
5 Waterton, E., Smith, L. & Campbell, G., ‘The Utility of Discourse Analysis to Heritage Studies: The Burra 
Charter and Social Inclusion,’ International Journal of Heritage Studies, Vol. 12, No.4, July 2006, p. 341. 
6 Clark, K. Informed Conservation, Understanding historic buildings and their landscapes for conservation, London: English 
Heritage, 2001. 




The thesis will then examine how the C. of E. came to adopt the assessment of significance 
as part of their system for the conservation of historic churches. In explaining the adoption 
of this process, the disparities with the secular experience will be raised including: the C. of 
E.’s separate system for the control of building works; the unique issues surrounding 
historic buildings which remain in their original use; the different conservation principles 
which underlie the C. of E.’s philosophical approach to conservation; and the extent to 
which the public participate in the care and maintenance of church buildings. This chapter 
will conclude that, despite being a catalyst for the formation of the conservation movement 
and an early adopter of assessments of significance, the contemporary C. of E. guidance 
for writing statements of significance, underpinned by their independent conservation 
principles, represents a positivist epistemological approach at variance with the values- 
based system of the secular conservation world in the U.K. 
 
The method for testing the effectiveness of the Church of England’s methodology will 
then be explained. This includes a justification for using a comparative method based on 
the analysis of one church building using the C. of E. methodology and three other 
methodologies and an explanation of how the three methodologies and the study church 
were chosen. The different procedures for interrogating the methodologies will be 
described and their inclusion justified by reference to current conservation practice and 
philosophy. The resultant method will include a combination of critical narrative and 
performance assessment based on both the C. of E.’s and E.H.’s criteria for assessing and 
identifying significance.  
 
                                                        
8  Pendlebury, J. ‘Conservation values, the authorised heritage discourse and the conservation-planning 
assemblage,’ International Journal of Heritage Studies, Vol. 19, No.7, November 2013, p. 716. 
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The historic development of the study church will then be considered with reference to 
general trends of development nationally and regionally to give historic context and 
provide a corpus of reference material to inform the following comparison between the 
methodologies. This chapter identifies the various phases of building work of the study 
church whilst indicating which elements are typical and atypical of its period and locality.   
 
The four methodologies will then be assessed separately to determine what aspects of the 
study church they identified additional to the information provided by the historic 
development. Following a description of their strengths, the methodologies will then be 
critically assessed to identify whether they hold any potential issues regarding interpretation 
and delivery.  This initial assessment will also include a discussion on the general problems 
which can be encountered when researching the historic development of a church and 
whether these issues might also apply to any of the four methodologies. These issues will 
be returned to later in the thesis when the question of public involvement in writing 
statements of significance is discussed. In addition to revealing many additional aspects of 
the study church’s significance not covered by the historic development this chapter also 
suggests a number of areas in which the C. of E. methodology could be expanded.  
 
Following the initial analysis to determine strengths and weaknesses the four 
methodologies will then be interrogated to discover which: represents the broadest 
approach; best summarises the historic development; most effectively discusses the 
church’s use and potential for future use; provides the best information for planning 
purposes; and engages most successfully with the public. Through this analysis those areas 
where the C. of E. methodology does not address certain issues will emerge along with 
solutions to meet these deficiencies suggested by the other methodologies. These findings 
will then be summarised and a new methodology for assessing the significance of church 
buildings will be compiled which rectifies the weaknesses in the current C. of E. 
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methodology and incorporates the identified strengths from the others.  
 
In January 2014 the C. of E. produced a revised version of their guidance for writing 
statements of significance, much shorter in length and narrower in intention than their 
2011 guidance.9  Due to the late appearance of this new guidance in the development of 
the thesis the majority of the critical analysis using the 2011 version had already taken 
place. As the revised guidance represented a condensed version of the 2011 document and 
did not include any new elements it was felt that the issues identified by the critical analysis 
of the 2011 version remained unresolved. Furthermore a version of the 2011 guidance 
continues to be recommended by the C. of E. for its larger and more complex churches.10 
As a consequence, the decision was made to retain the analysis and the new methodology 
based on the 2011 guidance, as the findings remain relevant. However, the thesis will make 
reference to the 2014 guidance throughout where it differs from the 2011 version, and will 












                                                        












This chapter will examine how the identification of ‘significance’ as a system for deciding 
what elements of the historic environment should be conserved emerged and how it came 
to be adopted by the secular conservation world. This will provide a context for the 
subsequent analysis of the adoption of assessments of significance by the C. of E. as part 
of their conservation process. 
 
The story of the evolution of significance follows the continuing questioning amongst 
members of the conservation community of what should we conserve? and how should we conserve 
it? The chapter will demonstrate how, in trying to answer these questions, the concept of 
what constitutes the historic environment and how it should be managed, changed and 
developed. It will reveal how conservation as both a practical and philosophical discipline 
has developed through an iterative process; with practice informing legislation and policy, 
and theory altering practice. In addition it will look at how in trying to answer the questions 
what and how the understanding of what constitutes the historic environment developed and 
broadened, which in turn resulted in new approaches to its management. Finally a third 
question who should conserve the historic environment? will be addressed with reference to 
government policy, the response to this policy by the professional conservation community 
and the questioning of an Authorised Heritage Discourse and its consequences by 
academia. 
 
The evolution of significance through these questions will be traced through a history of 
the conservation movement which will show how attitudes have developed from the 
veneration of art works which were believed to be of intrinsic worth, to the concept of a 
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broad historic environment whose value lies in its relationship with the people who interact 
with it. In addition the history of the conservation movement will include an exploration of 
the increasing importance of public engagement in determining what should be conserved 
and how.   
 
2.2 The Burra Charter and the emergence of significance 
 
At the turn of the twenty-first century the term ‘significance’ was increasingly employed in 
the field of building conservation as a means of gauging a building or place’s conservation 
needs. This evolution in taxonomy was emblematic of a paradigm shift within the 
discipline which witnessed a reappraisal of many of conservation’s old tenets. In Britain, 
the practice of focused building conservation, which had been evolving since the mid 19th 
century underwent a questioning of its own aims and intentions influenced by international 
developments and a shifting domestic political agenda.11  
 
Muñoz Viñas has suggested the reappraisal began on an international level in the 1980s12 
with the publication of the Guidelines to the Burra Charter,13 written by the Australia 
International Council on Monuments and Sites (I.C.O.M.O.S). Australia I.C.O.M.O.S. 
wanted to produce guidance applicable to a heritage which included nature and oral 
traditions in addition to historic fabric. The Guidelines referred to ‘cultural significance’, 
not a new term in the field of conservation as it was included in the 1964 Venice Charter 14 
                                                        
11 Pendlebury, J. Conservation in the Age of Consensus, London: Routledge, 2009, pp. 187-188. 
12 Muñoz Viñas, S. Contemporary Theory of Conservation, Abingdon: Routledge, 2005, p. xii. 
13 Australia ICOMOS. ‘Guidelines to the Burra Charter: Cultural Significance’, 1988 [Online] 
http://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/Guidelines-to-the-Burra-Charter_-Cultural-Significance.pdf 
[4th September, 2013]  
14 ICOMOS. ‘International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (The 
Venice Charter, 1964)’ [Online] http://www.international.icomos.org/charters/venice_e.pdf [5th September, 
2013] 
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and in the first version of the Burra Charter published in 1979,15 but here the meaning of the 
term was clearly defined for the first time:   
‘Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for 
past, prsent or future generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the  place 
itself, its  fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings, records,  related places and  
related objects. Places may have a range of values for different individuals or 
groups’.16  
 
In addition guidance was given on how the ‘cultural significance’ of a place could be 
determined17 and the unequivocal statement was made that ‘cultural significance’ should be 
an ‘essential prerequisite to making decisions about the future of a place’.18   
 
In the twenty-four years between the Venice Charter and the 1988 Burra Charter 
Guidelines the meaning of cultural significance shifted from a term used to identify those 
heritage assets, which in the past might not have been deemed worthy of conservation to 
describe an essential process for determining how heritage assets should be conserved.  
 
This new ‘contemporary theory of conservation’ as identified by Muñoz Viñas represented 
a shift from the ‘classical conservation theories’ developed from the early 19th century19 to a 
new way of thinking about the historic environment. The ontological position of many 
involved in the conservation of historic buildings developed from a positivist approach 
which considered buildings of the past to have an innate significance, to an approach closer 
to critical theory whereby the significance of the historic building was determined by the 
values which can be attached to it.20  
 
Before examining the contemporary theory of ‘significance’ it is important to understand 
                                                        
15 Australia ICOMOS. ‘The Australia ICOMOS Guidelines for the Conservation of Places of Cultural 
Significance (“Burra Charter’), 1979’ [Online] http://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/Burra-
Charter_1979.pdf [29th August, 2013] 
16 Burra Charter, 1988, p. 2.  
17 Ibid., p. 2-3. 
18 Ibid., p. 1. 
19 Muñoz Viñas, 2005, p.91. 
20 Ibid., p. 91. 
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the preceding theories to appreciate how and why the new philosophy developed. 
 
2.3 Traditional theories of conservation – material truth, stylistic restoration and the 
formation of the S.P.A.B.  
Traditional conservation theories were based on the assumption that objects worthy of 
conservation had a ‘true nature’ or ‘true condition’ the revelation or preservation of which 
was the ‘goal of conservation’.21 In Britain one of the most influential early figures in the 
field of building conservation was the architectural theorist John Ruskin. His philosophy 
was based on the concept that historic buildings or monuments as he referred to them 
should be considered ‘as jewels of a crown’ to be cared for ‘tenderly, and reverently, and 
continually’.22 Ruskin rejected the contemporary mid-19th century reductionist view of 
medieval buildings as illustrations of a ‘grammar of form’, rather believing them to possess 
an innate character which emitted a ‘psychic charge generated by the brute antiquity of 
things’.23 Ruskin wrote a number of works expounding his theory, but it was in The Seven 
Lamps of Architecture written in 1849 that he stated most clearly his belief in the material 
truth of historic architecture.24 
 
This concept of the ‘true nature’ of an object, which relies mainly upon its material 
constituents has been described as ‘material fetishism’ or the ‘material theory of 
conservation’.25 For Ruskin not only was a building’s material nature of fundamental 
importance, but also the effect of time on this materiality: ‘that the value of a historic 
building lies in its sheer age, the continuity of its material over time’.26 This stance 
distinguished Ruskin and his later followers from another mid 19th century school of 
                                                        
21 Ibid., p. 91. 
22 John Ruskin ‘The Lamp of Memory, ’chap. 6 in The Seven Lamps of Architecture (London, 1849), nos. 18-20, cited 
in Stanley Price, N., Kirby Talley, M. and Melucco Vaccaro, A. (eds.) Historical ad Philosophical Issues in the 
Conservation of Cultural Heritage, Los Angeles: The Getty Conservation Institute, 1996, p. 323. 
23 Miele, C. ‘Morris and Conservation’ in Miele, C. (ed.), From William Morris – Building Conservation and the Arts 
and Crafts Cult of Authenticity, 1877-1939, London: PM Yale, 2005, pp. 35-36.  
24 Jokilehto, J. A History of Architectural Conservation, Oxford: Elsevier, 2008, p. 175. 
25 Muñoz Viñas,  2005, p. 90. 
26 Miele, 2005, p. 34. 
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thought that believed in stylistic restoration. 
 
Stylistic restoration was also based on the belief that buildings were objects with ‘true 
natures’, but did not subscribe to the concept of the inviolability of the historic fabric. 
Indeed practitioners of the stylistic restoration movement, which began in France and was 
led by the architect, archaeologist, medieval scholar and architectural theorist Eugène-
Emanuel Viollet-le-Duc, believed old buildings should be restored to an ideal former state. 
In doing this they believed the ‘true nature’ of the building could be revealed. Viollet-le-
Duc described how:  
‘To restore an edifice means neither to maintain it, nor to repair it, nor to rebuild it: 
it means to establish it in a finished state, which may in fact never have actually 
existed at any given time.’27 
 
This statement appeared in his Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe 
siècle published in 1854 and is directly opposed to Ruskin’s passionate criticism of restoration 
which appeared five years earlier in the The Seven Lamps: 
‘Do not let us talk then of restoration. The thing is a Lie from beginning to 
end…….We have no right whatever to touch [the buildings of past times]….What 
we have ourselves built, we are at liberty to throw down; but what other men gave 
their strength, and wealth, and life to accomplish, their right over does not pass 
away with their death’.28 
  
Consequently this mid 19th century positivist approach to building conservation philosophy 
based on innate value or true meaning spawned a dichotomy of approach which some 
believe has still to be entirely resolved.29However material truth was to emerge as the 
dominant philosophy championed by the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings 
(S.P.A.B.), the world’s first national body formed solely for the repair of historic buildings. 
 
                                                        
27 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc Restoration in The Foundations of Architecture: Selections from the Dictionnaire 
Raisonné, trans. K D Whitehead (New York,1990) p. 195, cited in Stanley Price, N., Kirby Talley, M. and 
Melucco Vaccaro, A. (eds.) Historical ad Philosophical Issues in the Conservation of Cultural Heritage, Los Angeles: 
The Getty Conservation Institute, 1996, p. 314.  
28 John Ruskin, 1996, pp. 322-323.  
29 Earl, J. Building Conservation Philosophy, Third Edition, Shaftesbury: Donhead, 2006. 
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The formation of the S.P.A.B. followed increasing militancy within the architectural 
community in response to the needless destruction of so much historic fabric. As early as 
1855 Ruskin proposed to the Society of Antiquaries that a committee be formed for the 
preservation of ancient monuments, and in 1865 the Royal Institute of British Architects 
(R.I.B.A.) entered the debate of conservation versus restoration by publishing the 
Conservation of Ancient Monuments and Remains. However, whilst this document accorded with 
Ruskinian conservation principles insofar as recommending fragments should be restored 
in situ and forbidding the removal of ancient plaster, it also allowed for the ‘clearance of 
obstructions’ such as eighteenth century galleries and pews.30  
 
The numbers involved in the restoration/conservation debate continued to grow with 
Sidney Colvin, the Slade Professor of Fine Arts at Cambridge writing Restoration and Anti-
Restoration in 1877 in which he examined the organic nature of buildings and the value of 
the different periods of their development.31 The Scottish architect, John James Stevenson 
held similar views as did the designer and artist William Morris who famously published a 
letter in The Athenaeum on 5 March 1877 calling for an organisation ‘for the purpose of 
watching over and protecting these relics, which, scanty as they are now become, are still 
wonderful treasures’.32 
 
As a result the Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings (S.P.A.B.) was founded on 
22 March 1877 with a manifesto anti-conjectural restoration and pro-maintenance and 
conservation. The 1891 S.P.A.B. Annual Report stated: 
‘If people really saw the true worth of our medieval churches they would realise 
how dangerous it is to introduce new work into old buildings. It is like putting new 
wine into old bottles, for both are destroyed’.33 
 
                                                        
30 Jokilehto, 2008, p. 182. 
31 Ibid., p. 182. 
32 Ibid., p.184. 
33 Fawcett, E, J. (ed.)  The Future of the Past. Attitudes to conservation 1174-1974, London: Thames and Hudson, 
1976, p. 108. 
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The S.P.A.B. manifesto written by Morris appeared in the periodical Builder in August 1877 
with a clear statement of the desired level of intervention:  
‘to stave off decay by daily care, to prop a perilous wall or mend a leaky roof by 
such means as are obviously meant for support or covering, and show no pretence 
of other art, and otherwise to resist all tampering with either the fabric or ornament 
of the building as its stands…..to treat our ancient buildings as monuments of a 
bygone art, created by bygone manners, that modern art cannot meddle with 
without destroying’.34  
 
In addition to its clear statement on how buildings should be conserved the S.P.A.B. 
manifesto was also highly influential for stating what types of structures should be 
considered worthy of conservation, ‘anything which can be looked on as artistic, 
picturesque, historical, antique, or substantial: any work in short, over which educated, 
artistic people would think it worthwhile to argue at all’.35 
 
The question of what should be conserved has proved to be equally as contentious as the 
issue of how to conserve. However the S.P.A.B. approach set out in its manifesto proved 
to be highly influential throughout Britain, the British Empire and Europe, and remained 
the principal reference for policies of maintenance and conservative repair until the late 20th 
century.36 
 
2.4 The 20th century quest to answer the three questions: what should we conserve?,  
how should we do it? and who should do it? 
Over the years subsequent legislation, national policies and international charters continued 
to use similar terminology to the Manifesto regarding the definition of what should be 
conserved - continuing the concept of the historic building as art object. The first piece of 
historic building legislation in Britain the British Ancient Monuments Act of 1882 was 
                                                        
34 William Morris The Principles of the Society [for the Protection of Ancient Buildings] As Set Forth upon its Foundation 
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designed for only 68 named monuments.37 Its limited interpretation of the historic 
environment was pointed out by the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the 
National Trust (N.T.) in a lecture delivered at the University of Manchester in 1907 where 
he noted ‘The Act of 1882 applied only to ancient earth-works and megalithic remains, 
dolmens, stone-circles (of which Stonehenge is the best known example), stone avenues, 
tumuli and similar works’.38By the 1900 Ancient Monuments Protection Act monuments 
were defined more broadly as ‘any structure, erection, or monument of historic or 
architectural interest, or any remains thereof’.39 
 
At the beginning of the twentieth century it appeared that the whole philosophy of what 
constitutes an historic building and how it should be treated was under review. This has 
been identified as a shift away from the ‘absolute divine’ to ‘relative cultural values’, which 
occurred following the publication of Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche’s Die fröhliche 
Wissenschaft‘ (The Gay Science) in 1882.40 Here Nietzsche identified the need for creating new 
values following the elimination of higher values or ‘The death of God’.41 This new 
philosophy was applied to the field of building conservation by the General Conservator of 
the Central Commission of Austria, Alois Riegl in his 1903 essay Der moderne Denkmalkultus, 
sein Wesen, seine Enstehung’ (‘The modern cult of monuments: its character and its origin).42In the 
document Riegl identifies two different types of monument: ‘deliberate’ monuments and 
the ‘unintentional’ or ‘artistic and historical monuments’.43 He suggests a subjective 
approach to the consideration of the ‘unintentional monuments’, ‘We modern viewers, 
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rather than the works themselves by virtue of their original purpose, assign meaning and 
significance to a monument.’44 
 
These different meanings and significance he refers to as ‘values’, which can have 
conflicting requirements for the future care of the monument. For instance ‘Age Value’ (an 
appreciation of the patina of age) would allow for a monument to gently decay, which 
directly opposes ‘Use Value’ which requires that ‘an old building still in use must be 
maintained in good enough condition to accommodate people without endangering their 
lives or their health’.45Similarly ‘Age Value’ which reflects the philosophy of the S.P.A.B. 
could be in conflict with ‘Historical Value’ based on ‘the very specific yet individual stage 
the monument represents….(whose) value increases the more it remains uncorrupted and 
reveals its original state of creation’,46 a position closely allied to the philosophy of the 
stylistic restoration architects such as Viollet-le-Duc.   
 
Thus at the very beginning of the 20th century the idea had been formulated that for the 
vast majority of historic buildings (those which were not deliberate monuments) ‘there is 
no such thing as eternal artistic value, but only a relative modern one’.47 Riegl proposed the 
19th century attitude towards the care of buildings, whereby the building as an art object 
had an inherent truth which could be revealed, should be replaced by a system of 
subjective values which would suggest how the building should be treated. This theory of 
conservation (and the acknowledgement of the conflict within the system) was 
extraordinarily prescient, but had limited impact at the time with Riegl remaining an 
isolated exception.48 
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The year following the publication of Riegl’s Der moderne Denkmalkultus the International 
Congress of Architects met in Madrid and the findings of the conference reflect in part 
Riegl’s approach to conserving buildings according to their values, albeit according to far 
more simplified and prescriptive criteria. A distinction is made between ‘dead’ monuments: 
‘i.e. those belonging to a past civilisation or serving obsolete purposes’, and ‘living’ 
monuments, ‘i.e. those which continue to serve the purposes for which they were originally 
intended’.49 ‘Living’ monuments ‘ought to be restored so that they may continue to be of use, 
for in architecture utility is one of the bases of beauty’ whereas ‘dead’ monuments ‘should 
be preserved only by such strengthening as is indispensable in order to prevent their falling 
into ruin; for the importance of such a monument consists in its historical and technical 
value, which disappears with the monument itself’.50 
 
In general, however, the S.P.A.B. idea that historic buildings should be treated as 
immutable and inviolable ‘monuments of a bygone art’, which should be preserved and not 
restored, persisted in the U.K. and was reflected in legislation. The 1913 Ancient 
Monuments Consolidation and Amendment Act made provision for the listing of 
monuments,51and allowed for preservation orders to protect a monument or building of 
sufficient ‘historic, architectural, traditional, artistic, or archaeological interest’52 deemed to 
be at risk of demolition by its owner. Whilst the intention of the Act, that of preservation, 
can be seen as a continuum of the S.P.A.B. philosophy the terminology used introduces the 
idea that monuments or buildings can have a variety of ‘interests’ and it is the impact of 
these interests on the subject (the viewer) that is the reason for their preservation.  
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The word value is used in the second resolution of the Athens Charter of 1931 adopted by 
the first International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic Monuments: 
‘Proposed Restoration projects are to be subjected to knowledgeable criticism to prevent 
mistakes which will cause loss of character and historical values to the structures’.53 
However these values refer to the 19th century idea of innate ‘historical and aesthetic’ 
value,54 and the sentimental or emotional impact of the building on the observer does not 
form part of the advice.55 Historic buildings continued to be primarily considered as objects 
with inherent worth rather than holders of meaning for the viewer/user.  
 
The idea of values was raised again in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War 
by the architectural historian Sir John Summerson in his consideration of which buildings 
might deserve protection.56 He suggested five separate categories each with a number of 
values, which could be grouped under the headings ‘aesthetic’ and ‘literary’.  His fourth 
category ‘The building which has been the scene of great events or the labours of great 
men’,57 introduces the idea of places holding value through association, although 
Summerson insists the associative value should be directly linked to the fabric: ‘the best 
reason for preserving the house of a great man is when the house has itself been an object 
of the man’s creative work’.58 He was less inclined to attach value to a building which had 
little architectural merit, but was the home of a significant person. Thus although 
Summerson appeared to be very forward thinking regarding the reasons for preservation, 
his ultimate justification was closer to the accepted wisdom of the time. 
 
On the international stage post the Second World War there was a growing hope that 
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historic buildings could form part of the reconciliation of nations.59 Following the 1956 
General Conference in New Delhi the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (U.N.E.S.C.O.) passed the ‘Recommendation on International Principles 
Applicable to Archaeological Excavations’ whose first two resolutions state ‘the surest 
guarantee for the preservation of monuments and works of the past rests in the respect and 
affection felt for them by the peoples themselves’ and ‘the feelings aroused by the 
contemplation and study of works of the past do much to foster mutual understanding 
between nations’.60This philosophy fed into the emerging concept of considering historic 
buildings in terms of the response they engendered from the observer. However such was 
the scale of post-war material loss this emergent concept was overshadowed by the 
necessity for the swift rebuilding of towns and cities.   
 
The next major step in the redefinition of what to conserve occurred in 1964 with the 
adoption of the I.C.O.M.O.S. ‘Venice Charter’. In the Charter the definition of what 
constitutes an historic monument was broadened to include the setting of buildings and 
‘more modest works of the past’.61The Charter was less forward-thinking in its attitude to 
how buildings should be conserved with the stated intention to ‘safeguard them no less as 
works of art than as historical evidence’.62No reference is made to historic buildings having 
multiple values, which could inform the conservation approach, and the use of the term 
‘work of art’ could be seen as a retrogressive step back to the 19th century idea of the 
masterpiece with intrinsic value which possesses its own authenticity. In recent years it has 
been criticised for its ‘privileging of authenticity, and fetishism of the tangible and 
monumental’.63 The Charter provided an effective framework for conserving the historic 
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and aesthetic value of buildings, but the idea of considering emotional and social values 
was not explored for another ten years.64  
 
In 1973 the Department of the Environment (D.o.E.) circular Conservation and 
Preservation suggested a still broader approach to the Venice Charter, by suggesting the 
conservation of the character of whole cities ‘should be the starting point for thought 
about the extent of redevelopment needs; and conservation of the character of cities 
should be the framework for planning both the scale and pace of urban change’.65 This 
intention pre-empted the character-based conservation projects championed by English 
Heritage (E.H.) and other bodies (see below) by almost 30 years, but proved to be a false-
dawn as subsequent legislation, The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990, separated conservation and planning, and saw a return to more piecemeal 
consideration of the historic environment.  
 
In 1975 the range of buildings considered to form part of the architectural heritage 
widened from the Venice Charter definition following the publication of the ‘European 
Charter of the Architectural Heritage’ adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe following the Congress on the European Architectural Heritage held in 
Amsterdam.  Under the first principle of the Charter the scope of architectural heritage was 
widened to include ‘groups of lesser buildings in our old towns and characteristic villages in 
their natural or manmade settings’.66The rationale for widening further the definition being  
‘The architectural heritage is an expression of history and helps us to understand the 
relevance of the past to contemporary life…this forms an essential part of the memory of 
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the human race. Otherwise, part of man's awareness of his own continuity will be 
destroyed’.67The Charter saw a return to the emergent idea of historic buildings as 
communicators of meaning beyond the purely aesthetic and historical first mooted at the 
1956 U.N.E.S.C.O. New Delhi Conference. Ironically the New Delhi Recommendations 
promoted an appreciation of a shared common interest in the historic environment 
whereas the intention behind the Amsterdam Charter was to arrest the spread of the 
‘International’ movement in architecture which threatened to obliterate cultural 
differences.68  
 
The Amsterdam Charter was of note not only for broadening the concept of the historic 
environment, but also for suggesting architectural heritage could possess a number of 
meanings described as ‘capital of irreplaceable spiritual, cultural, social and economic 
value’. Furthermore these values were not seen as fixed as ‘each generation places a 
different interpretation on the past and derives new inspiration from it’.69However, despite 
suggesting historic buildings might hold a number of different values the Charter 
recommendations of the Declaration of Amsterdam, which followed the Charter in 1975 
for a new ‘integrated conservation’, still employed a materials-based approach to 
conservation, rather than using the identification of these values to inform their 
management.  The Declaration recommends ‘Every rehabilitation scheme should be 
studied thoroughly before it is carried out. Comprehensive documentation should be 
assembled about materials and techniques’70 with no mention made of assessing the 
spiritual, cultural social or economic values to see how an understanding of these could 
inform the conservation process.  
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Until the 1970s the third question of ‘who should conserve’ historic buildings had not 
arisen as it was assumed that only experts: those educated in the fields of architecture, 
archaeology and architectural history were qualified to carry out the task. However the 
broadening of the definition of what should be conserved which had led to the beginnings 
of a broadening of how this should be achieved in turn affected the understanding of who 
should be involved. As Pendlebury observed in Conservation in the Age of Consensus:  
‘when conservation is translated from being applied to monuments to the urban 
scale…the importance of engaging with the wider constituency of people, who live 
in, and use, historic places is acknowledged’.71   
A growing recognition of an inter-relationship between the historic environment and its 
inhabitants can be found in the ‘Recommendation concerning the Safeguarding and 
Contemporary Role of Historic Areas’ made following the 1976 U.N.E.S.C.O. General 
Conference in Nairobi. The General Principles of the Recommendations included the 
statement:  
‘Every historic area and its surroundings should be considered in their totality as a 
coherent whole whose balance and specific nature depend on the fusion of the 
parts of which it is composed and which include human activities as much as the 
buildings, the spatial organization and the surroundings. All valid elements, 
including human activities, however modest, thus have a significance in relation to 
the whole which must not be disregarded’.72  
 
Where historic areas were to be protected, in addition to traditional information gathering 
in the form of ‘archaeological, historical, architectural, technical and economic data’ the 
report recommended ‘Studies should include, if possible, demographic data and an analysis 
of economic, social and cultural activities, ways of life and social relationships’ and stressed 
the importance of public involvement.73Thus the U.N.E.S.C.O. 1976 Recommendations 
move closer to the modern approach to determining significance by insisting the multiple 
values of a place should be systematically identified before historic areas were designated 
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and safeguarded.  Whilst the Amsterdam Charter made reference to the ‘social and 
economic value’, which were part of the capital of architectural heritage, the 1976 
U.N.E.S.C.O. Recommendations for the first time since Riegl return to the concept of ‘use’ 
being a significant factor in the identity of historic buildings.  
 
It was against this background of a wider concept of what constitutes the historic 
environment, the growing desire for public involvement and the recognition that buildings 
could have multiple values that the 1979 Burra Charter Guidelines were written. The Burra 
Charter was devised to provide a standard of best practice for managing Australia’s cultural 
heritage places.74 In addition to defining the term: ‘Cultural significance means aesthetic, 
historic, scientific or social value for past, present or future generations’, the Charter stated 
that ‘Conservation is the general term for the process of looking after a place so as to retain 
its culturally significant qualities’. It recommended that all aspects of cultural significance 
should be taken into account ‘without unwarranted emphasis on any one at the expense of 
others’ and the conservation options of a place should be ‘determined by an understanding 
of its cultural significance’.75 The Charter clearly advocated a significance-led approach to 
conservation, but with the focus still on the material reflecting the continuing belief that 
significance is inherent in the fabric alone.76 
 
New philosophical approaches recommended by international charters and 
recommendations were not always universally adopted. The international statements 
formulated for best professional practice reflected an attitude ‘still concerned primarily 
with monuments whose exceptional significance was evident at national, and often 
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international, level and where ongoing use was desirable, but not essential, to survival’.77 
Consequently conservation practice frequently still focused on the Ruskinian/Morris ideal 
of minimum intervention without concerning itself with the conflicting requirements of the 
historic with new uses. This issue was addressed at the Convention for the Protection of 
the Architectural Heritage of Europe, held in Granada in 1985, whose article 11 stated due 
regard should be given to fostering ‘the use of protected properties in the light of the needs 
of contemporary life’ and ‘the adaptation when appropriate of old buildings for new 
uses’.78The Granada Convention witnessed a further move away from the philosophy of 
historic buildings as unassailable art objects towards their consideration as receptacles for 
use.   
 
Despite the Recommendations of the U.N.E.S.C.O. Nairobi Conference in 1976 it took 
until 1987 for I.C.O.M.O.S. to produce the Washington Charter, designed to extend the 
scope of the Venice Charter from the individual monument to historic towns. Its second 
principle stated that ‘Qualities to be preserved include the historic character of the town or 
urban area and all those material and spiritual elements that express this character’.79The 
reference to ‘spiritual’ elements appears to indicate a major advance in the concept of what 
should be conserved, but the definition of what is meant by these qualities is prosaic and 
materials-based. When suggesting what aspects of the town a conservation plan should 
address no reference is made to determining the ‘spiritual elements’, rather only the 
‘sociology and economics’.80  
 
The importance of identifying the social values of the historic environment highlighted by 
the Burra Charter was reflected in the field of archaeological conservation in 1990 through 
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the I.C.O.M.O.S. ‘Charter for the Protection and Management of the Archaeological 
Heritage’ (‘Lausanne Charter’). The Lausanne Charter included the statements ‘It is widely 
recognised that a knowledge and understanding of the origins and development of human 
societies is of fundamental importance to humanity in identifying its cultural and social 
roots’ and ‘The archaeological heritage constitutes the basic record of past human 
activities’.81  
 
Although some of the more human, user-led values of the historic environment were now 
widespread currency in the conservation community they were still not being used to 
inform conservation actions. In Britain practical advice on building conservation remained 
firmly within the materials-based approach of the Venice Charter. In 1991 E.H. published 
The Repair of Historic Buildings whose aim was to achieve ‘ a consistency of approach in 
historic building repairs’.82 Of the ten ‘Principles of Repair’ all were concerned with 
technical, materials-based issues. Even 2.4 ‘Analysing historic development’, which might 
have required some identification of the values inherent in historic buildings, was firmly 
related to the physical structure; ‘This may involve archaeological and architectural 
investigation, documentary research, recording and interpretation of the particular 
structure, and its assessment in a wider historic context.’83 
 
The ever-broadening definition of the historic environment continued to impact on the 
approach taken to its conservation. The ‘Nara Document on Authenticity’ produced by 
I.C.O.M.O.S. in 1994 sought to extend the scope of the Venice Charter to include ‘The 
diversity of cultures and heritage in our world’.84 The extended range of buildings required 
new methods for defining their significance leading to a ‘growing acknowledgement of a 
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range of values associated with the built cultural heritage’.85 Some of these values were 
related to the continuity of traditions86with point 7 of the Nara Document stating ‘All 
cultures and societies are rooted in the particular forms and means of tangible and 
intangible expression which constitute their heritage, and these should be respected’.87 In 
widening the concerns of the heritage agenda to include the importance of local tradition, 
the human or social significance of the heritage object or landscape was further 
emphasised.  
 
2.5 The immediate impact of Burra 
In 1999 Australia I.C.O.M.O.S. produced a further revision of The Burra Charter which 
had great significance in the U.K. and arguably more impact on conservation practice than 
the Venice Charter, the Amsterdam Declaration and the Washington Charter put 
together.88The Charter formulated a systematic approach to identifying cultural significance 
through research and analysis, which could then be used to develop policy to inform the 
management and conservation of cultural sites.89 In addition to producing a codified 
approach, the Charter raised the question of how conservation knowledge should be 
defined.  Emphasis was placed on understanding the cultural significance of a place 
through ‘familiar elements such as the fabric and its setting and use’ in addition to ‘people’s 
memory and association with place’.90  
 
Whilst undoubtedly representing a significant break with the traditional theories of 
conservation, the Burra Charter has been criticised for its conservative approach towards 
the question of public involvement. Pendlebury in Conservation in the Age of Consensus raises 
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the criticism that cultural significance in the Burra Charter is still ‘closely linked to the 
physical fabric of buildings and places’ and this remains the preserve of the conservation 
expert ‘while allowing for some more pluralistic interpretation of the social meaning such 
fabric might have’.91This criticism is shared by L. Smith in Uses of Heritage, who argues that 
although the 1999 revision of the Charter was intended to promote greater community 
participation in identifying values this objective was compromised by the continued 
insistence on ‘the dominant sense of the trusteeship of expert authority over the material 
fabric’ and that ‘experts are perceived as having not only the ability, but also the responsibility 
for indentifying the value and meanings that are still perceived to be locked within the 
fabric of a place.’92 
 
Its limitations in advancing the scope of public engagement notwithstanding, the Burra 
Charter was of far reaching influence for placing the evaluation of significance at the heart 
of the conservation process  (it is the third step in the Burra Charter Process).93 It has been 
described as the best known and most widely used of the doctrinal texts adopted by the 
national committees of I.C.O.M.O.S.,94 and credited with introducing the idea of 
‘conservation planning’: the concept whereby ‘The heritage values of places were seen as 
often both multiple and mutable. Heritage practitioners therefore needed to become 
advocates and enablers as well as conservators’.95 In this respect the Burra Charter finally 
officially advocated the character-led conservation first mooted in the 1973 D.o.E. 
Circular.  
 
The Burra hypothesis of historic buildings as communicators of meaning reflected a 
general trend in the evaluation of historic objects. In the field of museology Alonso 
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Fernández’ in Introducción a la nueva museología observed ‘We do not have museums because 
of the objects they contain, but because of the notions and ideas that these objects can 
convey’.96 Muñoz Viñas refers to this theory as the ‘communicative turn’ which had a 
significant effect on the philosophy of conservation: ‘In contemporary conservation theory 
the primary interest is therefore no longer on the objects, but rather on the subjects. 
Objectivism in conservation is thus replaced by certain forms of subjectivism’.97 
 
This shift in emphasis from the viewed to the viewer reflected the increasing importance of 
the question of pubic participation. On the domestic front, the U.K. government’s 
aspiration to pursue a policy of social integration had brought the question of public 
engagement with the historic environment into the foreground of conservation policy.  In 
2000 in response to a request by the government, the U.K. heritage sector, coordinated by 
E.H., carried out a wide-ranging consultation survey including 180 experts and 600 
organisations to examine the current and future state of the historic environment system.98 
E.H. described the significance of this initiative in the March 2000 edition of their 
Conservation Bulletin, ‘For the first time we are embarking upon a wide exploration of what 
we value, why, and how’.99 The resulting document Power of Place reflected the new climate 
created by the Burra Charter. Power of Place used similar terminology to Burra, specifically 
the word ‘place’, which Smith suggests ‘incorporates a sense that heritage has direct 
linkages to the construction of identity in a way that “site” with its often implied preceding 
“archaeological” or “architectural” descriptor, does not’.100 
 
The word ‘place’ reinforces the idea of a social construct rather than a physical phenomena 
and the desire that the historic environment should be defined by all those who use it, not 
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just by a small number of informed experts. In the Power of Place foreword written by Sir 
Neil Cossons (the then Chairman of E.H.) he stated the document’s intention to empower 
the ‘many people’ who ‘feel powerless and excluded’101 and exhorts the heritage sector to 
‘find out what people value about their historic environment and why, and take this into 
account in assessing significance’.102 The effect of Power of Place was considerable and it has 
been argued that following its publication, ‘The primacy of expert opinion was toppled’.103  
 
The message of Power of Place was that it was no longer justifiable to define the significance 
of the historic environment solely from a professional point of view. All value judgments 
made about the future of the historic environment should be ‘consistent, transparent and 
never arbitrary. They need to be widely accepted. This means they need to be understood. 
They must be made openly, tested and refined by continuing debate. This debate must not 
be exclusive; everyone should be able to participate easily.’104  This spirit of greater 
inclusivity was further supported by the Labour government’s statement The Historic 
Environment: A Force for Our Future, published in 2001.105 However in this document 
inclusivity took the form of increased education and social access to the historic 
environment, rather than a democratisation of the process of its conservation.  
 
Post Burra, values-led conservation was increasingly adopted worldwide by the 
conservation community. The preface of the research report Values and Heritage Conservation 
published by the Getty Conservation Institute (G.C.I.) in 2000106 states: 
‘In the field of cultural heritage conservation, values are critical to deciding what to 
conserve - what material goods will represent us and our past to future generations 
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– as well as to determining how to conserve’.107  
 
By this statement the G.C.I. subscribed to the growing consensus that the primary interest 
of the heritage asset lies in the message it communicates and any future strategies for the 
asset’s conservation should be based around the retention of those values, which allow the 
messages to be communicated.  
 
The increased importance of values-led conservation was at the heart of Informed 
Conservation, Understanding historic buildings and their landscapes for conservation, published by E.H. 
in 2001 and widely distributed to members of the conservation community throughout the 
U.K. in the form of complimentary editions.108 In the preface Sir Neil Cossons stated 
E.H.’s current philosophy towards conservation:  
‘Caring for the historic environment is a dynamic process which involves managing 
change in order to allow future generations to understand what we value and 
something of their origins. This does not mean keeping everything from the past 
but it does involve making careful judgments about value and significance. Such 
judgments lie behind every conservation decision.’109  
 
Again the concept of valuing heritage for the messages it conveys is reiterated along with 
the importance of using values and significance as management tools. The publication 
continues to define significance, ‘What distinguishes that which might be conserved from 
that which will not is value or significance’ and to stress its key role, ‘Unless we understand 
why a place is worthy of conservation, the whole business of conservation makes very little 
sense’.110 A review of Informed Conservation in the E.H. Conservation Bulletin highlighted how 
this approach avoided decisions being made ‘based upon the status of what is affected 
rather than an adequately shared understanding of its significance’.111  
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However despite E.H.’s determination to embrace the identification of significance and to 
recognise ‘heritage assets may be significant for other reasons – for example they may be 
locally significant, or significant to a particular community group,’ Informed Conservation was 
limited in its attitude towards inclusivity assuming it was the role of ‘the responsible 
conservation adviser’ to identify local values.112 
 
2.6 Legacy of Informed Conservation: 1. Characterisation 
One of E.H.’s initiatives following the publication of Informed Conservation was the adoption 
of the practice of characterisation as a means of identifying what should be conserved and 
how this should be achieved. E.H. described characterisation as  ‘recognising the various 
personal and communal values and aspirations that have been inspired by England’s 
historic environment’ in order to ‘capture our overall feeling for the totality of a place’.113 A 
wide cross section of projects using this method was undertaken ranging enormously in 
scale from a study to assess the impact of urban expansion on the surrounding historic 
landscape of Milton Keynes114 to a strategy for maintaining the site and significance of 
Bletchley Park.115  
 
The characterisation process was similar to that of assessing significance; just as 
significance explored the many values a heritage asset might possess, so characterisation 
researched ‘the complex and intertwining roads of past decisions, actions and inactions that 
have led to the present day’s historic environment’116or the ‘time depth’ that gives character 
and sense of place to an area or landscape.117Furthermore the characterisation process in 
common with significance was intended to form part of the process for managing change 
as promoted by Power of Place, Force for the Future and Informed Conservation. In the introduction 
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to the Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey, one of the E.H. jointly sponsored characterisation 
projects, the dual intentions of the report were stated: 
‘Characterisation provides a means of understanding the diverse range of factors 
which combine to create “distinctiveness” and “sense of place”…..Characterisation 
is also a means whereby the historic environment can itself provide an inspirational 
matrix for regeneration. It emphasises the historic continuum which provides the 
context for current change and into which the regeneration measures of the present 
must fit if the distinctive and special qualities of each historic town are to be 
maintained and enhanced’.118  
 
Worthing and Bond in Managing Built Heritage have observed this two stage process resulted 
in ‘greater emphasis on consideration of the future as an integral component’ in contrast to 
most conservation plans which typically consist of four stages with future management 
frequently ‘bolted on as an afterthought’.119  
 
However, the method was not without its critics; Pendlebury criticised E.H.’s 
characterisation work as being ‘often reductive in nature and varies wildly in methodology’ 
and he condemned their continued avoidance of the issue of how decisions are made.120 
The limited approach to public engagement was illustrated by the ‘Characterisation’ edition 
of the E.H. Conservation Bulletin where all the schemes described were carried out by 
heritage professionals with only the Village Design Statements described by the York 
Archaeological Trust carried out by local communities.121  
 
2.7 Legacy of Informed Conservation: 2. E.H.’s Conservation Principles 
By the middle of the first decade of the twenty-first century, a new conservation consensus 
in the UK had emerged based around the recognition of a broad historic environment with 
many values, the recognition and understanding of which would allow inevitable change to 
be managed effectively. This ideology received ratification in the July 2005 edition of the 
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E.H. Conservation Bulletin, a retrospective of 25 years of its existence in which Oliver 
Pearcey, Special Project Director, contrasted the paternalistic aims of the organisation at its 
inception in 1983 ‘to manage, maintain and present in a lively and imaginative way the 
monuments in the care of the Secretary of State’ with its current goals:  
‘a new holistic approach that values the historic environment not just for its 
historic or architectural significance, but also for its wider contribution to a sense 
of place and to social and economic regeneration. There is also a new acceptance of 
the need to manage change rather than oppose it, and to recognise the right of 
participants to appropriate treatment and levels of service’.122 
 
In 2006 E.H. announced a three pronged initiative entitled ‘constructive conservation’ 
which consisted of ‘the establishment with government of heritage protection reforms fit 
for the 21st century’, ‘building capacity and competency across the heritage sector’ and a 
consultation document entitled Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance.123 All three of the 
initiatives reflected the desire for greater transparency and inclusivity expressed by E.H. in 
Power of Place and to counter criticisms of inconsistent and byzantine practices. Research 
had already begun on the Conservation Principles in 2004, with the aim to: 
‘spell out in one place, in a comprehensive fashion, the fundamental beliefs and 
policies that should underpin our (EH) own standards of practice in the broad field 
of conservation…to exert leadership and provide consistency and transparency in 
all we do’.124 
The final document was produced in 2008 following two lengthy public consultations 
(including the Church Buildings Council of the Church of England).125 
 
There is much in the Conservation Principles that draws on the legacy of the Burra Charter. 
The term ‘place’ is adopted for all aspects of the historic environment and significance is at 
the heart of the document with conservation defined as ‘the process of managing change to 
a significant place in its setting in ways that will best sustain its heritage values, while 
recognising opportunities to reveal or reinforce those values for present and future 
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generations’.126 Of the six stated ‘Conservation Principles’, whose intention was to provide 
a ‘framework for the sustainable management of the historic environment’, the third asserts  
‘Understanding the significance of places is vital’ and the fourth ‘Significant places should 
be managed to sustain their value’.127 The determination of the ‘Conservation Principles’ to 
be as clear and consistent as possible can be seen in the step-by-step explanation of how 
the significance of a place should be identified:  
‘it is necessary first to understand its fabric, and how and why it has changed over 
time; and then to consider: who values the place, and why they do so; how those 
values relate to its fabric ; their relative importance; whether associated objects 
contribute to them; the contribution made by the setting and context of the place; 
how the place compares with others sharing similar values.’  
 
In addition the range of values that might be attached to a place were described under 
four headings ‘evidential’, ‘historical’, ‘aesthetic’ and ‘communal’.128These values were 
similar to those used to define cultural significance in the Burra Charter: ‘aesthetic, 
historic, scientific, social or spiritual’.129 Under the E.H. typology scientific value was 
included as part of the illustrative nature of ‘historical’ value130 and spiritual value as part 
of the ‘communal’ values a place can inspire.131  
 
With the publication of Conservation Principles the government’s advisor on the historic 
environment ratified the practice of using values to assess the significance of historic 
structures, and then in turn basing decisions on their future conservation and 
management to best maintain that significance. As a consequence the Burra-inspired 
methodology became the official approach for conservation in England, and significance-
led conservation became the normative method for managing the historic environment. 
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The approach to two of the fundamental questions in building conservation ‘what’ and 
‘how’ had been given definitive methods of enquiry, if not definitive answers. As one of 
the authors of Conservation Principles observed ‘This document attempted to domesticate 
the concepts of conservation planning and a values-based system of assessment, 
promoting an integrated approach to managing any and all valued elements of the historic 
environment’.132  
   
Another important aspect of the Conservation Principles was its contribution to the debate 
on who should be involved in conservation. There was a clear emphasis on community 
engagement with Principles 1 and 2 stating respectively ‘The historic environment is a 
shared resource’ and ‘Everyone should be able to participate in sustaining the historic 
environment’.133Again in spirit the Conservation Principles echo the intention of the Burra 
Charter in recognizing the importance of peoples’ associations with places and the need 
for them to be involved where appropriate.134 However Pendlebury and Smith’s criticism 
of the Burra Charter, that it was primarily aimed at conservation professionals as the 
experts and guardians of the historic environment with only a controlled amount of 
participation from the general public, could equally be applied to the Conservation Principles.  
The document was not intended for a general readership, the introduction stating:  
‘The Policies and Guidance will specifically guide our staff in applying the Principles to 
English Heritage’s role in the development process, and in managing the historic 
sites in our care. We hope, of course, that, like all our guidance, the Principles will 
also be read and used by local authorities, property owners, developers, and their 
advisers’.135  
 
This focus on a limited audience is reinforced by an article in the March 2009 edition of 
Conservation Bulletin introducing the Conservation Principles which stated:  
‘We came to the conclusion that trying to meet all interests just wasn’t practical, 
and that we should concentrate on what we felt the primary purpose should be. 
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This took us back to the need for English Heritage to provide credible expert 
advice to those responsible for making or authorising changes to historic 
places’.136  
 
The effect of the Conservation Principles was not the introduction of a new philosophy or 
code of practice, as E.H. themselves observed ‘Our Conservation Principles are not 
revolutionary, or even particularly evolutionary,’137 but it did represent a very clear 
codification of their working practice which gave clarity to their actions and a possible 
template for others. So whilst they were still not asked to join in the process, the general 
public had a better idea of what the process involved. 
 
A slight impediment in the whole-hearted adoption of significance-based conservation in 
England has been the failure of government to take forward the first prong of E.H.’s 
‘constructive conservation’: ‘the establishment with government of heritage protection 
reforms fit for the 21st century’. The draft Heritage Protection Bill, also produced in 2008, 
was not adopted by the government, leaving the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as the primary legislation for the historic environment. 
Consequently the Conservation Principles were not endorsed by complementary primary 
legislation.  Paul Drury one of the authors of Conservation Principles has suggested how the 
concept of significance can be applied post hoc to the existing Act: 
‘ “Significance” can be considered as broadly equating, in terms of the Planning 
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, with “interest”, as in “special 
architectural or historic interest’….. Works of alteration or extension for which 
listed building consent is required are those “which would affect its character as a 
building of special architectural or historic interest”. In this context, “character” 
(meaning “distinctive nature, distinguishing quality or qualities”) might be 
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2.8 Significance-led conservation – government policy 
Despite lacking the endorsement of primary legislation the identification of significance has 
become central to modern conservation practice in England. The most recent Government 
planning guidance: ‘Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning for the Historic Environment’ 
(P.P.S.5) published in March 2010 and its replacement document the National Planning 
Policy Framework (N.P.P.F.) published in March 2012, both have significance as a key 
consideration.  The Practice Guide for P.P.S.5, which remains valid and a Government 
endorsed document, makes the statement ‘The difference between a heritage asset and 
other components of the environment is that a heritage asset holds meaning for society 
over and above its functional utility. It is this heritage significance that justifies a degree of 
protection in planning decisions’.139 The guidance continues by stating ‘Significance is a key 
term within the PPS policies…It is used as a catch-all term to sum-up the qualities that 
make an otherwise ordinary place a heritage asset’.140P.P.S.5 not only refers to significance 
as a method for defining heritage assets, but also as means for managing change and 
informing development: 
‘Being able to properly assess the nature, extent and importance of the significance 
of a heritage asset and the contribution of its setting is very important to an 
applicant in order to conceive of and design a successful development and to the 
local planning authority in order to make decisions’.141  
 
The guidance then includes step by step guidance on how an assessment of significance 
should be carried out with the proviso it should be sufficient ‘to understand the potential 
impact (positive or negative) of the proposal and to a level of thoroughness proportionate 
to the relative importance of the asset’, and with the requirement that local planning 
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authorities ‘only ask the applicant for what is genuinely needed to satisfy the policy 
requirement’.142  
 
There is a clear relationship between P.P.S.5 and E.H.’s  Conservation Principles, including the 
definition of significance: in P.P.S.5 ‘the value of a heritage asset to this and future 
generations because of its heritage interest’143 and the E.H. definition ‘the sum of the 
cultural and natural heritage values of a place’.144 Both methods of guidance use values as a 
means of defining the historic environment, but due to the continued existence of the 1990 
legislation there is some discrepancy between the values indentified: in P.P.S.5 the values 
are described as ‘archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic’,145 rather than E.H.’s 
‘evidential’, ‘historical’, ‘aesthetic’ and ‘communal’.146 However parallels with E.H. 
Conservation Principles could still be drawn: with ‘archaeological’ relating to ‘evidential’ and 
‘architectural’ and ‘artistic’ referring to ‘aesthetic’. P.P.S.5 makes no direct reference to 
communal values, but it has been argued they could be understood as a ‘subset of historical 
values’.147 
 
Like P.P.S.5, N.P.P.F. continued to use ‘significance’ as a means for identifying heritage 
assets and informing their conservation management. The P.P.S.5 definition of significance 
was repeated and extended ‘Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical 
presence, but also from its setting’.148 Significance-led conservation was endorsed in the 
introduction to Chapter 12 ‘Conserving and Enhancing the Historic Environment’ which 
stated local planning authorities should ‘recognise that heritage assets are an irreplaceable 
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resource and conserve them in a manner appropriate to their significance.’149N.P.P.F. 
continued the requirement first stated in P.P.S.5 that statements of significance be 
produced prior to development or demolition:  
‘In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant 
to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any 
contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to 
the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential 
impact of the proposal on their significance’.150 
 
In this respect both P.P.S.5 and N.P.P.F. adopt step four of the Burra Charter Process 
whereby significance is identified before policy is developed and change occurs.151 
 
2.9 Significance-led conservation – conservation organisations 
Other organisations involved in conserving the historic environment have followed E.H.’s 
lead and adopted similar significance-led strategies to inform conservation management. 
The National Trust (N.T.), who collaborated in the formulation of E.H.’s Conservation 
Principles, developed their own set of six principles. These were formulated by their 
Conservation Directorate in 2003 and were based on the stated understanding of 
conservation as ‘the careful management of change. It is about revealing and sharing the 
significance of places and ensuring that their special qualities are protected, enhanced, 
enjoyed and understood by present and future generations’.152 The N.T.’s Principle 1 is 
‘Significance’, which is accompanied by the statement ‘We will ensure that all decisions are 
informed by an appropriate level of understanding of the significance and “Spirit of Place” 
of each of our properties, and why we and others value them’.153 This approach includes 
the addition of ‘the revelation of meaning’, the importance of identifying context and the 
acknowledgement that ‘significance may change as society changes’ to the N.T.’s former 
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materials-based approach to conservation management.154 
 
 
The remit of the Heritage Lottery Fund (H.L.F.) since its formation in 1994 has been wider 
than many of the other organisations in the heritage sector as it defines heritage as 
‘anything we have inherited, value and want to pass on to future generations’.155The 
H.L.F.’s strategy for 2008-13 describes their view of heritage as ‘broad, progressive and 
inclusive…grounded in what people value’.156 The H.L.F.’s broad definition of heritage is 
mirrored in their attitude towards values, which they refuse to define, relying instead on the 
public ‘to identify what it cherishes and how it should be looked after’.157 The H.L.F. 
describe their approach as broadly consistent with E.H.’s Conservation Principles as both  
‘demonstrate how early consideration of all heritage values can help unravel their relative 
importance to one another, identify their sensitivity to change, and ultimately indicate how 
those values can be nurtured or enhanced’.158 However the H.L.F. differs from E.H. in its 
insistence that ‘values are not hierarchical; one person’s opinion is not necessarily more 
valid than another’s’.159A very significant funder of projects (the H.L.F. has over ten times 
the financial resources of E.H.), the organisation encourages public involvement in grant 
aided projects through training. 
 
A significance-led approach is followed by a large number of local authority conservation 
officers and conservation consultants writing conservation area appraisals.160 Many follow 
the E.H. guidance whose ‘objective is to understand and articulate exactly why the area is 
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special and what elements within the area contribute to this special quality and which do 
not’.161 Whilst this methodology is essentially a form of characterisation based on the 
identification of all the elements of the conservation area which contribute to its ‘special 
architectural or historic interest’,162it also includes a significance-based summary of special 
interest. This summary moves away from the traditional approach of simply listing the 
different physical elements of the historic environment which contribute to its character by 
requiring the urban surveyor to summarise the conservation area’s different values. These 
values include the tangible such as architectural styles, plan forms which illustrate historic 
development, local distinctiveness, structures which commemorate historic events and 
associations and the less tangible such as ‘how the places within it are experienced by the 
people who live and work there and visitors to the area’.163This ‘definition or summary of 
special interest’164 uses values to confirm why the area has been designated a conservation 
area and how it should be managed to retain the significance identified.  
 
In addition to incorporating the identification of significance into its methodology, the 
E.H. guidance for conservation area appraisals also supports community involvement. The 
guidance recognises the increased public involvement in defining conservation area 
boundaries and undertaking initial survey work and acknowledges this can ‘add depth and a 
new perspective to the local authority view’.165It also recommends greater public 
participation citing Oxford City Council’s ‘Character Assessment Toolkit’ which enables 
members of the public to make their own character assessments.166  
 
One of the conservation organisations to most closely follow E.H.’s Conservation Principles in 
the management of their historic assets is the Churches Conservation Trust (C.C.T.), the 
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body which cares for churches whose congregations can no longer afford to maintain their 
buildings. In July 2010 the C.C.T. produced a brief for its conservation team intended to 
allow them to increase their understanding of their buildings and to ‘highlight areas where 
more research may be required’.167Their methodology for undertaking ‘Assessments of 
Significance’ is based on E.H.’s Conservation Principles using the identification of the four 
values evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal in order to gauge a church’s heritage 
significance.  
 
The C.C.T. method makes provision for public involvement using questionnaires 
completed by those who use the church or live in its vicinity to determine the building’s 
communal value. The communal values identified by the public are then incorporated into 
the assessment of the heritage significance and heritage sensitivity of the church.168  
 
2.10 Significance-led conservation – national organisations 
Wales and Scotland have their own historic environment services separate to England, and 
their own conservation principles and guidance. However both countries have adopted 
policies which reflect a Burra-influenced approach to significance. The experience in Wales 
is close to that in England as both countries share the same primary legislation and have 
environment services which are non-departmental public bodies. Cadw, the Welsh historic 
environment service, published its Conservation Principles in March 2011 and its philosophy 
and approach is very similar to that of E.H. They have the same six conservation 
principles, but Cadw has ‘Historic assets will be managed to sustain their values’ and 
‘Understanding the significance of historic assets is vital’169 as principles 1 and 2 
respectively giving the principles greater prominence than E.H. who place them at 4 and 3. 
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Cadw also use the same four values to E.H. for identifying significance: ‘evidential’, 
‘historical’, ‘aesthetic’ and ‘communal’.170 
  
In Scotland the situation is slightly different as the historic environment has been a 
devolved matter since 1998 and Historic Scotland (H.S.) is an executive agency of the 
Scottish Government whose policy is decided by Scottish Ministers.171In 2011 H.S. 
published Scottish Historic Environment Policy, which included the policy behind designation 
and consents as well as stating the agency’s approach to the conservation of the historic 
environment. Whilst the identification of significance was not included as a numerated 
conservation principle, two of the stated key principles of the policy document were that 
the conservation of any part of Scotland’s historic environment should ‘be founded on full 
awareness and consideration of its cultural significance and all phases of its development’ 
and ‘be carried out in accordance with a conservation plan, which brings together all of the 
information and research necessary to guide the proposed action’,172 reflecting the Burra 
Charter Process.173 
 
2.11 Significance-led conservation – international organisations 
Significance-led conservation began on the international stage with the publishing of the 
Burra Charter and continues to be a fundamental part of modern international 
conservation. As Jukka Jokilehto observed  ‘Conservation of cultural heritage is the basic 
reference and the line of conduct for international charters and recommendations’.174 
U.N.E.S.C.O. was one of the first organisations to use values as a means for defining 
heritage when it adopted the World Heritage Convention in 1972 to protect places of 
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‘outstanding universal value’.175 Values-based criteria remained an important element of 
their decision-making process, with today the second of the ten selection criteria for 
inclusion on the World Heritage Site list being ‘to exhibit an important interchange of 
human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments 
in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape 
design’.176Furthermore U.N.E.S.C.O require the outstanding universal value of each  World 
Heritage Site to be defined as a means to understanding what should be protected and to 
inform future management.177 
 
2.12 Significance and contemporary conservation  
As has been illustrated above significance as a means of identifying the historic 
environment and informing decisions on its future management is now widely employed 
by the conservation community in England, Great Britain and the international 
community. E.H. recently published the National Heritage Protection Plan (N.H.P.P.), a 
framework which has been described as a business plan identifying what matters and how 
its should be protected.178The N.H.P.P. framework contains eight measures and includes as 
measure 4 ‘Assessment of Character and Significance’ and measure 5 ‘Protection of 
Significance’.   
 
E.H. also now include an identification of special interest as part of the listed building 
descriptions with recent descriptions including ‘a summary of the assessment of special 
interest in the building at the time of designation’ and those compiled or amended after 
26th June 2013 sometimes describing parts or features of the building which are not of 
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special architectural or historic interest.179 In this way E.H. are acknowledging that not all 
aspects of the building’s significance can be summed up in a description of its physical 
features, whilst at the same time recognising that not all of its features contribute to its 
special interest and consequently could be altered or adapted without the special interest 
being harmed or compromised. In the recent listing of Brixton Market and the T.S. Eliot 
shelter in Margate, the artistic and cultural values of the structures were decisive factors, 
although both buildings were also of significant architectural value. The most striking 
example of E.H. basing a listing decision on cultural value has been the listing of the Abbey 
Road zebra crossing, where all the significance rests on historical and cultural values.180   
 
In the last few years a large number of books has been published on the theory and 
practice of conservation which include the assessment of significance and the ascribing of 
values as an established part of the conservation process. Beginning with Jukka Jokilehto’s 
definition of modern conservation as ‘a critical process for the definition of what is to be 
conserved and how’,181 the subjective nature of the historic environment, the recognition of 
its socially constructed nature and the identification of this nature through the ascribing of 
values is now widespread. In Understanding Historic Building Conservation the chapter on 
preparing a conservation plan includes as its third stage assessing significance through the 
identification of values, with nine values suggested in addition to the values by which a site 
may be designated.182  
 
A values-based approach for determining significance is recommended in Architectural 
Conservation with nineteen values suggested as a starting point.183Worthing and Bond devote 
a whole book Managing Built Heritage to the role of cultural significance and include 
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seventeen values by which it can be assessed based on their experience of writing 
conservation plans.184The value typologies employed by E.H. and these publications is 











Evidential Value Architectural, aesthetic 
or natural beauty  
Age and rarity value Aesthetic value 
Historical Value Archaeological 
importance  
Architectural value Scenic and panoramic 
value 
Aesthetic Value Historic importance Artistic value Architectural/ 
Technological value 
Communal Value Scientific values Associative value Historical value 
 Use (historic or current) Cultural value Associational value 
 Community or social 
values 
Economic value Archaeological value 
 Artistic or literary 
associations 
Educational value Economic value 
 Public amenity values Emotional value Educational value 
 Educational value Historic value Recreational value 
  Landscape value Artistic value 
  Local distinctiveness Social value 
  Political value Commemorative values 
  Public value Symbolic/iconic value 
  Religious and spiritual 
values 
Spiritual and religious 
value 
  Scientific, research and 
knowledge value 
Inspirational value 
  Social value Ecological value 
  Symbolic value Environmental value 
  Technical value  
  Townscape value  
 
Table 1 Cultural value typologies 
 
It should be noted, however, that the adoption of significance-based conservation has not 
been universal. The S.P.A.B. still maintain the materials-based approach to conservation of 
its founding fathers. Whilst the organisation is not ‘anti-significance’ it believes any 
assessment of value and significance has to be based on the primacy of the fabric, with 
fabric offering primary evidence and cultural or other significance offering only secondary 
evidence. The S.P.A.B. still maintains its role should be that of custodian passing on 
historic fabric to future generations. As a consequence it rejects the idea that significance 
can be enhanced; believing it can only be revealed or explained.185    
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2.13 The Authorised Heritage Discourse and the issue of public participation 
Over the last ten years the discussion of who should be involved in the conservation 
process has become increasingly central to the conservation agenda, particularly amongst  
academics in the discipline of heritage studies, where the practise of Critical Discourse 
Analysis has been used to question who defines and controls heritage.186 A perceived 
Authorised Heritage Discourse (A.H.D.) has been identified, characterised in part as  ‘a 
professional discourse that validates and defines what is or is not heritage and frames and 
constrains heritage practices’187One of the perceived outcomes of A.H.D. being that 
‘communities of expertise have been placed in a position that regulates and assesses the 
relative worth of other communities of interest’.188This control then impacts on the 
identification of what constitutes heritage, and also on who should be involved in its 
management.  In response to this identified phenomenon on 8th June 2012 the Association 
of Critical Heritage Studies was launched with a remit to: 
‘question the received wisdom of what heritage is, energise heritage studies by 
drawing on wider intellectual sources, vigorously question the conservative cultural 
and economic power relations that outdated understandings of heritage seem to 
underpin and invite the active participation of people and communities who to date 
have been marginalised in the creation and management of “heritage”’.189  
 
The relevance of this discussion surrounding A.H.D. to the development of significance as 
a conservation tool relates to the question of should be involved in the identification of 
values. As has been discussed above, the secular conservation world increasingly invites 
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This chapter has shown how the assessment of significance has become a key component 
in modern conservation. Although there is not total consensus regarding significance-based 
conservation, for the majority in the contemporary field the assessment of significance 
through the identification of values provides a framework for answering the questions what 
to conserve? and how?. 
 
 The third question of who should be involved in deciding what and how the historic 
environment should be conserved remains a matter of greater debate. There has been a 
general acknowledgement that the public should have a greater say in deciding what merits 
conserving, with local authorities regularly consulting on where conservation area 
boundaries should be drawn and the H.L.F. relying on the general public to nominate 
projects for grant aid. There are also signs of the public being encouraged to take part in 
the conservation process itself with community groups carrying out research for 
conservation and character appraisals. Furthermore the importance of community 
involvement was given official endorsement by the inclusion of  ‘communal value’ as one 
of E.H.’s range of heritage values, a value which cannot be successfully determined without 
the involvement of the public. However, many believe the process has not gone nearly far 
enough and the current movement of Critical Heritage Studies will continue to keep the 
debate alive.  
 
This chapter has explored how the assessment of significance and the increasing role of the 
general public have become key features of modern conservation and indicative of 
normative practice. By providing this context it is possible to see how the approach of the 
C. of E., explored in the next chapter, both accords with and diverges from the secular 
experience in both philosophy and practice. In addition it will explore how the C. of E.’s 
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Chapter 3.0  
 
 
The particular case of the Church of England in the adoption 




In this chapter the circumstances surrounding the C. of E.’s decision to incorporate the 
writing of statements of significance as part of their conservation of historic churches will 
be analysed. There are a number of reasons for looking at the experience of the C. of E. 
separately from that of the secular community: the C. of E. sits outside the secular planning 
system and has developed its own procedures for building control and as a consequence its 
own philosophies towards building conservation; church buildings continue to be used for 
the purpose for which they were built which presents particular issues surrounding their 
conservation, including the requirements of changes in liturgy; the distinction which exists 
between religious significance and historic value; churches have an unparalleled role in the 
public consciousnesses, which again impacts on the question of how they should be 
conserved; the number of different interest groups who have a concern with church 
buildings, and the unprecedented role of public participation in the care and maintenance 
of church buildings, which is of particular relevance given the current debate around 
A.H.D.  
 
Once these particular issues have been examined the contemporary C. of E. attitude 
towards conservation will be discussed; how this impacts on their guidance for the 
identification of significance and how this relates to the practice in the secular world will be 
explored.  
 
The chapter will begin with the historic context examining how historic churches acted as a 
catalyst for the formation of the conservation movement.   
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3.2 The role of historic churches in the formation of the conservation movement 
Until the 18th century the question of how churches should be conserved or preserved did 
not arise as there was no concept of valuing buildings for their age rather than their 
religious or artistic significance. However during the 18th century the growing development 
of historicism in Western philosophy and the debate between the rationalism of the 
Enlightenment and Romanticism led to an increasing awareness of church buildings as 
spiritual repositories of moral and historical meanings, rather than simply objects with the 
physical requirements of repair and or liturgical/stylistic alteration.190 This change in 
attitude is illustrated by the types of alterations which took place between the 17th and early 
18th century and the late 18th and early 19th century. During the earlier period, Classical-style 
elements were added to many church interiors in the form of pews, panelling, pulpits and 
memorials. These changes were prompted by liturgical requirements: the emphasis on the 
spoken word rather than the sacrament of communion. The new fittings simply accorded 
to the dominant style of the period and the style of the new work held no moral or 
philosophical significance. By the late 18th century, however, some of the great Gothic and 
Romanesque cathedrals including Salisbury, Durham and Lichfield, underwent major 
programmes of work aimed to make their interiors and exteriors more Classical in style. 
These programmes of work reflected a new philosophical agenda which considered the 
‘beautiful simplicity’ and symmetry of Classicism morally superior to the clutter of the 
former Gothic style with its internal divisions and screens, considered to have unfortunate 
Roman-Catholic associations.191 The adoption of Classicism was by no means universal; for 
some architects the new moral agenda and desire for ‘beautiful simplicity’ was achieved not 
by adding Classical elements, but by restoring churches to one single period in their Gothic 
history.  
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Whether the restoration resulted in a Gothic building tamed to reflect Classical sensibilities 
or a text-book essay in one-period Gothic both methods resulted in the removal of huge 
amounts of historic material, ranging from the removal of screens, and fonts internally to 
the complete rebuilding of the west front at Hereford cathedral by the architect James 
Wyatt.192 Both the scale of the work carried out on individual buildings and the influence of 
the cathedrals acted as stylistic catalysts for many smaller churches resulting in widespread 
losses. In direct response to this destruction, and in conjunction with the emerging practice 
of antiquarianism, the advocacy of the historic fabric of church buildings began. The value 
of historic fabric was most eloquently championed by the architect and member of the 
Society of Antiquaries, John Carter. He wrote a series of articles for The Gentleman’s 
Magazine entitled ‘Pursuits of Architectural Innovation’ criticising alterations which caused 
loss of historic fabric and repairs and that led to poor imitations and damage193. His 
greatest criticism however was reserved for the practice of restoration, which he saw as 
having ‘very little or no connection, resemblance or proportion to the old works of art’.194  
In particular Carter singled out the work of James Wyatt whose restoration work at 
Salisbury, Lichfield and Hereford cathedrals he criticised with a  ‘Consistently malignant 
tone, but keeping just outside the risk of libel’.195 
 
Carter wrote his last article in 1817, at which point the controversy surrounding the 
alteration of ecclesiastical buildings was still largely confined to cathedrals. However, a 
growing population, increased prosperity and an escalating number of dilapidated medieval 
churches resulted in numerous church repair and restoration projects being undertaken in 
the 1820s and 1830s.196 The high profile nature of the cathedral alterations and the sheer 
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scale of new work in historic churches all fed the growing national debate over the merits 
or evils of restoration.    
 
A further element in the controversy appeared in the 1830s in the theoretical writings of 
the architect, Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin. Pugin added great weight to the cause of 
the Gothic restorers as he believed Gothic architecture the only morally acceptable style 
for Christian buildings as Classical architecture had its roots in the ‘heathen’ societies of 
Ancient Greece and Rome. He wrote widely on the subject between 1836 and 1843 
publishing  Contrasts, The True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture and An Apology for 
the Revival of Christian Architecture in which he expanded on this theory and attacked the 
recent Classical-influenced restorations.197 Like Carter before, Pugin shared a disgust of the 
wholesale restoration of Wyatt. On visiting Hereford Cathedral he exclaimed ‘horror! 
dismay! the villain Wyatt had been there the west end was his’.198 
 
Pugin was not an advocate of the preservation of original historic material, seeking rather a 
form, which reflected the church’s original Catholic roots.199 His doctrinal agenda was 
informed by his Roman Catholic faith, but was shared by the highly influential Anglican 
university-based movement the Cambridge-Camden Society. The Society, which originated 
in 1839 and re-formed in 1845 as the Ecclesiological Society, promoted the idea of a pure 
architectural style resulting from the restoration of churches to their original period of 
construction removing all subsequent modifications. These principles were disseminated in 
their periodical The Ecclesiologist which stated in 1845 ‘We must, whether from existing 
evidence or from supposition, recover the original scheme of the edifice as conceived by 
the first builder, or as begun by him and developed by his immediate successors’.200These 
restorations often included elements which had never previously existed, similar to Viollet-
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le-Duc’s philosophy of an ideal former state ‘which may in fact never have actually existed 
at any given time.’201  
 
The Ecclesiologists’ championing of one-period Gothic was highly influential with many of 
the principal architects of the period engaged in both the restoration of existing buildings 
and the design of new ones.202 As a consequence, the vast majority of historic churches at 
this time underwent stylistic restoration work of some kind. Intervention ranged from very 
accurate reproductions, such as the work of John Loughborough Pearson who numbered 
the original stones incorporated in rebuilt elements, to the wholesale rebuildings of 
Anthony Salvin.203  
 
One of the most prolific and well-known practitioners of church restoration in the second 
half of the 19th century was George Gilbert Scott. Gilbert Scott, a member of the 
Cambridge Camden Society, was also a devotee of John Carter and criticised the work of 
Salvin as not having ‘a single point of interest’.204 In his book A Plea for the faithful Restoration 
of our Ancient Churches he criticised ‘the torrent of destructiveness’ of contemporary 
restoration stating ‘It is a most lamentable fact, that there has been far more done to 
obliterate genuine examples of pointed architecture by the tampering caprices of well-
meant restoration than…. by centuries of mutilation and neglect’.205 In print Gilbert Scott 
appears to be an heir to the antiquary tradition, but in practice, (represented by over 800 
buildings) his approach to restoration had more in common with that of Viollet le Duc.206  
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Just as opposition to Wyatt had galvanised the late 18th century antiquarians so Gilbert 
Scott provoked a new generation to take up the cause of historic church fabric at risk of 
destruction. William Morris in March 1877 was moved to write a letter of protest to the 
Athenaeum beginning with the inflammatory statement ‘Sir, My eye just now caught the 
word ‘restoration’ in the morning paper, and on looking closer, I saw that this time it is 
nothing less than the minster of Tewkesbury that is to be destroyed by Sir Gilbert Scott’.207 
The letter continues to call for ‘an association….to keep watch on old monuments, to 
protest against all ‘restoration’ that means more than keeping out wind and weather’ and 
acted as a rallying cry for all those who deplored the loss of fabric to over zealous 
restoration projects, resulting in the formation of the S.P.A.B.  
 
Thus from the late 18th century churches were central to the emerging philosophy of the 
age value of buildings as embodied in their historic fabric, and from this point onwards 
they were no longer universally regarded as open to demolition or alteration with impunity.  
 
3.3 The separate system for consent 
Although church buildings acted as a catalyst for the formation of the conservation 
movement, their subsequent treatment in England throughout the 20th century and into the 
21st stands apart from the general conservation experience. The reason for this divergence 
stems from the unique position (one which it has come to share with other denominations 
in recent years) that the C. of E. holds regarding planning and historic building law.   
 
From the outset, the C. of E. authorities opposed the inclusion of churches in historic 
building legislation. Consequently the initial schedule of 68 monuments worthy of 
preservation included in the 1882 Ancient Monuments Act were of non-Christian 
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origin.208By the drafting of the 1913 Ancient Monuments Consolidation and Amendment 
Act, the C. of E. were under pressure to bring their buildings within the scope of the 
legislation.209  There was a general feeling amongst the growing conservation community, 
led by the S.P.A.B., that historic churches were generally in a poor state of repair,210over-
restored or being denuded of their most precious treasures.211 The then Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Randall Davidson, successfully argued that the C. of E., through its Consistory 
Court, already had its own system of control: the faculty jurisdiction system,212 and as a 
consequence section 22 of the 1913 Act stated that ‘any ecclesiastical building for the time 
being used for ecclesiastical purposes’ be exempt from secular control.213 
 
The faculty jurisdiction system to which Archbishop Davidson referred dated from the 
Church Courts created by William I in England in 1072, when the Church controlled the 
majority of property and family law. Evidence of bishops using their power to control the 
fabric of church buildings dates to 1237 when Otho, the representative of the Pope in 
England, made the statement ‘We strictly forbid ….rectors of churches to pull down 
ancient consecrated churches without the consent and licence of the bishop of the diocese, 
under pretence of raising a more ample and fair fabric.’214The Pope held ultimate authority 
until the Reformation, with responsibility then passing to the Archbishop of Canterbury 
and the newly formed Court of Faculties.215 Each diocese had its own consistory court 
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presided over by a Chancellor (a notary and principal record keeper of the diocese), 
appointed by the Bishop.216   
 
During the medieval period and beyond, most issues concerning the fabric appear to have 
been dealt with during the triannual bishop’s visitation, with the faculty proceedings of the 
consistory court mainly concerned with rights and privileges.217 By the 18th century 
commissioners were appointed who visited churches where major works were proposed.218 
This situation continued until the 1830s and 1840s when the deteriorating condition of 
many churches and cathedrals led to suggestions for state intervention along the lines of a 
National Monuments Commission similar to the body which existed in France. However, 
contemporary attitudes in favour of limiting the powers of the state ensured such a course 
was not pursued.219  
 
The overall scope of the Church’s jurisdiction was severely curtailed in 1857 when the 
majority of its former responsibilities were transferred to the secular courts, but the 
consistory courts retained control over church buildings.220 Permission for any changes or 
alterations to churches remained, therefore, the responsibility of the Bishop through his 
Chancellor, but in reality very few ever intervened.221 However as the century progressed 
the growing number of church alterations and increasing numbers of controversial internal 
ornamentation schemes resulted in the faculty system becoming more active222 with a 
steady stream of applications received in most dioceses.223In several dioceses architectural 
associations were formed to encourage high standards where new work was proposed in 
historic churches and the Committee of the Ecclesiological Society advised on designs 
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submitted by its members.224 It was in the light of these developments that Archbishop 
Davidson felt able in 1913 to state ‘I would be the last to deny that on occasions in the past 
ecclesiastical property has not always been protected as it ought to have been, but the 
utmost care is taken now to prevent a repetition of anything of the kind’.225 
 
Following its exemption from the 1913 Act, the C. of E. undertook the establishment of a 
more effective and formal system for protecting the historic fabric of church buildings. 
Diocesan Advisory Committees (D.A.C.) were formed, initially on a voluntary basis,226 to 
give expert aesthetic and historic advice to the Chancellor, and were composed of 
specialists with a range of relevant expert knowledge encompassing bells, organs, stained 
glass, metalwork and wall paintings.227 Following the Great War the perceived need for 
official intervention increased in response to the high demand for memorials, an influx of 
imported marble, the widespread availability of mass-produced materials such as polished 
granite, cheap stained glass and inferior church furnishings.228 By 1923 all the dioceses had 
a D.A.C. and in the same year the Central Council for the Diocesan Advisory Committees 
was formed to co-ordinate their work.229 The requirement for each diocese to maintain a 
D.A.C. became statutory following the passing of the Faculty Jurisdiction Measure in 
1938.230 
 
So by the early 1920s the Church of England had established a system for the protection of 
their historic churches, which predated listed building control by almost 50 years. Not only 
did the C. of E. precede the secular world in terms of timing, it also offered provision for 
control broader in scope than the later secular model.  Listed building consent when it was 
finally implemented required approval for ‘all works of demolition, alteration or extension 
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to a listed building that affect its character as a building of special architectural or historic 
interest’,231whereas a faculty was required for all works of repair, rebuilding and 
replacement and for the introduction, removal or re-positioning of any 
furnishings.232Furthermore the faculty system considered the church and churchyard as an 
entity prefiguring by 90 years the holistic designation of church and churchyard proposed 
as part of the reformed heritage protection programme233 and the asset management plans 
proposed by English Heritage as part of their National Heritage Plan Protection 
Framework in 2011.234  
 
In 1955 the C. of E. further strengthened its commitment to conserving the historic fabric 
of its buildings through its Inspection of Churches Measure. The Measure was passed in 
response to repairs still outstanding from World War Two damage and required an 
architect, approved by the D.A.C. to carry out a survey of necessary repairs every five 
years. The resulting report then formed the basis for a programme of work to be carried 
out before the next inspection, a copy of which was then passed to the Archdeacon.235 If 
the most pressing recommendations were not met, the Archdeacon could then require the 
Parochial Church Council (P.C.C.) to carry out the necessary works.236  
 
The effectiveness of the Faculty system for the protection and conservation of historic 
churches was widely acknowledged by the conservation community and consequently 
when in 1968 the Town and Country Planning Act introduced the requirement for listed 
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building consent, the C. of E.’s listed buildings received exemption.237During the 1980s the 
question of ecclesiastical exemption was re-examined following the introduction of state 
aid for church repairs. This prompted both the C. of E. and the Department of the 
Environment to produce documents, which resulted in the Care of Churches and 
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction Measure in 1991.238Under the Measure the membership of the 
D.A.C.s was prescribed to include representatives of the local planning authorities, amenity 
societies and E.H. as well as of the diocesan synod. The range of persons allowed to lodge 
an official objection to a Faculty was widened to include local planning authorities and the 
amenity societies.239 E.H. on average receive 792 consultations for ecclesiastical exemption 
cases for the C. of E. each year.240 
 
In 1997 concern amongst the conservation community over procedural differences 
between the secular planning and the Faculty systems led the Secretary of State for Culture 
Media and Sport to commission the Newman Report, ‘A Review of the Ecclesiastical 
Exemption from Listed Building Control’. In response to this report the C. of E. issued the 
Faculty Jurisdiction Rules in 2000 which addressed a number of the concerns raised 
including the use of specialist advice and consultation with local planning authorities. The 
2000 Rules also incorporated the requirement of a justification for proposed works by 
Statements of Significance and Need, recommended by Newman.241 Consequently the C. 
of E. included the identification of significance as part of its system for consent nine years 
before P.P.S.5 required the assessment of significance as part of the listed building consent 
process.  
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The contemporary situation sees C. of E. churches sitting outside secular listed building 
consent although not outside planning law (planning permission is required for operational 
development or change of use).242 The relationship with the secular conservation 
community has been strengthened over the years through the re-drafting of Ecclesiastical 
Exemption legislation and the requirements for consultation. However, as a result of its 
years of independent policing of its own buildings in matters of conservation the C. of E. 
has developed its own conservation body the Churches Buildings Council (C.B.C) which 
advises the D.A.C.s and writes policy and guidance. Whilst in some respects the guidance 
and advice of the C.B.C. mirrors that of the government’s advisor on the historic 
environment, E.H., in others it reflects its autonomy, as will be further discussed below.  
 
 
3.4 The issues surrounding church buildings still in use  
Whilst the C. of E. have demonstrated an historic and continuing responsibility towards 
the historic fabric of their buildings they have neither the funds nor the inclination to 
follow William Morris’ advice in the S.P.A.B.  Manifesto to ‘treat our ancient buildings as 
monuments of a bygone art’ and to ‘raise another building rather than alter or enlarge the 
old one’.243As Dr. Simon Thurley, Chairman of English Heritage, observed in his speech to 
the annual conference of Diocesan Advisory Committees in 2003, ‘They are buildings put 
up over the last thousand years still broadly used for the same purpose; there are few 
structures that can claim to have had such continual use’.244As the C. of E. wish to continue 
to use the majority of their historic churches for their original purpose inevitably, in 
buildings which can be up to 1,000 years old, this can create tensions between their historic 
value and their use value.  
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The issues surrounding this potential conflict of interest is further muddied by the fact 
their longevity of uninterrupted use makes the use value itself part of its historic value. As 
has been shown above, the history of churches in England has been one of alteration and 
adaptation with very few historic churches built before the Victorian period representative 
of a single style of architecture. As previously discussed, before the 18th century and the 
emergence of historicism, change in churches was prompted by the requirements of liturgy 
and style, ‘changes to medieval buildings were generally made in the manner of the day; 
churches could be provided with additions in baroque or neo-classical form, or could be 
entirely redesigned to meet the current fashion’,245 and later by a new historically conscious 
and moral agenda. The general trends in church building and alteration are summarised 
below – see Table 2. 
Period General trends in fabric alteration  
Romanesque – 10th -12th century Rebuild in stone on site of former wooden 
churches  
Gothic – c. 1170 – c. 1520 Total rebuild of earlier Romanesque building 
sometimes incorporating wall footings or 
decorative features. Subsequent stylistic 
alterations as Gothic style develops from 
Early English to Decorated to Perpendicular 
Reformation – 17th century Loss of statues, wall paintings, stained glass, 
rood screens, chantry chapels and stone altars.  
Alterations in own style. 
 Georgian – 18th century Alterations in own style 
Late 18th century Beginning of historical consciousness but also 
concept of style as independent from object. 
Initially resulting in classical symmetry and 
uncluttered interiors imposed on Gothic 
cathedrals 
Early – mid 19th century Gothic revival and stylistic restorations  
Mid – late 19th century Continuation of stylistic restoration and 
reaction - the beginning of the conservation 
movement 
20th century Conservation 
Late 20th century  Conservation and the management of change 
through the identification of significance 
 
Table 2 The changing attitude towards the fabric of church buildings 
 
Part of the reason for so much alteration and adaption can be explained, despite the 
religious nature of the buildings, by the absence of a tradition of what Viñas described as 
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material fetishism.246 The church building is consecrated, or blessed by an act of ceremony 
carried out by the bishop,247 but can be deconsecrated if the church is made redundant. 
Special provision is only made for the font, communion table and the plate used for Holy 
Communion, which are considered to have sacred properties and must be transferred to 
another church in the area if the building is made redundant.248 The font and the 
communion table are the church fittings used for the holy acts or sacraments of Baptism 
and Holy Communion and consequently have a significance not held by the fabric of the 
rest of the building. This significance could account for the high number of Norman fonts 
which survive in later medieval buildings, but as far as the rest of the fabric is concerned, 
there is no religious requirement for its preservation. This attitude towards the fabric 
accounts not only for the alterations to the fabric mentioned above but also for the 
removal of interesting panelling and artefacts to many rectories during the Victorian period 
and in the recent past the selling of pews, lecterns, prayer desks and candlesticks to raise 
funds.249  
 
Therefore for a C. of E. church to remain of religious significance there is no requirement 
for the fabric itself to be conserved; its primary importance lies in its use. This fact was 
emphasised by Archbishop Davidson during the debate over the exclusion of ecclesiastical 
buildings from the 1913 Ancient Monuments Act when he insisted churches were for 
worship and not for antiquarians.250 This emphasis on the primacy of ‘use’ value inevitably 
results in a tension with its historic value. A tension first identified by Riegl:  
‘Depending on the nature of the particular present-day value considered, symptoms 
of natural decay may well be tolerated; sooner or later, however, a limit will be 
reached beyond which present-day value would become impossible and would 
strive to prevail over age value’.251  
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The tension between use and historic value is consequently one of the major conservation 
questions facing the C. of E. in regard to historic churches; how to reconcile the social and 
liturgical requirements of the 21st century, such as corporate worship with an altar close to 
the congregation in the nave, or the desire for a venue for religious dance, with a structure 
which may have been built up to a 1,000 years earlier, which includes a medieval screen and 
fixed seating. This tension is recognised by the C. of E. in their current guidance on the 
conservation of historic churches in their first conservation principle ‘Conservation as 
responsible management of change’ which is explained in the following terms ‘Our 
approach to conservation attempts to reconcile the needs of congregations, worship and 
mission with the requirements for the long-term preservation of historic buildings, their 
contents and artworks’.252 
 
3.5 The issues surrounding the public perception of historic churches and its 
impact on their significance 
Whilst the major issue facing the guardians of C. of E. churches is the reconciliation of 
their historic and use values as outlined above, another consideration to impact on 
decisions regarding their alteration and adaptation is their iconic status at the heart of 
English culture and the concept of Englishness. This status has resulted in church buildings 
holding great significance for a far wider audience than their habitual users. The parish 
church has been used by poets, artists and writers as a shorthand for the time-honoured 
and traditional, whilst at the same time being respected as a place apart. The intangible 
numinous quality of the church is described by Philip Larkin:  
‘A serious house on serious earth it is, 
In whose blent air all our compulsions meet,’253 
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and by T. S Eliot recalling a place ‘where prayer has been valid’254. The artist Samuel Palmer 
in the 1820s and 1830s included a church with a prominent spire in a number of his 
paintings and drawings such as ‘Coming from Evening Church’, ‘A Hilly Scene’ and 
‘Evening: A Church among Trees’, to equate the pastoral scene with a vision of paradise. 
Like the artist William Blake before him Palmer wanted to produce ‘visions of little dells, 
and nooks, and corners of Paradise; models of the exquisite pitch of intense poetry’,255and 
used the church building as a device to intensify the mystical feel of the landscape.   
 
The unique atmosphere of historic church buildings stems from their continuity of use: for 
the devout this lends an atmosphere of enduring prayer; whilst for others its potency lies in 
the continuing ceremonial marking of births, marriages and deaths. The Rt. Hon. and Rt. 
Revd. Richard Chartres, Bishop of London, recognised the importance of both these 
experiences: ‘Tradition is a living stream which animates church buildings and gives them a 
different quality from the deserted shrines of dead religions’.256This ambience particular to 
church buildings, holders of the tradition referred to by Bishop Chartres, is an important 
aspect of the buildings’ significance. It is linked to the buildings’ use which could be 
described as its spiritual value, but also embraces other universal values such as emotional, 
associative, commemorative and symbolic. It should be noted, however, that in some 
churches the liturgy (the way the church is used for worship) is in tune with the 
architecture, whilst in others it clashes, as will be illustrated in chapter 8.  
 
The other intangible quality which lends church buildings a unique place in the public 
consciousness is their connection with the concept of Englishness. The poet Rupert 
Brooke, feeling melancholic whilst staying in Germany for his health, evokes a perfect 
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Spring day at home and finishes his poem with a reference to both the church and 
afternoon tea as the quintessence of the English life he is missing: 
‘Stands the Church clock at ten to three? 
And is there honey still for tea?’257 
 
This idea of the historic church as representative of English identity was illustrated by John 
Piper’s depictions of bomb-damaged churches including St Mary le Port Bristol and All 
Saints Chapel, Bath which became iconic images of the destructive nature of the Second 
World War.  T.S. Elliot’s Little Gidding published during the same period of national unrest 
identifies in the church building that:   
  ‘Here, the intersection of the timeless moment 
Is England and nowhere. Never and always’.258 
 
When John Betjeman wrote the Collins Guide to English Parish Churches, which the dust jacket 
describes as ‘the first selective guide to English parish churches, judging the buildings not 
only from the architectural point of view, but by their atmosphere and aesthetic merit’,259he 
characterised old churches with a mixture of elegy and nationalism: 
‘still they stand, the churches of England, their towers grey above billowy globes of elm 
trees, the red cross of St. George flying over their battlements’. Sixteen years later when he 
made the documentary A Passion for Churches for the BBC Betjeman again stressed the 
importance of church buildings in the English landscape: 
‘What would you be, you wide East Anglian sky, 
Without church towers to recognise you by?’260 
 
There are no particular features of the church building which can be singled out as 
quintessentially iconic, although the silhouette of a tower or steeple could be considered 
particularly evocative. Like the numinous atmosphere described above the Englishness of 
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C. of E. churches relies on an awareness of the intangible as well as the material. Although 
hard to define, when trying to answer the question of how historic churches should be 
conserved, perhaps more than any other building type in England, the intangible values of 
the buildings need to be considered.   
 
3.6 The involvement of multiple interest groups in the use of churches 
In addition to the challenge of managing historic buildings which hold such a unique place 
in the public consciousness, another issue facing the guardians of church buildings is the 
number of disparate groups of people whose interests are based in the church and the 
churchyard. These users fall into two categories, those whose interests are directly allied to 
the Christian worship use of the building and those whose are not. The former group 
includes bell-ringers, organists, choir members, tapisers (all of whom may or may not be 
practising Christians) and the latter tourists, genealogists, historians, botanists, naturalists 
amongst others (a group which also may or may not also have a religious connection with 
the building). All these groups have a specific interest in the building and its environs 
ranging from the acoustics of the church to the potential for biodiversity within the 
churchyard, and as a consequence all have different priorities for the church and 
churchyard’s management. 
 
 In some cases these priorities can be in conflict, for example: a genealogist might wish the 
grass in a churchyard to be frequently mown in order that gravestone inscriptions can be 
easily read, whereas a botanist might wish to see the habitat of an unusual wildflower left as 
undisturbed as possible; the church architect would rather bats were not allowed to roost in 
the belfry as their droppings and urine could have a detrimental effect on the fabric, 
however as a protected species their roosts cannot be disturbed and the conflict between 
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these two interests has led to much published advice on the subject;261 262 bell ringers might 
consider the base of the tower to be their domain whereas mothers of young children 
might consider it the perfect space for a Sunday school. In addition to the conflicting 
interests of associated users, are the different requirements of the liturgical users of the 
church. For example, for some worshippers the original medieval plan of the church with 
high altar, chancel screen and fixed pews might entirely suit the style of service they wish to 
attend, whereas for others this plan would prevent the practice of modern worship with its 
use of sacred dance and drama requiring flexible open spaces.263  
 
Many of the different users of the church have concerns with the fabric of the building or 
the physical components of the churchyard, whereas for others, for example the church 
musicians and worshippers, their concerns can also include the less tangible, such as 
atmosphere and smell (for High church worshippers incense is an important aspect of the 
liturgy). Appreciating this multiplicity of use and its attendant concerns both tangible and 




3.7 The role of the public in the conservation of church buildings 
The previous chapter described how in recent years the public have played an increasing 
role in the conservation of the historic environment in the secular world. In contrast the C. 
of E. has a long-standing history of public involvement in the care and maintenance of 
their church buildings. This tradition singles them out not only from the secular experience 
in England but also from the experience of conserving church buildings in Europe.  
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From the time of the earliest church buildings in England the local community have played 
a role in their upkeep. Although the first churches belonged to religious communities 
connected to the estates of Saxon lords (as described in the following chapter) their 
running costs and alterations were paid for by the local people from the church taxation 
system or tithe.264 The tithe, the equivalent of one tenth of the produce of each parishioner 
(inhabitant of the parish), was paid to the parish church: of this sum two thirds were spent 
on the payment of the clergy and the relief of the poor, with the final third used for the 
maintenance of the church building.265  
 
From c. 1200 the church building (excluding the chancel which was in the charge of the 
rector) was deemed the responsibility of the parish, with the funds administered by the 
churchwardens, the key lay officials.266 By the late Medieval period, in addition to the tithe, 
churchwardens were collecting money from land rents, charges for pews and burial, profits 
from church ales (community festivals for raising funds) and from community sports,267 
which they spent on a variety of building and maintenance costs.268  In 1640 the duties of 
the churchwarden were described by the poet and priest Christopher Harvey: 
‘The Churche's Guardian takes care to keep/Her buildings alwaies in repaire;/ 
Unwilling that any decay should creep/On them before he is aware:/Nothing 
defac'd,/Nothing displac'd/He likes; but most doth long and love to see/The living 
stones order'd as they should be'.269 
 
After the Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 tithes were transferred to rents payable to the 
state rather than the church or landowners and church buildings were financed from within 
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the parish by voluntary donations and fundraising. This system of financing continues to 
apply along with the medieval responsibility for the care and maintenance of the church 
resting with the churchwardens who give their services voluntarily. Their duties include the 
care of the church building and its contents, including an annual inspection to highlight any 
maintenance issues.270 The only professional input into the management of the church 
building comes in the form of the quinquennial inspection carried out every five years by 
an architect or chartered surveyor approved by the D.A.C. In a report published by the 
Ecclesiological Society in 2004 it was estimated that if the 32,000 churchwardens in 
England carried out on average an hour of work a week caring for their churches it would 
amount to 1.5 million hours per year. In addition to this impressive voluntary commitment 
the same report calculated the professional advice given by the D.A.C.s, if fees were 
charged rather than advice given voluntarily, could conservatively be estimated at £6 
million per annum.271  
  
Just as the C. of E. is separated from the State in terms of its system for listed building 
consent, the same is true also of its financial status; the C. of E. is financed as a charity, 
largely from voluntary donations. Consequently, although the C. of E. can apply for public 
funding to repair its historic buildings, and receives a modest contribution from the 
church-state Churches Conservation Trust for its redundant churches,272 the larger part of 
its repairs costs are raised from its own community and all maintenance costs have to be 
found by the parish. In 2007 £112 million was spent on repairs to parish churches of which 
only £40 million was funded by public grants and independent trusts.273 This situation 
contrasts with many parts of Europe where religious buildings receive funding from state 
administered church taxes in Austria, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland, Italy 
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and Switzerland.274 In Germany, anyone who is officially registered as Catholic, Protestant 
or Jew pays a religious tax, worth an extra 8-9% of their income tax bill and in 2011, the 
Catholic Church received 5bn euros and the Protestant Church 4.5bn euros from 
taxpayers.275 In France, although the Church and State have been separate institutions since 
the French Revolution, all pre-1904 ecclesiastical buildings are maintained by central 
government or the municipal authorities.276As a consequence Bishop Chartres has 
suggested ‘the Church of England is in financial terms the most disestablished church in 
Western Europe’.277 
The effect of this autonomy has had a direct impact on the conservation of C. of E. 
churches. Churches are community buildings with decisions regarding their maintenance, 
repair and alteration taken democratically by the P.C.C., not the incumbent or the church 
authorities. The historic responsibility of the care and maintenance of the church fabric 
lying in the hands of the churchwardens has its contemporary expression in the 
requirement for the parishes to write statements of significance, a role more frequently 
ascribed to a heritage professional in the secular world.  
As the State does not contribute directly to the funding of parish churches still in use it has 
no concomitant influence on the conservation of the buildings. In the past E.H. were 
consulted on proposed works of alteration to buildings which had received grant aid, but 
this stipulation has been removed following E.H.’s inclusion through consultation in the 
faculty process, see above. The C. of E.’s financial independence, in conjunction with its 
exemption from listed building consent, has contributed to the formation of its own 
autonomous conservation body, the Church Buildings Council (C.B.C.) which in turn 
produces its own independent policy and advice. 
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3.8 The traditional approach towards valuing churches and the adoption of 
significance by the C. of E.  
Before examining how the C. of E. came to adopt significance as a means for informing 
decisions regarding change to historic churches, the methods traditionally used for 
assessing the value of church buildings will be examined.  
 
Perhaps the two most well known sources of information on historic churches are the 
descriptions in Nikolaus Pevsner’s Buildings of Britain series written between 1951-74, many 
of which have been updated in recent years, and the E.H. listing descriptions.  Both 
resources provide information on the physical characteristics of the building and their date, 
but are limited to what John Betjeman referred to as ‘the search for style’.278  Dr. Simon 
Thurley, the Chief Executive of English Heritage acknowledged the limitations of the list 
descriptions in his speech to the annual conference of D.A.C.s in 2003: 
‘the list description is pretty hopeless at telling the owner why it is listed and at that 
grade…..who has read a list description and understood from it the value and 
significance of the church it describes in such dry detail?’  
 
Since Dr. Thurley made this speech E.H. have begun to include statements of special 
interest within the list descriptions of newly listed buildings (see previous chapter), but 
there are no plans at present to rewrite the existing descriptions, due to lack of funds.279   
  
Frequently either the list description or Pevsner provide the basis for church building 
leaflets which can be found in the majority of churches and follow a similar format of 
listing and dating the architectural features and fittings.  This has resulted in many users 
and visitors regarding historic churches as a collection of dated fixtures and features which 
are characteristic of certain periods in the history of architecture. Using the E.H. indicators 
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for identifying significance this method would allow for the identification of historical and 
aesthetic value, but not evidential or communal value.  
 
There are, however, sources of information available which provide insights into the 
communal and evidential value of church buildings. A number of detailed works explain 
the impact on the built fabric of changes in the liturgy such as G.W.O. Addleshaw and F. 
Etchell’s  The Architectural Setting of Anglican Worship280 and Allan Doig’s Liturgy and 
Architecture.281  G.W. O. Addleshaw was a canon residentiary of York Minster and Frederick 
Etchells an artist, architect and architectural theorist and their combination of artistic 
sensibility, knowledge of architectural theory and practice, and liturgical insight resulted in a 
book which systematically describes the alterations carried out to church interiors in 
England and Ireland from the Reformation to the time the book was published in 1947. 
Allan Doig’s book concentrates on liturgical changes in the early church until the Middle 
Ages, but on an international scale. Both publications give an understanding of why church 
interiors are ordered in the way they are whilst also informing the viewer of what may have 
been lost, allowing for the identification of communal and evidential values respectively. In 
this way they add to understanding of the evolution of the church, telling the whole story 
of the building, not just the message of the surviving fabric.   
 
Other studies seek to explain C. of E. churches in relation to their social, political and 
liturgical context including Graham Hutton and Olive Cook’s English Parish Church282 and 
Roy Strong’s  A Little History of the English Country Church.283 Strong’s book returns to a 
subject he first explored in the 1977 exhibition ‘Change and Decay: The Future of Our 
Churches’. In his preface to A Little History he quotes from the preface to the exhibition:  
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‘Seldom are we ever given a glimpse of the [church] building as the historic 
microcosm over the centuries of a community. Their very fabric tells us of 
prosperity and depression, of war and peace; extensions in size reflect rise in 
population; the names of the headstones reveal the families who for generations 
moulded the life pattern of the land around. We need to develop for a wider public 
our approach to churches as expressions of past human beings, everyone’s 
ancestors over the centuries, and shift from the crudity of categorising a building 
on its aesthetic merits alone, ignoring all else’.284 
 
Other works such as Warwick Rodwell’s The Archaeology of Churches285 examine the 
archaeological potential of church buildings (the E.H. evidential value) and a number of 
studies focus on specific aspects of the church interior such as Pews, Benches and Chairs 
published by the Ecclesiological Society.286   
 
In addition to the vast body of literature explaining all aspects of church buildings from a 
national perspective churches often form the focus of local history studies. Typical of such 
books is The Book of Plymtree by T. Eames,287which includes a whole chapter on the church 
and traces the history of the building with many references to the people involved in its 
alterations and development. In addition to published material, local record offices hold 
historic press cuttings, parish magazines, churchwardens accounts, old faculty petitions and 
photographs all of which can provide information on alterations to the church fabric. All 
the above would assist in the identification of some of the communal values of the 
building.  
 
Despite all this information about the nature and evolution of their buildings being 
available to local congregations, until 2000 there was no requirement for any research to be 
carried out before a parish applied for a faculty to alter their building. The faculty petition 
required detailed information on the proposed works including a schedule, design, plans 
and specification. It also required a number of questions to be answered, but the only ones 
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relevant to the fabric of the building were ‘what is the approximate age of the building?’ 
and ‘is the building listed?’288The emphasis was on the suitability of the new works, rather 
than the sensitivity of the existing fabric to change.   
 
This situation changed following the publication of the Faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2000, 
which required applicants applying for a faculty for significant change to a listed church to 
provide the D.A.C. with a Statement of Significance and Statement of Need.289 The 
purpose of the Statement of Need was to justify the proposed alteration whilst the 
Statements of Significance was defined according to the 2000 Rules as ‘a document which 
summarises the historical development of the church and identifies the important features 
that make major contributions to the character of the church’.290As a consequence of these 
Rules an historic and architectural assessment of the church was required before any 
alteration could be considered, acknowledging the importance of understanding the nature 
of the existing fabric as part of the process of change. 
  
Although the guidance for writing statements of significance did not give a definition of 
‘significance’ the guidance for writing conservation management plans (required for major 
and complex churches where a statement of significance was not considered sufficiently 
detailed) defined significance in the following way ‘Significance is the whole set of reasons 
why people value a major church, whether as a place for worship and mission, as an 
historic building that is part of the national heritage, as a focus for the local community, as 
a familiar landmark or for any other reasons.’291This definition suggests the C. of E. were 
aware their historic churches were valued for many reasons and these reasons needed to be 
identified before any changes could take place.  
                                                        
288 ‘The Faculty Jurisdiction (Amendment) Rules 1989’ [Online] 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1989/1243/made [6th February 2014] 
289 Church of England.’ The faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2000’ [Online] 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2000/2047/pdfs/uksi_20002047_en.pdf [31st October 2013], p. 5. 
290 Ibid., p. 4. 
291 Churchcare. ‘Guidance Note Conservation Management Plans’ [Online] 
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/images/CMPs.pdf [7th February 2014] 
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As noted above the C. of E. were early adopters of assessing significance, with the 2000 
Faculty Jurisdiction Rules requirements predating E.H.’s Conservation Principles by eight 
years, and the necessity for providing assessments of significance under P.P.S.5 by nine.   
 
3.9 The C. of E. approach to assessing significance  
The C. of E.’s methodology for writing Statements of Significance was first compiled by 
the C.B.C. in October 2002, with revisions in March 2007, August 2010 and March 2011.  
The 2011 version, although post-dating the publication of E.H.’s Conservation Principles does 
not adopt the values-based method E.H. recommended as a means for determining 
significance. The C. of E. approach to assessing significance, although it requires a wide-
reaching analysis of all elements of the building, its setting and use, does not require the 
specific identification of values.  
 
This approach continues in the 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of 
significance, produced following the passing of the Faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2013 which 
described statements of significance as:  
‘a document which describes the significance of the church building in terms of its 
special architectural and historic interest (including any contribution made by its 
setting) and any significant features of artistic or archaeological interest that the 
church or other building has so as to enable the potential impact of the proposals 
on its significance, and on any such features to be understood’.292 
 
This definition represented an expansion of the 2000 version, but is still based on the 
identification of the physical qualities of the building.  It does not require the identification 
of the ‘whole set of reasons why people value a major church’293 which the C. of E. 
previously suggested was necessary for understanding the significance of major churches.294  
                                                        
292 Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need’ [Online] 
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/guidance-advice/statements-of-significance-need [11th February 
2014], p.1. 
293 Churchcare. ‘Management Plans’. 
294 Ibid. 
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This approach contrasts with the E.H. definition of a statement of significance from 
Conservation Principles: ‘should be a summary of the cultural and natural heritage values 
currently attached to it and how they inter-relate, which distils the particular character of 
the place.’295The effect of concentrating on the material aspects of the building’s character 
rather than allowing for the identification of some of its more intangible values will be 
considered later as part of the analysis of the fieldwork.   
 
The differing approach of the C. of E. to E.H. to the assessment of significance arises from 
their separate conservation principles. The C. of E. have seven conservation principles 
listed on the Churchcare website,296 whilst E.H. have six conservation principles and eight 
conservation policies and guidance, which form part of their 2008 Conservation Principles, 
Policies and Guidance. By comparing the C. of E. principles not only with E.H.’s Conservation 
Principles 2008, but also with the principles stated by E.H. pre-Burra Charter in their 1991 
publication The Repair of Historic Buildings Advice on principles and methods, a picture emerges of 
their conservative nature – see Table 3. (It should be noted that E.H.’s The Repair of Historic 








                                                        
295 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 40. 
296 Churchcare. ‘Conservation Principles’.  
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E.H. Principles of 
Repair (1991) 
1. Conservation as 
responsible management of 
change 
1.The historic 





1. The purpose of repair  
2. Minimum intervention 
 
2.Everyone should be 
able to participate in 
sustaining the historic 
environment  
2. Periodic renewal  2. The need for repair  
3. Maintenance 
 
3. Understanding the 
significance of places is 
vital  
3. Repair  3. Avoiding unnecessary 
damage 
4. Preserve as found 
 
4. Significant places 
should be managed to 
sustain their values  
4.Intervention to 
increase 
knowledge of the 
past 
4. Analysing historic 
development 
5. Like for like repairs 
  
 
5. Decisions about change 
must be reasonable, 
transparent and consistent  




6. Documenting and 
learning from decisions is 
essential  
6. New work and 
alteration  








7. Truth to materials 
  8. Enabling 
development  
8. Removal of damaging 
alterations 
   9. Restoration of lost 
features 
   10. Safeguarding the 
future 
 
Table 3 Table showing the C. of E. conservation principles alongside recent and historic E.H. principles 
and guidance. The information is listed according to the hierarchy given by the two organisations.  
 
 
The C. of E.’s first principle ‘Conservation as responsible management of change’ is in 
many respects their most forward-looking principle; one which acknowledges that church 
buildings are not simply works of art or museums, but buildings in use with specific needs 
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relating to that use, ‘Our approach to conservation attempts to reconcile the needs of 
congregations, worship and mission with the requirements for the long-term preservation 
of historic buildings, their contents and artworks.’297 This importance of use was 
acknowledged by E.H. in 1991 (principle No. 10), ‘Safeguarding the future - An historic 
building or monument should be regularly monitored and maintained and, wherever 
possible, provided with an appropriate and sympathetic use’298and the issues surrounding 
use were explored in the explanation of the 2008 principle No. 5 ‘Potential conflict 
between sustaining heritage values of a place and other important public interests should 
be minimised by seeking the least harmful means of accommodating those interests’299  The 
C. of E. first principle also accords with the first part of E.H.’s definition of Conservation 
in Conservation Principles: ‘Conservation The process of managing change to a significant 
place in its setting in ways that will best sustain its heritage values, while recognising 
opportunities to reveal or reinforce those values for present and future generations’.300  
Despite the first C. of E. principle acknowledging the importance of reconciling the 
requirements of use and change with those of historically sensitive buildings these 
intentions are not reflected in the other six C. of E. conservation principles. These consist 
of a mix of guidance for the practical carrying out of repairs and maintenance and two 
further principles, ‘minimum intervention’ and ‘preserve as found’ which could be 
described as antipathetic to the spirit of the first.  
The practical guidance is given in the third, fifth, sixth and seventh principles. Of these the 
third principle ‘maintenance’ accords with advice in both the E.H. 1991301 and 2008 
guidance,302 whilst the sixth and seventh C. of E. principles of ‘Reversibility’ and 
                                                        
297 Ibid. 
298 Brereton, C. The Repair of Historic Buildings, London: English Heritage, 1991, 
 p. 11. 
299 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 23. 
300 Ibid., p. 71. 
301 Brereton, 1991,  p. 11. 
302 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 51. 
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‘Recording’ relate to advice in the E.H. 2008 guidance.303  The C. of E.’s fifth principle 
‘Like for like repairs’ is similar to E.H.’s 1991 principle No.6 ‘Adopting proven techniques’ 
which states ‘repair techniques should match or be compatible with existing materials and 
methods of construction’,304 but by their 2008 ‘Policy and Guidance’ under the heading 
‘Repair’ E.H. amend that advice to make the observation                                                                               
‘The use of original materials and techniques for repair can sometimes destroy more of the 
original fabric, and any decoration it carries, than the introduction of reinforcing or 
superficially protective modern materials’.305  
The remaining two C. of E. principles relate directly to the philosophy of conservation. 
The first is of these is  ‘minimum intervention’ with the explanation ‘An important 
objective of conservation is to preserve as much of the original material as possible’306The 
conservation philosophy of the C. of E. in this instance is more closely aligned with the 
S.P.A.B. whose original manifesto (to which the society still adheres) advocates ‘to resist all 
tampering with either the fabric or ornament of the building as it stands’.307 Even in their 
earlier 1991 guidance E.H., whilst proposing that repair should not unnecessarily disturb or 
destroy historic fabric and should be kept to a minimum to stabilize and conserve the 
building,308 also support the removal of damaging alterations in certain circumstances309 and 
the non-speculative restoration of lost features.310By the arrival of the 2008 Conservation 
Principles E.H. advice reflects the widely held view of the secular conservation world that 
‘Significant places should be managed to sustain their values’.311 They propose that change 
is inevitable and the aim of conservation should be to manage that change to sustain 
                                                        
303 Ibid. p. 24. 
304 Brereton, 1991, p. 9. 
305 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 53. 
306 Churchcare. ‘Conservation Principles’.  
307 S.P.A.B. ‘The Manifesto’ [Online] http://www.spab.org.uk/what-is-spab-/the-manifesto [13th February 
2014] 
308 Brereton, 1991,  p. 9.  
309 Ibid. p. 10. 
310 Ibid. p. 11. 
311 EH, Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 22. 
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heritage values rather than following a strict policy of preservation.312 This philosophy 
informs the E.H. ‘Policy and Guidance’ which: supports intervention to increase 
knowledge of the past;313 restoration under very specific criteria including where the 
heritage values of the elements to be restored outweigh the values of those that would be 
lost;314and new work and alteration if ‘The proposal would not materially harm the values 
of the place, which, where appropriate, would be reinforced or further revealed’.315  In 
contrast, despite including as their first principle ‘Conservation as the responsible 
management of change’ the C. of E. appear to be severely curtailing this objective with the 
limitations of prescribed minimum intervention.  
The fourth principle ‘Preserve as found’ again sees the C.of E. adopting the philosophy of 
the S.P.A.B. in contrast to the approach of E.H. As in the discussion concerning minimum 
intervention above, E.H. have been shown to be historically and currently open to the idea 
of altering the historic fabric if there is sufficient justification. The C. of E., however, in 
their explanation of the concept of ‘Preserve as found’ state ‘Heritage professionals no 
longer strive to restore the original appearance of buildings and artworks but instead aim to 
respect the current state of objects’.316Whilst respecting the ‘current state of objects’ the C. 
of E. make no philosophical provision for their alteration or adaptation. Once again, as 
with the principle of minimum intervention, the C. of E. approach reflects the 19th century 
S.P.A.B. philosophy that inherited historic fabric has an inalienable worth that should be 
preserved as found rather than adapted, restored or altered. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, the S.P.A.B. philosophy was formulated in response to a specific threat: the 
wholesale stylistic restoration of large numbers of churches. This particular set of 
circumstances no longer applies but has been replaced by a new set of issues which, 
although recognised by the C. of E.: ‘the needs of congregations, worship and mission’ 
                                                        
312 Ibid. p. 22. 
313 Ibid. p. 54. 
314 Ibid. p. 55. 
315 Ibid., p. 58. 
316 Churchcare. ‘Conservation Principles’.  
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which needs to be reconciled with ‘the requirements for the long-term preservation of 
historic buildings, their contents and artworks’,317is not directly addressed by their guidance. 
In summary, although the C. of E., like E.H., define conservation as the management of 
change, their advice is primarily aimed towards the preservation of existing fabric. This 
philosophy embodied in their Conservation Principles is reflected in their guidance for 
writing statements of significance, whose stated aim is the identification of ‘special 
architectural and historic interest’ and ‘significant features of artistic or archaeological 
interest’.318  
3.10 Conclusion 
Although historic churches were the catalyst for the formation of the conservation 
movement in England, their subsequent conservation has followed an entirely independent 
path from that of the secular world. The secular world, as discussed in the previous 
chapter, now almost universally follows an epistemological approach based on a belief in 
the subjective nature of the historic environment; their methodology for assessing 
significance requires the identification of values by people. In contrast the C. of E. adopt a 
more positivist epistemological approach, which has more in common with the early years 
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of the conservation movement; believing in the intrinsic value of historic buildings which 
can be revealed through investigation.  
 
The secular world’s adoption of the identification of values as a means for determining 
significance requires a level of specialist knowledge only available to the conservation 
professional. In contrast the C. of E. approach to determining significance is formulated 
for non-professionals, with the proviso that professional help could be sought if necessary.  
The C. of E. use the compiling of statements of significance to inform congregations of 
the nature of their buildings before any major alterations to the fabric take place, in order 
that the impact of the proposed work on its significance is understood.  
 
A comparison between the C. of E.’s positivist approach and the more critical theoretical 
methodologies of the secular world which follows will suggest which methodology is most 
















A methodology for testing the effectiveness of the C. of E. 
guidance for assessing significance  
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter will describe how the methodology for testing the effectiveness of the 
positivist approach of the C. of E. to assessing significance was developed. For the 
purposes of this thesis ‘effectiveness’ refers to the degree to which the C. of E. guidance 
achieves the desired result of identifying the significance of a church. The chapter will:  
 describe the methodology chosen  
 describe the initial intention of the study 
  examine the decision to use a single case study and the particular church chosen 
 examine the potential for researcher bias and the steps taken to neutralise this 
potential  
 discuss the use of community consultation and involvement in the research 
including the steps taken to address the ethical dimensions of the human-related 
research 
 explain the decision to use a comparative study and why the three comparative 
methodologies were chosen 
 describe how the comparison was made between the four methodologies 
 discuss the effectiveness and limitations of the chosen methodology.  
 
4.2 Outline of the methodology  
The researcher wrote a statement of significance following the C. of E. methodology 
guidelines for a parish church in Devon, St. John the Baptist, Plymtree (Plymtree church). 
To test the effectiveness of the C. of E. methodology the researcher then wrote three 
further assessments of significance for the same church using three other methodologies: 
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the Churches Conservation Trust’s (C.C.T.) Assessment of Significance,319also used for historic 
churches; a methodology used in the secular world for assessing character, English 
Heritage’s (E.H.) guidance for writing conservation area appraisals320 and a theoretical 
methodology which advocates the identification of values as means of assessing 
significance outlined in the book Managing Built Heritage321 by Derek Worthing and Stephen 
Bond (W. and B.). Once the four separate assessments of significance were written they 
were compared using a mixed method approach to determine their strengths and 
weaknesses. The intention of the methodology was to highlight those areas in which the C. 
of E. approach successfully assessed significance and to identify any strategies from the 
other methodologies by which its effectiveness could be enhanced.  
  
4.3 Original intention of the methodology  
The original intention of the study was to compare the C. of E. guidance for writing 
statements of significance with the E.H. methodology for writing conservation area 
appraisals to discover which approach most effectively determined the significance of a 
number of different churches. As discussed in Chapter 2 assessments of significance are 
not theoretical exercises but practical frameworks designed to enable the 
owner/conservator/guardian of a building to form as complete a picture as possible of the 
character and worth of a structure in order to make informed decisions about its future 
care and management. It therefore seemed appropriate to the researcher to use a practical 
method of analysis to determine the effectiveness of the C. of E. methodology rather than 
a theoretical discussion of its contents. The decision was therefore made to determine how 
effective the C. of E. methodology was in practice by using its guidelines to write a number 
of statements of significance and the results of these studies then compared with another 
                                                        
319 The Churches Conservation Trust. ‘St. Andrew’s Old Church, Kingsbury, London Borough of Brent 
Assessment of Significance’, Unpublished, May 2009, Appendix 2.  
320 English Heritage. ‘Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management’ 
[Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/publications/publicationsNew/guidelines-
standards/understanding-place-conservation-area/understanding-place-ca-designation-appraisal-
management.pdf [24th November 2012] 
321 Worthing, D, and Bond, S. Managing Built Heritage, The role of cultural significance, Oxford: Blackwell, 2008. 
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approach (the E.H. conservation appraisal methodology) to gauge the effectiveness of the 
former.   
 
The E.H. methodology was chosen for the comparative analysis as the researcher was 
familiar with its contents and had found it a successful format through her own experience 
writing fifteen conservation area appraisals. Consequently it was thought the E.H. 
approach could present an appropriate set of alternative strategies to the C. of E. approach.  
 
In order to test the two methodologies the researcher identified fourteen churches to act as 
case studies, with the assistance of the Archdeacon of Barnstaple from within his 
Archdeaconry (which forms part of the northern reaches of the Diocese of Exeter). The 
churches were selected for their potential to present challenging conservation issues: they 
lay within a geographical area which was not approximate to any major towns or cities, 
tourist attractions or travel hubs. It was thought that these isolated churches would largely 
attract funding only from within their own congregations and lack the potential for viable 
secondary use, resulting in deteriorating fabric due to lack of financial capacity.  
 
On reflection, it was concluded that whilst the fourteen churches identified could be very 
useful in determining the question of how funding impacts on issues of good maintenance 
and repair, the remoteness of the buildings did not present any particular relevance for 
determining the effectiveness of the two methodologies, as their similar geographic 
situations would not present any particular issues regarding the identification of 
significance. Furthermore their similar geographic location, demographic of their 
congregations and age of the buildings’ fabric could potentially lead to findings 
unrepresentative of church buildings in general.  
 
In order to find a suitable cross section of churches to form case studies the advice of the 
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Exeter Diocesan Advisory Committee Secretary was sought. The D.A.C. secretary 
suggested ten churches all of which were currently seeking faculty approval as they 
represented a random selection including: varying geographical locations, both urban and 
rural; differing administrations, including churches from all four of the Devon 
archdeaconries; varying ranges of listed status ranging from grade II to grade I and varying 
sizes of congregation.   
 
At this point in the research process two further factors influenced the final format of the 
methodology: the researcher attended a lecture by Stephen Bond, based on his recently 
published book Managing Built Heritage, advocating the ascribing of values as a means of 
indentifying significance and made contact with the Churches Conservation Trust, learning 
that they were using assessments of significance as part of the management of their historic 
churches. Having discovered that other organisations within the conservation community 
were writing assessments of significance and that published works were giving guidance on 
how statements of significance should be carried out the researcher decided a fuller 
comparison should be undertaken. These additional approaches to determining significance 
allowed the researcher to carry out two further surveys of the study churches which could 
then be compared with the completed surveys using the C. of E. and E.H. methodologies. 
The intention of the thesis changed from deciding which of two methodologies was the 
most successful, to analysing the data collected using four methodologies to discover the 
strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches and then using this information to 
create an entirely new methodology for determining the significance of historic churches.   
  
4.4 The case study  
The survey work began with the writing of a statement of significance for one of the 
churches suggested by the Exeter D.A.C. secretary using the C. of E. methodology. At this 
point it became apparent that the intention of using ten separate case studies would need to 
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be revised due to the time taken for research and the volume of information (Appendix 6 
pp. 59-81). The case study, Plymtree church, had been randomly chosen from the ten 
churches selected by the Exeter D.A.C. secretary, and appeared to yield such 
comprehensive information that the decision was made to alter the research methodology 
to that of a single case study. 
 
The question then needed to be asked, could the information provided by the study of 
Plymtree church alone provide enough general information to allow for a full comparison 
between the four methodologies? The research required for completing the statement of 
significance using the C. of E. guidelines revealed it to be a well-documented building of 
high historic and architectural importance, with a good survival of historic fabric (reflected 
in its listed status as grade I). Documents related to the church were available from a 
number of easily accessible sources including the West Country Studies Library and the 
Devon Record Office (now both combined in the Devon Heritage Centre), Exeter 
Cathedral Library and the University of Exeter Special Collections. Research was further 
assisted by the churchwardens at Plymtree, who provided good access to local archival 
information and were also very helpful in acting as conduits to other members of the 
congregation. The congregation through questionnaires responded in significant number 
and detail to questions regarding the social history of the church and its significance for 
mission. It was therefore concluded that, in terms of ease of information gathering, quality 
of information and the complexity of the structure itself, Plymtree church presented a case 
study which would provide enough data to make a thorough comparison of the four 
methodologies.  
 
Whilst providing good baseline information the church and churchyard also presented a 
number of significant potential conservation issues which add to the richness of the 
building as a potential single case study. Initial research suggested both the church and 
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churchyard were of archaeological interest, with the potential to yield evidence of earlier 
churches in addition to work from a number of different phases in the development of the 
present building. In addition to the weight of information concerning the different phases 
of the church’s development, Plymtree church also incorporated a high percentage of 
master craftsmanship, including the carved medieval screen and bench ends, whose 
sensitivity could potentially raise a number of conservation issues. Unlike many of the 
churches in the surrounding area, Plymtree church had not undergone a major restoration 
programme during the Victorian period and this unusual lack of intervention presented the 
potential for conflict if future intervention were proposed, again adding to the list of 
potential conservation issues attached to the building.  
 
After carrying out the first assessment of the church using the C. of E. guidance, there 
were no obvious areas of the assessment for which the church could not provide 
illustrative information. Each of the seven separate sections suggested by the guidance and 
each of the subsections yielded significant data, both in terms of quantity and complexity 
(appendix 6 pp. 59-81). The only question which remained answered was due to the 
ambiguity of the question itself, rather than lack of information from the church building 
(this issue will be discussed in Chapter 6).  
 
Despite the high architectural and historic interest322 of the building, it still represented the 
type of church for which the C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance was 
formulated, and was not of the type referred to by the C. of E. as ‘larger and more complex 
churches’ for which they recommended a professionally written Conservation Management 
Plan.323 In terms of depth and quantity of information, therefore, Plymtree church 
appeared to present a good single study candidate.  
                                                        
322 English Heritage. ‘List entry for Church of St. John the Baptist, Plymtree’ [online] http://list.english-
heritage.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1333727 [8th August 2012] 
323 C.B.C., ‘Guidance Note’, p. 3. 
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The question then needed to be asked, whether the church was representative enough to 
allow for general points to be raised in comparison. Initial study showed Plymtree church 
to be a typical Devon parish church (Chapter 5) including: its plan; use of local materials; 
the nature of its features (type of arcade, screen and western tower) and the style of its 
decoration. In addition to this regional representativeness, Plymtree church did not present 
any elements of style or date, which would make it unrepresentative of churches in general 
or present a specific set of issues relevant to only a small number of churches. For 
example, a church designed and built in the Victorian period with internal furnishings by 
the same Victorian architect, which had never been adapted or altered, would have very 
specific but not necessarily representative issues regarding significance. Similarly a church 
bombed in the Second World War and rebuilt in the same style would potentially not 
present enough evidence to form a single case study.  
 
In addition to the advantage of enabling a full comparison between the four methodologies 
to take place within the time available, the single case study also has the benefit of 
affording the researcher more time to study the building, its surroundings and social role. 
This allows for a depth of analysis not possible if a number of case studies were 
undertaken. For example the researcher would not have been able to consult the number 
of separate resources required to adequately research a number of churches. Similarly 
liaising with enough members of the congregations to form an adequate picture of the 
social or communal significance of a number of churches would have resulted in large 
amounts of information which would not have been possible to process within the time 
available.   By concentrating on only one church, points of comparison between the four 
methodologies could be made without the confusion caused by differences in fabric which 
would inevitably have occurred across a range of church buildings.  
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The single case study approach was not however without its weaknesses. Having decided 
to study only one building the researcher was able to engage in a level of research which 
many members of a church congregation (those normally involved in the writing of C. of 
E. statements of significance, who would carry out the work voluntarily in their spare time) 
might not be able to undertake. The ten churches suggested by the Exeter D.A.C. secretary 
as case studies all had statements of significance written by their congregations which 
averaged three pages of A4 in length, compared with the 23 pages produced by the 
researcher following the C. of E. guidance. (Copies of these statements were made 
available to the examiners in a separate confidential appendix, with the permission of the 
D.A.C. Secretary, appendix A). Consequently the depth of information provided for the 
statement of significance by the researcher could be considered unrepresentational. 
However, for the purposes of the thesis it was concluded that the benefits to the 
comparison of the four methodologies in providing detailed information would outweigh 
the losses of its unrepresentational length. (The question of the strengths and weaknesses 
of the single, professionally-trained researcher in carrying out the study will be discussed in 
the next section.) 
 
Another disadvantage of the single case study is the limiting of issues which could arise 
when looking at different buildings. Plymtree church, as discussed above, is fairly 
representational of Devon parish church buildings (albeit at the higher end of historic and 
architectural interest) and therefore did not present any problems when responding to the 
questions, which formed part of the C. of E. guidance. However, a church of a less 
representational type, for example a poorly documented building, largely dating from only 
one period, might have uncovered deficiencies in the C. of E. guidance and the three other 
methodologies, which the exemplary Plymtree church did not. Furthermore, despite the 
physical representativeness of Plymtree church, whilst researching its social and communal 
aspects it became apparent that the congregation of Plymtree church were unusually 
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committed to the upkeep and maintenance of the building and pursuing an on-going 
programme of repair and maintenance. For example during the period of time during 
which the thesis was written the church was entirely redecorated, new lighting installed and 
the medieval paintwork of an image niche was conserved – see Chapter 5. Such a level of 
care could not necessarily be regarded as representational, and may have mitigated against 
the identification of conservation issues apparent in less well-maintained churches.  
 
Using a number of different churches as case studies would have added a breadth of 
experience to the depth of research provided by the single case study. However, due to the 
time and word count constraints of the research project this approach was not feasible. It 
could however represent an opportunity to expand on the findings of the thesis in a future 
project.  It was therefore concluded that the strengths of the single case study method 
outweighed its weaknesses and the approach would allow for the effectiveness of the C. of 
E. to be successfully analysed in comparison with the three other methodologies.  
 
4.5 The four methodologies for comparison 
The selection of the three methodologies for comparison with the C. of E. methodology 
was explained above. In this section the four methodologies will be described and the 
justification for their inclusion.  
 
The C. of E., as described in the previous chapter, has been formulating guidance for 
writing Statements of Significance since 2000 and it is the 2011 version of this guidance 
which was analysed in this study (as this guidance has been superseded and is no longer 
available online, a copy has been included as Appendix 3, pp 42-54). The previous chapter 
described how, following the Faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2000,324 applicants submitting a 
                                                        
324 Church of England.  ‘Faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2000’ [Online] 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2000/2047/pdfs/uksi_20002047_en.pdf [22nd November 2012]  
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faculty petition where ‘significant changes to a listed church are proposed’325 were required 
to provide a Statement of Significance. The Jurisdiction Rules 2000 defined a Statement of 
Significance as ‘a document which summarises the historical development of the church 
and identifies the important features that make major contributions to the character of the 
church’.326 
 
The guidance for writing statements of significance is divided into two parts Part I which 
should provide an ‘overview of the significance of the church’327 and Part II which should 
give a more detailed view of the part of the church for which faculty approval is being 
sought.328 For this study, Part I of the guidance was the text referred to as it concerns the 
whole church and is recommended for completion before any decisions are made 
concerning alterations to the building. In this respect, Part I relates more to the model used 
by the conservation community in general for determining significance.  
Before Part I begins, the guidance requires a list of basic facts about the church building 
including any statutory designations such as whether the church is listed, an ancient 
monument or lies within a conservation area. Any information on statutory designations 
concerning the natural heritage and churchyard are also required.329 Part I then analyses the 
church and its churchyard under seven separate headings. It begins by considering the 
church in its wider context looking at its setting within the landscape or townscape330 and 
the nature of the churchyard in terms of both its built and natural heritage.331 The next 
section requires the historic and present use of the church to be described including any 
significant historical associations.332 It is only after the church has been fully contextualised 
in this way that the guidance requires the historic fabric of the building to be analysed. This 
                                                        
325  C of E, Faculty Jurisdiction, p.5. 
326 Ibid., p.5. 
327  Church Buildings Council. ‘Statements of Significance and Need’, Appendix 3, p. 42.  
328 Ibid., p. 42. 
329 Ibid., p.44. 
330 Ibid., p.45. 
331 Ibid., p. 46. 
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begins with a description of the church to include its historic development and those 
associated with its creation.333 It then focuses on the fabric in more detail asking for the 
significance to be assessed of either each historical phase or each area of the church. This 
assessment requires the prescribing of rates of significance ranging from high to low.334 The 
guidance then requires the identification and rating of the individual components, which 
form the contents of the church, using the same range of values.335 Finally an assessment of 
the fitness for purpose of the building is required, described as ‘significance for mission’, 
including any possible areas suitable for adaptation where little or no change is involved.336  
In terms of illustrative material the guidance requires a ground plan, a map of the local 
area, and at least two photographs showing the exterior and the interior.337 
 
In general the C. of E. expects the statements to be written by the members of the church 
congregation or the Parochial Church Council (P.C.C.) - the elected executive body of the 
parish. The guidance recommends the P.C.C. should collaborate with their church architect 
or building surveyor (usually the person appointed to produce the quinquennial inspection) 
and with the D.A.C.  The guidance only advises additional professional help is sought ‘in 
the case of large and complex churches’.338  The C. of E. guidance is, therefore, devised 
primarily for lay people with no professional background in the history of architecture or 
architectural conservation. The intention of the document is to provide a frame of 
reference for the D.A.C. for decisions concerning alterations to the fabric, whilst also 
providing an understanding of the significance of the church building and its contents for 
the church users and those responsible for the stewardship of the building.   
 
The revised version of the C. of E. guidance published online in January 2014 has only two 
                                                        
333 Ibid., p. 48. 
334 Ibid., p. 49. 
335 Ibid., p. 48. 
336 Ibid., p. 51. 
337 Ibid., p. 53. 
338 Ibid., p.  43. 
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sections,339 replacing the seven sections which constituted part 1 of the 2011 guidance used 
for this study (appendix 3). In the first section the revised guidance asks for a brief 
description of the church building, contents, churchyard and setting. The second section 
requires the significance of the church, contents and churchyard to be defined in terms of 
their special architectural and historical interest and any significant features of artistic or 
archaeological interest to be identified.340 The revised version is considerably abridged and 
far more limited in scope than the 2011 guidance. The natural heritage and landscape value 
of the church and its environs is now confined to a description of the churchyard and 
setting, whereas two separate sections were devoted to analysing the setting of the church 
and the living churchyard in the 2011 guidance. There is no longer any requirement to 
consider the social history of the church, in terms of its past and present use and 
association with significance events or personalities. Information is no longer required on 
the building’s fitness for purpose or consideration given to potential for adaptation. In its 
revision, the new guidance has become a simple description intended to highlight those 
elements of the church and its setting which are of particular historic, architectural, artistic 
or archaeological interest. As a consequence, the 2011 version represents a far richer 
resource for making comparisons with the other methodologies and for suggesting data for 
a new methodology for assessing significance. 
 
The C.C.T.  methodology Assessments of Significance (A.o.S.) is  a framework for 
assessing the significance of the churches held in their care. The C.C.T., originally known 
as the Redundant Churches Fund, was founded following the Pastoral Measure of 1968 to 
care for churches whose congregations could no longer afford to maintain their buildings. 
The C.C.T., as discussed in the previous chapter, receives core funding from the Church 
Commissioners (the department which manages the property assets of the C.of E.), from 
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the Government’s Department of Culture, Media and Sport (D.C.M.S.), and through other 
charitable donations and fund raising341. All the C.C.T. churches are of great historic 
interest, mainly listed grade I and are considered ‘worthy of preservation for a wide variety 
of reasons, all linked to their historic, architectural or cultural significance’.342 
The remit of the C.C.T. is to keep their church buildings in a good state of repair and open 
to the public.343  Part of the C.C.T.’s stated conservation policy is a strategy for alteration, 
adaptation, additions and use as they believe an unused building deteriorates faster, is a 
waste of an historic asset and is vulnerable to vandalism344(although the churches have not 
been de-consecrated, their use for church services is limited). Consequently, it is now a 
strategic aim of the C.C.T. to encourage access and promote the greater use of their 
buildings; which in some instances requires alteration to the historic fabric.  In these 
circumstance the C.C.T. produce an Assessment of Significance (A.o.S.) as the first stage in 
a consultation process to decide whether a church is suitable for adaptation; where a 
scheme would require alteration, removal or addition to the historic fabric.345 Once the 
A.o.S. has been written a statement of need, options appraisal, impact assessment and 
drawings of the proposed changes are produced346(a copy of a completed A.o.S. for St 
Andrew’s Old Church, Kingsbury, London Borough of Brent, is included in Appendix 2, 
p.17).  
The methodology for the C.C.T.’s A.o.S. closely follows E.H.’s ‘Conservation Principles, 
                                                        
341 The Churches Conservation Trust. ‘Our History’ [Online] 
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342 The Churches Conservation Trust. ‘Conserving Historic Churches’ [Online] 
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Policies and Guidance’,347 and this parallel is explained in the introduction to the A.o.S. 
document, along with a summary of E.H.’s six conservation principles.348The actual 
assessment of the building begins with a description of the church349 accompanied by 
location maps, historic maps, historic images and a photographic record of the exterior and 
interior of the building. The next section begins with a definition of heritage values based 
on E.H.’s Conservation Principles. The four E.H. heritage values: evidential, historical, 
aesthetic and communal are then used as subheadings for the analysis of the church; to 
determine to what aspects of the building these values can be ascribed.350  The information 
gathered under the four headings then feeds into two sections: the first concerns the 
evidential, historical and aesthetic values of the church and the second the communal 
values. The aim of this section it to assess the significance of the church by relating the 
identified heritage values to its fabric and evolution; by identifying who values the church 
and why and by considering its setting and context.351 This is followed by a summary in 
which the different elements of the church and its setting identified as having heritage 
value are grouped according to the level of their significance: high, medium and low,352 this 
information is then shown on a colour-coded plan.353 The potential for tension between the 
different values is then explored and elements which require further research.354 Finally the 
areas of heritage sensitivity in the church are listed under the headings high, medium and 
low:355 this information is also illustrated by a colour-coded plan.356  
By adopting E.H.’s Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance as the basis for their A.o.S. the 
C.C.T. are using a format mainly intended for the use of conservation professionals: E.H. 
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staff, local authorities and professional advisers, as well as property owners and 
developers.357 In recognition of the professional level of guidance they have chosen, the 
C.C.T. use their conservation managers, advised by regional team members, to write the 
A.o.S. However, the section on communal values requires information from a range of 
people who have used and value the building. This is obtained through replies to 
interviewed questions, and then summarised in the text.358  
The A.o.S. is intended for an in house audience, the C.C.T. Director of Conservation, who 
may in certain cases be advised by the Senior Management Team or the Conservation 
Working Group established by the Trustees for advice.359The document is written for a 
specific purpose: to enable the C.C.T. to decide whether an historic church is suitable for 
alteration or adaptation. 
 
The C.C.T. A.o.S. methodology was chosen as one of the alternative approaches to 
assessing significance as it is used for the same asset type (historic churches), but follows 
the E.H. values-based method for assessing significance. It, therefore, has the potential to 
suggest ways in which identifying values might assist in the effectiveness of assessing 
significance.   
 
The methodology already familiar to the researcher was E.H.’s guidance for writing 
conservation area appraisals which forms part of their document Understanding Place: 
Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management.360 Although conservation area 
designation and management outside London is the responsibility of local planning 
authorities, E.H. have chosen to produce a guide for writing appraisals to encourage best 
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practice.  Their current methodology is based on an earlier document Guidance on conservation 
area appraisals which they produced in 2005. E.H. intend to further adapt the current 
methodology to reflect the changes resulting from the N.P.P.F., Localism and other 
Government initiatives, and the reform of the Local Authority Planning system, but this 
has not yet been produced.361At present, however E.H. are satisfied that the document 
should stand as it provides useful advice.  
 
Unlike the previous two methodologies the conservation area appraisal needs to assess not 
just one building and its setting, but a whole geographical area including buildings, open 
spaces and the public realm.  Conservation areas are defined in legislation as  ‘areas of 
special architectural or historic interest the character or appearance of which it is desirable 
to preserve or enhance’,362but there are no standard specifications for their designation 
other than a level of quality and historic interest.363 The purpose of the conservation area 
appraisal is to ‘define what contributes to the special character and sense of place’.364 In 
order to make this definition the E.H. guidance recommends beginning with a definition of 
the area’s special interest. This section is a summary of the values of the area: the 
relationship of the area with its setting; the still visible effects of its historic development; 
its communal value (how the area is experienced by people); its architectural quality and 
built form; its natural value in terms of open and green spaces; its historic value 
represented by designated assets and its local value or sense of place.365 Once these values 
have been summarised the rest of the document explains how they were identified. In 
addition to a factual description of the location and setting the guidance recommends the 
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mapping of vistas, views, and landmark buildings.366 Maps supported by text are also 
recommended for indicating historic survivals and archaeological potential as part of the 
historic development section.367 In addition to highlighting positive elements which 
contribute to the character of the conservation area such as the architectural quality, 
historic street patterns, open spaces, trees and greenery, locally distinctive features and 
styles368 the appraisal also seeks to identify elements that are detrimental. This includes 
identifying buildings in a poor state of repair, inappropriate development, unsympathetic 
alterations and generic issues such as pressure for change.369   
 
Most conservation area appraisals are carried out by conservation officers or consultants 
commissioned by the local authority. The E.H. guidance, however, is directed at a wider 
audience ‘local authorities, community groups, amenity societies, developers and their 
agents, consultants, and those who live in, work in, or own properties in conservation 
areas’.370Once the appraisal has been written E.H. advises it should be placed in draft form 
on the local authorities’ website in order to give the general public an opportunity to 
comment; many local authorities also hold a public exhibition or meeting to explain the 
appraisal in its draft form. The appraisal then has to be approved by the local authority 
planning advisory panel whose members are all elected local authority councilors. The 
appraisals are therefore usually prepared by conservation professionals but are amended 
and adapted following comments by the general public.  
 
The E.H. methodology for writing conservation area appraisals was chosen as it is based 
on the method of characterisation to determine significance, and offers an alternative 
values-based approach to conservation. As the original guidance was written in 2005 it pre-
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dates E.H.’s Conservation Principles and does not require the conservation area to be analysed 
according to the four values: evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal, with these 
values related back to the subject. Instead, the area is analysed according to its various 
physical elements and from this analysis its values both tangible and intangible emerge. In 
common with other characterisation methodologies, the conservation area appraisals 
provide a context for change in both identifying characteristics which should inform future 
work and highlighting areas currently detrimental to the character which offer 
opportunities for development and enhancement; the so-called ‘consideration of the future 
as an integral component’ praised by Worthing and Bond.371 As the C. of E. currently 
require statements of significance to be written as part of their planning process, a 
methodology which has an in-built requirement for identifying existing problems and 
suggesting opportunities for change could usefully inform this process. In addition to these 
potential benefits, the broad approach of the E.H. methodology, formulated to include 
buildings and their landscape setting, could also be of relevance as few churches stand in 
isolation, rather forming part of a ceremonial landscape including external spaces, such as 
graveyards and gardens of remembrance, and associated structures.  
 
For the final methodology a theoretical model was used based on the identification of a 
range of values372 and a system for assessing significance373 suggested by Derek Worthing 
and Stephen Bond (W. and B.) in their book Managing Built Heritage. The authors write from 
a practical and academic background, and have formulated a theory of assessing 
significance based on their own experience of writing conservation plans, for which 
statements of cultural significance form a core component.374 Although the book was 
published in 2008, just before E.H. published their Conservation Principles, the authors were 
involved in the second stage consultation for the E.H. document and reference the four 
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E.H. values in their work. In the consultation document E.H. stated that their four values 
were ‘not intended as the definitive checklist of heritage values but to prompt 
comprehensive thought about the values of a place’.375 It is in response to this challenge 
that W. and B. produced their list of seventeen values based on their own experience.376 
Interestingly, by the time E.H. published Conservation Principles the suggestions of the four 
values not being a definitive checklist was removed and they were instead described as  
‘intended to prompt comprehensive thought about the range of inter-related heritage 
values that may be attached to a place. The high level values range from evidential, which is 
dependent on the inherited fabric of the place, through historical and aesthetic, to 
communal values which derive from people’s identification with the place’;377 
this new definition suggesting that all values fit within these four types. The E.H. definition 
also suggests a hierarchy of values, a view to which W. and B. do not subscribe stating, ‘all 
value categories should be considered to be of equal standing’.378  
W. and B.’s methodology for assessing significance consists of four stages: identifying and 
assessing the values embodied in and represented by the site; assessing how valuable the 
site is compared to other sites; evaluating what aspects and elements of the site contribute 
to the overall significance of the place; evaluating the relative significance of the various 
aspects and elements of the place.379 In addition, the advice recommends the identification 
of sensitivity. There are no specific references to what types of illustrative material should 
be used to aid the presentation of the analysis.  
 The advice in the book is aimed at ‘specialists in built cultural heritage – conservation 
officers, built heritage managers, architects, planners and surveyors’;380the people who 
would normally write conservation management plans, but recommends the involvement 
of the public in order to determine community value stating 
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‘This is a particularly important aspect of establishing significance, not least because 
conservation activity is often actually justified on the basis that society chooses to value 
certain things, whereas in reality ‘experts’ – and often experts drawn from a certain strata in 
society- have decided what is valuable and why’.381  
As the W. and B. advice has been compiled for a book rather than guidance notes there is a 
less prescribed procedure than the other methodologies and more general comment. The 
notes on assessing value are very detailed whereas the three other steps for assessing 
significance are discussed in theory, but without specific guidance as to how they should be 
carried out. As a consequence the researcher looked to other sources to inform this part of 
the methodology: ‘Measuring Change in Conservation Areas’382produced for E.H. was used 
to assist in the assessment of the value of the site in relation to comparable sites; the C.C.T. 
guidance was referred to for evaluating the significance and sensitivity of the church.   
In many respects the W. and B. methodology is similar to the E.H. guidance in Conservation 
Principles and its practical application in the C.C.T. methodology for their A.o.S. Both the W 
and B. and C.C.T. methodologies require values to be identified, applied to the site and 
then their relative significance to be evaluated. The W. and B. system for assessing 
significance does not include a statement of historic development as the assessment forms 
step 2 of their guidance for writing a conservation plan (step 1 of which requires a historic 
development).383 The two methodologies do however have their points of divergence, and 
it is for this reason that the W. and B. method was chosen. The extensive range of heritage 
values offered by the W. and B. methodology offers potential for a broadening of the 
understanding of significance. In addition, the methodology suggests comparison with 
other sites, an approach not currently included in the C. of E. or the C.C.T. guidance.   
The four methodologies described above are not the only frameworks currently used for 
determining significance. As regards theoretical frameworks, a number of recently 
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published books have included wide-ranging valuation typologies, as illustrated in Table 1. 
Furthermore Orbasli’s Architectural Conservation and Forsyth’s Understanding Historic Building 
Conservation both give some guidance on how to assess significance. However the W. and B. 
typology was chosen over the others as it was the only one which also offered a prescribed 
methodology for assessing significance from which points of comparison with the C. of E. 
methodology could be made. 
English Heritage have produce a number of different formula for the determining of 
significance including Section 7.6 ‘Defining Significance’ of Informed Conservation384, the 
chapter ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’ in Conservation Principles, Policy and Guidance’385 and 
the ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’ from the Places of Worship Selection Guide386- full copies of 
these texts can be found in Appendix 5, p. 56. All these methodologies could have been 
used as comparisons with the C. of E. methodology, but for the purposes of this study they 
were used instead to validate the relevance of the research questions. On reflection, the   
criteria for assessing heritage significance from Conservation Principles – see Table 6 p.119 
would have presented a very appropriate methodology for comparison. However it does 
not include any elements which do not appear in any of the other four methodologies 
tested.  The guidance elements in Informed Conservation – see Table 6, are less detailed, and 
again are covered by the four methodologies. The criteria from the Places of Worship Selection 
Guide are more materials-based and focused on gauging architectural and historical merit 
rather than indentifying significance.  
Other approaches for defining character and significance were considered by the researcher 
including the guidance available from local authorities for writing Village Design 
Statements (V.D.S.) and the Landscape Character Assessment Guidance produced by Natural 
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England and Scottish Natural Heritage.387A V.D.S. is intended to summarise the ‘unique 
visual character’ of a village in order that any future development respects this character.388 
The V.D.S. has relevance for the consideration of how significance should be determined 
and has particular pertinence for the discussion regarding the extent of public involvement 
(as they are intended to be completed by members of the public). However, as there is no 
prescribed format for writing a V.D.S. it was not considered as a suitable option for a 
comparative methodology. The Landscape Character Assessment Guidance provides detailed 
advice on how to identify and express the different elements which ‘give a place its unique 
character’ and within this methodology building styles and historic artefacts are included.389 
However, it was concluded that overall the format was too heavily weighted towards 
consideration of the natural history for the purposes of this study.  Other approaches such 
as the Church of Scotland’s ‘ten guiding principles’ included in their information leaflet Re-
ordering Church Interiors,390 the written account element of E.H.’s Understanding Historic 
Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice391and the Methodist church’s Historic Artefact 
Significance Assessment Grid392 were not used as comparative methodologies as the structure 
of their formats or their scope was less wide than the methodologies chosen.  
4.6 Potential for researcher bias 
 As with any piece of research, an awareness of bias needs to be acknowledged and 
measures taken to counter any over-subjectivity. Acknowledgement of bias was particularly 
relevant to the thesis as the practice of identifying significance, particularly where multiple 
values are being assessed, is open to over-subjective conclusions. As an architectural 
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historian with a training in the identification of historic styles, the researcher would identify 
and respond to issues of aesthetics and history above other aspects of the church’s 
significance, such as those relating to its ecology, archaeology, structure, acoustics, 
associational history, campanology etc. As a consequence those aspects of the church 
which related to aesthetics and history were identified with a level of professionalism 
missing from the other aspects of its significance. Although reference was made 
throughout the research to alternative perspectives, its inevitable subjectivity could only be 
successfully counteracted by a collaborative approach, seeking the views of representatives 
of all users of the church and churchyard throughout the research process and 
incorporating their findings into the proposed new guidance for writing statements of 
significance.  This approach was not feasible within the time constraints of the project, but 
other interested parties could follow the methodology suggested by the thesis as part of a 
further research project. 
 
The architectural and historical bias of the researcher was lessened to some extent through 
her involvement with church buildings as a worshipper. This involvement gave some 
insight into the issues which concern the users of church buildings, but as the study church 
was not the researcher’s parish church, this insight was limited to generic issues rather than 
issues specific to Plymtree church.  
 
A further potential for bias related to the researchers’ professional experience and training 
in building conservation: specifically working as an English Heritage casework officer; a 
local authority conservation officer and completion of an M.A. in architectural building 
conservation. This background could potentially result in greater weight given to the 
identification of the age-related values of the church over the other values, in particular 
communal value. In order to counteract this bias the researcher used questionnaires (which 
will be described in the next section) in order to canvas the opinion of the local community 
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and congregation regarding the communal value of Plymtree church. This attempt at 
redressing the balance of the research was inevitably limited as alternative viewpoints were 
only sort for specific issues: those relating to the church’s communal value. In order to 
entirely redress the balance, the input of the local community and congregation would need 
to be sought when identifying all the values of the church.  
 
Constraints of time, length of the research project and the researcher’s lack of expertise in 
community consultation limited the involvement of the public. As a consequence the 
research is weighted towards the aesthetic and historic significance of the church and the 
issues surrounding the conservation of its built fabric. Attempts have been made to 
mitigate this bias by reference to other points of view and by suggesting a research 
methodology, which could be followed by anyone with an interest in the building (either 
through a specific interest in the church or churchyard, as a worshipper or member of the 
local community).  
 
4.7 Community and professional liaison in the research process 
This section will make reference to and provide evidence of those involved in the research.   
Professional conservation advice was provided by E.H.: Peter Beacham, Former Head of 
Designation at E.H. advised on the Heritage Protection Programme; Diana Evans, Head of 
Places of Worship Policy at E.H., gave detailed information on their conservation 
principles, involvement with historic churches and deployment of significance as a 
conservation tool (see appendix 1 for a transcript of the interview) and Dr. Roger Bowdler, 
Designation Director at E.H., gave advice on researching the history of E.H.’s adoption of 
significance. On a national level, Dr. Joseph Elders, Major Projects Officer, and Jude 
Johncock, Casework Officer, of the C. of E.’s Cathedrals and Church Buildings Division, 
provided information on the C. of E.’s adoption of statements of significance as a 
conservation strategy (they did not wish the transcript of their interview to be published, 
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but a summary of the meeting can be found in appendix 11). At a diocesan level Louise 
Bartlett, Senior Church Buildings Adviser and D.A..C. Secretary for the Diocese of Exeter 
advised on choosing a case study and answered questions on statements of significance in 
the Exeter Diocese and the faculty process and Dr. Stuart Blaylock, archaeologist and 
member of the Exeter D.A.C. advised on the faculty process. Further professional advice 
came from Dr. Neil Rushton, Conservation Projects Manager at the C.C.T., who discussed 
the C.C.T. approach to writing assessments of significance and two C. of E. archdeacons.  
 
As described in the previous section, the public (in the form of members of Plymtree 
church congregation) were involved in identifying the communal values of the church and 
churchyard and in describing its former and present use, as part of the research process. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, an understanding of how a church was and continues to be used is 
of particular importance when assessing its significance. In order to obtain this information 
the researcher sent the churchwarden, who had agreed to act as a point of liaison with the 
congregation, a questionnaire (appendix 13). In accordance with the University of 
Plymouth’s ‘Ethical Principles for Research Involving Human Participants,’ the 
questionnaire began with a statement of the research, its purpose and application.393 In 
order to obtain a full and detailed response, the churchwarden also included a covering 
letter again explaining the purposes of the research and a statement that the views given 
would be treated as confidential (appendix 14). Thirteen members of the congregation 
filled in the questionnaire, some in hard copy and others by email. As some respondents 
replied in handwriting and other signed their comments, in order to maintain the 
confidentiality promised by the churchwarden,394 the responses to the questionnaire were 
referred to throughout the thesis in summary form and were not quoted from directly, and 
copies were not included in the main appendix. However, with the agreement of the 
                                                        
393 University of Plymouth. ‘Ethical Principles for Research Involving Human Participants,’ The Graduate 
School Research Degrees Handbook, December 2012, p. 83.  
394 Ibid., p. 84 
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churchwarden the responses were shown to the examiners in the form of a confidential 
appendix (appendix B).   
 
4.8 Alternative methodologies to the comparative method chosen 
Another approach to testing the effectiveness of the C. of E. methodology would have 
been a comparison of a number of C. of E. statements of significance completed by 
P.C.C.s, congregations and parish members. This approach would have been very effective 
in highlighting user –related problems in the existing guidance. However, as mentioned 
above, the ten lay-produced statements of significance provided by the Exeter D.A.C. 
secretary were quite short in length and not considered to contain enough data for a full 
analysis. Of the ten statements only one was divided into the seven sections recommended 
by the C. of E. guidance, with data for each section. Of the other nine statements: all 
provided information on the location of the church, and a description of its architecture 
and contents; none provided any information on the natural heritage of the site; three 
provided information on the social history of the church, and only one included 
information on the church’s significance for mission. The statements were not included as 
an appendix, as they were not given directly to the researcher by the authors. However they 
were made available with the permission of the Exeter D.A.C. secretary to the examiners in 
a confidential appendix (appendix A).  
 
A comparison of a number of existing lay-produced statements of significance would not 
have allowed for the principles on which the methodology was formulated to be 
questioned nor its reliance on non-professionals to carry out the assessment. In addition, 
by introducing other methodologies as comparisons, alternative approaches and possible 
improvements could be suggested. Furthermore a study of this nature, i.e. comparing 
different lay-produced statements in order to suggest ways in which they could be 
improved, is currently being undertaken by the Christianity and Culture Centre at the 
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University of York.  
 
The chosen method could have included a number of different churches as part of its 
methodology, but this approach was rejected in favour of a single case study, as discussed 
above.  
 
4.9 The methodology in detail 
4.9.1. Preliminary research 
Before the methodologies were tested, some preliminary research took place. The object of 
this exercise was to replicate the level of knowledge an experienced conservation 
professional would already have before embarking on a project. None of the four 
methodologies suggest a general survey of church or historic buildings be carried out 
before assessments of significance take place. The explanation for this as far as the C.C.T., 
E.H. and W. and B. methodologies are concerned, relates to the assumption the assessment 
work would be carried out by an expert already in possession of this information. 
However, this is not the case with the C. of E. methodology, which is aimed at the church 
congregation who might have no prior knowledge of the history of church buildings 
nationally, regionally or locally (although this knowledge could be available if they sought 
the guidance of their church architect or building surveyor). Providing this background 
context as part of the study informs the debate later in the thesis concerning who should 
be involved in compiling and writing assessments of significance.  
 
The background research took the form of a text-based survey of the general history of 
church buildings in England from the Anglo-Saxon period to the present day with 
reference to the particular circumstances of the development of church building in Devon. 
The survey was divided into periods with each including a summary of the Devon 
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experience, highlighting any divergence from the national norm. In addition to the national 
and regional context a historical development of Plymtree church was also included.  
 
There were a number of reasons for carrying out this research prior to surveying the 
church using the four methodologies: it formed a reserve of data from which information 
was extracted for each survey; it provided a dataset which could potentially highlight 
omissions in the different methodologies and in its compilation it identified potential 
problems facing the researcher. The last point is particularly pertinent given the non-
professional status of most people writing the C. of E. statements of significance.  
 
All the above information was grouped together in Chapter 5 where the historic 
development of Plymtree church was explored in the context of the national and regional 
experience.  
 
4.9.2 Initial analysis 
 
Once the above context was provided Plymtree church was surveyed using the four 
different methodologies. Copies of these completed surveys can be found in the 
Appendices: C. of. E. Statement of Significance, Appendix 6, pp. 59-81); C.C.T. 
Assessment of Significance, Appendix 7, pp. 82-102; E.H. Conservation Appraisal, 
Appendix 8, pp. 103-124; W. and B. Identification of Significance, Appendix 9, pp. 125-
143).    
 
To begin with an initial analysis of the nature of the four methodologies took place before 
they were interrogated by a number of research questions – see below. The initial analysis 
took the form of a narrative looking at each methodology in turn, section by section, to 
discover what data they provided additional to the baseline information contained in the 
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historic development. The narrative also included an analysis of the problems and 
difficulties encountered when completing each section of the four methodologies. This 
initial analysis provided a broad-brush picture of the methodologies’ strengths and 
weaknesses before more specific analysis took place.  
 
4.9.3 The Research Questions - background 
Once the initial analysis took place the effectiveness of the C. of E. methodology in 
comparison with the others was tested using a mixed method approach which combined 
both quantitative and qualitative analysis. Given the nature of the material (mainly 
descriptive data regarding the age, materiality, style, use and associations of the building), a 
solely qualitative approach might be expected. However, in certain aspects of building 
conservation the adoption of quantitative analysis can be useful. For example, as part of 
the W. and B. methodology a quantitative approach was used for comparing Plymtree 
church with churches in the surrounding area – see Chapter 6. However the majority of 
material produced by the methodologies was qualitative in nature and consequently it was 
decided that for the majority of the comparison a qualitative approach should be adopted.   
 
The quantitative method was used only for research question 1: ‘Which methodology has 
the widest breadth of assessment?’ This question aimed to discover which of the four 
methodologies collected information under the greatest number of themes, whilst at the 
same time highlighting those areas not addressed by the C. of E. methodology. To achieve 
this all the themes of research used in the four methodologies were combined in a table 
with similar themes grouped together and, in some instances, headings appearing more 
than once. For example, the themes ‘The Church Building in General’ (C. of E.), 
‘Description of the church’ (C.C.T.), ‘Historical Value’ (C.C.T.), ‘Historic Development’ 
(E.H.) and ‘Historical Value’ (W. & B.) all appear in the same row as they all represent a 
similar requirement for defining significance. ‘Communal Value’ (C.C.T.) appears in two 
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rows as it contains elements relevant to social history and to how the church is used – see 
Table 4. Where a methodology provided information under a theme a tick was placed in 
the relevant column. Once all the information had been added the methodology with the 
greatest number of ticks and the areas under the C. of E. column where there were no ticks 
could be identified. The titles for the rows were as follows:  
Setting of the church (C. of E.) Location and Setting (E.H.) Scenic and Panoramic (W. and B.) 
The living Churchyard (C. of E.) Open Space, Parks and Gardens and Trees (E.H.) Environmental, 
Ecological (W. and B.) 
Social History (C. of E.) Communal Value (C.C.T.) Associational, Social Value (W. and B.) 
The church building in general (C. of E.) Description of the church (C.C.T.) Historical Value (C.C.T.) 
Historic Development (E.H.) Historical (W. and B.)  
The church building in detail (C. of E.) Description of the Church (C.C.T.) Architectural Quality and 
Built Form, Character Zones (E.H.) 
Contents of the church (C. of E.) Aesthetic Value (C.C.T.) An Audit of Heritage Assets (E.H.)  
Artistic (W. and B.) 
Significance for Mission (C. of E.) Communal Value (C.C.T.) Positive Contributors (E.H.) Educational, 
Recreational, Social, Symbolic/iconic, Spiritual/religious, Inspirational (W. and B.)  
Evidential Value (C.C.T.), Archaeological potential (E.H.), Archaeological, Commemorative (W. and B.) 
Aesthetic Value (C.C.T.) Aesthetic (W. and B.) 
Summary of Significance (C.C.T.) Definition (or Summary) of Special Interest (E.H.) 
Heritage Sensitivity (C.C.T.) Sensitivity to change (W. and B.) 
Assessment of Condition (E.H.) 
Plan for Future Action (E.H.) 
Architectural/Technological (W. and B.) 
Environmental  (W. and B.) 
Economic (W. and B.) 
 
Table 4 Themes for analysis question 1. 
 
Once the scope of the different methodologies was determined through this quantitative 
approach the remainder of the analysis took a qualitative form. Five more questions were  
asked; four of which derived from the C. of E.’s own intentions for their statements of 
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significance.  The questions ‘ Does the methodology summarise the historical development 
of the church?’ and  ‘Does the methodology identify the important features that make 
major contributions to the character of the church?’ were taken from the C. of E.’s 
definition of a statement of significance,  ‘a document which summarises the historical 
development of the church and identifies the important features that make major 
contributions to the character of the church’, quoted from the church legislation under 
which they were first introduced.395The questions ‘Does the methodology explore the 
strengths and potential the church holds for worship and mission?’ and ‘Would the 
methodology help those in the Faculty system to assess any plans for change?’ refer to the 
C. of E.’s stated purpose of a statement of significance included at the beginning of their 
guidance, ‘The purpose of the Statement of Significance is to help you, the parish, it should 
explore the strengths and potential that your church holds for worship and mission, and to 
help those in the Faculty system advise you and assess your plans for change.’396  
 
In order to assess the effectiveness of the methodologies for assisting those in the Faculty 
system a current faculty issue facing Plymtree church was used. Plymtree P.C.C. entered 
into informal discussions with the Exeter D.A.C. in May 2012 concerning a number of 
medieval pews which had been removed without a faculty. The P.C.C. sought retrospective 
permission for their removal, but the D.A.C. required further information on the history of 
the seating. The four methodologies were consulted to see which would have provided 
sufficient information for the D.A.C. to make a decision. 
 
In addition to assessing how effectively the methodologies met the C. of E. criteria, a 
further issue, that of community involvement, was addressed through the final question: 
‘What is the nature of community involvement?’ As discussed in Chapter 2 public 
                                                        
395 Church of England.  ‘Faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2000’ [Online] 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2000/2047/pdfs/uksi_20002047_en.pdf [22nd November 2012]  
396 Church Buildings Council(C.B.C.). ‘Guidance Note’, p.2. 
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involvement in the historic environment has been an important part of the heritage agenda 
in the U.K. since the publication of Power of Place in February 2000397 with its message 
‘everyone has a part to play in caring for the historic environment’,398and the subsequent 
Government statement The Historic Environment: A Force for Our Future.399 The importance of 
public involvement continues to be promoted across the U.K. heritage sector with a 
conference in Manchester – ‘Your Place or Mine’ run by the N.T. and E. H. in 2007, two 
editions of E.H.’s professional magazine Conservation Bulletin devoted to the subject in 
Summer 2007400 and Spring 2010401 and the Government’s recent Statement on the Historic 
Environment for England 2010 where one of the stated strategic aims was to ‘promote 
opportunities to place people and communities at the centre of the designation and 
management of their local historic environment’.402 
 
In addition to its current prominence in the heritage agenda, the question of who should be 
involved in the compilation and writing of assessments of significance is particularly 
relevant when considering the effectiveness of the C. of E. methodology, due to the C. of 
E.’s reliance on members of the public, as described in the previous chapter, to carry out 
this work.   
In order to assess the level of community involvement the four methodologies were  
assessed according to the criteria used in Arnstein’s ‘Ladder of Citizen Participation’.403This 
technique, developed by the social worker Sherry Arnstein in San Francisco in 1969, is 
                                                        
397 English Heritage, ‘Power of Place’ [Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/power-of-
place/ [26th November, 2012] 
398 E.H., ‘Power of Place’, p.1. 
399 The Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), ‘The Historic Environment: A Force for our 
Future’ [Online] 
http://www.tourisminsights.info/ONLINEPUB/DCMS/DCMS%20PDFS/HISTORIC%20ENV%20FOR
CE%20-%201.pdf [26th November, 2012] 
400 English Heritage, ‘Conservation Bulletin 55: Heritage: Broadening Access’ [Online] http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-bulletin-55/ [26th November, 2012] 
401 English Heritage, ‘Conservation Bulletin 63: People Engaging with Places’ [Online] http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-bulletin-63/ [26th November, 2012] 
402 D.C.M.S., Statement on the Historic Environment for England 2010’ [Online] 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/Acc_Heritag
eVision_Part1.pdf [26th November, 2012] 
403 Lithgow, D, ‘A Ladder of Citizen Participation – Sherry R Arnstein’ [Online] http://lithgow-
schmidt.dk/sherry-arnstein/ladder-of-citizen-participation.html [31st, July, 2013]   
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widely used to gauge the involvement of the general public including the Scottish 
government’s ‘Better Community Engagement Programme’404and the European Council 
for the Village and Small Town project ‘Landscape Identification: A guide to good 
practice’.405   
4.9.4 The six research questions 
The six research questions for interrogating the data compiled using the four 
methodologies therefore were:  
 Question 1, ‘Which methodology has the widest breadth of assessment? 
 Question 2, ‘Does the methodology summarise the historical development of the 
church?’ 
  Question 3, ‘Does the methodology identify the important features that make 
major contributions to the character of the church?’ 
 Question 4, ‘Does the methodology explore the strengths and potential the church 
holds for worship and mission?’  
 Question 5, ‘Would the methodology help those in the Faculty system to assess any 
plans for change?’  
 ‘Question 6 What is the nature of community involvement?’ 
 
 
4.9.5  Justification of the research questions 
As described above the research questions were formulated mainly to test how effective 
the C. of E. methodology was in meeting its own criteria for assessing significance. The 
methodology could have been tested by choosing research questions based on other 
criteria for determining significance. Examples of other criteria used for defining 
                                                        
404 Scottish Government, ‘Better Community Engagement Porgramme’, [Online] 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/49303/0122794.pdf [4th April, 2014] 
405 Ecovast,  ‘Landscape Identification: A guide to good practice, 2000’ [Online] 
http://www.ecovast.org/english/publications_e.htm [4th April, 2014]  
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significance can be found in three different E.H. publications: Section 7.6 ‘Defining 
Significance’ of Informed Conservation406, the chapter ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’ in 
Conservation Principles, Policy and Guidance’407 and the ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’ from the 
Places of Worship Selection Guide408- full copies of these texts can be found in Appendix 5, pp 
56-66. The criteria used in the first two E.H. methodologies reflect their values-based 
approach to defining significance, whilst the third methodology, used for deciding which 
places of worship should be listed, represents a more traditional materials-based approach 
to defining the significance of an historic asset. The criteria for assessing significance from 
these three publications were listed and compared with the six research questions to see 
whether any of the E.H. criteria were not being met – see Table 6. The criteria from the 
three publications were colour coded to facilitate their identification when they were 
referred to at a later stage in the analysis. 
 
The E.H. criteria for assessing significance were chosen above other secular methodologies 
for validating the research questions as E.H. are the Government’s advisor on the historic 
environment, and can therefore be considered to represent the official approach to 









                                                        
406 Clark, K, Informed Conservation, London, English Heritage, 2001, pp. 96-97. 
407 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, pp.35-40. 
408 Heritage Protection Department Places of Worship Selection Guide, London English Heritage pp. 3-4.  
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Informed Conservation Defining 
Significance (Appendix 5, p. 56) 
Research Question 
 place the site in its wider academic or 
scientific context – whether historical, 
architectural, social, anthropological, 
ecological or technical context 
 
Question 1 
 assess its importance in local, regional 
and national terms 
Questions 1 and 5 
 assess the various phases of alteration 
to the site and their significance 
Questions 2, 3 and 5 
  identify any amenity or social values 
associated with the site, whether it be 
community, aesthetic, spiritual or 
created through pubic use or benefit  
Questions 1, 4, 5 and 6  
Assessing Heritage Significance, 
Conservation Principles (Appendix 5, pp. 
56-65)  
Research Question 
 Understand the fabric and evolution 
of the place  
Questions 2, 3 and 5 
 Identify who values the place, and 
why they do so  
Questions 1, 4 and 6 
 Relate identified heritage values to the 
fabric of the place  
Questions 1,2,3,4 and 5  
 Consider the relative importance of 
those identified values  
Questions 3, 4 and 5 
 Consider the contribution of 
associated objects and collections  
Questions 2, 3 and 5  
 Consider the contribution made by 
setting and context  
Question 1 and 5  
 Compare the place with other places 
sharing similar values  
Question 1 and 5  
 Articulate the significance of the place  Questions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
Places of Worship Selection criteria 
(Appendix 5, p. 66) 
Research Question 
 Special interest in design and 
craftsmanship  
Question 3, 5 
 High quality of architectural or artistic 
embellishment  
Question 3, 5 
 Association with a nationally 
significant architect, designer or artist  
Question 1 , 2, 3 and 5 
 Completeness of an 
architectural/decorative ensemble 
Question 1, 3 and 5 
 Association with a nationally 
significant patron, worshipper or 
cleric  
Question 2 
 Architectural expression of distinctive 
or innovative liturgy or worshipping 
practice 
Questions 2, 4 and 5 
 Significant memorials  Question 2, 3 and 5 
 Uncommon building materials or 
innovative construction  
Question 2 and 5 
 Early date Questions 2, 3 and 5 
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 Rarity  Question 3 and 5 
 
 Table 5 Testing the relevance of the research questions against E.H.'s criteria for assessing 
significance. Colour codes – see next page 
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
 
 
As all of the above criteria formulated by E.H. were addressed by at least one of the 
research questions it was concluded that the questions represented a thorough and valid 
approach to analysing the data in order to determine how effectively it allowed for the 
assessing of significance.  
 
Finally the four methodologies were interrogated again with the same research questions 2-
6, but using a quantitative method. The E.H. assessment criteria, which were shown in 
Table 6 to relate to the research question were listed under the relevant question and a tick 
given whenever the methodologies answer the criteria – see Table 7 for an example.  
Assessment criteria C.of 
E. 
C.C.T. E.H. W.&B. 
Understand the fabric and evolution of the 
place  
    
Relate identified heritage values to the 
fabric of the place 
    
Assess the various phases of alteration to 
the site and their significance 
    
Consider the contribution of associated 
objects and collections 
    
Articulate the significance of the place     
Association with a nationally significant 
architect, designer or artist 
    
Association with a nationally significant 
patron, worshipper or cleric 
    
Architectural expression of distinctive or 
innovative liturgy or worshipping practice 
    
Significant memorials     
Uncommon building materials or 
innovative construction  
    
Early date     
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
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Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
Table 6 Table showing how the relevant E.H. assessment criteria for research question 2 "Does the 
methodology summarise the historical development of the church?' relates to the four methodologies. 
 
This analysis added a further dimension to the interrogation of the C. of E. methodology 
by suggesting areas it could more effectively assess significance by adopting some of the 
secular criteria. For example, one of the methodologies might ask for a summary of the 
historic development of the church, but with no specific requirement to include reference 
to any architectural expressions of a distinctive or innovative liturgy or worshipping 
practice.  
 
4.10 Limitations of the methodology 
The methodology was developed for the use of the researcher who had a specific set of 
skills due to her background in architectural history and building conservation. The 
positive aspects of the researcher’s qualifications were that her academic and practical 
background placed her within the category of people who might be commissioned to write 
a statement of significance. In addition, she could fairly surmise that, if she with her 
professional training could not follow or understand certain aspects of the methodologies, 
then these might be even more problematic for a lay person. However, whilst the analysis 
of the methodologies by a single person with a very particular viewpoint conditioned by 
her training had its strengths, it also had its weaknesses. An architect, building surveyor, 
archaeologist or historian comparing the four methodologies might have responded to the 
methodologies very differently and reached alternative conclusions. For example, for the 
researcher a description of the architectural components of the building would include the 
style, detailing, dates and materials, whereas an architect might also include a description of 
the structural systems, use of space, effects of light, etc.  
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As discussed in section 4.6, input from those other than building professionals would have 
added to the richness of the research and given voice to those for whom the significance of 
the church and churchyard lay in elements other than its fabric. For example an ecologist 
would have provided more detailed information on the natural heritage of the site, an 
organist could have identified any acoustic issues and a mother of small children could 
suggest ways in which the church could be made more user-friendly for families attending 
worship.  Consequently for the fullest possible analysis a multi-discipline approach would 
be more successful. 
 
One of the aims of the methodology was to address the question of public participation. 
The researcher used questionnaires filled in by members of Plymtree church congregation 
to respond to those aspects of the methodologies which only users of the church could 
answer. In this instance public consultation and participation assisted the researcher with 
information gathering, but was not employed to give insight into the public’s own 
experience of completing assessments of significance. As a consequence, the conclusions 
drawn from the comparison of the methodologies regarding public participation were 
limited. This was a deliberate decision, as the researcher had no formal training in assessing 
public engagement and did not feel she had the qualifications to determine its 
effectiveness. Furthermore, as mentioned above, a research project specifically addressing 
the question of the accessibility of C. of E. statements of significance for lay people is at 
present being undertaken by the Christianity and Culture centre at York University.  
 
The methodology includes the C. of E.’s own criteria for their statements ‘Does the 
methodology summarise the historic development of the church’ as one of the research 
questions. In retrospect the researcher, whilst still believing the compilation of a detailed 
historic development to be an essential preliminary step, now questions whether it should 
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form part of the assessment of significance, or whether (as in the case of W. and B.’s 
methodology) it should be carried out prior to the assessment.  
 
The form of the initial analysis, comparing the information collected through the historic 
development with the information delivered by the four methodologies, may again have 
placed too much emphasis on the role of historic development. The intention of the 
researcher had been to reveal the extent to which all the methodologies provided a far 
fuller picture of the nature and significance of the church than could be provided by an 
understanding of historic development alone. However, the continuing reference to 
historic development again may have placed too much emphasis on its role in the 
assessment of significance. 
 
The decision to write four separate assessments of significance for the same case study 
church inevitably resulted in a certain amount of repetition. The researcher also faced the 
problem on occasion of giving generic answers, rather than considering superficially 
similar-seeming requirements with fresh eyes.  
 
4.11 Conclusion 
The methodology therefore required the C. of. E. methodology for assessing significance 
and three other methodologies to be written for a single church which was deemed to be 
representative of the type of church for which the C. of E. methodology was created. The 
four assessments of significance were then compared using a mixed method approach: a 
narrative highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, both individually and in comparison; 
a testing of their performance in comparison with the other methodologies in meeting the 
C. of E.’s criteria for assessing significance and a consideration of their effectiveness in 









St John the Baptist, Plymtree: The historic context  
 
5.1 Introduction 
Despite the C. of E. and E.H. adopting differing epistemological positions regarding the 
conservation of historic buildings, both organisations believe the compiling of an historic 
development to be a key component in the assessment of significance. The first part of the 
2000 Faculty Jurisdiction Rules defines statements of significance as ‘a document which 
summarises the historical development of the church’,409 whilst the E.H. guidance for 
assessing significance states ‘To identify the cultural and natural heritage values of a place, 
its history, fabric and character must first be understood…..The study of material remains 
alone will rarely provide sufficient understanding of a place’.410 The tracing of historic 
development is particularly important for C. of E. churches as few buildings represent one 
homogenous building programme and the reasons for their alteration and adaption can 
include a diverse mix of local, liturgical and political requirements, all of which need to be 
known for the full significance of the building to be understood.  
In this chapter the historic development of St. John the Baptist, Plymtree will be evaluated 
with reference to general historic developments in church architecture: nationally and 
regionally. The history of the church will be examined from its earliest structure to the 
present day against the national and regional background of development. An 
understanding of historic development is an essential first step in the assessment of the 
significance of a church. Tracing the development of historic fabric allows for the various 
                                                        
409 Church of England.’ The faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2000’ [Online] 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2000/2047/pdfs/uksi_20002047_en.pdf [31st October 2013] 
410 English Heritage. ‘ Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the 




phases of building work to be identified such as: the re-use of an Anglo-Saxon site; the 
incorporation of Norman fabric; the different periods of Gothic architecture; fabric lost 
during the Reformation and the Civil War; interior re-orderings for the Puritan liturgy; 
restoration during the Gothic Revival and modern alterations. By placing the historic 
development within a national and regional context a more informed understanding of the 
fabric emerges. For example, a church predominantly built in the Early English period is 
relatively common in East Anglia and the South East, but in Devon it is a rarity. Similarly 
chancel arches and stone vaults are to be found in Gothic churches throughout the 
country, but are unusual features in Devon. Part of a good historic development includes 
information about patrons, benefactors, clergy, worshippers, craftsmen, builders and 
artists: information which is vital (particularly when it also includes national and regional 
context) in the identification of significance. For example, without associational 
information, the enrichment of the chancel at Plymtree church could appear to be the 
whim of an individual clergyman rather than the physical manifestation of the connection 
between a small country parish church with Oriel College, Oxford and the Oxford 
Movement.   
A detailed understanding of historic context can allow for better informed management 
and future development of church buildings. For example where evidence exists of an 
earlier Anglo-Saxon church this could mitigate against future works involving excavation. 
An appreciation of the changing internal arrangements of churches can assist in future 
decisions concerning re-ordering. Where a medieval church has survived virtually unaltered 
proposed internal alteration may not be appropriate, whereas the removal of mass 
produced Victorian pitch pine pews in a medieval church could be considered. 
In geographic areas where the historic development of a number of churches has been 
researched it is possible to develop an understanding of local materials, styles and features. 
Whilst the work of a local craftsmen in one church can be of note, it becomes even more 
significant if it features in a number of surrounding churches. Simple vernacular features 
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which may not have been recorded in list descriptions, such as decorative wrought iron 
boot-scrapers, could be a feature of the area, and thus of local value, and worthy of 
retention. The importance of national, regional and local context cannot be stressed too 
highly as it greatly adds to our understanding of the significance of different elements of 
the church. Simply knowing the date of the medieval screen at Plymtree accords the 
structure a great deal of historic significance. Researching the historic context however 
reveals additional information: it is a ‘splendid example’ and thus has great aesthetic value; 
it is typical of a type constructed in Devon at this time; its un-restored condition singles it 
out from other churches in the locality. In this way knowledge of its historic development 
has added layers of different value to the screen increasing its significance. A knowledge of 
national, regional and local context is something acquired by a conservation professional 
who has been in working in the field for a period of time. This background knowledge will 
not necessarily be held by members of a congregation (although they may well hold other 
pertinent information), and the implications of this will be discussed in later chapters.  
The information gathered from this chapter will then form a body of material which will be 
later referred to when assessing the effectiveness of the different methodologies for 
determining significance. In addition the material will inform the debate in later chapters 
regarding the issue of public participation and who should be involved in the assessment of 
significance. 
The narrative of the historic development of Plymtree church should be read with 
reference to the phasing diagram, Fig. 78, which appears in the following chapter. 
  
5.2 The Early Church in England from the Anglo Saxon to the Norman period (c. 
5th century – 1170) 
The first Anglo Saxon worshippers met at open-air assemblies or in existing secular 
buildings411 and it was not until the 5th century that the first purpose-built churches were 
                                                        
411 Strong, R. A Little History of the English Country Church. London: Jonathan Cape, 2007, p. 14.  
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constructed.412 In terms of standing fabric little from the early part of this period survives 
as most churches were timber in construction. However, following the Norman invasion 
increasing numbers of churches were constructed from stone413 and the degree of their 
survival is much higher. The plans of these early stone buildings incorporated elements 
from Celtic church design: single cells with small rectangular chambers or sanctuaries at 
one end, and Roman basilicas: two rows of columns along the nave flanked by aisles.414 
This plan form continued to inform later structures with church builders, either imitating 
the form of the previous church or building directly onto the older foundations. 
 During this period the administrative organisation of churches, which exists to this day, 
first developed. The modern parish system has its routes in the arrangement of minsters; a 
system of religious communities nearly always located on royal Saxon estates, which 
functioned as centres of conversion and administration.415 Minsters served such vast 
territories that by the 9th century local Saxon lords began to build smaller churches within 
the area to serve their own estates.416 By the 12th century these collections of church 
buildings, run by priests assisted by lay people and known as parishes, were grouped into 
areas or dioceses, which were presided over by a bishop.417 
Although the financial impetus for building churches came from the local lords, their 
running costs, and subsequent adornment, were paid for by the local community. Such was 
the extent of this commitment it has been suggested the Church absorbed half the 
economic resources and manpower of England from the beginning of the Anglo-Saxon 
period until the end of the 12th century’.418 Funds for church repairs and maintenance were 
collected as part of the tithe: a tax of a tenth of the annual produce of the land, stock or 
labour which could be paid in money or in kind,419 and was universally applied.420 
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5.2.1 Devon (c.5th century – 1170) 
There is evidence, in the form of eleven standing stones with Latin inscriptions, that 
Christianity may have existed in Devon as early as the Roman occupation421 but there are 
no church structures surviving from this period.  Christianity in the region strengthened 
during the 6th century with the influence of Celtic missionaries from Ireland, Wales and 
Brittany.422 No physical remains of the Celtic churches survive, but a number of churches 
(particularly in the north of the county) are dedicated to Celtic saints suggesting the former 
presence of Celtic cults.423 Following the Saxon invasion of Devon in the 7th century 
minster churches were created and between the 6th and 11th centuries fourteen minsters 
were built in Devon (although this figure could be as high as twenty-two).424 By the 10th 
century other churches were built within the parishes of the minsters although there are 
few physical remains from this period as the buildings were probably constructed from cob 
or timber.425  A few remnants of Saxon work survive such as: decorated cross shafts; the 
remains of an apsidal 11th century minster church, which predated the cathedral, excavated 
in Exeter; stonework incorporated into later churches; the small tower at St. Olave’s, 
Exeter which could be a survival from an eleventh century palace chapel426 and the crypt at 
Sidbury.427   
Much evidence survives, however, of the considerable building programme which took 
place in Devon during the Norman period.428 By the twelfth century stone parish churches 
were widespread with the massive building programme reaching its height in the second 
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half of the 12th century;429 as a consequence by 1220 ‘nearly every medieval parish church in 
the county existed.’430 A number of towers still survive from this period characterised by 
their slim width and unbuttressed walls.431 Many churches were built in a cruciform plan, 
whilst others had simple one or two-cell plans (of nave and chancel) with aisles added at 
later dates.432The ornately carved Norman doorways (often positioned on the south side of 
the church) and fonts were frequently incorporated into later Gothic structures out of 
respect for their craftsmanship.433 
5.2.2 St. John the Baptist, Plymtree (9th century – 1170) 
Unlike most churches in the region, evidence exists at Plymtree of religious activity on the 
site of the present church as early as the 9th century in the form of a yew tree which stands 
in the churchyard to the south-east of the south aisle – see Fig. 1, identified as being 1100 
years old by the national Yew Tree Campaign.434 Yew trees were associated with early 
Christian sites435 suggesting the tree was either planted adjacent to an early (possibly timber) 
church or was used itself as a place for religious ceremonies.  
 
Figure 1 The 9th century yew tree standing to the south east of the church (photograph, author) 
In common with many parish churches in Devon there are indications of a building on the 
site pre-dating the current Gothic structure. At Plymtree this earlier church is evidenced by 
an account in the parish magazine from the rector in 1910 where he described ‘a portion of 
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old wall with plaster face about a foot inside the present wall near the pulpit (likely to be 
the wall of an older building)’ discovered during a scheme of restoration.436  The 1910 
restoration works also uncovered a doorway on the north wall of the present church whose 
tall, thin arched profile appears to indicate an early Norman date – see figure 2.437 This 
doorway could have been re-sited from the early building whose wall remains were 
uncovered. Both the doorway and the section of wall suggest a Norman church on the site 
and records of the institution of John Walerande as rector in 1261 also indicate a building 
on the site before the present 14th century structure was built. The building is likely to have 
been of some significance as it was the mother church of a group of fourteen surrounding 
parishes, which formed the Deanery of Plymtree.438 
 
Figure 2 Early doorway on the north wall – (photograph, author) 
 
5.3 The Great Gothic Building Programme (1170- 1520) 
Increasing prosperity throughout the country during this period led to large numbers of 
churches being rebuilt in the new style of Gothic architecture which had originated in 
France. From the late 12th century landowners benefitted from improved methods of 
                                                        
436 Plymtree Magazine, December 1910 (Bound copy held in the Cathedral Library) 
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agricultural production and merchants prospered from their investments in shipping and 
trade. As the vast majority of people attended church and were in fear of their souls, large 
sums of this newly acquired wealth was donated for the building of new churches.439 
The thick-walled Norman churches with round-headed arches were replaced by buildings 
with taller, slimmer walls and larger windows; all made possible by the innovations of the 
pointed arch and flying buttress.440 Other elements of the Gothic style included the use of 
decorative mouldings, clusters of shafts on piers and columns and elaborate window 
tracery. Even in the smallest and most remote communities churches were rebuilt or 
extended to include new aisles, side chapels and western towers.441 Between the 14th and 
early 16th century an extensive  programme of church building took place with between a 
third and a half of the c. 10,000 medieval churches still standing today wholly or partly 
rebuilt during these two and a half centuries.442Gothic architecture developed through three 
distinct styles: Early English (1170-1250) characterised by tall and narrow pointed arches 
and restrained ornament;443 Decorated (1250-1350) which included the development of 
elaborate window tracery and vaults444 and Perpendicular (1350-1520) characterised by very 
large windows with the emphasis on the vertical and timber roofs.445    
Key figures in the maintenance and rebuilding of churches were the churchwardens, whose 
role was created by the Council of London in 1129.446 Two for each parish were appointed 
annually and kept accounts of the parish spending and activities. These accounts illustrate 
how involved the whole community was both financially and physically in the church 
rebuilding and enlargement projects.447Sources of funding included money from local 
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guilds, gifts and bequests, house-to-house collections, parish functions and payment in kind 
from local craftsmen.448 
The newly constructed churches were not only centres for worship, but community 
buildings housing a range of activities including sales of food, ale (frequently brewed within 
the church itself), dancing, bowling, archery and schooling. Despite all this secular activity, 
throughout the day the mass would be said, attended by most members of the community. 
The churchyard, also the responsibility of the churchwardens, was the venue for markets, 
fairs, sports and games. Thus the church during this period was central to village life and 
part of most villagers’ daily routine.449  
By the 13th century the administrative mechanisms of the church had become established 
with each diocese headed by a bishop assisted by suffragan bishops. Archdeacons provided 
the next level of authority with rural deans giving leadership at a more local level. 
Visitations were carried out to ensure incumbents were fulfilling their duties and that the 
church buildings were kept in good repair and correctly furnished.450  
Until the 15th century, the interiors of churches were mainly open plan with only the 
eastern end of the church screened off. Processions took place around the church on feast 
days and the only seating provided for the old and infirm was along the walls or at the base 
of the pillars.451Throughout the 15th century, pew benches were increasingly introduced into 
church interiors; many had intricately carved bench ends demonstrating the skills of local 
craftsmen. Although this fixed seating presumably limited some of the alternative secular 
uses of the nave, contemporary churchwardens’ accounts reveal the pews were let 
providing a further source of revenue.452    
5.3.1 Devon (1170-1520) 
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The rebuilding of parish churches in the Gothic style was as comprehensive in Devon as 
the rest of the country. However the success of the Norman building programme, with so 
many parishes having sturdy, relatively recently built stone churches, meant the widespread 
rebuilding in the Gothic style did not begin until the 14th century. Furthermore the practice 
of sheep farming on an extensive scale, which had generated so much wealth for church 
construction in East Anglia, central and southern England did not reach Devon until after 
the Black Death in the mid-14th century. As Pevsner observes ‘the Early English period of 
the early C13 is not well represented in Devon’, the most notable survivals of this period 
being the lower part of the Chapter House at Exeter Cathedral and the remains of 
Frithelstock monastic church.453 
The historian W.G. Hoskins has identified ‘sufficient signs’ of widespread rebuilding in the 
14th century, but much of the work from this period was destroyed during a comprehensive 
rebuilding in the 15th and early 16th centuries.454 Although extensive building works were 
carried out at Exeter Cathedral during this period (c.1275-mid 14th century) in the 
Decorated Style Pevsner observes that ‘the masons of the cathedral workshop seem to 
have had little immediate impact on the countryside’.455 Work carried out in Devon 
churches during the 14th century was conservative with arcades constructed using plain 
octagonal piers (rather than the elaborate moulded piers of the Decorated Style) and the 
traditional un-aisled cruciform plan continued to be used.456 
In terms of administration, by the end of the twelfth century the archdeaconries of Exeter, 
Totnes and Barnstaple had been created and these areas divided into rural deaneries.457 
The 15th and early 16th centuries saw an extensive programme of building work in Devon. 
According to Hoskins ‘Until the fifteenth century, the churches of Devon were, with very 
few exceptions, small and rather undistinguished buildings…It is in the last phase of 
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Gothic architecture that south western England is so rich’.458Around nine out of ten 
churches were altered or rebuilt during this period in Devon,459 with approximately 95 % of 
pre-Victorian churches dating predominantly from the Perpendicular Period’.460 In some 
cases the earlier churches were entirely dismantled, whilst others were adapted and 
extended. Whilst the scale of the building programme was considerable the diversity of 
design and plan was more limited. According to Pevsner ‘This golden age of church 
building, which coincides with Devon’s increasing wealth as a result of the cloth trade, is 
impressive in bulk, impressive in occasional architectural details, impressive often in its 
furnishings, but standardized in much of its detail’.461This county-wide consistency of 
design was also noted by Hoskins who identified ‘a very characteristic local type: a 
continuous nave and chancel of five or six bays with north and south aisles running the full 
length of the building, a western tower, and a southern porch.’462 Other elements of the 15th 
century Devon church typology included: projecting stair turrets on over half of the 
western towers, the larger part of which were either hexagonal or octagonal;463eastern 
chapels formed at the ends of the long flanking aisles, sometimes used as chantry chapels 
by wealthy local families464 (where private masses could be said for the repose of their 
souls);465 the chancel arch which formerly divided the nave and chancel 466 replaced with a 
wooden screen ‘the greatest glory of the Devon church’,467 frequently ornately carved and 
coloured and surmounted by carved roods (wooden figures of the crucified Christ flanked 
by the Virgin Mary and St John);468 unbroken nave and chancel roofs, mainly semi-circular 
in section (known as wagon, cradle or barrel vaults), with the spaces in between the curved 
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wooden braces plastered or ceiled;469elaborately carved and coloured roof bosses and wall-
plates,470 and carved bench ends.471 
Most churches were constructed from local rubblestone with granite used in the interiors 
or softer, imported stone where refined details or carving was required.472 On the exterior, 
walls were embattled (crenellations added) where funds were available and western towers 
constructed with corner pinnacles and, in some cases, spires; most of which do not 
survive.473 
The period of rebuilding came to a halt in the 1540s, and little further work took place for 
the next hundred years.474 
5.3.2 St. John the Baptist Plymtree (1170-1520) 
The experience of Plymtree church during this period closely reflects that of the region as a 
whole; with the Norman church replaced in the 14th century and again largely rebuilt in the 
15th century.  Written evidence of the 14th century church can be found in the preface to 
the parish registers which states that some time during the 1300s the church was rebuilt.475 
Funds for the 14th century rebuild probably came from the lords of the manor either Sir 
Thomas Courtney or Thomas and Margaret Peverell.476  
Fabric evidence of the 14th century building includes some of the glass in the east window, 
which shows the arms of Thomas Peverell,477who was patron of the church when Sir 
Thomas Tregenewil became incumbent in 1393 – see Fig. 3,478 and some decorative floor 
tiles in the south aisle – see Fig. 4.479As the south aisle dates from the 15th century the tiles 
must have been re-sited from elsewhere, probably the chancel area as this was the only part 
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of the church during this period likely to have a decorative floor, the rest of the church 
having simple unadorned floor surfaces.480   
 




Figure 4 14th century decorative floor tiles (photograph, author) 
The remaining fabric which might date from the 14th century remains a matter of 
conjecture. The local red sandstone and volcanic stone nave and chancel could date from 
this period and it seems likely some of the chancel arch may be 14th century. The reason for 
the possible earlier date of the arch is the siting of a niche on the northern, outer side of 
the arch, which has been partly obscured by the 15th century screen – see Fig. 5 and a 
further area of carving on the inner side – see Fig 6. An additional area of isolated 
decorative carving now partially obscured can be found at the junction of the wall between 
the chancel and the south aisle, which may also date from this period – see Fig. 7.  
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Figure 5 Image niche on the northern, outer side of the  Figure 6 Carving on the inner side of the 
chancel arch.  The paint has been recently restored   chancel arch (photograph, author)                                                                                
clearly indicating the former presence of a statue.                          
(photograph, author) 
        
  Figure 7 Isolated area of carving between the chancel and the south aisle (photograph, author) 
 
Throughout the 15th century the church underwent several major programmes of work 
with additions and extensions typical of those occurring all over Devon at the time. The 
first addition to the 14th century church was the western tower, in place by 1432 as 
chancery proceedings from this date refer to a dispute over the cost of the bells.481The 
builders used local materials red sandstone and volcanic stone for the walls and the softer 
Beerstone for the window tracery and door surrounds – see Fig. 8. The design of the tower 
was typical of a Devon church of this period: three stages high with diagonal buttresses; an 
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embattled parapet with crocketted corner pinnacles and a semi hexagonal stair turret – see 
Fig. 9 and Perpendicular style window tracery. 482                
     
Figure 8 The tall three stage church tower was  Figure 9 The hexagonal stair turret and corner              
built from local materials in the 15th   pinnacles are typical Devon features                              
century (photograph, author)   (photograph, author) 
 
The next phase of work at Plymtree was the building of a south aisle and porch. In 
common with Devon practices the aisle extends almost the full length of the nave and 
chancel – see Fig. 10. The work can be dated to between 1458-1464 as the arms of the then 
Bishop of Exeter, Bishop Neville, were carved on the capital of the western respond 
between the nave and the Forde aisle.483 The aisle was paid for by the local family, the 
Fordes of Fordmore and likenesses of the family formed the label stops to the hood 
moulds of the windows – see Fig. 11.484 The new aisle was separated from the nave by a 
five bay arcade constructed from Beerstone piers in a Perpendicular Gothic style described 
as Type B by Pevsner: a column with four main shafts, with wave mouldings in the 
diagonals between, typical of Devon churches built in this period.485 The piers have carved 
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foliage capitals and two have the remains of niches which originally would have held 
statues – see Figs. 12 and 13.486 The eastern end of the Forde aisle was separated from the 
chancel on its northern side by a parclose screen. This screen (which has not survived) was 
described in a paper read to the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society in 1850 as carved 
with a single leaf door. It is possible that the space this screen enclosed was used by the 
Forde family as a private chapel.487 
 
Figure 10 The Forde aisle extends almost to the end of the chancel (photograph, author) 
           
Figure 11 Label stops showing likenesses of the Forde family (photograph, author) 
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Figures 12 Foliage capitals on the Beerstone arcade   Figure 13 Empty niche on an arcade pier 
(photograph, author)     which would originally have held a statue 
        (photograph, author)  
 
The rector during the building of the Forde aisle was Sir Richard Smerte, described as the 
earliest recorded Devon musician; during his incumbency he wrote eleven carols.488 
The south porch was built as part of the same programme of works again using the local 
materials of red sandstone and volcanic stone – see Fig. 14. Its decorative features include a 
parapet carved with quatrefoil panels – see Fig. 15 and a two-centred entrance arch were 
carved from local Beerstone, but over the years repairs have been carried out in Ham 
stone.489 
           
Figure 14 The 15th century south porch   Figure 15 The south porch parapet with                       
built from local stone (photograph, author)  quatrefoils and shield and four leaf motifs   
       (photograph, author) 
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Another major addition to the church in the 15th century was the construction of the 
wooden screen which separated the nave from the chancel and the south aisle from the 
Forde chapel. Wooden screens were constructed throughout Devon during this period, but 
the screen at Plymtree has been described by Pevsner as ‘most splendid’ and exceptionally 
well preserved’.490The screen is nine bays wide with panelled wainscoting divided into 34 
panels painted with figures. Above the panels Perpendicular window tracery supports a 
carved frieze and the vault of the rood loft - see Figs. 16 and 17.491 The painted figures 
have been dated to the early 16th century (see below).492Originally the screen would have 
been surmounted by a rood with wooden figures of Christ crucified flanked by the Virgin 
Mary and St. John. The figures no longer survive but the stair leading to the rood loft was 
uncovered during the 1910 restoration works – see Fig. 18.493  
 
Figure 16 The 15th century Perpendicular           Figure 17  Detail of one of the bosses on the fan vault                                                       
style screen (photograph, author)            of the screen (photograph, author)        
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Figure 18 Entrance to the rood loft from the stone stairway on the north wall (photograph, author) 
 
The screen was probably constructed in the late 15th century as it includes the Bourchier 
and Stafford knots carved on bosses in the fan-vaulting. Isabel Bourchier (formerly wife of 
Humphrey Stafford Earl of Devon who was beheaded in 1470) may have commissioned 
the screen in her first husband’s memory.494The east side of the screen, although unpainted, 
is unusually richly carved suggesting a generous patron – see Fig. 19.495 
 
Figure 19 The richly carved eastern side of the chancel screen (photograph, author) 
There has been some speculation that the screen was originally intended for another 
building: the southern end of the cornice projects into the window space –see Fig. 20 and 
the painted figure of St. John the Baptist, the patron saint of the church, holds an 
insignificant position on the wainscoting.496 However a conservation report written in 1986 
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suggests the structure of the screen fitted the church perfectly and the unfinished 
appearance of the southern bay could be attributed to decay from contact with the wall.497 
                  
Figure 20 The southern end of the chancel screen ends abruptly in the window embrasure 
(photograph, author) 
In common with churches throughout the country the interior of Plymtree was 
transformed in the 15th century through the addition of oak benches. Stylistically they 
appear to date from the same period as the screen, and have survived as an almost 
complete set, apart from a couple of late 17th and one 19th century example.498 The bench 
ends are decorated with two tiers of blind Gothic tracery – see Fig. 21, a design which can 
be found in 25 of the 123 churches in Devon with surviving bench ends. Apart from 
Atherington all these churches are in the south of the county, suggesting a sub-regional 
trend.499 Most of the bench ends have no further adornment, but a few contain additional 
ornamentation including the heraldic device of bouche shields – see Fig. 22 (which can also 
be found in Devon at Feniton, Stockleigh Pomeroy and Braunton)500 and tools which could 
be a reference to the craftsmen or to the Passion of Christ – see Fig. 23. The pews 
themselves have substantial seats three inches thick with kneeling ledges.501 
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Figure 21 Blind Gothic tracery on the 15th century bench ends (photograph, author)                      
 
 
    
Figure 22 Bouche shields - a heraldic device representing      Figure 23 Devices of tools representing 
the the notch where a knight would place his lance       woodcarvers or possibly referencing 
the (photograph, author)          crucifixion (photograph, author) 
 
The chancel wagon roof is believed to date from the 15th century and is typical of the 
period in Devon – see Fig. 24, as are the carved roof bosses representing the Green Man – 
see Fig. 25. The paint scheme dates from a later period.502  
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Figure 24 The 15th century chancel wagon       Figure 25 The carved roof boss represents                       
roof is typical of this period in Devon       the Green Man (photograph author)              
(photograph, author) 
The final surviving feature dating from the extensive 15th century rebuild is the Beerstone, 
octagonal font decorated in the Perpendicular style503 with panels of quatrefoil decoration – 
see Fig. 26, similar in style to other decorative work carried out during this period in the 
church including the porch parapet –see Fig. 15, the base of the screen – see Fig. 27 and 
the backs of the nave pews – see Fig 28.  
  
Figure 26 The 15th century octagonal Beerstone font is decorated in the Perpendicular style – its cover 
dates from the 17th century (photograph, author) 
                                                        
503 Ibid. 
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Figure 27 Quatrefoil decoration beneath the painted        Figure 28 Quatrefoil carving on panels behind   
panels of the screen  (photograph, author)          the nave pews (photograph, author) 
At the very end of the period the rood screen was further enriched with the addition of a 
series of painted panels to the dado, which have been dated to the early 16th century.504 
There are 34 panels depicting figures, mainly saints with some New Testament figures, a 
bishop and a royal scene – see Fig 29.505 The figure panels in the two northern bays are 
noticeably more rustic in style and were probably added at later date when this area of the 
church housed a small side altar probably for the use of the curate – see Fig. 30.506 
          
Figure 29 One of the painted dado panels of the   Figure 30 Painted panels from the 
northern  screen depicting saints and a bishop    bays of the screen displaying a 





                                                        
504 Eames, undated, p. 8. 
505 E.H. List entry, Plymtree.  
506 Eames, undated, p. 9. 
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5.4 The Reformation (c.1540- early 17th century) 
Henry VIII’s break with the Church of Rome and the creation of an Established Church of 
England brought about not only a new system of church government and legislation, but a 
physical legacy which can still be seen in many parish churches; both in terms of the 
fixtures and fittings that were added, but also in the mutilation and destruction of so many 
decorative features.  
Initially the Reformation had little impact on the existing fabric of church buildings, 
although many churches hung plaster Royal Arms on prominent walls.507 In fact 
independence signalled a period of stasis in the development of new church architecture 
partly explained by the reduction in funds available to parish churches following the 
Annates Act of 1534, which granted the Crown the first year’s income from each benefice 
and a tenth of the income for succeeding years.508It was following the accession of Edward 
VI in 1547 and the establishment of Protestantism that a radical programme of destruction 
took place of any physical elements seen as representative of the former Roman Catholic 
faith including statues, wall paintings, stained glass, rood screens, chantry chapels and altars 
(which were replaced by Holy Tables).509 
The succession to the throne of Queen Mary in 1553 brought the reinstatement of the 
Roman Catholic religion and the partial restoration of altars, rood screens, chapels and all 
items necessary for the performance of the Mass.510 However just five years later the whole 
process was reversed again when Elizabeth, a supporter of the Church of England, came to 
power.   
Despite a concerted effort to undo the elements restored during the Marian revival with 
items destroyed and burnt in churchyards and on village greens511 some churches still kept 
their rood lofts and other features connected with Roman Catholic ritual. Although the 
                                                        
507 Hutton and Cook, 2000, p.123. 
508 Bettey, 1987, p.30. 
509 Strong, 2007, p.72. 
510 Ibid., p.78. 
511 Ibid ., p.92. 
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reforms under Elizabeth were far more gradual and less violent than during Edward’s 
reign, a general sense of disruption coupled with the cessation of community events and 
activities taking place in the church buildings, resulted in a marked decline in giving. As a 
consequence the fabric of many churches suffered greatly, whilst at the same time the 
church building came to be regarded as a sacred space not to be corrupted by rowdy 
secular activities.512  
The split with Rome had a significant impact on the legal requirements for carrying out 
alterations to the church fabric. Previously dispensations, licences and faculties required for 
such works were granted by the Pope, but after the Reformation these rights passed to the 
Court of Faculties, who granted permissions on behalf of the Archbishop of Canterbury.513 
5.4.1 Devon (c. 1540 – early 17th century) 
The experience of the church in Devon during this period mirrored that of the church 
throughout the rest of the country. Churchwardens’ accounts show internal alterations 
carried out according to the requirements of the various monarchs, albeit some changes 
took a while to be implemented514 and in some cases were not implemented at all; a notable 
number of medieval screens and pews with carved bench ends remained in situ.515 In many 
churches the altar in the chancel was replaced by a communion table which was only used 
occasionally. The nave became the main centre of activity where the clergyman and clerk 
conducted the service from desks and the pulpit, and the aisles, transepts and side chapels 
became redundant. Whilst some were filled with pews and became extensions of the nave 
other spaces were converted to new uses such as schoolroom, aristocratic burial chapel or 
vestry.516  
                                                        
512 Bettey, 1987, p.88. 
513 Binney, M. and Burman, P.  Change and Decay The Future of Our Churches, London: Cassell and Collier, 1977, 
p. 146.  
514 Orme, 1991, p.72. 
515 Cherry and Pevsner, 1991, p.51. 
516 Orme, 1991, p 75. 
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The new emphasis on the sermon and readings saw wealthy families commissioning more 
ornate pews, and many pulpits replaced with larger more elaborate constructions.517 
Increasing numbers of monuments to prominent local families were erected ranging from 
freestanding tombs to more modest wall-mounted plaques.518 
The effects of the Annates Act, the decline in community fund raising and a tendency for 
wealthy patrons to subsidise works for their own benefit resulted in few new churches 
being built in Devon during this period.519  
5.4.2 St. John the Baptist, Plymtree (c. 1540 – early 17th century) 
The experience of Plymtree church during the Reformation and the years following was in 
many ways similar to that in Devon and the rest of the country. Many decorative features 
and those associated with Roman Catholic ritual were lost including the rood figures, a 
confessional box (the site of which between the nave and the chancel was still discernible 
in the 18th century),520 the statues from the column niches – see Fig. 13 and the holy water 
stoop in the porch which was partially destroyed – see Fig 31.521     
         
Figure 31 The Holy water stoop in the south                                                                                                                                                                
porch, was partially destroyed during the                                                                                                  
Reformation (photograph, author) 
 
                                                        
517 Cherry and Pevsner, 1991, p.51. 
518 Ibid., p.51. 
519 Hoskins, 1954, p.272. 
520 Polwhele, R.  The History of Devonshire (1793-1806) (photocopy of extract from the Devon Record Office)  
521 Eames, 1999, p. 31. 
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The new emphasis in the liturgy on the importance of readings and prayer is reflected in 
the two nowy-headed prayer and commandment boards which now stand at the back of 
the nave – see Fig. 32.522 
 
Figure 32 One of the 16th century Commandment boards (photograph, author) 
The experience at Plymtree also reflected national trends in the removal of secular activities 
from the church building. In 1532 a deed was signed by the Earl of Huntingdon granting a 
hundred year lease for a church house which was built in the south east corner of the 
churchyard. The building consisted of a central hall, kitchen, buttery and vestry and would 
have been used for parish meetings and for raising funds for the church.523Two other 
buildings were built in the south west of the churchyard to house the poor; the date of 
their construction is uncertain.  
Atypical development for the 16th century included the installation of three tall, square 
headed windows each with differently shaped elliptical and Tudor arch heads on the north 
wall524 – see Fig. 33, the provision of a hagioscope with a Tudor-arch head on the pier 
between the nave and chancel – see Fig. 34, and the survival of the painted figures of the 
saints on the screen dado.  
 
                                                        
522 E.H. List entry, Plymtree.  
523 English Heritage, ‘Pastscape’ [online] http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=188108 [24th 
January, 2013] 
524 Eames, 1999, p. 30. 
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Figure 33 The nave north wall square headed windows            Figure 34 The Tudor arch headed 
hagioscope were inserted in the 16th century              (photograph, author)
                  (photograph, author) 
 
5.5 Post-Reformation and the Civil War 
During the 17th century, developments in liturgy and doctrine continued to impact on the 
interior arrangements and exterior decoration of many churches, the use of the church as a 
place of local secular congregation became increasingly limited and a system for monitoring 
the condition of church buildings was initiated.  
The first significant influence on the internal arrangements of church buildings followed 
the installation of Archbishop William Laud in 1633. Laud believed church buildings 
should be treated with care and reverence and this reverence had been undermined by the 
repositioning of the altar in the heart of the church. He ordered it should return of to its 
original position against the east wall of the chancel with a rail in front to protect it. He also 
encouraged the decoration of the chancel with paintings and canopies, and elaborately 
patterned floors to emphasise its special character.525However, the Laudian re-emphasis on 
the role of the altar did not discourage the continued reordering of church interiors to 
reflect the importance of the sermon. Many large, new pulpits were introduced to church 
interiors in the 17th century along with ever more elaborate pews and monuments.526  
The second more major impact on church fabric followed the Civil War and the adoption 
of a more Puritanical form of worship. Even before the conflict started in 1641, Parliament 
                                                        
525 Strong, 2007 p.132. 
526 Ibid., p.137. 
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had appointed commissioners to remove idolatrous images and the Laudian east end altars. 
Under this edict, many churches lost sculptures both interior and exterior and the majority 
their stained glass.527  
Although the church building during the 17th century was no longer the venue for vibrant 
local feasts and sports, it still played an important role in the community as a place for 
sober meetings (including the manorial courts) and the election of churchwardens. Some 
churches were the repository for the parish accounts, parish armour, the local library, 
performed the tack of schoolroom and in some instances the prison. Fundraising activities 
still took place, including the brewing of church ale, but were confined to church houses: 
small structures within the boundary of the churchyard where church ale was brewed and 
feasts held.528  
 
This period saw the beginning of the church authorities taking centralised responsibility for 
the upkeep of their buildings with Diocesan Commissions instigated in October 1629. 
These commissions ensured churches were kept in good repair and that the churchwardens 
and parishes were carrying out their duties of care and maintenance. Very few churches or 
chapels were built at this time.529  
5.5.1. Devon, Post-Reformation and the Civil War 
In many respects new work carried out in Devon churches during this period accorded 
with the national experience with pews, pulpits and especially memorials added to interiors 
during the 17th century.530 However there is some evidence that a considerable amount of 
reconstruction and even rebuilding took place including towers, arcades and windows. A 
number of galleries were added, albeit mainly in the towns, to cater for the growing 
population.531 
                                                        
527 Ibid., p.153. 
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531 Hoskins, 1954, p.273. 
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5.5.2 St. John the Baptist, Plymtree, Post-Reformation and the Civil War 
The experience of Plymtree church in the 17th century reflected national trends insofar as it 
was affected by both the Laudian reforms and the Civil War iconoclasm. In line with the 
teachings of Archbishop Laud, a carved wooden altar rail was installed to separate the east 
end altar from the rest of the church and to emphasise its significance – see Fig. 35, and 
the stained glass windows were destroyed and replaced with clear glass – see Fig. 36.   
 
Figure 35 The carved altar rail installed    Figure 36 Clear glass was installed in 
following the 17th century Laudian reforms   the windows after the removal of the 
(photograph, author)     stained glass (photograph, author) 
 
A description from the early 19th century describes the sculpture of the Virgin and Child on 
the west front of the tower as having suffered from the iconoclasts:532the vandalized face of 
the Virgin and the missing head of the Child are typical of the type of destruction which 
occurred at the time – see Fig. 37. The date of the statue is unclear: it is described in the list 
description as 17th century,533 but would have been a very unusual addition for this period. 
Other 15th century church towers in the vicinity have niche statues of similar design which 
are described as contemporary, and this would suggest the statue was contemporaneous 
with the building of the tower in the early to mid 15th century. 
 
                                                        
532 Cresswell, 1919. 




Figure 37 Niche statue of the Virgin and Child on the West face of the tower, possibly damaged during 
the Civil War. The Virgin's crown was discovered behind the figure and replaced during its recent 
restoration (photograph, author) 
Plymtree church also reflected the regional trend in Devon during the 17th century for 
reconstruction with the alteration of the windows at the east and west ends of the south 
aisle.  The windows whose original design probably matched that of the other windows in 
the south aisle: three lights with Perpendicular tracery, were narrowed to two lights and the 
resultant space in-filled with brick – see Figs. 38 and 39.534 
                
Figure 38 The western south aisle window        Figure 39 The eastern south aisle window with 
17th showing rubble in-fill between the         century brick in-fill above the hood 
mould reconfigured Perpendicular lights, the        (photograph, author)                                                    
extent of the original window cill and the                                                                                                                                      
17th century brick voussoir (photograph, author) 
 
                                                        
534 Ibid. 
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Other new work at Plymtree during the period included the oak ogee profile font cover - 
see Fig. 40, two grave slabs on the floor of the south aisle – see Fig. 41 and the two 
replacement oak benches – see Fig. 42.535 
              
Figure 40 Carved bird on the 17th century   Figure 41 Slate grave slab with Renaissance                   
font cover (photograph, author)   style decoration (photograph, author) 
 
Figure 42 17th century bench end at the west end of the south aisle (photograph, author) 
 
The associative history of Plymtree church in the 17th century has national significance. 
Nicholas Monk, the rector between 1646-1660 is reputed to have persuaded his brother 
General Monk, Duke of Albermarle and Governor of Scotland, to restore Charles II to the 
throne. Nicholas was consequently made Provost of Eton and Bishop of Hereford in 
1660.536 
 
                                                        
535 Ibid. 
536 Plymtree Church Guide, 1955, p. 17. 
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5.6 The 18th Century 
This period has been popularly characterised in the history of the church as a time of 
neglect but contemporary records and the evidence of surviving fabric suggest that a period 
of mixed fortunes would be a more accurate description. For many communities the 
exodus of the rural population to the newly emerging industrial centres, the growth of 
Nonconformity and dissatisfaction with the rise in pew rents led to increasing numbers 
staying away from church and providing for its upkeep. 537In 1798, John Carter of the 
Society of Antiquaries wrote of churches ‘unaired, covered with dust and rubbish’ and 
monuments ‘defiled, mutilated, and used for ignoble purposes’.538However, for those 
churches connected to a wealthy family the situation could be quite different, rising land 
values, the improvements in agricultural production and the higher prices attainable for 
farm produce led to an increase in the tithe donations. Many patrons of parishes which 
provided a good stipend, now considered the church a suitable profession for their sons 
and injected considerable sums of family money for the enhancement of the church 
building. Furthermore the majority of churchwardens’ accounts for the period generally 
show regular maintenance work being carried out.539 
5.6.1 Devon, the 18th Century 
Although very few churches were built in Devon in the period from the late 17th century to 
the mid 18th century,540Hoskins observed ‘The Patent Books and Faculty Books in the 
Episcopal registry at Exeter show that much structural alteration and refurnishing was 
carried out in the 18th and early 19th centuries’. These works included new galleries, pews 
and pulpits. The continued decline in the importance and mystery of the Eucharist resulted 
in the further destruction of many medieval rood-screens and lofts, which had survived the 
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Reformation and Civil War.541In some churches the pulpit was symbolically sited in the 
position formerly occupied by the rood, requiring the congregation to walk under the 
pulpit before entering the chancel.542 
The increased wealth of country landowners and squires was reflected in the number of 
ambitious funerary monuments erected to family members in rural churches. These 
additions were usually Classical in design; the chosen style for the majority of interior 
fittings installed during this period.543  
5.6.2 St. John the Baptist, Plymtree, the 18th century 
Plymtree church in the 18th century does not appear to be one of the ‘unaired, covered with 
dust and rubbish’ churches. It rather accords to the type identified by Hoskins where 
alterations and refurbishments took place. This work began at the start of the period in c. 
1700 when the nave roof was raised: this involved the insertion of a higher set of roof 
timbers in an inverted V over the older barrel shaped timbers which remained in situ.544 
Following the roof works the barrel vaulted ceilings of the nave and aisle were replaced.545 
The new work was carried out in the Classical style with moulded cornices and the nave 
further enriched with a dentil frieze and octagonal panels – see Figs. 43 and 44.546  
       
Figure 43 Moulded cornice with dentil frieze  Figure 44 Octagonal plaster ceiling panels in                  
in the nave (photograph, author)   the nave with rose bosses  (photograph, author) 
 
                                                        
541 Hoskins, 1954, p.273. 
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It was during this period that internal reordering took place at Plymtree in response to 
changes in the liturgy from the Eucharist, to a service based around the sermon and 
readings. The timing of these alterations whilst late from a national perspective was not 
untypical for Devon. The alterations took the following form: two galleries, one for 
musicians and choir erected in 1719 at the west end of the church and another along the 
south wall to accommodate children;547 a larger Classical style pulpit;548 the addition of 
some box pews in the south aisle (no longer extant)549 and the adaptation of some of the 
existing pews to include doors – see Figs. 45 and 46. The cover of the Plymtree Parish 
Magazine from the late 19th century shows the original form of the pulpit;550 twice the height 
of the present truncated structure– see Figs. 47 and 48. The indentation in the cornice of 
the screen suggests the pulpit may have been sited close to the position of the former rood 
in common with the practice in other Devon churches see Fig. 49. The pulpit has been 
dated to the 17th century, but this is probably erroneously based on the survival of the 
earlier pulpit fall dated 1697 – see Fig. 50.551   
               
Figure 45 Former door latch bracket on a    Figure 46 Hinges from a former door on a bench 
bench end against the north wall     end in the south aisle (photograph, author) 
(photograph, author)  
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549 Eames, 1999, p. 32. 
550 Plymtree Magazine, November, 1898. 
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Figures 47 and 48  The 18th century pulpit was originally considerably taller, as can be seen in the late 
19th century drawing (photograph, author) (drawing, Plymtree Parish Magazine)           
  
Figure 49 The indentation at the base of   Figure 50 The 17th century pulpit fall                      
the screen cornice could mark the position   (photograph, author)                       
of the sounding board of the 18th century                   
pulpit (photograph, author) 
Other works dating from this period include a wooden paneled altar table;552the painted 
royal coat of arms of George II (originally hung behind the altar and now in the ringing 
chamber)553and a belfry clock – see Figs. 51 and 52.554  
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Figures 51 and 52 The late 18th century tower clock is a working example of a wrought iron,               
horizontal-framed ‘birdcage’ tower clock with stone weights (photographs, author)  
 
The first references to the condition of the church date from the end of this period. 
Minutes from a Vestry Meeting held on 27th February 1793 records the necessity of 
repairing the church and tower which should be ‘properly plastered and whitewashed as in 
their judgments shall seem requisite’.555 In the same year the topographical writer Richard 
Polwhele observed that ‘the screen is very handsome and finely carved and gilded, but 
wants refreshing.’556 
Oriel College by purchasing the advowson became the patrons of Plymtree in 1737 and 
from this date appointed the parish priest.557This was to have a significant affect on the 
fabric of the church during the 19th century. 
5.7 The 19th century and the Gothic Revival 
Until the 19th century church buildings had been altered and adapted according to the 
requirements of the liturgy, the Crown, the Government and the desires of wealthy 
benefactors; these combined influences had precipitated many changes, but none impacted 
on the historic fabric on the scale of the stylistic restoration projects of the 19th century.  
The ubiquitous nature of the restoring architects was summarised by Hutton and Cook ‘in 
an age when faith was steadily being eroded by scientific discovery almost every architect 
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of note was occupied to a considerable extent with work on churches’.558 By contrast the 
19th century was also of great significance for the preservation of the historic fabric of 
churches as it heralded the birth of the conservation movement; a movement formed in 
response to the destructive nature of so many restoration schemes (see Chapters 2 and 3). 
Other influences on church interiors included new technical innovations in heating and 
lighting. 
The first forty years of the nineteenth century began quietly for most C. of E. churches and 
can be seen as a continuum of the 18th century as regards the maintenance and 
development of their fabric. However, during this period increasing numbers of buildings 
were falling into a serious state of disrepair. Following the Reform Act of 1832 the Church 
could no longer raise taxes for church buildings and instead, in common with the 
Dissenters, had to rely on individual patrons and voluntary subscriptions. Church 
attendance was not high: the 1851 Census of Places of Religious Worship revealed only 21 
per cent of the population attended a C. of E. church,559 and there was considerable 
financial hardship in the countryside even before the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846. As a 
consequence of the above funds available for maintaining churches were in general 
depleted, leading to increased dilapidation. 
Against this backdrop of neglect and decay that the wholesale restoration programmes 
promoted by the Ecclesiological Society (as described in the chapter 3) took place. 
Frequent articles in The Ecclesiologist described the terrible condition of church interiors, 
their decaying fabric and the loss of all sense of reverence due to neglect or to secular uses 
such as local schooling.  A book entitled The Churches of Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely 
published by the Cambridge Camden Society in 1845 described the church in the village of 
Haslingfield: ‘The church has suffered considerably from damp and neglect; the state of the 
floor at the west end of the north aisle is such as would certainly not be permitted in any 
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gentleman’s stable, nor, voluntarily, in the meanest cottage.’560The same book relates how 
in the church at Cherry Hinton ‘the north aisle is blocked off, and irreverently used as a 
dust-hole and rubbish depository’.561 
Whilst it is undoubtedly true that the fabric of many churches at this time was in desperate 
need of attention, it is possible the Ecclesiologists sometimes exaggerated the situation in 
order to justify their own vision. Many patrons and parsons were seduced by the colourful 
Ecclesiological vision of the perfect English Gothic church; 13th century in style with a 
sanctuary, spacious chancel, stained glass windows, tapestries and wall paintings.562 
Symbolism was of great importance to them especially the pre-eminence of the altar as the 
focus of the church. Their writings were to prove highly influential and many 
contemporary architects followed their highly prescriptive vision leading to the destruction 
of many of the features of the Protestant liturgy including tall box pews, three-decker 
pulpits and galleries. Chancels were elongated and raised on steps, altars were raised even 
higher and surrounded by decorative features such as panelling, elaborate reredoses or 
altarpieces and candles. Lessons were read from lecterns in the form of eagles, and organs 
moved in or near to the newly lengthened chancel. Original medieval work which did not 
accord stylistically with the 13th century ideal was often destroyed, as was much 17th and 
18th century material. Many restorers, misinterpreting Ruskin’s writings in The Lamp of 
Truth, removed ancient plaster and left exposed the rubble masonry walls behind.563 There 
were a few restorers who kept the original medieval material whilst replacing missing 
elements with scholarly replicas, but more often intervention was extremely heavy handed 
and much historic fabric was lost, or covered by plasterwork.  
 As has been discussed in the previous chapters 2 and 4 the extensive stylistic restoration 
projects of the Gothic Revival were the catalyst for the formation of the S.P.A.B. and the 
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beginning of the building conservation movement in Britain. Although this new 
philosophy of conservation was to have a profound effect on church care and maintenance 
in the future, such was the ubiquity of church restoration in the preceding years that a large 
percentage of English parish churches were significantly altered. As Kenneth Clark 
observed ‘It would be interesting to know if the Camden Society destroyed as much 
medieval architecture as Cromwell.’564  
In addition to the extensive work carried out by the Victorian restorers further alterations 
to parish churches took place during this period in response to recent innovations in 
heating and lighting. By the mid 19th century churches were heated by large cast iron 
stoves many of which were connected to radiators and pipes, which passed under the seats 
of pews, and in some churches through ducts beneath the floor. Lighting was provided at 
first by oil lamps, then gas and electricity.565 
5.7.1 Devon, the 19th century and the Gothic Revival 
The circumstances which prompted church restoration nationally, the poor condition of 
the fabric and the widespread appeal of the Gothic Revival, were equally potent and 
widespread in Devon. The Bishop of Exeter, Henry Phillpotts whose episcopacy (1830-
1869) coincided with the high water mark of the Gothic Revival was an enthusiastic 
supporter of church restoration,566 and the diocese as a whole was sympathetic to the High 
Church tradition. In 1841 the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society was founded to 
promote the principles of the Camden Society and was the first organization to do so 
outside the universities.567   
This enthusiastic embracing of the Gothic Revival movement is illustrated in the Exeter 
Diocesan Calendar of 1870 which records the achievements of Bishop Phillpotts, who had 
died the preceding year, listing 129 new churches and 27 rebuilt churches, but significantly 
not attempting to numerate the number of churches restored, as this would have included 
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almost every church in Devon.568 As Hoskins observed ‘It remained for the Victorians to 
complete the work of destruction in the medieval and Georgian churches. The melancholy 
tale of their vandalism, their complete disregard for the artistic achievements of the past, 
can be told in nearly every parish in Devon’.569He does, however, concede that many 
Victoria incumbents inherited churches which had been ‘grossly neglected for the past 
hundred years, and there was not much they could do about it except to clear out a mass of 
mouldy worm-eaten wreckage and start refurnishing all over again’.570The Dean of Exeter 
had decried the lack of respect for church buildings to the Exeter Diocesan Architectural 
Society in 1842 ‘we may now see in most of our rural Churches a rabble of boors and boys 
seated on the very steps and rails of the altar, and the altar itself used to place their hats 
on’.571It was clear that action was required, but unfortunately in many cases as Hoskins 
complains the work was ‘heavy-handed and unsympathetic’ and ‘very rarely was a good 
architect called in’.572 
Work carried out in the early years of the Revival mainly consisted of refitting or rebuilding 
chancels in the Decorated style, many of which were altered again in the late 19th century. 
By the 1860s the arrival of the railway brought increasing numbers of nationally eminent 
architects to Devon to build new churches, but also to supervise restoration schemes: 
George Gilbert Scott; G. E. Street; Arthur Blomfield; Butterfield and Pearson were all 
involved in projects in the county during this time.573 In addition to these national figures a 
number of local designers and craftsmen developed successful practices including the 
architects John Hayward and Edward Ashworth who were both members of the Exeter 
Diocesan Architectural Society. In north Devon the father and son team of R. D.  Gould 
and J. F. Gould were involved in a number of significant church projects. Harry Hems a 
sculptor and carver set up ‘one of the most prolific ecclesiastical workshops in Victorian 
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England’ in Exeter.574 Stained glass artists were much in demand as windows were 
increasingly chosen for memorials rather than tombs. In addition to the famous London 
stained glass manufacturers local firms included Beer and Driffield, Frederick Drake and 
Fouracre and Watson.575  
By the late 19th century new church buildings showed the influence of the Arts and Crafts 
movement, and increasingly restoration works were carried out with reference to the 
surviving fabric. In Devon this led to many schemes in the Perpendicular style displaying 
according to Pevsner ‘ a greater deference to the local Perpendicular tradition’.576 Important 
figures in the movement away from destructive restoration towards conservation included 
the Revd. Sabine Baring-Gould, vicar of Lewtrenchard, who salvaged early material at risk 
and Herbert Read who worked for Hems and Sons from 1874 and established his own 
business in Exeter in 1891 promoting conservative restoration.577   
5.7.2 Plymtree, the 19th century and the Gothic Revival 
The 19th century developments at Plymtree church are key in distinguishing it from many 
of the other churches in the area. The church was typical of many in the 19th century 
coming under the influence of a High Church rector and requiring a significant number of 
repairs, but  where it differed from the majority was in the lack of restoration work that 
took place. At Plymtree the building was repaired, but not restored; probably because the 
costs of repairs precluded any further expenditure.   
The first indications of the poor state of the church fabric date from the Vestry Minutes of 
1827 which propose an ‘experienced architect’ should report on the ‘dilapidated condition 
of the church’.578 The architect Samuel Henson was appointed and he recommended a 
significant programme of work including: the rebuilding of the columns, arches of the aisle 
and chancel arch; repairing the decorative ceiling of the nave, roof and the wall from the 
                                                        
574 Ibid., p.101. 
575 Ibid., p.102. 
576 Ibid., p.106. 
577 Ibid., p. 107. 
578 Vestry Minutes for St. John the Baptist Plymtree, 1827, unpublished, Devon Record Office. 
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east end of the south aisle to within two feet of the eastern side of the porch; replastering 
the inside and roughcasting the outer wall of the south aisle; replacing the south aisle roof; 
repairing the gable ends over the east and west windows of the south aisle; taking down the 
west window of the south aisle to cill level and repairs to the south porch. Between 1827 
and 1828 further minutes record more minor works proposed by Henson, but do not 
record what work was actually carried out. Pevsner states that the nave vault along with 
parts of the walls and arcades were rebuilt by Samuel Henson,579but subsequent documents 
(including architects’ reports - see below) suggest the works to the vault and north wall 
were not carried out at this time.   
In 1832 the High Churchman Joseph Dornford was appointed as parish priest for 
Plymtree. The church patron Oriel College, where Dornford had been a student, made the 
appointment. Oriel was the birthplace of the Oxford Movement: the theological movement 
which promoted traditional Catholic teachings and ceremonial for the C. of E., which had 
been influential in the formation of the Cambridge Camden Society.580 The Oxford 
Movement aimed to restore medieval and High Church practices both in liturgy and 
church furnishings, and appears to have influenced Dornford. During his incumbency 
Dornford re-ordered the area around the altar to emphasise the importance of the 
Eucharist or Holy Communion, he installed carved linenfold panelling around the chancel 
walls (saved from a house in the parish demolished c.1840 – see Fig. 53) and surmounted 
the panels with a carved 17th century wooden frieze of Classical style female figures from 
Belgium – see Fig. 54.581 He then raised the foot of the east window582 to allow for the 
installation of a 17th century Flemish alabaster panel as a reredos – see Fig. 55.583 Other 
Ecclesiologist influenced work carried out by Dornford included the reinstatement of 
fragments of medieval stained glass into the clear glass windows – see Fig. 3.  
                                                        
579 Cherry and Pevsner, 1999, p. 686. 
580 Nickles, P. and Morris, J. ‘Section 5: The Church in England (c.1689-c.1945) The Oxford Movement’ 
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581 Cresswell, 1919. 
582 Eames, 1999, p. 31. 
583 Plymtree Church Guide, 1955, p. 9. 
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Figure 53 Linenfold panelling in the chancel Figure 54 Carved 17th century 
frieze panels depicting                                                     
Classical female figures 
(photograph, author)     
   
 
Figure 55 Flemish alabaster panel of the Resurrection. Originally installed in the chancel, it was 
relocated in the early 20th century to the west wall of the south aisle (photograph, author) 
A description of the church written by J Davidson in 1843 provides an account of its 
condition at this time; he notes the screen described in the 18th century by Polwhele 18th as 
requiring attention has been ‘recently restored’.584  
By the 1890s the condition of the church had become a serious concern. A letter to the 
editor of the Devon and Exeter Daily Gazette dated 8th April 1892 from someone signing 
themselves ‘A Parish Priest’ complained ‘I was perfectly horrified with the tumble down 
state God’s House was in, more so with the filth and dirt, the accumulation I should say of 
                                                        
584 Davidson, J. Church Notes East Devon, 1843, unpublished, Devon Record Office.  
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ages’. The officiating minister J. Parry, replied in the 13th April 1892 edition explaining the 
parish were well aware the church needed restoring and had in the last twenty years raised 
funds for enclosing the churchyard, repairing the church and providing a new schoolroom 
and organ, all without financial assistance from their patrons Oriel College.585 The 
restoration works Parry referred to took place in 1883 and consisted of repairs to the 
roof.586 
However, the majority of repairs first identified by Henson in the 1820s remained 
outstanding. The Plymtree Magazine records the annual visit of the Rural Dean on 29th March 
1894 who noted ‘The church still needs restoration. The Rood Screen especially seems to 
need securing. The upper part of the tower is badly cracked and should at once receive 
attention. The Belfry window has been repaired.’587 Concerned at the condition of the 
church the rector, the Revd. George Gutteres, consulted the architect George Fellowes 
Prynne, a prolific local architect who had carried out a number of restorations as well as 
designing many new church buildings.588 After surveying the building Fellowes Prynne 
recommended a substantial number of works: repairs to the floor as the flag stones were 
laid straight onto the soil and had sunk in many places; replacing the platforms under the 
pews which were rotten; realigning the north wall which was eight inches out of 
perpendicular; replacing the rotten porch roof; repairing the tower including the belfry 
stage and treating the pews and screen for woodworm.589   
Of the recommended works only the tower repairs were immediately carried out as 
alarming cracks had developed on three of its four sides. In 1895 the walls were 
strengthened with cast-iron beams – see Fig. 56, four new pinnacles were re-carved – see 
Fig. 57 along with the stonework of the west window, the two internal rotten wooden 
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stages were replaced as was the ancient tower door and a sixth bell was installed.590 The 
Plymtree Magazine recorded in March 1895 ‘As part of the restoration of the Church, the two 
galleries have been removed. The South, or children’s Gallery had been unsafe and unused 
for some years, and the main (West) one, erected in 1719, not used since the Plymtree 
Church Band, with its many instruments and singers, noted in the neighbourhood for its 
excellence, was broken up.’591 At some point in the mid-nineteenth century an organ was 
installed, replacing the Plymtree Church band as an accompaniment to the hymns.  
 
           
Figure 56 Cast-iron tie beam and brackets for internal   Figure 57 The corner pinnacles on the 
west beams used to reinforce  the tower in the late 19th   tower were installed as part of 
the 19th century  (photograph, author)    century restoration 
(photograph, author) 
 
Postcards of the church dated 1895 give an insight into what work had been carried out 
and what still remained to be done:592 the buttresses on the external north wall were in 
place – see Fig. 58; hanging oil lamps had been installed in the nave; the east wall of the 
chancel was cracked and the plaster stained; the doors to the south aisle pews were still in 
situ; the medieval pew ends appeared to be in a poor state of repair and despite the 
buttresses the north wall leant outwards.593  
                                                        
590 Ibid., p.40. 
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Figure 58 The north wall showing the two 19th century buttresses. The nearer projection with the 
small window is medieval and houses the steps to the former rood loft (photograph, author) 
In 1898 the 15th century granite churchyard cross was restored and re-erected in memory of 
the Revd. Gutteres who had only recently left the parish and died on holiday in Algiers. His 
family paid for the cross to be restored by the eminent Exeter workshop of Harry Hems 
and Sons – see Fig. 59.594 
 
Figure 59 15th century cross restored by the Harry Hems workshop (photograph, author) 
 
The century ended with the new rector Edgar Hay continuing the work of his predecessors 
of removing the Georgian alterations which had focused on the pulpit and reinstating the 
primacy of the chancel and the altar – see Fig. 60. The December 1898 edition of the 
                                                        
594 Plymtree Magazine, October 1898. 
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parish magazine records ‘The Rector has recently had the Choir Stalls altered, so that he 
may take the service in his proper place in the Chancel… This has allowed of the removal 
of the “Parson’s Box” in the north aisle’.595A drawing of the interior of the church used for 
the cover of the parish magazine at this date shows the former ‘Parson’s Box’ – a fielded 
panel screen, taller than the pew benches and similar in style to the pulpit. It is three panels 
wide and stands in front of the pulpit to the same width as the pews on the north side of 
the aisle. It appears to return on its southern side to enclose the pulpit and a lectern – see 
Fig. 61. The same view taken in a photograph of 1905 shows the pulpit with the paneling 
removed and what appears to be one of the medieval benches reinstated to the east of the 
pulpit. It also shows the sounding board behind the pulpit removed, but the imposing 
height of the pulpit still remains – see Fig. 62. 
 
Figure 60 The 19th century choir stalls in the chancel. The poppy head finials are not a traditional 
Devon feature. (photograph, author) 
 
                                                        
595 Plymtree Magazine, December 1898. 
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Figure 61 Pre-1898 drawing of the church    Figure 62 Photograph of the interior 
showing interior showing the 'Parson's box' and pulpit   the new pew arrangement post 
1898 and the sounding board still in situ     removal of the pulpit sounding 
board (drawing, Plymtree Magazine, 1898)   (photograph, Plymtree Magazine, 1905) 
 
Apart from the chancel alterations and the removal of the Georgian fittings the only other 
change which took place at Plymtree church in line with Ecclesiologist doctrine was the 
removal of plaster on the lower part of the south aisle wall. However, as the plaster had 
been described by the architect Henson in his 1827 report as requiring attention it is 
possible this work took place for practical rather than aesthetic reasons.  
Although some repairs had taken place in conjunction with the limited re-ordering of the 
interior, a long list of outstanding repairs, some of which were detailed in the December 
1898 parish magazine, remained outstanding; the parish magazines of the late 19th century 
refer frequently to a lack of funds as the explanation for this situation. As a consequence 
the majority of the medieval fabric in the church, in particular the screen, pews and 
windows remained un-restored, whilst many of the churches in the surrounding area 
underwent major programmes of restoration, which will be discussed in later chapters. In 
particular, the neighbouring church of Payhembury where Fellowes Prynne was also the 
architect underwent extensive restoration work from 1895-7 including the rebuilding of the 
walls, the reconstruction of the nave roof, repainting of the screen – see Fig. 63, new 
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lectern, font and prayer desk.596Some of the medieval bench ends were kept, but heavily 
restored, and the majority were replaced– see Fig. 64.597      
       
Figure 63 The medieval screen at Payhembury          Figure 64 The medieval style bench ends at        
with 19th century paintwork by Fellowes Prynne          Payhembury are largely 19th century  
(photograph, author)            (photograph, author)  
 
Plymtree churchyard underwent a series of significant changes during the 19th century; as 
noted above, it was enclosed in the later part of the period with the volcanic and red 
sandstone wall restored and a new lych gate provided at the southern entrance. By the 
drawing of the Second Edition Ordnance Survey Map in 1889 the poor houses, clearly 
marked on the 1809 Old Series O.S. Map in the south west corner of the churchyard are no 
longer extant having been demolished some time during the 1880s to enlarge the 
churchyard and widen the road – see Figs. 65 and 66.598 The Church House in the south 
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Figures 65 and 66  The Old Series and Second Edition Ordnance Survey maps of 1809 and 1889 
showing the poor houses before and after their removal. The 1889 map also shows the raised 
pavement to the west of the churchyard (photographs of maps, Devon Record Office) 
 
5.8 The 20th Century 
In the 20th century church interiors continued to be adapted to suit changes in the liturgy, 
but a number of other factors were also to have a significant influence on the way churches 
were managed and maintained: this period saw the emergence of an organized system of 
planning permission for church buildings (the faculty system); regular condition surveys; 
the growth and influence of the conservation movement and government involvement in 
the funding of repairs.  
The spread of the Liturgical Movement, which had begun in the Roman Catholic church, 
led to an emphasis on the corporate celebration of the church’s sacraments and the 
resultant need for the altar to be more accessible at the head of the nave.600 Whilst in many 
churches the internal arrangements remained unaltered, others responded by placing 
temporary tables nearer the congregation, leaving the chancel as a separate east end chapel 
used for smaller services.   
 
The conservation of the historic fabric of churches was strengthened during the 20th 
century by the control on new work through the faculty system (which became compulsory 
                                                        
600 Stancliffe, D. Church Architecture, Oxford: Lion Hudson, 2008, p.259. 
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after 1938) and the instigation in 1955 of regular condition surveys (both described in 
chapter 3). At around the same time the importance of regular repair and maintenance was 
recognized by the C. of E.’s governing authorities, the first financial assistance from 
outside the parish became available. In 1953 the Historic Churches Preservation Trust was 
established to raise funds for grant aiding the repair of ‘important’ historic churches.601 For 
those churches without a regular congregation the 1969 Redundant Churches and Other 
Religious Buildings Act allowed for the foundation of the Redundant Churches Fund. This 
fund, financed by a partnership between the Church and the State, paid for the ongoing 
conservation of churches of ‘historical and archaeological interest or architectural 
quality’.602 
In 1977 the Government grants for places of worship were introduced603 a scheme 
subsequently administered by English Heritage (E.H.) after it was founded in 1983 
following the National Heritage Act. Churches were granted between 40- 60% of the costs 
of eligible repairs on the condition the work was agreed and inspected by E.H. architects, 
the building was open regularly to the public and any subsequent works were approved by 
the organisation. In this way E.H. were able to ensure work was carried out according to 
their Principles of Repair. Two years after the Heritage Lottery Fund (H.L.F.) was 
established in 1994 it collaborated with E.H. on the Repair Grants for Places of Worship 
Scheme for urgent repairs to listed buildings.604     
5.8.1 Devon, the 20th century 
In the first half of the 20th century a small number of new churches were built in the 
county,605 but following the bomb damage of the Second World War more buildings 
needed to be replaced, particularly in Plymouth and Exeter. The gutted remains of St. 
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Andrew, Plymouth were reconstructed, as were parts of Exeter Cathedral.606 Church 
fittings continued to be adapted including the provision of new altars in the nave, windows, 
partitions, toilet and kitchen facilities, organs and lecterns. In some cases, such as St 
Peter’s, Wyndham Square, Plymouth whole interiors were re-ordered to allow for multi-
purpose use. On church exteriors the requirements for disabled access, energy 
conservation and telephone masts required alterations and adaptations.  
5.8.2 Plymtree, the 20th century to contemporary 
The majority of work carried out at Plymtree church in the 20th century involved repairing 
the existing fabric and the addition of a few fixtures and fittings as a result of bequests. In 
December 1901 the parish magazine recorded the gift of a lamp from the Revd. Frodsham 
to stand by the churchyard steps.607 The iron lamp was made locally by Tom Bray at John 
Sanders’ workshop at Normans Green – see Fig. 67.608In 1905 a bequest from the Baxter 
family enabled the south porch to be repaired in memory of Henry Baxter who had lived at 
Greenend, Plymtree – see Fig. 68.609    
   
Figure 67 The iron lamp was made locally in 1901          Figure 68 The south porch was restored in 
1905 and stands adjacent to the 19th century lych gate          and a timber ceiling installed 
(photograph, (photograph, author)             author)  
 
In 1905 a pamphlet on the church was published from a series of articles which appeared 
in the Exeter Diocesan Gazette illustrated with photographs which give a record of its 
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appearance at this time. A view of the exterior of the south aisle shows the walls covered in 
render; only the easternmost bay and the porch have bare stone walls. This would appear 
to show the ‘roughcast’ recommended by Samuel Henson in his 1827 report. The 
photograph also shows the monument to the west of the south aisle surrounded by railings 
and the headstones to the south of the church prior to their clearance. A note at the back 
of the pamphlet records the recent repairs carried out to the porch and requests money for 
the outstanding repairs to the rest of the church:610these constitute the bulk of the repair 
works first proposed by Fellowes Prynne.  
In October 1905 William Weir of the S.P.A.B. was invited to inspect the church.611 Weir 
recommended: underpinning the walls, especially on the north side; relaying the floor and 
repairs to the screen.612 It would appear that funds were not readily available as it was not 
until November 1910 that the parish magazine notes a list of proposed repairs which 
includes: the general repair of the walls and underpinning, relaying floors and refixing of 
seats; repair of stonework and reglazing of windows; the repair of interior plaster; 
strengthening of the nave roof with oak tie beams and repairs to the rood screen.613 Work 
began immediately and in the December edition of the magazine the rector recorded that 
‘three interesting features have been uncovered during the underpinning and repair of the 
North wall’. These included the Saxon/Norman doorway on the north wall and the 
evidence of the early wall near the pulpit (mentioned above) in addition to ‘the stone top 
steps of the stairs leading to the rood-loft with a small window to light them’.614 
By the time of the Archdeacon’s visitation in April 1911 he was able to report  
‘The church is under repair, and the work is being very thoroughly done on conservative 
lines, especial attention being paid to the structural safety and preservation of the building. 
The walls have been securely underpinned wherever needed, and an excellent drain at a 
level below the floors inside laid on a concrete base. Inside a good bed of concrete has 
been laid under the flooring and the flags.’615 
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It would, appear, however, that funds ran out before all the proposed works took place; the 
May 1911 magazine reporting that the repairs to the screen, pews and the windows 
remained outstanding.616The works, which were the major structural repairs, which did take 
place were carried out in a sensitive, conservation-minded manner. Beatrix Cresswell who 
visited the church just after the repairs had taken place in 1911 observed they had been  
‘judiciously carried out’ and that ‘no signs appear of that glaring renovation which so 
frequently mars the appearance of an ancient church’. 617The successful outcome of the 
restoration is also noted in the list description: ‘the church of St John is a particularly good 
and well-preserved example; perhaps the paradigm of a rural church in Devon. It has 
escaped the worst excesses of C 19 renovation’.618  
For the next few years work on the church took place in a piecemeal fashion rather than 
following a prescribed programme of repair. In December 1915 the church stove, which 
dated from 1890, was replaced with a new ‘tortoise’ stove,619and the September 1927 
magazine reported the unblocking of the chancel window and its restoration to its original 
proportions along with the re-leading of the windows.620A framed photograph from 1927, 
now held in the church room, shows the newly restored chancel window, the pulpit at a 
reduced height, the Victorian oil lamps still in situ and the capitals to the arcade piers 
unpainted – see Fig 69.   
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619 Plymtree Magazine, December 1915. 
620 Plymtree Magazine, September 1927. 
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Figure 69 Interior of the church, 1927 (photograph, Plymtree parish) 
In October 1932, there is the first record of Plymtree P.C.C. contacting the Exeter 
Diocesan Advisory Committee (D.A.C.) for advice on the decayed condition of the screen 
and woodwork. They were advised how to clean the screen by the vicar of Bradninch, 
whose church had a similar one dating from the medieval period.621However, they appear 
not to have carried out his advice as the D.A.C. minutes in 1951 record the conservation of 
the screen by Miss Webling, who cleaned, oiled and polished it, but did not repaint.622 
In January 1951, a faculty was granted for heating and lighting, with the proviso the heaters 
were sited so as not to damage the ancient pews and window cills623 and in the same year 
repairs to the roof were carried out.624The churchyard was extended to the east and 
consecrated on 2nd May 1957 by the Bishop of Crediton.625In June 1960 the D.A.C. 
received an application to install a new pedal organ626and the cross at the apex of the 
chancel roof was repaired in 1962 after it blew off and was smashed.627 
 
                                                        
621 Notes from the Exeter Diocesan Advisory Committee, 1932-60, Devon Record Office. 
622 Ibid.  
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624 Plymtree Magazine, October 1951. 
625 Plymtree Magazine, May 1957.  
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627 Plymtree Magazine, March 1962. 
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At some point after 1951 one of the Victorian poppy-headed bench ends in the choir was 
replaced with a medieval bench end; in a photograph from 1951 (which appears in an 
unpublished book entitled Plymtree Rectory Letters which is kept in the Church Room) 
the original poppy head finial is still clearly visible through the screen – see Figs. 70 and 71.   
            
Figures 70 and 71 At some point after 1951 the poppy headed bench end on the front choir pew on the 
southern side of the chancel was removed and replaced with a medieval bench end (1951 photograph 
from Plymtree Rectory Letters), (modern photograph, author) 
In 1985 a glazed screen with wooden doors separating the nave from the tower was erected 
in memory of two former churchwardens– see Fig 72, and in 1986 a report on the 
medieval screen was compiled by the expert conservator, Anna Hulbert, which now 
appears in the church guide.628  
 
Figure 72 The glazed and wooden screen between the tower and nave dates from the 1980s 
(photograph, author) 
In 1993 the statue on the west front of the tower was restored. The restoration included 
the Madonna’s crown found behind the statue when it was removed.629In 2000 the three 
                                                        
628 Eames, undated, pp. 8-12.  
629 Article from the Western Morning News, 26th June 1993, Devon Record Office. 
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front book rests, from the nave and south aisle, the choir book rests and a small pew by 
the pulpit were removed on a temporary basis. The small pew front from near the pulpit 
was placed by the altar – see Fig. 73, the small pew from in front of the pulpit was placed 
at the south end of the screen – see Fig. 74 and the other book rests from the nave, south 
aisle and chancel were placed in store.630   
          
Figure 73 Pew front relocated                 Figure 74 Pew originally located adjacent                          
from near the altar to the chancel                 to the pulpit (photograph, author)                    
(photograph, author) 
 
The church was completely rewired and a new heating and lighting system installed in May 
2010.631 Between November 2010 and January 2011 the bells were repaired and 
rededicated, in 2011 the two small pews at the rear of the nave were removed during 
rewiring and placed in store – see Fig. 75 and in June 2012 the clock was repaired and 
automated.632 
                                                        
630 Information from current churchwardens. 




Figure 75 Location of the former pews at the rear of the nave (photograph, author) 
Conservation work was carried out to the chancel arch niche in 2012 revealing the former 
paintwork which clearly indicates evidence of a former niche statue – see Figs. 76 and 77.633 
          
Figures 76 and 77 The chancel arch niche before and after the conservation work of 2012 
(photographs, author) 
                                                        














Apart from the modern heating and lighting systems the church as it stands today (2014), 
has not undergone any modern re-ordering works.    
 
5.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter the historic development of Plymtree church was explored and the 
representativeness of the work which took place, both regionally and nationally has been 
observed.  
In the past when the significance of an historic building was believed to be inherent the 
compiling of an historic development that revealed historical facts and a description of 
physical appearance would have been sufficient. However, modern conservation now 
suggests an understanding of historic development, although extremely informative, can 
only provide a baseline of information from which some aspects of significance can be 
extrapolated. For other key areas such as communal value, intangible values and the 
contribution of the natural setting other methods of assessment are required. 





















In this chapter the four methodologies will be assessed to determine their effectiveness in 
identifying those aspects of Plymtree church which did not emerged from the historic 
development analysis described in the previous chapter. Each methodology will be 
analysed in turn systematically looking at all the different sections involved in order to 
discover where additional aspects of the church’s significance were discovered. Concurrent 
with this analysis highlighting the strengths of the methodologies an analysis of weaknesses 
will also take place. This will take the form of identifying potential issues with 
interpretation and delivery.   
 
This chapter begins with a commentary on the problems encountered when researching 
the historic development of Plymtree church described in the previous chapter. The issues 
highlighted by this commentary also apply to those parts of the four methodologies which 
require similar research to be carried out. The findings from the commentary not only 
provide information for this analysis, but will also be referred to again when the issues 
surrounding who should write statements of significance is discussed in later chapters. 
 
The assessments of significance completed by the researcher using the four methodologies 
can be referred to in the accompanying appendices: C. of E. Statement of Significance, 
Appendix 6, pp. 59-81; C.C.T. Assessment of Significance, Appendix 7, pp. 82-102; E.H. 
Conservation Appraisal, Appendix 8, pp. 103-124; W. and B. Identification of Significance, 





6.2 Commentary on the problems encountered researching Plymtree church 
Most D.A.C.s provide parishes with advice on how to research the history of their building: 
resources such as local record offices and studies libraries are recommended along with 
other sources of information such as cathedral libraries, university collections and local 
historical associations. The main published works recommended are Pevsner’s Buildings of 
England series and E.H.’s list descriptions, along with books and unpublished works on 
local churches. In addition the D.A.C.s also have a secretary and sometimes a historic 
buildings officer who can provide advice on where to obtain information. As a 
consequence problems encountered in researching a church are unlikely to lie in the 
locating of information; difficulties are more likely to arise when analysing and interpreting 
the research material gathered.  
 
Contradictory evidence from published sources was one of the major issues encountered 
by the researcher during the research process. For example Pevsner dates the renovation of 
the church by the architect Fellowes Prynne to 1895634, whilst the list description dates the 
work to 1893.635 In the parish leaflet written in 1955 the early 20th century repairs are 
described as taking place in 1902636 whereas Beatrix Cresswell writing in 1919 cites 1911 as 
the date of repairs.637 In both these cases the problem of dating is solved by the existence 
of primary information in the form of the local parish magazine which describes the first 
restoration in its March 1895 issue and the second phase in December 1910. Had this 
information not been available however, the researcher would be left with the problem of 
which source to trust.   
 
                                                        
634 Cherry,B. and Pevsner, N. The Buildings of England – Devon, Second Edition, London: Penguin, 1999, p. 686.  
635 The National Heritage List for England. ‘List entry for Church of St. John the Baptist, Plymtree’ [online] 
http://list.english-heritage.otg.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1333727 [8th August 2012] 
636 Plymtree Church Guide, Honiton: Dimond and Co., 1955, p. 9. 
637 Cresswell, B., Notes on Devon Churches, Deanery of Ottery, 1919 (unpublished, pages unnumbered), West 
Country Studies Library.   
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Other conflicting information encountered included the dating of the nave ceiling: Pevsner 
describes the ceiling as 19th century, part of Samuel Henson’s restoration in 1827-9638; the 
list description describes the ceiling as 17th or 18th century;639 vestry minutes from 1827 
detail a large number of works recommended by the architect Samuel Henson including 
repairs to the nave ceiling,640 however these works were not carried out and when roof 
repairs took place in 1951 the repairing architect described the plaster ceiling as dating 
from c.1700.641 Once again primary evidence, in the form of the parish magazine, solves 
the conflict of information, but not all churches have such good resources to call upon.   
 
In addition to conflicting published information, there is also the problem of compounded 
false information with some writers repeating the errors of former authors, giving weight 
to assertions which can only be disproved if contrary primary evidence exists. Hearsay or 
folklore is sometimes based on fact, knowledge passed down by word of mouth from one 
generation to the next, but if there is no written, physical or illustrative evidence to support 
the assertion the researcher faces the problem of what to do with the information. Whilst 
researching Plymtree church additional information was provided by the congregation 
including the suggestion the font was no longer in its original position and that two 
Flemish alabaster panels were originally installed, whereas only one now survives. Whilst 
this information may well be true there is no known supporting evidence.  
 
Another problem encountered was missing evidence; The Book of Plymtree refers to 
postcards from 1895 showing ‘box pews in simple Georgian style’ in the Forde aisle,642 
unfortunately the whereabouts of the 1895 postcards is unknown. As the pews currently in 
the Forde aisle do not answer this description this leaves the question were the pews in the 
                                                        
638 Cherry and Pevsner, 1999, p. 686. 
639 E.H. List Entry, Plymtree. 
640 Vestry Minutes for St. John the Baptist Plymtree, 1827, unpublished, Devon Record Office. 
641 Plymtree Parish Magazine, October 1951. 
642 Eames, T. (ed.) The Book of Plymtree, Tiverton: Halsgrave, 1999, p. 32. 
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postcards entirely Georgian and the medieval bench ends currently in the Forde aisle 
relocated from elsewhere? Or were Georgian doors inserted at the end of the medieval 
pews?  Without the evidence of the postcards this is hard to determine.  
 
Both the list descriptions and Pevsner sometimes refer to features by their styles such as 
‘Perpendicular tracery’ and ‘Decorated parapet’ without mentioning their date. This can 
cause initial confusion if the researcher is not familiar with the dates of these styles, but this 
information can be easily obtained. However, these descriptions could refer to work carried 
out in the 19th century in the medieval style, which could cause confusion. Both sources 
can also simply describe features without referring to their style or date. In the entry for 
Plymtree church Pevsner describes the ‘Chancel arch with foliage ornament’643without 
informing the reader whether the arch is part of the 14th or 15th century phase of building, 
or whether it was rebuilt in the 19th century. Only an expert in the field would be able to 
decide to which of the above phases of work this feature belongs. The list description 
begins by describing the church as ‘C15 in more than one phase, some late C17 
modernisation, renovated in 1893’. Later on it describes the porch: ‘The outer arch is 2 
centred with moulded surround including a band of 4-leaf motifs’.644 The porch is 15th 
century, but a researcher might well wonder whether it formed part of the ‘C17 
modernisation’ or was part of the renovations in 1893. 
 
Confusion can also arise from features or fittings which have been dated, but which may 
have been inserted during a different period to their manufacture. The entry for Plytmtree 
church in Pevsner begins ‘Nave and chancel seem the oldest parts. Blocked Norman N 
door.’645 This leaves the researcher wondering if the nave and chancel are wholly or in part 
Norman or whether the door surround was inserted from an earlier building. Furthermore 
                                                        
643 Cherry and Pevsner, 1999, p. 686. 
644 E.H. List Entry, Plymtree. 
645 Cherry and Pevsner, 1999, p. 686. 
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Pevsner describes a ‘door’, when it is a door surround to which he refers. The sanctuary at 
Plymtree church according to the list description ‘is lined with restored late C17 linenfold 
panelled wainscoting including a frieze of maybe Flemish carved classical female figures. 
Late C17 oak altar rail’.646 This gives the impression the sanctuary was entirely re-ordered in 
the 17th century whereas only the altar rail was added at this time and the panelling inserted 
during the 19th century from an earlier building. 
 
Problems with interpreting the evidence are not confined to the dating of fabric; 
contextualising the data also presents a potential problem for the researcher. In the case of 
Plymtree, research revealed that from 1737 the patron of the living was Oriel, College 
Oxford,647 and that the rector from 1832 Revd. Dornford, was a High-Churchman who 
reordered the chancel.648 The two factors are connected as Oriel College, which presented 
candidates for the incumbency at Plymtree with many subsequent parish priests being 
former fellows of the college, was the birthplace of the Oxford Movement which 
promoted an Anglo-Catholic liturgy and a return to medieval-style church furnishings 
including highly decorated chancels. Although the Revd. Dornford is identified in some of 
the research material as a High-churchman there is no specific reference made to his Oriel 
College connection and his re-ordering (as discussed in the previous chapter) could be 
misinterpreted as an act of purely personal artistic preference.   
 
Another difficulty in providing context is the identification of features which are of local 
significance. Pevsner and the list description comment on features which are regionally 
typical such as the arcade and features which are of particular historic and aesthetic 
importance such as the chancel screen, but no reference is made to elements of the church 
which are typical of the locale. Other published material identified typical materials, plans, 
                                                        
646 E.H. List Entry, Plymtree. 
647 Plymtree Church Guide, 1955, p. 18. 
648 Eames, 1999, p. 31. 
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forms and styles for the region but not for the local area. So in order to make this 
assessment the researcher would need to have analysed the surrounding churches.   
 
For the four methodologies these issues would have arisen in the compiling of the 
following sections: C. of E. 1.4 ‘The church building in general’, 1.5 ‘The church building 
in detail’, 1.6 ‘Contents of the Church’; C.C.T. 3.0 ‘Description of the church’, 5.0 ‘Heritage 
Significance’; E.H. 2.2.8 ‘Historic Development’, 2.2.13 ‘Architectural Quality and Built 
Form’; W. and B. 1. ‘The identification and assessment of the overall and particular values 
embodied in and represented by the site,’ in particular the architectural, historical, 
associational and archaeological values.   
 
6.3 Initial analysis of the four methodologies: strengths and weaknesses 
6.3.1 The C. of E. Statement of Significance 
6.3.1.1 Section 1.1 Setting of the Church 
The C. of E. Statement of Significance (s. of s.), begins with section 1.1 ‘Setting of the 
Church’ (appendix 3, p.46). The guidance for this first section asks the question ‘How does 
the setting of the church contribute to its landscape/townscape value and to its 
significance?’ In order to answer this question guidelines are included in the form of a 
series of further questions suggesting the type of information to be included. These 
questions are mainly of a factual nature: ‘What is known of the landscape design and 
history of the churchyard, including extensions? Are there archaeological remains? Are 
adjacent buildings similar, complementary or contrasting in age, style, materials or age 
(sic.)? How are the boundary and entrances marked?’ However, two questions are more 
evaluative in nature, ‘Are there distant or near views which are valued by the 
congregation/wider community/visitors/experts’ and ‘Are the monuments, war memorials 
significant’ The first question personalises this aspect of the church’s setting rather than 
asking the more objective question ‘what are the main views to and from the church?’ As a 
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consequence the methodology risks highly subjective opinions or simply the answer ‘no’ 
from less confident respondents. The second question requires an understanding of 
‘significance’, but the term is not defined in the C. of E. methodology.  
 
Returning to the initial question asked ‘How does the setting of the church contribute to its 
landscape/townscape value and to its significance?’, the C. of E. methodology makes the 
assumption this evaluative question is answered by the cumulative information provided by 
the guidance questions. However, apart from the two guidance questions concerning the 
views and memorials, the remaining information gathered is purely factual. As a 
consequence the respondents will potentially have collected information on the history of 
the churchyard development, the type of buildings surrounding the churchyard and the 
materials of the boundary walls, but no guidance is given on how this information can be 
applied to determining landscape/townscape value and significance: existence alone does 
not imply significance.  
 
The detailed information required for the compilation of section 1.1 led to a fuller picture 
emerging of Plymtree church in regards to its setting than that provided by the historic 
development. In addition to the information on the development of the churchyard, the 
yew tree and the churchyard structures and boundaries additional information included: the 
nature of the views and vistas (appendix 6, p. 60); the gravestones and monuments (see 
appendix 6, pp. 62-63), the potential for archaeological remains (appendix 6, p. 61) and the 
relationship of the church to the surrounding built environment (appendix 6, p. 61).   
 
6.3.1.2  Section 1.2 The Living Churchyard 
Again in section 1.2  ‘The Living Churchyard’ an evaluative question is asked ‘What is the 
significance of the natural heritage of the site?’ with no guidance as to how this significance 
should be assessed (appendix 3, p.47). Instead a further series of factual questions are given 
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as guidance regarding the range and rarity of the flora and fauna: ‘Is the church or 
churchyard used by protected species or species with Biodiversity Action Plans? Are there 
any ancient, very prominent, rare or unusual trees? How good a habitat is the churchyard 
for fauna and flora?’ This section appears to be designed to discover whether there are any 
areas or aspects of the churchyard which need to be protected, or which could mitigate 
against any development. The initial question however suggests an evaluation of the merits 
of the natural heritage.  
 
The only aspect of the natural heritage mentioned in the historic development was the yew 
tree. Consequently this section prompted additional research to be carried out which 
showed Plymtree churchyard to be of limited interest in regards to its flora and fauna 
(appendix 6, p.63). However, for some churches and churchyards this research could prove 
very significant if protected species of plant or animal life were present, which could then 
impact on decisions regarding any future work, as the natural history value of the 
churchyard would be considered high.  
6.3.1.3  Section 1.3 Social History 
Section 1.3 ‘Social History’ asked the question ‘What is the historic and present use of the 
church and churchyard by the congregation and the wider community? How does this 
contribute to its significance?’ (appendix 3, p. 48).  This question focuses on how the 
church was used both in the past and in the present. Thinking about the church in this way 
could potentially illustrate how the building had adapted and any inherent flexibility in its 
design and plan. However, the guidance questions request the type of information other 
methodologies would include under the heading ‘associational’ rather than ‘use’ – ‘Are 
there any significant events or personalities associated with the church? Are there 
important memories associated with the church or churchyard? How has the community 
served by the church changed over time?’649 The initial question is a straightforward one for 
                                                        
649 Ibid., p. 47. 
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the congregation to answer, but again they are asked to evaluate this information to 
demonstrate how it contributes to the significance of the church and churchyard. No 
guidance is given as to how this factual information should be interpreted in terms of the 
building’s significance. As a consequence the respondent could provide information on 
what events take place in the church, what well known people or events were associated 
with it and how the congregation has changed over the years without mentioning the 
significance of these facts for the development of the building and its setting.  
 
Considering how the church is used can greatly add to an understanding of its significance 
(as discussed in Chapter 3). Furthermore the type of information gathered, apart from the 
associational data, is unlikely to have formed part of the historic development, meaning it 
reveals additional aspects of the church’s character. This section reflects the strengths of 
the C. of E. approach in having members of the congregation complete the statements of 
significance, as they would be best placed to reflect on the current and recent use of the 
church. As this information was not available to the researcher twelve members of the 
congregation were asked to answer the questions from section 1.3 of the C. of E. 
methodology. The researcher’s answers to the questions (appendix 6 pp. 63-65)650 and 
those of the congregation (appendix 6, pp. 78-79) were recorded separately, in order to 
differentiate between the information from the two sources.  
 
By concentrating on the people and events associated with the church building, the 
researcher identified some additional information to that already collected for the historic 
development (appendix 6, p.65). However, a great deal more information was provided by 
the congregation on the current use of the church and its importance to the local 
community including:  special and commemorative services; the church’s role in the life of 
the village school; its use by bell ringers; the numbers and types of visitors, some of whom 
                                                        
650 S. of S., Plymtree, pp. 72-73. 
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were national and international; and the importance of the churchyard for visiting loved 
ones who were buried there. The significance of the building as a witness to the religious 
life of the community was mentioned and the fact that historically the church had been a 
community building at the centre of village life (appendix 6, pp. 78-79). These responses 
give an insight into the social value of the building and the churchyard, which could 
potentially impact on decisions concerning future change if that change were to 
compromise the use of the church by, for example, the school children or the bell ringers. 
The numbers of visitors, including those who travelled considerable distances, adds to the 
already high architectural and historical value of the building.  
 
The responses from the congregation regarding the associational value of the church and 
churchyard mainly provided information already discovered by the historic development; 
however some new information emerged concerning former rectors: one had been a 
Japanese prisoner of war (Chrichton McDouall 1948) and another a prolific writer of crime 
fiction (Gilderoy Davison 1954). Other additional information concerned the parishioner 
John Land, a successful London businessman who left considerable wealth to numerous 
good causes, including the purchasing of the church communion plate, when he died in 
1697, and a former Dean of Exeter who was commemorated by a wall memorial.  
 
The final guidance question ‘How has the community served by the church changed over 
time?’ prompted additional research, as this issue was not covered in the historic 
development. Research showed an increase in the population and dramatic changes in the 
working practices of the population (appendix 6, p. 65), which was echoed in the response 
to the question by the congregation, who also noted a decline in church attendance 
(appendix 6, p.79). Information on the settlement of which the church forms a part, helps 
in the assessment of the church’s use value. 
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6.3.1.4 Section 1.4 The church building in general 
Section 1.4 ‘The church building in general’, begins with a straightforward requirement 
‘Provide a description of the church’ (see Appendix 3, p.49). This question appears to refer 
to the nature of the surviving fabric, but the guidance questions require information on the 
historic development as well as the nature of extant fabric:  ‘What is the history of the 
church; when was a church first established on the site and how has it changed over time; 
who are the architects, artists and other craftsmen who have been involved; have there 
been any significant benefactors and has this affected the choice of architect/artist or the 
incorporation of any monuments in the church? No differentiation is required between 
historic fabric which has subsequently been lost and surviving material. The guidance notes 
then ask the question ‘How does work carried out on the church link to international, 
national, regional or local architectural and artistic movements?’ Published material such as 
Pevsner and the list description will often note whether features are typical of a style or 
region, but provide no information on local schools and practices. The guidance does not 
suggest how local significance should be determined.   
Under the same heading the physical characteristics of the church are requested ‘What is its 
plan form, spatial quality, building materials used, how is it lit and heated?’ Much of this 
information is factual and available in the church’s quinquennial inspection report. 
However ‘spatial quality’ is an evaluative question which requires further guidance, both as 
to what is meant by the term and how it should be assessed. Information on the plan form 
would be most usefully conveyed through a drawing, which could also be coloured to show 
the dates of the surviving form. 
 
Finally the guidance asks the question ‘What is the theological ‘message’ communicated by 
the exterior and interior of the church?’ No explanation is given as to what ‘theological 
message’ means or how it relates to the fabric of the building.  
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Information on the history, alterations, architects, artists, craftsmen and benefactors, along 
with the church’s links to international, national and regional architectural and artistic 
movements were all covered in the historic development.  As there was no published 
information on local architectural and artistic movements and no guidance on how to 
discover this information that part of the question was left unanswered.  
 
Whilst the nature of the church’s materials were discussed as part of the historic 
development, none of theother physical properties of the church had been included. 
Consequently the C. of E. methodology prompted an assessment of the plan and the 
heating and lighting arrangements, previously not considered (appendix 6, p. 72). As no 
guidance was given on how to assess spatial quality this part of the question was not 
answered. Similarly no guidance was given concerning what the ‘theological message’ was 
and how it should be determined, so this guidance question also remained unanswered.  
6.3.1.5 Section 1.5 The church building in detail  
Section 1.5 ‘The church building in detail’ appears to refer to the surviving historic fabric 
of the church with the guidance ‘Assess the significance of either each historical phase of 
the building or of each area within it’ (appendix 3, p.50). The requirement is slightly 
misleading as ‘assess the significance of …each historical phase’ could include fabric which 
no longer survives. The guidance suggests the information is recorded in a table with either 
the phases or area of the church in one column and the significance of the phase or area in 
another. Again there is no guidance as to how significance should be assessed. The 
guidance notes include a list of ‘customary terminology’ to assist in the rating of 
significance: high - important at national to international levels; moderate-high – important 
at regional or sometimes higher; moderate – usually of local value but of regional 
significance for group or other value (e.g. vernacular architecture); low- Moderate – of local 
value; low – adds little or nothing to the value of a site or detracts from it. These 
definitions are not particularly clear and relate to styles and features rather than age. For 
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example, the chancel arch at Plymtree is typical of many Devon churches and could 
therefore be said to be of moderate significance. However, its 15th date would suggest its 
significance is high. Making assessments concerning international, national and regional 
importance can be facilitated by consulting Pevsner and the list description. However, as 
discussed above, information on local significance is not so easily available. The definitions 
also use the word ‘value’ without clarifying what is meant by this term.  
 
This section was filled out twice: under the first format analysing the church according to 
historical phase and under the second format according to area (appendix 6, pp. 72-73). As 
no guidance was given as to how to assess ‘significance’ in terms of phase, the first table 
was rated low to high according to the amount of material surviving from that period. As a 
result the pre-Medieval and 14th century work were rated as of moderate significance in 
contrast to the 19th century work, which was rated as high. However the pre-Medieval and 
14th century work when considered under all the subsequent methodologies used for 
defining significance was rated as high (see below). Furthermore according to the context 
for the historic development in the previous chapter the survival of pre-Medieval and 14th 
century work in Devon is unusual, again suggesting they should be rated as of high 
significance.  
 
Under the second method assessing each area of the building again, as no guidance was 
given, each was rated according to the age and completeness of the surviving fabric. These 
results were more in line with other methodologies. 
 
The historic development, whilst making some comment on the quality of work such as 
the ‘most splendid’ chancel screen, made no systematic comment on the quality of the 
various elements of the building. In this respect the C. of E. methodology adds to the 
understanding of the building by suggesting a framework for comparison. The first format 
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assessing significance according to historic phase (appendix 6, p. 72) provided less of an 
opportunity for detailed analysis than the second format assessing each area of the building 
(appendix 6, p. 73). 
6.3.1.6 Section 1.6 Contents of the Church 
In section 1.6 ‘Contents of the Church’ an evaluation of the contents of the church is 
required with the guidance ‘Provide a description of its contents and their significance’ 
(appendix 3, p. 51). The guidance suggests contents can be grouped if they are part of a 
contemporary scheme as this could add to their significance. There is therefore some 
indication that a designed scheme could merit a higher significance rating, but again no 
further advice on how the various elements of the interior should be rated. Further 
guidance questions are provided ‘Do the contents relate to any particular historical changes 
to the church and do they contribute to the significance of those changes? Are any of the 
artists or craftsmen of international, national, regional or local importance?’ But no 
indication is given as to how these factors should affect the rating. The emphasis of the 
guidance questions is again towards artistic merit rather than age and no indication is given 
that a very old feature could have a higher significance than later replacements.  
 
The guidance suggests pews should be considered under this section, whereas the screen 
should be assessed as part of 1.5. This distinction could appear strange if both features 
were erected in the same period by the same craftsmen.  
 
In determining significance, judgements again have to be made concerning quality with no 
guidance given on how this should be done. However, in this case the rating system High 
to Low as described in the C. of E. guidance (appendix 3, p. 43) is tailored more to 
contents, and consequently easier to apply, than it was to the fabric in the previous section.  
In its systematic approach this section was very successful for ensuring all aspects of the 
interior fixtures, fittings and furnishings were assessed. The historic development 
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concentrated on the larger and more precious features, whereas this method ensured even 
the less noteworthy features were assessed. As a consequence this aspect of the 
methodology presents features of low significance which could present an opportunity for 
change, for example the mid-to late 19th century organ at Plymtree church, which is of no 
particular musical or artistic merit (appendix 6, p. 75), whilst at the same time highlighting 
elements which should remain unaltered such as the altar rail (appendix 6, p. 74). 
 
6.3.1.7 Section 1.7 Significance for mission 
In the final section of the C. of E. methodology 1.7 ‘Significance for mission’ (see appendix 
3, p.52) the guidance is divided into two parts. The first question ‘What are the strengths of 
the building as it is for worship and mission?’ is easily answerable by the congregation. The 
second question ‘What potential for adapted and new uses does the church and its setting 
already have with little or no change’ requires more explanation. No guidance is given as to 
what type of adapted or new uses could be considered. The term ‘little or no change’ 
presumably refers to physical intervention, but could be clearer. The concept of little or no 
change is also very restrictive, and would not encourage the congregation to think 
creatively about adaptation and alteration. For the first time the methodology introduces 
the concept of change, but this could have formed part of the two earlier sections with the 
identification of low significance associated with possible areas for adaptation and 
alteration. The C. of E. methodology guidance, however, does not suggest referring back to 
the earlier evaluations as a means for identifying areas for potential change and new use.  
 
The significance of the church and its setting for mission was not covered by the historic 
development. This section like 1.3 refers to the use value of the building, which as 
discussed above, is of great importance for the understanding of the significance of the 
church. This section, like 1.3, also illustrates the strengths of the methodology in having the 
users of the building writing the statements of significance. As the researcher was not 
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qualified to complete this section an extract was taken from a pre-existing Statement of 
Significance, written in April 2012 (appendix 6, pp. 76-77) and the congregation were asked 
the questions as part of the questionnaire referred to in 1.3 (appendix 6, pp. 79-80). The 
vast majority of those questioned did not want any change to take place. This could reflect 
the precious nature of the church fabric, but it could illustrate the difficulty of making 
suggestions for change without enough clear guidance. 
 
The illustrative material required by the C. of E. is very limited, presumably influenced by 
their reliance on voluntary participation and not wanting to involve the parish in too much 
expense. The methodology requires a ground plan, which most parishes would already 
have as part of the quinquennial inspection report, a map of the area and at least two 
photographs, one of the church interior and one of the exterior (appendix 3, p. 43). There 
are no suggestion for the ground plan to be annotated to assist in the understanding of the 
historic development of the church as described in section 1.4 – see Fig. 79 (example from 
the E.H. methodology – see below), or for the map of the area to contain information 
about the nature of the churchyard, the views and the surrounding buildings described in 
section 1.1. By requiring a minimum of only two photographs the methodology is 
inevitably allowing for significant features of the church to remain unexposed.  
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Figure 78 Plan of the church from the quinquennial inspection adapted to create a phasing diagram 
showing the date of the surviving historic fabric of the church – taken from the E.H. methodology (plan 
reproduced by kind permission of the architect, with additions by the author) 
 
6.3.2 The C.C.T. Assessment of Significance 
For the C.C.T. methodology the researcher used the A.o.S. for St. Andrew’s Old Church, 
Kingsbury as a template (appendix 2, pp. 17-41) and referred to E.H.’s Conservation, 
Principles, Policies and Guidance for additional guidance.651 The first two sections of the C.C.T. 
methodology consisted of background information and did not require any input from the 
researcher (appendix 2, pp. 19-21). The first section 1.0 ‘Introduction’, explained how the 
document was based on the guidelines and policies contained in E.H.’s Conservation 
Principles652 and the second section 2.0 ‘Conservation Principles’, summarised the six E.H. 
conservation principles. 
                                                        
651 English Heritage. ‘Conservation Principles Policy and Guidance’ [Online] http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/conservationprinciples [31st October 2012] 
652 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008. 
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6.3.2.1 Section 3.0 – Description of the church 
The first section of the methodology to be completed by the respondent was 3.0 
‘Description of the church’ (appendix 2, p. 21). The C.C.T. guidance recommended this 
section should be accompanied by maps and a detailed photographic record of the 
surviving fabric and churchyard. It is clear through the use of the word ‘description’ this 
section refers to the church as standing unlike the C. of E. methodology where the section 
requiring a description of the church could require the inclusion of historic features no 
longer extant. 
 
Completing this section did not require any further research beyond that already carried 
out for the historic development. However, the requirement to describe all aspects of the 
building as standing ensured the full nature of the asset was understood before any 
evaluation took place (appendix 7, pp. 84-88). The photographic recording of all aspects of 
the church exterior and interior strengthened the description of the church. The maps 
provided both a geographic context and an understanding of the physical development of 
the land surrounding the church and churchyard.  
 
6.3.2.2 Section 4.0 Heritage Values 
Having described the church and its setting in depth, evaluation of the building began 
under the next section 4.0 Heritage Values (appendix 2, pp.24-33). This section began with 
a description taken from E.H.’s Conservation Principles explaining the different ways in which 
people value places. It then required an analysis of the church to identify what values it 
holds in terms of the four inter-related heritage values: evidential, historical, aesthetic and 
communal. E.H. suggest a hierarchy for these values ‘the high level values range from 
evidential, which is dependent on the inherited fabric of the place, through historical and 
aesthetic, to communal values’,653 and consequently the evaluation of the building was 
                                                        
653 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 27. 
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prescribed by four specific criteria which are themselves prescribed by their hierarchy of 
value. 
Evidential value 
The first value of the church to be assessed was 4.4 ‘Evidential value’ and the C.C.T. 
guidance began with an extract from E.H. Conservation principles intended to clarify what is 
meant by the term: ‘Evidential value derives from the potential of a place to yield evidence 
about past human activity’ (appendix 2, p. 24). By this definition all the fabric of the church 
and churchyard could be said to hold evidential value. Therefore in this instance, it would 
make sense if ‘evidence’ referred to indicators of what has been lost. Thus the outline of 
the tall doorway on the north wall is evidential value of an Anglo-Saxon/Norman building 
on the site (appendix 7, pp. 89) and so has evidential value. The screen, however, although 
over 500 years old does not have evidential value as it is experienced in more or less the 
same form in which it was first installed (not taking into account the removal of the rood 
figures) and still fulfills its original purpose. Consequently, it does not hold the power to 
tell a story about the form of the building or the way it was used which has been 
subsequently lost or obscured. Further clarification of the term ‘evidential’ could help with 
making this distinction.  
 
The above comparison calls into question E.H.’s hierarchy of values. Should the doorway 
have a higher value because it has archaeological potential rather than the screen which 
undoubtedly holds great historical and aesthetic value but no evidential value?  
 
The E.H. guidance recommends the Historic Environment Record (H.E.R.) as a resource 
for researching historic buildings,654 and it would be an obvious starting point for 
discovering evidential value. However, the Devon H.E.R. record had no mention of the 
early doorway at Plymtree or the archaeological works discovered during the early 20th 
                                                        
654 Ibid., p. 35. 
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century.  More specific guidance for this section is required such as the consideration of 
those areas of the church where it is known losses have taken place. In the case of 
Plymtree, there could be archaeological potential for buried remains such as statuary and 
stained glass removed in the Reformation, which may be buried in close proximity to the 
church. This information could be more clearly conveyed on an annotated plan, such as 
that used as part of the E.H. conservation area appraisal methodology – see Fig. 81. 
 
In this section the evidence of an earlier church on the site: the yew tree, doorway and 
buried wall were considered (appendix 7, pp.88-89). All these elements had previously been 
mentioned in the historic development, but by thinking of them in terms of their evidential 
value, their ability to describe the nature of an earlier structure, was emphasized rather than 
just considering them as features of the present building and churchyard.  
Historical value 
The next value suggested by the C.C.T. methodology for analysing the church was 4.5 
‘Historical Value’. Traditionally the historical value of a building might have been 
considered in terms of its stylistic content as illustrated by the list description655 and the 
entry in Pevsner.656 The C.C.T. A.o.S. guidance however, requires the fabric to be 
considered not as an illustration of a series of periods in architectural history, but as 
illustrating ‘the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be connected 
through a place to the present’ (appendix 2, p. 27). Consequently, the building needed to be 
interpreted in a different way to most of the published material.  
 
Once again, the significance of the building according to this value was related to its 
function as an historical resource, which could potentially lessen the impact of its 
architectural/ historical significance as a work of art. This was covered by the next value 
(aesthetic), but as noted above aesthetic value is ranked lower than historic value.  
                                                        
655 E.H., List Entry, Plymtree. 
656 Cherry and Pevsner, 1991, p. 686. 
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The historic development catalogued the evolution of the church architecturally, revealing 
different phases of work. By interrogating the building under the C.C.T. criteria, in addition 
to an understanding of what the fabric looked like and what period it represents, is added 
an understanding of why it looks the way it does. As a consequence a deeper understanding 
of the nature of the building and its historic development emerged (appendix 7, pp. 89-92). 
This approach also allowed for the historic use value of the building to be considered, 
which could in turn provide valuable insights into the appropriate future use of the 
building and its setting.   
Aesthetic value 
The methodology then required the consideration of 4.6 ‘Aesthetic Value’ of the church. 
The C.C.T. definition, taken from E.H.’s Conservation Principles stated ‘aesthetic value derives 
from the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual stimulation from a place’.657 
Within these parameters the innate craftsmanship, architectural, spatial characteristics, 
lighting and artistic merit of the building itself and its setting were considered. It also 
allowed for consideration of the aesthetic effects of ageing (appendix 7 pp. 92-93). The 
methodology did not however suggest referring back to the historic development in order 
to consider the artistic merits of the building within the canon of English ecclesiastical 
architecture. 
 
By evaluating the church in this way the researcher is encouraged to consider the visual 
impact of the church rather than simply describing and dating the various features. For 
example, the reference to the north aisle windows in the historic development is as follows 
‘Atypical development for the 16th century included the installation of three tall, square 
headed windows each with differently shaped elliptical and Tudor arch heads on the north 
wall’. Whereas in the A.o.S., they were considered for their light giving capacity: ‘The 
                                                        
657 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 31. 
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addition of large windows on the north wall in the 16th century has increased the aesthetic 
value by flooding the interior with light’658and the variety and detail of their appearance 
‘Although all square headed each has a slightly different shaped head either elliptical or 
Tudor arched, clear glass leaded panes and some patterned yellow grisaille glass’ (appendix 
7, p. 92). This approach emphasised the continuum of artistic endeavour and encouraged 
consideration of the enhancing effects of time. It enabled the churchyard to be valued as 
an aesthetic entity in its own right, not just as the setting for an historic building: ‘The 
setting of St John’s within the leafy churchyard is also of high aesthetic value. The elevated 
site, prominent in the village presents a green backdrop to the medieval church punctuated 
by historic graves and mature trees including the venerable yew’ (appendix 7, p. 93). 
Communal value 
The final value to be considered as part of the C.C.T. methodology was 4.7 ‘Communal 
Value’. In Conservation Principles E.H. define communal value in the following terms: 
‘Communal value derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or 
for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory’.659 Identifying communal 
value should reveal how the building is viewed both by those who use it or those for whom 
it forms part of their local landscape. The researcher alone cannot complete this section, 
and consequently the C.C.T. methodology advises asking ‘a range of people who have used 
and value the church’ a series of interviewed questions (appendix 2, p.31). The questions 
asked by the C.C.T. mainly related to gauging public reaction to change (appendix 7, p. 94): 
‘Are there any changes that you think would make the building better used?’ ‘What do you 
think other locals would like to see?’ and ‘Are there any specific parts of the building that 
you would like to see protected from change or that you feel are especially sensitive?’ Only 
one of the questions ‘In your opinion what makes the building special?’ allowed for the 
‘meaning of the place’ to be discussed. This emphasis towards considering change of use 
by the C.C.T. methodology reflects the particular issue of churches which have been 
                                                        
658 A.o.S., Plymtree, p. 100. 
659 E.H., Conservation Principles, p. 31. 
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deemed redundant.  
 
Exploring communal value provided a new dimension to the understanding of the 
building. In addition to values one might have anticipated, such as the central role of the 
building in religious life and its historic significance, the community feedback also revealed 
how Plymtree church connected with the personal histories of both current and former 
residents ‘a venue for landmark events in the lives of most of the villagers: specifically 
baptisms, weddings and funerals’, its importance as ‘an historic monument which bears 
witness to the village’s past’ and its symbolic value as a physical landmark and as ‘a symbol 
of God’s presence in the village’ (appendix 7, p. 94). 
 
6.3.2.3 Section 5.0 Heritage Significance 
The intention of section 5.0 ‘Heritage Significance’ of the C.C.T. methodology was to  
relate the values identified in the previous sections directly to the fabric of the church 
including its fixtures and fittings. The guidance suggested this be carried out in two parts: 
‘assessing first the heritage significance based on evidential, historical and aesthetic values 
and secondly by assessing the heritage significance based on communal values’ (see 
appendix 2, p. 33). At this point the researcher was asked to rate the various elements of 
the building from high to low with no recommendations as to how this evaluation should 
be made. The A.o.S. introduction states ‘This methodology is prescribed to enable 
comparisons between historic churches’ (see appendix 2, p. 19), but without clear 
guidelines on how ratings should be ascribed the consistency of approach required is 
compromised.   
 
Due to the lack of guidance the researcher, now in the position of making value judgments, 
could tend towards awarding higher ratings than might be warranted. For example the yew 
tree, Anglo-Saxon doorway and buried wall-remains at Plymtree were all identified as being 
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of evidential value (see appendix 7, p. 95), all three have the potential to yield information 
about an earlier church and are of a very early date. As differentiating between the three in 
terms of their significance would be very difficult for anyone without any archaeological 
background they were all three were deemed of high significance. The guidance required 
the areas of significance, once identified, to be ‘illustrated in a plan’ (see appendix 2, p.33). 
The Areas of Significance plan for Plymtree church showed a very high proportion of 
material rated as having high significance, confirming the problem of giving ratings when 








Plans can be a highly effective way of imparting information, but are not always suitable for 
conveying all data. In the case of illustrating significance, the plan cannot identify some of 
the more intangible communal values, such as the building’s role as a repository for 
personal memories (appendix 7, p. 94). It is also difficult to convey information relating to 
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the elevations, ceilings, roofs, sections and significant spaces.  
 
Finally, this section required a summary of significance, which grouped together under the 
headings ‘high significance’, ‘medium significance’ and ‘low significance’ the elements 
identified above along with an indicator of the ‘potential for tensions’ between certain 
values’ (appendix 2, pp. 37-38). This recognized the possible existence of contentious 
issues, but did not suggest how these conflicts of interest/perception should be resolved. 
In section 5.0 ‘Heritage Significance’, the researcher gained a new understanding of the 
relative value of the various elements of the building and its setting. For example, the 
research up until this point had provided an understanding of the significance of the screen 
in Plymtree church in terms of its age, craftsmanship, purpose and use, but following the 
assessment of its heritage significance it could be understood as having a higher level of 
significance than some of the other elements of the building, such as the pulpit (appendix 
7, p. 95), which was rated as having medium value, as it had been clumsily adapted and 
shortened from its original form. This knowledge would be particularly important when 
considering any future alterations to the building. 
 
6.3.2.4 Section 6.0 Heritage Sensitivity 
The final part of the C.C.T. methodology 6.0 Heritage Sensitivity represented a break with 
the E.H. approach. Up until this point the methodology rigorously followed the E.H. 
definition of how to articulate the significance of a place included in Conservation Principles  
‘A statement of significance of a place should be a summary of the cultural and natural 
heritage values currently attached to it and how they inter-relate, which distils the particular 
character of the place. It should explain the relative importance of the heritage values of 
the place (where appropriate, by reference to criteria for statutory designation), how they 
relate to its physical fabric, the extent of any uncertainty about its values (particularly in 
relation to potential for hidden or buried elements), and identifying any tensions between 
potentially conflicting values’.660 
The C.C.T. methodology then required a further level of analysis to take place; establishing 
the heritage sensitivity of the building by ascribing values ranging from high to low and 
                                                        
660 E.H., Conservation Principles, p. 40. 
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indicating this information on a colour-coded plan (appendix 2, pp.38-39).  This concept of 
sensitivity is not covered by the E.H. document and is aimed at establishing areas of the 
building which have more or less potential for change.  
 
This type of assessment is very difficult to make, and as the methodology is intended for a 
C.C.T. professional, no guidelines were given, leading to the potential for wrongly ascribing 
sensitivity. For example, the walls at Plymtree church are probably 14th or 15th century, but 
are of solid construction and on the interior have probably been covered in modern plaster. 
These solid unadorned surfaces could be considered of high sensitivity due to their early 
date or low sensitivity due to their plain, robust and probably altered nature. At the very 
least a professional analysis of the plaster would need to take place before any accurate 
measure of sensitivity could be made. If analysis showed medieval plaster surviving under 
the modern finish this would be difficult to indicate on a plan where the exterior wall was 
considered of low sensitivity.   
 
This section was particularly useful for informing ways of thinking about the building in 
terms of its suitability for change. Ascribing significance partly informs this process by 
highlighting areas of low significance where alterations, adaptation or even the removal of 
fixtures and fittings might be considered. The identification of sensitivity, however, can 
potentially increase these areas of possible change by adding features, fixtures and fittings 
which, although of medium or even high significance, would not have that significance 
appreciably compromised by some forms of adaption or alteration. A comparison between 
Fig. 79, the diagram showing areas of significance, with Fig. 80, which shows areas of 
sensitivity, illustrates this point.   
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Figure 80 Plan showing areas of sensitivity according to the C.C.T. methodology 
The diagrams illustrate, as discussed above, the areas of wall, which whilst of an early date 
and significant, are robust in character and therefore less sensitive to change. The nave 
floor, which is shown in Fig. 79 as having medium significance, is shown as having low 
sensitivity in Fig. 80 as it too is robust in nature.  
 
6.3.3 The E.H. Conservation Appraisal  
For the E.H. conservation appraisal methodology the researcher followed part 2 of the 
E.H. document Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and 
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Management,661a methodology with which she was familiar from her working practice, as a 
conservation officer.  
6.3.3.1  Section 2.2.2 The Introduction 
The methodology begins with 2.2.2 ‘The Introduction’ in which the ‘general identity and 
character’662 of the church should be described and the scope and nature of the appraisal. 
Although it appears at the beginning of the report, this section would be easier to write 
once the whole appraisal was written. This introduction places the reader in an informed 
position from the start by stating exactly what is to be appraised and how that appraisal will 
be carried out. It also importantly states where the information for the appraisal comes 
from allowing the reader to check the sources.663  
 
6.3.3.2  Section 2.2.4 The Definition (or Summary) of Special Interest  
The introduction is followed by 2.2.4 The Definition (or Summary) of Special Interest: ‘this 
is where the special architectural or historic interest……is defined’. This could seem a 
rather amorphous aim but the guidance gives specific direction as to what the summary of 
interest entails: the building’s relationship to its setting; the physical evidence of its historic 
development; how the building is experienced; its architectural quality; the role of natural 
heritage and local distinctiveness.664 As with the description of general identity and 
character referred to above this section would be most successfully completed once the 
appraisal was written.  
 
The Definition section was very successful in distilling the essential character of the church 
and its setting (appendix 8, pp.105-106). It also ensured that each individual area of the 
assessment had been adequately researched and understood. Having summarised the 
                                                        
661 English Heritage. ‘Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management’ 
[Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/publications/publicationsNew/guidelines-
standards/understanding-place-conservation-area/understanding-place-ca-designation-appraisal-
management.pdf [24th November 2012] 
662 Ibid., p. 9. 
663 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 9. 
664 Ibid., p. 9. 
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character the methodology then systematically described how each of the character 
elements was assessed. This took place under the section ‘Assessing Special interest’ which 
was then divided into subheadings. 
 
 
6.3.3.3  Section 2.2.6 Location and setting 
Although the advice for the first subheading, 2.2.6 ‘Location and Setting,’ was directed 
specifically at conservation areas, it could all be applied to churches: describing the general 
character and plan form; the wider setting and significant views.665The advice also 
suggested this information could be shown on a townscape analysis map.666 Again many of 
the features suggested for inclusion would not be relevant, but a map could show the 
church and churchyard in its village setting, significant views, the green area of the 
churchyard, boundary walls, the lych gate, trees and possibly even tombs and gravestones.  
 
This section encouraged the church to be considered not as an isolated monument, but 
part of an immediate setting (the churchyard) and a wider setting (the village and the 
countryside beyond). By considering the building in this context its overall significance was 
increased. For example, the significance of the trees in the churchyard was extended from 
that of their own natural beauty, to the green backdrop they provided to the church and 
their relationship with the mature trees in the gardens which surround the church. Similarly 
the significance of the churchyard wall is extended from its function as boundary to the 
green space of the churchyard to its role in the streetscape where its elevated position 
provided a strong sense of enclosure to the road (appendix 8, p. 106).  
6.3.3.4   Section 2.2.8 Historic Development 
For the next subsection 2.2.8 ‘Historic Development’ the methodology recommended 
compiling a map which ‘illustrates key periods…and highlights the survival of those 
                                                        
665 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 10. 
666 Ibid., p.8. 
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historic elements which have determined the form of the conservation area today’.667In 
order to do this E.H. recommended using map regression (comparing successive historic 
maps). This method can be very useful for indicating the development of churches where 
plans exist (for example churches extensively altered during the Victorian period) or where 
extensive archaeological investigation has taken place. For the majority of churches, 
however, this information does not exist. Speculative phasing diagrams could be drawn 
based on historic information, or plans of the existing church colour coded to indicate 
development – see Fig. 78. These can only show information for the footprint of the 
building and do not illustrate the historic development of features such as the roofs, 
ceilings, upper stages of the tower and elevations.   
 
The E.H. guidance also recommended the inclusion of any historic associations and the 
identification of archaeological remains and potential, which should also be identified on a 
map.668 In many respects the recording of the historic development of the church and its 
historic associations was a similar exercise to the writing of the historic development in 
Chapter 5. The researcher followed the format as described in the E.H. guidance writing a 
summary of the church fabric history, followed by historic associations. However, the E.H. 
guidance also included an extract from a completed conservation area character appraisal 
which linked the historic associations to the built fabric.669In retrospect this method would 
be more effective for illustrating the relevance of the historic associations. However there 
were some associations (for example the links with the Civil War) for which there was no 
material evidence (appendix 8, p.109).  
 
The E.H. methodology allowed for archaeological potential to be thoroughly explored and 
researched, and the suggested map of potential ensured its presence was clearly indicated – 
                                                        
667 E.H., ‘Understanding Place, pp. 10-11. 
668 Ibid., p. 11. 
669 Ibid., p. 11. 
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see Fig. 81. The researcher found thinking specifically about archaeological potential 
highlighted additional areas of sensitivity, which were not uncovered using the C.C.T. 
methodology. For example Area D in Fig. 81 refers to the sensitivity of the south and west 
walls of the church where evidence may exist of the former galleries beneath the more 
recent plaster (appendix 8, p. 112). These areas were not highlighted on the C.C.T. Areas of 
Sensitivity plan – see Fig. 80. 
 
Figure 81 Areas of archaeological potential following the E.H. methodology 
6.3.3.5  Sections 2.2.13 Architectural Quality and Built Form, 2.2.18 Character Zones 
and 2.2.21 Positive Contributors  
Again not all aspects of the next sections 2.2.13 ‘Architectural Quality and Built Form 
2.2.18 ‘Character Zones’ and 2.2.21 ‘Positive Contributors’ were relevant to churches, so 
the pertinent sections were extracted, grouped together and adapted to form one section 
whose aims were: to ‘describe any dominant architectural styles, the prevalent types and 
periods of buildings…and essential characteristics….the range of prevalent and traditional 
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materials’;670 to record on a map elements of the building which positively contribute to its 
character;  to identify and analyse character zones within the building and record elements 
of the building which detract from its character.671 The church was divided into areas (i.e. 
chancel, nave etc), and the constituent elements (walls, roof etc) of each area analysed to 
reveal their date, material and style (see appendix 8, pp. 115-122). They were then given a 
level of interest (ranging from high to low) and this information was recorded on a plan. 
The map recommended by E.H. to show buildings which contribute positively or 
negatively to the character of the conservation area was adapted into a floor plan on which 
the different elements of the church were identified as being of either high, medium, local 
or low interest. Elements of the church which did not appear on the plan were given a 
letter and identified in the key (for example A- chancel roof and ceiling, K – the clock, F – 
tower arch etc.) – see Fig 82. 
                                                        
670 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 12. 
671 Ibid., p. 14. 
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Figure 82 Areas of architectural quality following the E.H. methodology 
 
The systematic nature of this section was particularly successful in ensuring all the elements 
of the church building were considered. Several features were identified which had 
previously escaped notice using the other methodologies such as the grisaille glass in the 
windows, the hymn board and parish chests (appendix 8, pp. 117,118,122). Less systematic 
approaches can lead to a failure to record modern additions, elements within larger features 
and those features which do not enhance the character of the church. The identification of 
the latter is particularly helpful for identifying potential opportunities for change similar to 
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the C.C.T. identification of low levels of significance illustrated in Fig. 79. There was no 
provision, however, in the E.H. methodology to supplement this analysis with an 
identification of sensitivity.   
6.3.3.6   Section 2.2.15 Open Space, Parks and Gardens and Trees 
In addition to the analysis of location and setting, the E.H. methodology had a further 
section where it focused in depth on 2.2.15 ‘Open Space, Parks and Gardens and 
Trees’.672Although churches are usually only associated with one open space (the 
churchyard) its role in enhancing the building and the relationship between the built and 
natural heritage can be explored in a similar way to that between a conservation area and 
the multiple open spaces within it. Similarly, the role of trees in defining the area, forming a 
green backdrop and framing views is also of as much relevance to a single building as it is 
to an area. The guidance asks the researcher to define the ‘visual and or other sensory 
contribution they (open spaces) make to the character of the place…the ways in which the 
spaces were and are used’.673 
 
Whilst the earlier section enabled the significance of the church in its wider context to be 
appreciated, this section focused on the actual character of the church’s setting: the 
relationship between the church and its subordinate structures was examined in detail; the 
churchyard’s significance as a natural habit was explored and the use value of the 
churchyard was considered (appendix 8, p. 123). As a consequence the churchyard was 
analysed as a feature in its own right not simply as an adjunct to the historic building.  
 
6.3.3.7   Section 2.2.22 Locally Important Details 
The intention of the next section of the E.H. methodology 2.2.22 ‘Locally Important 
Details’ was to identify locally important buildings which could be added to the local list. 
Whilst this is not relevant to the vast majority of church buildings which are already listed, 
                                                        
672 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 13. 
673 Ibid., p. 13. 
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part of the guidance recommends identifying ‘Local constructional or joinery details…and 
unusual local features’ which ‘make a vital contribution to local distinctiveness’674 which 
could be usefully applied to churches. In addition, there might be built elements of the 
churchyard which, whilst not eligible for listing, could form part of a local list.  
 
The identification of local features by comparing the church to others in the locality 
provided an opportunity for discovering added layers of significance in the church and 
churchyard. As no guidance was given for how this comparison might be made it was not 
undertaken, but a similar exercise was carried out following the Worthing and Bond 
methodology – see below.  
 
6.3.3.8   Section 2.2.24 An Assessment of Condition  
The next section of the E.H. methodology, 2.2.24 ‘An Assessment of Condition’,675 was 
not carried out as this information was covered by the church’s quinquennial inspection. 
However, the principle of providing information on the condition of the church could be 
of great assistance in the determining of significance. For example if there were features of 
low significance which had also been identified as being in poor condition, these might 
present an opportunity for change or alteration.  
 
6.3.3.9   Section 2.2.27 A Plan for Further Action  
The final section of the E.H. methodology 2.2.27 ‘A Plan for Further Action’ was intended 
to summarise the main problems and pressures facing the building, which should then be 
addressed in a separate management plan.676Rather than produce a separate action plan 
which would have made a rather unwieldy document, a list of opportunities in response to 
some of the problems and pressures identified were included (see appendix 8, pp. 123-124). 
                                                        
674 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 15. 
675 Ibid., p. 15. 
676 Ibid., p. 16. 
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(Again, as with the assessment of condition, information regarding fabric which needs to 
be repaired or replaced would be included in a quinquennial inspection.) 
 
In responding to the need to identify problems and pressures the researcher focused on 
those elements of the building, which at present are cause for concern. As a consequence 
some of the elements highlighted in the Architectural Quality section as being of low 
interest were not included in this section as they did not pose any material threat to the 
building. This makes the section not as effective as it might be for identifying areas for 
potential change.  
 
However, this section was a very useful exercise prompting a whole new area of thought 
concerning potential threats to the significance of the church. By anticipating problems, 
even in a well-maintained church like Plymtree, the researcher can highlight the ongoing 
need to assess and reassess significance. For example, at present there is no pressure on the 
church to provide multiple uses as there is a fully functioning parish hall, however in the 
future this facility might not be available for economic reasons. If the researcher were 
aware of this potential threat complacency in the current statement of significance could be 
avoided and information such as archaeological sensitivity given as much weight as it 
would if an extension to the building were imminently planned.  
 
This section also encouraged a critical eye to be cast over the building, pointing out 
features which could be improved: such as the modern paint on the arcade capitals and 
chancel ceiling (appendix 8, p.124). In following the methodology, the researcher become 
aware of gaps in the understanding of the church and its setting. The opportunities section 
could encourage further research into the history of the church, its features, churchyard 
and relationship with the village which could fill in some of these gaps and add to the 
understanding of the significance of the building.   
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6.3.4  W. and B.  Identification of Significance 
The chapter ‘Cultural Significance’ in Managing Built Heritage suggested four procedures 
which should normally be carried out when assessing significance: identifying the values; 
assessing the value of the site in relation to comparable sites; evaluating what elements of 
the site contribute to the overall significance and in what way; and evaluating the relative 
significance of the elements.677  
 
6.3.4.1. Stage 1. The identification and assessment of the overall and particular 
values embodied in and represented by the site 
For the first stage, 1. ‘The identification and assessment of the overall and particular values 
embodied in and represented by the site’ W. and B. clearly state that when assessing value 
‘no one category should be assumed to be more worthy than another’.678 This approach 
contrasts with the hierarchy of values used in the C.C.T. methodology: ‘high level values 
range from evidential, which is dependent on the inherited fabric of the place, through 
historical and aesthetic, to communal values which derive from people’s identification with 
the place’.679 
 
In assessing the significance of each value, the W. and B. methodology used a hierarchy of 
six values ranging from ‘exceptional’ to ‘no’ based on J.S. Kerr’s The Conservation 
Plan.680They also suggest the possibility of ascribing ‘negative significance’ to identify 
features that have a ‘deleterious effect’.681This hierarchy if strictly followed could lead to 
some anomalous conclusions. For example, when considering the symbolic/iconic value of 
the church (see below) the Kerr rating system might suggest the value ‘limited’ because the 
                                                        
677 Worthing, D. and Bond. S. Managing Built Heritage: The Role of Cultural Significance, Oxford: Blackwell, 2008, 
p. 81. 
678 Ibid., p. 60. 
679 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 27. 
680 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 82. 
681 Ibid., p. 82. 
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church can only be appreciated as a landmark from a local perspective. However, to ascribe 
a building of such symbolic importance in this way does not make sense. Consequently in 
some cases the hierarchy based on a perception of national significance was over-ridden.   
 
Aesthetic value 
The first assessment value suggested by the W. and B. methodology ‘Aesthetic’ is one of 
the E.H. values used in the C.C.T. methodology. W. and B. explain what is meant by this 
term both by referring to the E.H. definition ‘the ways in which people draw sensory and 
intellectual stimulation from a place…by conscious design or just by how a church has 
evolved over time…from the patina of age’682 and the I.C.O.M.O.S. definition of aesthetic 
value from the Burra Charter ‘consideration of the form, scale, colour, texture and 
materials of the fabric; the smells and sounds associated with the place and its use’.683To 
these W. and B. add their own summation ‘in a sense we are essentially talking about 
character and what makes a “sense of place”’.684It is interesting to note that none of these 
definitions mention beauty, but both of the above sets of criteria were formulated to apply 
to all heritage assets and consequently ‘sensory stimulation’ is considered a more inclusive 
term.  
 
By including the I.C.O.M.O.S. definition of aesthetic value the W. and B. methodology 
allows for the sensory perception of the building to be considered: for example the 
complementary colours of the stonework (appendix 9, p.126), rather than simply the more 
obvious elements of artistic merit such as the craftsmanship of the screen and the medieval 
panel paintings suggested by the C.C.T. methodology. The significance of this value was 
rated as ‘exceptional’ as some of the constituent elements, including the craftsmanship and 
the panel paintings, are named elements in the building’s grade I list description: ‘includes 
                                                        
682 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 62.  
683 Ibid., pp. 62-63.  
684 Ibid., p. 63. 
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fine craftsmanship from the C15 onwards... The painted figures on the screen wainscoting 
are a remarkable survival’.685 E.H. define grade I buildings as being ‘of exceptional interest, 
sometimes considered to be internationally important’.686  
Scenic and panoramic value 
Assessing the second value suggested by W. and B. ‘Scenic and panoramic’ the significance 
of the church and its tower in the villagescape and surrounding countryside was examined 
with results similar to those established using the E.H. and C. of E. methodologies. The 
significance of this value was rated as ‘some’ as although the church’s role in the 
villagescape is quite high, the views from the building are limited (see appendix 9, p.126). 
Architectural/technological value 
The next value ‘Architectural/technological’ was defined by W. and B. as ‘concerned with 
innovation, development and perhaps pinnacles of achievement…in relation to 
architectural ideas and movements’.687 By including technological achievement in this 
category, the full significance of the church clock was noted, which had not been fully 
explored by the previous methodologies (appendix 9, p. 126). The significance of this value 
was rated as ‘exceptional’ as, although the Perpendicular Gothic design of the church can 
be compared to many other buildings locally and nationally, it represents a pinnacle of 
achievement for the 15th century craftsman and builders. In addition, the building is 
particularly well preserved which has contributed to its grade I listing: ‘The Church of St. 
John is a particularly good and well-preserved example; perhaps the paradigm of a rural 
parish church in Devon’.688  
Historical value 
W. and B.’s fourth value ‘Historical’ is another shared with the C.C.T. methodology. In this 
case, the C.C.T. definition, taken from E.H. Conservation Principles, ‘Historical value derives 
                                                        
685 E.H. List Entry, Plymtree. 
686 English Heritage, ‘Caring for Heritage, Listed Buildings’ [online] http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/caring/listing/listed-buildings/ [8th July 2012] 
687 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 63. 
688 The National Heritage List for England, Plymtree. 
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from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be connected through a 
place to the present. It tends to be illustrative or associative’ (appendix 2, p.26) is clearer 
than that of W. and B. who quote from R. Mason: ‘The capacity of a site to convey, 
embody or stimulate a relation or reaction to the past’.689 The Mason definition being less 
specific could imply a site’s capacity to invoke a romantic response which is not necessarily 
based on actual fact. For example, the Castle at Tintagel could be seen as embodying the 
spirit of King Arthur, but there is no evidence from ‘past people’ or ‘events’ that connect 
him to the building.  Perhaps in acknowledgement of this weakness, the W. and B. 
definition continues its guidance by quoting from E.H. ‘the perception of a window that 
provides links between past and present people’.690  
 
Following the W. and B. methodology did not provide any additional insight to that gained 
through the C.C.T. approach, but it did allow for, in comparison with the historic 
development, a subjective interpretation of the building in relation to its history, rather 
than an objective view of the structure in terms of its surviving historic fabric (appendix 9, 
pp. 126-127). The historical significance of the church was rated as ‘exceptional’ due to the 
high survival of virtually unaltered fabric from an early period and the subsequent 
alterations which illustrate so many significant phases in the history of English church 
architecture (appendix 9, p. 127). 
Associational value 
The W. and B methodology suggested ‘Associational’ as a stand alone value rather than 
part of ‘Historical’ value as in the C.C.T. methodology (see appendix 2, p. 26). The reason 
for extracting this element is not evident from the guidelines. However, this approach of 
considering ‘Associational’ value separately could be usefully applied where a building has 
otherwise lost all historic integrity. The W. and B. definition quotes the Burra Charter 
‘some events or associations may be so important that the place retains significance 
                                                        
689 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 64. 
690 Ibid., p. 64. 
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regardless of subsequent treatment’.691However, this is unlikely to be the case for most 
historic churches. 
The methodology produced a very similar response to the associational links identified by 
the C.C.T. method. Both encouraged the researcher to identify how the stories of past 
associations could be read in the surviving fabric (appendix 9, p. 127). In contrast, the C. of 
E. methodology simply asked the question  ‘Are there any significant events or 
personalities associated with the church’ (appendix 3, p.48) without requiring any fabric-
based evidence. The ‘Associational’ value was rated as ‘some’ as, although some of the 
figures associated with the church were of national standing such as General Monk, their 
connection with the fabric of Plymtree church was tangential. Furthermore, none of the 
architects associated with the building were mentioned in the list description.   
Archaeological value 
The W. and B. methodology included ‘Archaeological’ in common with the C.C.T. 
methodology under the title ‘Evidential’ (appendix 2, p. 24).  The W. and B. definition did, 
however include a warning about the potentially destructive nature of archaeological 
investigation, and the importance in some cases of maintaining the mystery of buried 
remains.692Despite the slightly dissimilar definition the W. and B. methodology did not 
prompt a perceptibly different response to the C.C.T. methodology, other than the rating. 
The archaeological value was rated ‘considerable’ because former repair work had already 
revealed evidence of an earlier building on the site (appendix 9, p. 127). However, if this 
building were to be further investigated it could impact on subsequent phases of work.  
Economic value 
The next W. and B. value ‘Economic’ was one not previously suggested by the other 
methodologies. Two aspects of this value: how much money the building generates and the 
‘real estate’ value of the building, were not relevant for most churches. However, other 
aspects including an asset’s existence value (people value the existence of the heritage item 
                                                        
691 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 64. 
692 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 65. 
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even though they may not consume the service directly themselves) and its option value 
(people wish to preserved the option that they or others might consume the asset’s services 
at some future time) (appendix 9, p. 128), could be potentially pertinent. Assessing 
churches in this way could encourage creative thinking about the potential of the building 
for generating revenue. In the case of Plymtree church, the value was assessed as being of 
‘limited’ significance as at present the building is not exploited for this purpose (appendix 
9, p. 128). 
Educational value 
Under the heading ‘Educational’ the W. and B. methodology encouraged an assessment of 
the building’s potential as a historical resource.693 Considering the church in this way could 
also feed into the economic significance of the building as it could encourage more people 
to visit and consequently increase its revenue. This value was rated as ‘high’ as the church 
has significance at a national level, reflected in its grade I status, at local level as the oldest 
building in the village, containing examples of work from a number of different periods 
and as a resource for researching local history (see appendix 9, p. 128).  
Recreational value 
The next heading suggested by the W. and B. methodology ‘Recreational’694 was not 
considered relevant for Plymtree church although it might have relevance for churches 
with multiple uses. (Some activities which take place for liturgical reasons, such as playing 
the organ and flower arranging, might also be considered as recreational by their 
practitioners.)  
Artistic value 
For the next value, the W. and B. methodology suggested ‘Artistic’695 which, as in the case 
of ‘Associational’, isolated an element which could be considered under a broader heading; 
in this case ‘Aesthetic’.  In responding to this section, the researcher focused on the painted 
                                                        
693 Worthing and Bond, 2008, pp. 65-66. 
694 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 66. 
695 Ibid., p.66. 
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figures of the screen, but they could equally have been examined under the ‘Aesthetic’ 
section. The value was given a rating of ‘considerable’ due to the high quality and good 
state of preservation of the figures (appendix 9, p. 128). 
 
Social value 
The heading ‘Social value’ related closely to the ‘communal values’ of the C.C.T. 
methodology (appendix 2, p. 30). The W. and B. definition highlights the propensity of this 
value for generating controversy696 as does the C.C.T. methodology (appendix 2, p. 37). 
Unlike the C.C.T. methodology the W. and B. definition does not suggest this value should 
be assessed by the general public. However, later in the book their advice on assessing 
significance for conservation plans states ‘stakeholders therefore need to be identified and 
involved in the determination of significance’.697 This section provided less insightful 
information than the C.C.T. ‘Communal value’ section as it only included the researcher’s 
perception of the role of the church in the community without the depth provided by 
consultation with the congregation (appendix 9, p. 128). In order to rate this value, the 
researcher used the response to the C.C.T. methodology question ‘In your opinion what 
makes the building special?’ (appendix 7, p. 102). As the majority of the respondents 
referred to the importance of the building as a social centre before mentioning its historic 
or aesthetic value, its ‘social’ value was judged to be ‘considerable’ (appendix 9, p. 128).  
Commemorative value 
The W. and B. methodology suggested the value ‘Commemorative’ should be considered 
separately from ‘associational’ value as ‘the commemorative place may or may not be 
located where the event actually took place. War memorials are an obvious example of 
this’.698This contrasts with the C.C.T. approach where its definition of ‘historic value’ was 
broad enough to take this distinction into account: ‘Historical value derives from the ways 
                                                        
696 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p.66. 
697 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 131. 
698 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 67. 
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in which past people, events and aspects of life can be connected through a place to the 
present. It tends to be illustrative or associative’ (appendix 2, p. 26). Although the war 
memorial is not located on the site the servicemen died, as a structure it still illustrates an 
aspect of history and its significance could be adequately assessed in terms of ‘historic’ 
value. Considering commemorative value separately from associational and historic value 
did not present any additional aspects of significance for Plymtree church. The value was 
rated as ‘limited’ as there is no separate war memorial, only commemorative plaques within 
the church (appendix 9, p. 129). 
Symbolic/iconic value 
The next W. and B. value ‘Symbolic/iconic’ could sit within the C.C.T. definition of 
‘communal value’: ‘Communal value derives from the meanings of a place for the people 
who relate to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory’ (appendix 
2, p.30). Again, the W. and B. definition did not stipulate public consultation as a means for 
assessing this value. The researcher assessed the building in terms of its physical impact, 
but could not comment meaningfully on its emotional potency (appendix 9, p.129). 
Consequently, this section lacked the depth of the C.C.T. methodology response to 
‘communal value’. The significance of this value was assessed as ‘high’ as the church is a 
symbol of the Christian life of the local community.  
Spiritual and religious value 
The W. and B. definition for ‘Spiritual and religious’ value was written to encompass a wide 
range of buildings and sites. As a consequence, it suggested this value was ‘one of the 
harder values to pin down’ but in most cases if a site is known to be of religious 
significance ‘providing you are open to the experiences of others, you can develop a sound 
assessment of significance’.699  Whilst this is obviously not the case for historic churches, it 
encourages the researcher to think about the spiritual relevance of the building for non-
Christian users and visitors in addition to its obvious religious role. Plymtree church’s 
                                                        
699 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 68. 
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religious value was rated ‘considerable’, as this is the prime purpose of the building 
(appendix 9, p. 129). 
Inspirational value 
Aspects of the W. and B. value ‘Inspirational’ could be found in three of the C.C.T. values; 
‘historic’, ‘aesthetic’ and ‘communal’ and seven of its own values: ‘aesthetic’, ‘architectural’, 
‘artistic’, ‘social’, ‘commemorative’, ‘symbolic/iconic’ and ‘spiritual and religious’. This 
could lead to a degree of repetition and in the specific case of church buildings it is 
particularly difficult to consider this value separately from ‘spiritual and religious’. However 
the specificity of this value encouraged the appreciation of the achievements of the 
craftsmen and builders in terms of the challenges they may have faced in addition to the 
virtuosity of their finished work. The value was rated ‘considerable’ in recognition of this 
achievement (appendix 9, p. 129). 
Ecological value 
W. and B. did not define exactly what they meant by the value ‘Ecological’, whether it 
referred to the natural heritage of a site and its importance as a habitat or the sustainability 
of the structure. The guidance stated assessments of conservation ‘tend to focus over-
much on traditional building conservation themes like archaeology and history and not 
tackle value holistically’,700 which suggests the term ‘ecological’ refers to the site’s natural 
heritage. The guidance then described this value as ‘ easier to understand and assess in 
terms of relative importance than something as intangible as inspiration’.701 However, most 
people carrying out assessments of significance on historic buildings will come from a 
building conservation background and have no expertise in the field of natural heritage. As 
a consequence to assess this value successfully the work would need to be contracted out. 
Discussing the sustainability of a building, however, is within the remit of most 
conservation professionals and is becoming increasingly relevant. Although not one of the 
                                                        
700 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 69. 
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E.H. heritage values, taking account of sustainability is included in the ‘Conservation 
Principles’ as part of the chapter on Managing Change to Significant Places.702   
 
An assessment of the natural heritage of the site was also included in the C. of E. 
methodology  in the section ‘The Living Churchyard’ (appendix 3, p. 47).  None of the 
other methodologies included an assessment of the sustainability of the building, and so 
this aspect of the church’s significance was assessed for the first time. Following the E.H. 
criteria for sustainability in ‘Conservation Principles,’703 the church was assessed as being of 
‘some’ ecological value (appendix 9, p. 129). 
Environmental 
The W. and B. methodologies final value ‘Environmental’ could also have been more 
clearly defined. It was unclear whether they were referring to landscape in terms of its 
function as a setting (defining and framing a heritage asset), as a natural heritage asset 
without any specific ecological interest, or both?704 (Furthermore in the architectural world 
the term ‘environmental’ would refer to the quality of the internal environment such as  
heat, light and sound.) Environment as setting was included in all the other three 
methodologies, and this assessment did not present any further aspects of significance. The 
value was rated as limited as the space is of importance to the setting of the building, 
provides an open space of value to the local community, but is not the habitat of any 
significant flora or fauna, other than the ancient yew tree, according to the natural 
environment website  www.magic.gov.uk (appendix 9, p. 130).  
 
6.3.4.2 Stage 2. An assessment of how valuable the site is related to comparable sites 
For the second stage of the W. and B. methodology entitled 2. ‘An assessment of how 
valuable the site is related to comparable sites’ the guidance suggested the researcher 
                                                        
702 E.H., Conservation Principles, p. 46. 
703 E.H., Conservation Principles, p. 46. 
704 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 69. 
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should be ‘looking outwards at comparisons’.705 Rating the values identified above 
according to the W. and B. hierarchy gave a picture of the relevance of the values in 
comparison to churches in general nationally and even internationally, but gave no insight 
into the value of the church in relation to local churches. This stage of the methodology 
sought to rectify that omission. As no specific advice was given, to make this comparison 
the researcher decided to look at eight churches within a six mile radius of Plymtree church 
– see Table. 7 and the map in appendix 9, p.130. Plymtree church was then re-evaluated 
under five headings: date, materials, plan, degree of Victorian intervention and local details, 
in comparison to these eight churches. The headings for comparison were prompted by the 
list descriptions and the site visits. The general history of church building in Devon, which 
formed part of the historic development (see Chapter 5) assisted in the attribution of 
values and provided a context for the comparison.  
 
 
Village with a church 





Feniton 6 miles 
Talaton 4 miles 
Clyst St Lawrence 6 miles 
Clyst Hydon 4 miles 
Bradninch 5 miles 
Cullompton 4 miles 
Broadhembury 5 miles 
Payhembury 4 miles 
 
Table 7  Churches within a six mile radius of Plymtree church 
 
The other methodologies had already highlighted the significance of the early date (15th 
century) of the building, which makes it significant on a national level and is reflected in its 
listed building status, grade I. However comparison with the surrounding churches 
revealed they were all substantially built during this period – see Table 8, and recourse to 
the historic development revealed the same is true for 95% of pre-Victorian churches in 
                                                        
705 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 81. 
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Devon (see Chapter 5). However, in terms of historic value the building should still be 
considered of high significance, due to the overall rarity of buildings surviving from this 
period (in England almost all buildings built pre-1700 are listed, but those built before 1600 
constitute only 15% of the total number of buildings listed).706 Although local comparison 
did not alter the rating of the church’s historic value it did add to the understanding of its 




Feniton Norman origins, C15 and early C16 
Talaton Norman font, C15 
Clyst St Lawrence Norman font, C15 
Clyst Hydon C15 
Bradninch C15 and early C16 earlier masonry in chancel 
Cullompton C15 and C16 
Broadhembury Nave C14 or earlier, C15 south aisle west tower, C16 porch 
Payhembury C15 and early C16 
 
Table 8 Date of Plymtree church in comparison to the surrounding churches 
 
The other methodologies identified the materials of the church (red sandstone, volcanic 
stone, Beerstone and Hamstone) and that (with the exception of Hamstone which comes 
from Somerset and was not used until the modern period) all the materials would have 
been sourced locally. However, comparison with the surrounding churches showed that 
although some of the buildings were constructed from different materials, such as 
limestone and flint rubble, they all reflect the underlying geology which is particularly 
complex in this part of Devon – Table 9. By making this comparison the choice of local 
materials is shown to be typical for the locality and the historic development confirms this 
was typical for Devon as a whole, see previous chapter (appendix 9, p. 132). Consequently 
the significance of the materials used to build Plymtree church were valued of medium 
significance. 
 
                                                        
706 E.H., ‘Caring for Heritage’. 
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Table 9 A comparison of the building materials of Plymtree and the surrounding churches 
 
The plan of the church: nave, chancel, west tower, south aisle and south porch, was 
discussed in most of the methodologies. However, comparison with the other churches 
showed it was typical of the area with most additions to the basic Plymtree plan usually 
added during the Victorian period – Table 10. The historic development revealed this plan 
was also typical of Devon in general (Chapter 5), and it was rated as of medium 






















Brecchia          
Red 
sandstone  
         
Volcanic 
stone rubble 
         
Volcanic 
ashlar 
         
Volcanic 
ashlar quoins 
         
Flint  
Rubble 
         
Limestone          
Dressed  
Flint 
         
Beerstone 
dressings 
         
Bathstone 
dressings 
         
Hamstone 
Dressings 















Nave          
Chancel          
North 
aisle 
         
South 
aisle 




         
West 
tower 
         
North 
porch 
         
South 
porch 























         
 
- indicates 19th century additions/rebuilding 
Table 10 The plan components of Plymtree and the surrounding churches 
 
Several of the methodologies had already referred to the light touch of the Victorian 
restoration at Plymtree and the list description specifically states the church ‘escaped the 
worst excesses of C19 renovation’.707However, the real significance of Plymtree’s un-
restored state was only fully appreciated when visiting the surrounding churches; the 
                                                        
707 E.H., List Description, Plymtree. 
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majority of which were considerably altered during the Victorian period.  This was 
particularly noticeable in the treatment of the rood screens; many dated from the 15th 
century, but had been substantially altered with harsh Victorian paintwork, which 
contrasted with the subtle hues of the medieval work at Plymtree – Figs 83 - 88. 
  
 
Figure 83 The 15th century rood screen at   Figure 84 The 15th century screen at        
Feniton with 19th century gold paintwork  Talaton with 19th century paintwork        
(photograph, author)     (photograph, author) 
 
 
            
 
 
Figure 85 The 15th century screen at Bradninch     Figure 86 The late 15th century screen at            
was restored by Bradley of Exeter in 1853       Cullompton was restored in 1850         
(photograph, author)        (photograph, author) 
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Figure 87 The 15th century rood screen at   Figure 88 The subtle medieval paint scheme 
Payhembury was restored in the late 19th   on the screen at Plymtree (photograph,         
century by Fellowes Prynne       author)                                                                                                                                    
(photograph, author) 
The comparison also revealed what might have been the fate of Plymtree church if all the 
available funds had not been spent on securing the church tower at the end of the 19th 
century. The neighbouring church of Payhembury shared the same rector during this 
period and the same repairing architect, Fellowes Prynne. At Plymtree, Fellowes Prynne 
oversaw the repairs to the tower, which was in an unsafe condition, but none of the other 
works he recommended were carried out due to lack of funds (Chapter 5). At Payhembury, 
by contrast, the reredos, altar, choir stalls, reading desk, lectern, font cover, screen 
paintwork and most of the pews are all the work of Fellowes Prynne.708 If funds had been 
available a full Victorian restoration programme might have taken place at Plymtree, 
leading to the loss of much medieval fabric.   
The comparison with other churches reinforced the significance of the un-restored 
condition of Plymtree and enriched the understanding of the role played by the architects 
associated with the church. By listing the main features of the churches and noting which 
had been altered during the Victorian and early 20th century periods it was possible to 
roughly quantify the degree of alteration that had taken place – (Table 11). 
 
                                                        
708 English Heritage. ‘List entry for Church of St. Mary, Payhembury’ [online] http://list.english-
heritage.otg.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1333739  [7th May 2013] 
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         
Windows 3 6 7  6 All  4  
Choir stalls          












Buttresses 2         
Vestry          
Nave roof          
Chancel 
roof 




         
North aisle 
roof 
         
Tower roof          
South aisle 
roof 
         
Chancel 
arch 
         
Reredos          
Altar          
Altar rail          
Restored 
screen 
    No 
screen 
    
Pulpit          
Lectern          
Font          
Tower 
screen 
Modern         
Monuments          
Stained 
glass 
         
Outer walls          
North aisle          
Tile floor          
Nave          
South aisle          
Tower 
vestry 
         
Chancel          
 




To illustrate this point further the type of intervention was given a weight, measured out of 
10, which indicated its impact on the surrounding historic fabric (Table 12).  










Nave roof 2.5 
Chancel roof 2.5 
North transept roof 2.5 
North aisle roof 2.5 
Tower roof 2.5 
South aisle roof 2.5 
Chancel arch 2.5 
Reredos 2.5 
Altar 2.5 







Tower screen 2.5 
Monuments 2.5 
Stained glass 5 
Outer walls 7.5 
North aisle 5 
Tile floor 2.5 
Nave 5 
South aisle 5 
Tower vestry 2.5 
Chancel 5 
 
Table 12 Weight of impact 
 
At this point a certain amount of rounding up and down was necessary in order to put the 
data into a spreadsheet, and consequently no differentiation was made between the number 
of Victorian windows. Similarly Plymtree was not considered to have Victorian 
intervention in relation to its pews as the amount was so small. The figures were then 
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Intervention Plym Fen Tal 
Clyst St 
L Clyst H Brad Cull Broadhem Payhem 
Porch Ceiling 2.5         
Windows 5 5 5  5 5  5  
Choir stalls 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Benches  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Buttresses 2.5         
Vestry  2.5    2.5  2.5 2.5 
Nave roof      2.5  2.5 2.5 
Chancel roof  2.5 2.5   2.5  2.5 2.5 
North transept 
 Roof  2.5        
North aisle  
Roof     2.5 2.5   2.5 
Tower roof     2.5     
South aisle  
Roof  2.5    2.5  2.5  
Chancel arch  2.5 2.5  2.5   2.5 2.5 
Reredos  2.5       2.5 
Altar  2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5   2.5 2.5 
Altar rail  2.5 2.5  2.5   2.5  
Restored  
Screen  5  5  5 5 5 5 
Pulpit  2.5 2.5  2.5 2.5  2.5  
Lectern 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5    2.5 
Font  2.5   2.5    2.5 
Tower  
Screen  2.5        
Monuments 2.5 2.5 2.5   2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Stained glass  5  5 5 5 5 5 5 
Outer walls   7.5       
North aisle    5  5 5    
Tile floor   2.5   2.5  2.5 2.5 
Nave  
Heightening      5    
South aisle 
heightening      5    
Tower vestry      2.5    
Chancel       5 5  
          
 17.5 55 45 22.5 42.5 60 25 52.5 45 
          
 Plym Fen Tal 
Clyst St 
L Clyst H Brad Cull Broadhem Payhem 
 17.5 55 45 22.5 42.5 60 25 52.5 45 
 
Table 13 Spreadsheet showing the amount of Victorian/early 20th century intervention 
These figures were then used to create a pie chart which indicated the extent of Victorian 




Figure 89 Relative amount of Victorian/early 20th century intervention 
 
As the W. and B. methodology does not suggest what form the comparison between the 
churches should take the methodology for this section was based on the research report 
Measuring Change in Conservation Areas709produced for English Heritage.  
 
The pie chart very clearly shows the low level of intervention at Plymtree in comparison to 
the surrounding churches, and so its unrestored significance was rated high (appendix 9, p. 
137).  
 
Whilst carrying out site visits to the eight surrounding churches it became evident that they 
shared a number of features in common in addition to those one would normally expect to 
find in churches of a similar period. This suggested a further heading for comparison- see 
Table 14. Reference to the historic development (see Chapter 5), confirmed that wagon 
roofs, decorative screens and carved bench ends are all typical features of Devon churches 
in the 15th and 16th centuries. Projecting stair turrets are to be found on more than half of 
                                                        
709 Conservation Studio, Measuring Change in Conservation Areas [Online], http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/publications/measuring-change-in-conservation-areas/ [1st November 2012]  












the churches and of these the majority are hexagonal or octagonal. Furthermore the style 
of windows and arcades are typical of the period nationally. However, these churches do 
appear to have a notable amount of stone carving in the form of image niches, gargoyles, 
bosses of the Green Man, carved head and angel label stops and statues. Whilst further 
research would be necessary in order to establish any meaningful information about this 
tendency, such as the possibility of a local school of carving, this initial research suggests a 
trend which increases the local significance of the churches. In terms of the overall 
significance of the buildings this could impact for example on their educational value.  
 












stair turret  
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         
Wagon roof          
Medieval 
carved screen 








         
Green man 
carving 
         
Gargoyles          
 
Table 14 Shared features and details 
 
In addition to providing empirical evidence concerning the date, plan, materials, degree of 
restoration and local details, all of which enriched the understanding of the significance of 
Plymtree church, the comparison also provided primary resource material which called into 
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question one of the published facts concerning the building. The date of the image niche 
and sculpture on the church tower is recorded in the list description as 17th century. 
However similar image niches on the surrounding churches are dated to the 15th century or 
the early 16th century – see Figs. 90-94. The early 16th century niches on the porch at 
Broadhembury710 are particularly stylistically close to the Plymtree niche suggesting a similar 
date.   
                                 
Figure 90 Image niche of the Virgin          Figure 91 Clyst St. Lawrence tower with Virgin and   
and Child on the 15th century tower           Child statue described by the list description as                
at Talaton (photograph, author)           ‘very old and maybe C15’711 (photograph, author) 
 
     
 
Figure 92 Carved panels including defaced Calvary   Figure 93 Early 16th century south    
panel on the west front of Cullompton church,   porch at Broadhembury with statue    
dated 1539 (photograph, author)    niches with crocketted canopies  
                                                        
710 English Heritage. ‘List entry for Church of St. Andrew, Broadhembury’ [Online] http://list.english-
heritage.otg.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1281269   [7th May 2013] 
711 English Heritage. ‘List entry for Church of St. Lawrence, Clyst St. Lawrence’ [Online] http://list.english-
heritage.otg.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1333709 [7th May, 2013]    
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Figure 94 The canopy of the niche statue at Plymtree church appears stylistically very similar to that at 
Broadhembury and Clyst St. Lawrence, whilst the seated Virgin resembles the figure at Talaton. The 
straight head to the niche is similar to the Calvary niche at Cullompton. (Photograph, author)   
 
6.3.4.3 Stage 3  An evaluation of what aspects and what elements of the site 
contribute to the overall significance of the place – and in what way they do so  
 
The third stage of the W. and B methodology 3. ‘An evaluation of what aspects and what 
elements of the site contribute to the overall significance of the place – and in what way 
they do so’ was similar to the section ‘Heritage Significance’ of the C.C.T. methodology 
where the heritage values were related back to the fabric of the church (appendix 2, p. 33). 
This section could be effectively completed using the results from the C.C.T. format 
(appendix 9, p. 139). Although the C.C.T. version only covered four areas of significance 
‘evidential’, ‘historic’, ‘aesthetic’ and ‘communal’ these could be applied to the values 
suggested by the W. and B. methodology  (Table 15).  
C.C.T. Value W. and B. Value 
Evidential  Archaeological 
Historical  Historical, Associational, Architectural, 
Educational  
Aesthetic  Aesthetic, Artistic, Environmental 
Communal  Scenic, Associational, Economic, 
Educational, Social, Commemorative 
Symbolic/Iconic, Spiritual and Religious 
and Inspirational 
 
Table 15 Comparison between the C.C.T. and W.and B. values 
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The only two W. and B. values not covered by the C.C.T. format were ‘Recreational’ and 
‘Ecological’. The church could be said to have a recreational role as concerts are 
occasionally held in the building and the Jubilee celebrations were held in the churchyard. 
Similarly, the churchyard is a habitat for flora and fauna (although no nationally rare 
species have been recorded there). Both values however are of limited significance when 
applied to the church. 
 
6.3.4.4 Stage 4 An evaluation of the relative significance of the various aspects and 
elements of the place 
Having looked outwards through a comparison with other churches the final stage of the 
methodology 4. ‘Following from the above, an evaluation of the relative significance of the 
various aspects and elements of the place’ requires the researcher to look ‘inwards at 
relativity’.712For this the hierarchy of values proposed by Kerr were used.713 Again, the 
methodology mirrors the C.C.T. approach where identified values were summarised 
according to their significance (appendix 9, pp. 140-141), although the W. and B. 
methodology five levels of value were used: exceptional, considerable, some, limited, 
unknown and no,714in contrast to the three recommended by the C.C.T. (appendix 2, p. 
37). 
 
In many respects the rating of values by the two methodologies produced similar results. 
The main differences being elements which appeared under the ‘high significance’ heading 
using the C.C.T. methodology (appendix 7, pp.96-97) were included under two headings 
‘exceptional significance’ and ‘considerable significance’ using the W. and B. formula 
(appendix 9, pp.140-141). This additional level of evaluation mainly highlighted elements of 
an earlier date. For example, 15th century fabric such as the chancel screen is considered of 
                                                        
712 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 81. 
713 Ibid., p. 82. 
714 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 82. 
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high value internationally, whilst later material would need to be of exceptional merit to be 
included in this category. The C.C.T. ‘medium significance’ heading included the same 
elements (appendix 7, p.97) as the W. and B. ‘some significance’ heading (appendix 9, p. 
141), and the C.C.T. ‘low significance’ heading (appendix 7, p.97) the same information as 
the W. and B. ‘limited significance’ (appendix 9, p.141). The fourth W. and B. value, 
‘unknown significance’ (appendix 9, p.141) consisted of similar information to the C.C.T. 
section ‘further study required’ (appendix 7, pp. 98). Included under the final W. and B. 
value ‘no significance’ (appendix 9, p. 141) were the heating and lighting system and the 
reading desk. These features had not been covered by the C.C.T. methodology and did not 
appear in the E.H. list of problems and pressures (appendix 8, pp. 123-124). This value 
recognised elements of the building which, whilst not actually damaging to the fabric 
physically or aesthetically, held no heritage significance and therefore could be a useful tool 
for indentifying areas for possible change. 
 
In addition to the four stages identified by W. and B. for the assessment of significance, 
they also suggested consideration of ‘levels of sensitivity’715 a concept mooted by M. 
Pearson and D. Marshall in the 2005 National Library of Australia, Conservation Management 
Plan, where they suggested ‘The level of sensitivity to change is based on the vulnerability 
of the component to loss of heritage values through change’.716  
This is the same concept as that used in the C.C.T. methodology in the section ‘Heritage 
Sensitivity’ (appendix 2, p. 38). Following the W.and B. methodology revealed the same 
results as the C.C.T. approach (appendix 9, p. 1420. 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has shown how there are many more aspects to a church’s significance than 
the information gained through a thorough historic development. By systematically 
                                                        
715 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 89. 
716 Ibid., p. 89. 
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analysing each methodology in turn it has also revealed a number of ways in which the 
current C. of E. methodology could be expanded.  A summary of the ways in which the 
other methodologies could inform the C. of E. approach will be discussed as part of 
Chapter 8 which will also seek to address the issues of interpretation and delivery discussed 








































Chapter 7.0  
Findings from the analysis questions  
 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the data gathered by the four methodologies will be interrogated to 
determine which methodology: represents the most comprehensive approach to assessing 
significance; best summarises the historic development and identifies the important 
features of Plymtree church; most effectively highlights the potential for worship and 
mission; most usefully informs the faculty process; engages with the public most effectively 
and  meets the highest number of the E.H. criteria for assessing significance. These 
questions will be addressed through the analysis methods outlined in chapter 4.  
 
The data referred to from the four methodologies can be found in the appendices: C. of E. 
Statement of Significance (S. of S.), Appendix 6, pp. 59-81; C.C.T. Assessment of 
Significance (A.o.S.), Appendix 7, pp. 82-102; E.H. Conservation Appraisal (C.A.), 
Appendix 8, pp. 103-124; W. and B. Identification of Significance (I. of S.), Appendix 9, 
pp. 125-142. 
 
7.2 Analysis method 1 - Research question 1  
The first method of analysis was devised to test which of the four methodologies covered 
the highest number of themes, and what themes were currently not dealt with by the C. of 
E. methodology – see Table 16. The groups were not listed in any order of priority and the 


















I. of S. 
Setting of the church (C. of E.) 
Location and Setting (E.H.) Scenic and Panoramic (W. and B.) 
    
The living Churchyard (C. of E.) Open Space, Parks and 
Gardens and Trees (E.H.) Environmental, Ecological (W. and 
B.) 
    
Social History (C. of E.) Communal Value (C.C.T.) 
Associational, Social Value (W. and B.) 
    
The church building in general (C. of E.) Description of the 
church (C.C.T.) Historical Value (C.C.T.) Historic 
Development (E.H.) Historical (W. and B.)  
    
The church building in detail (C. of E.) Description of the 
Church (C.C.T.) Architectural Quality and Built Form, 
Character Zones (E.H.) 
    
Contents of the church (C. of E.) 
Aesthetic Value (C.C.T.) 
An Audit of Heritage Assets (E.H.)  
Artistic (W. and B.) 
    
Significance for Mission (C. of E.) Communal Value (C.C.T.) 
Positive Contributors (E.H.) Educational, Recreational, Social, 
Symbolic/iconic, Spiritual/religious, Inspirational (W. and B.)  
    
Evidential Value (C.C.T.), Archaeological potential (E.H.), 
Archaeological, 
Commemorative (W. and B.) 
    
Aesthetic Value (C.C.T.) Aesthetic (W. and B.)     
Summary of Significance (C.C.T.) Definition (or Summary) of 
Special Interest (E.H.) 
    
Heritage Sensitivity (C.C.T.) Sensitivity to change (W. and B.)     
Assessment of Condition (E.H.)     
Plan for Future Action (E.H.)     
Architectural/ 
Technological 
 (W. and B.) 
    
Economic (W. and B.)    
 7 9 10 11 
Table 16 Number of themes covered by each methodology 
 
Table 16 shows the W. and B. methodology to cover the broadest number of themes for 
assessing significance.  It also identifies the themes which are not currently covered by the 
C. of E. methodology; these include a number of additional values, the identification of 
which could assist in the understanding of the church’s significance and some additional 
elements of appraisal which could inform the faculty process into which the C. of E. 
methodology feeds. The values not specifically identified by the C. of E. methodology were 
‘aesthetic’, ‘technological’ and ‘economic’. As discussed in Chapter 6, by considering the 
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church from a purely aesthetic perspective additional aspects of its significance are revealed 
including the patina of age, the building’s sensory characteristics and the picturesque 
qualities of the setting. The consideration of technological values in the case of Plymtree 
highlighted the significance of the clock, and in other churches could ensure the value of 
surviving Victorian heating and lighting was indentified. Although many aspects of the 
churches’ setting were addressed by the C. of E. methodology, a separate consideration of 
the sustainable nature of the building, not included by any of the methoologies, could be 
added. The final value not included in the C. of E. methodology, economic, could prompt 
consideration of the church’s potential for generating income, which could assist in its 
upkeep. 
 
The C. of E. methodology does not make specific provision for the identification of 
archaeological potential. The presence of archaeological remains is covered in section 1.1 
‘Setting of the church,’ but nowhere in the methodology is the researcher directed to 
consider those parts of the church and churchyard which might yield archaeological 
evidence. Given that the C. of E. statements of significance accompany applications for a 
faculty seeking permission to carry out alterations to the fabric, this is a particularly 
significant omission in the current methodology. Another aspect of managing change not 
currently covered by the C. of E.’s methodology is the identification of sensitivity. As the 
C.C.T. and W. and B. methodologies have shown, differentiating between significant and 
sensitive fabric can be a very useful tool in determining where change is appropriate.  
 
The C. of E. methodology does not currently ask for a summary of the significance of the 
church. Summarising significance can be a very useful tool for providing an overview and 
reinforcing the understanding of those aspects of the church which have the highest 
significance. The C. of E. methodology makes no reference to the condition of the building 
as this aspect is covered by the quinquennial inspection. However, if the statement of 
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significance were informed by this separate report those aspects of the church whose 
significance is currently compromised by poor condition could be identified. In some cases 
areas of poor condition might benefit from adaptation and thus present themselves as areas 
for future change/alteration. A plan for future action, similar to the one which currently 
forms part of the E.H. methodology, could provide more targeted suggestions for section 
1.7 ‘Significance for mission’ in the C. of E. Methodology. 
 
7.2.1 The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance 
The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance covers fewer themes than 
the 2012 version, but does highlight areas not previously considered. For example the 
archaeological significance of the church is now covered, and a consideration of the 
building and churchyard’s aesthetic value,  ‘any significant features of artistic or 
archaeological interest’.717 However, the guidance no longer includes a consideration of the 
living churchyard, the church’s social history or its significance for mission. 
 
7.3 Analysis method 2 - Research questions 2-6 
The second analysis method was devised to discover which of the four methodologies 
most effectively answered the five research questions described in Chapter 4, formulated to 
test the methodologies’ effectiveness and usefulness.   
 
7.3.1 Does the report summarise the historical development of the church?  
The first research question ‘Does the report summarise the historical development of the 
church?’ was answered by the C. of E. methodology in section 1.4 ‘The Church Building in 
General’ (appendix 3, p. 49). According to the guidance this section should provide a 
history of the church from its first incarnation on the site showing how it may have 
                                                        
717Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need’ [Online] 
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/images/Guidance_on_statements_of_significance_and_need.pdf [21st 
November 2014] p. 3 
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changed and developed over time. The description should include information on those 
involved in the practical creation of the building: architects, artists and craftsmen, and 
those with financial involvement; including how this may have impacted on the nature of 
the fabric. The architecture and artistic details should be situated in an international, 
national, regional or local context as appropriate.  
 
This guidance suggested by the C. of E., if followed to the letter, would provide a very 
comprehensive survey of the physical development of the church. In reality, only for a very 
significant or well documented building (probably a cathedral) would information regarding 
architects, artists or craftsmen from any period earlier than the Victorian era be readily 
available. Comparisons with international, national or regional work can be found in the 
List Description and Pevsner, but making local comparisons usually requires primary 
research, which is not acknowledged by the guidance, nor is any advice given as to how this 
could be obtained.   
 
Consequently the section completed for Plymtree church effectively described how the 
church evolved over time; what each period contributed in terms of the fabric; the role of 
the local Forde family who were important patrons of the church; and the Victorian 
architects responsible for the church’s repair. The names of the craftsmen who carved the 
screen, bench ends, exterior stone carvings, altar rail, ceiling bosses, arcade capitals and 
alabaster panel are all unknown, as are the artists who painted the screen panels, and the 
original 14th and 15th century builders. The section covered the significance of the church 
nationally and regionally, such as the importance of the screen and the unusual survival of 
historic fabric following the sensitive Victorian restoration (appendix 6, pp. 65-71). 
However, none of the published material and sources suggested by the C. of E. 
methodology enabled an assessment of the local significance of the building.  
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The C.C.T. methodology does not require an account of the historic development of the 
building. However, all aspects of the building’s development are included within the 
assessment: the surviving historic fabric is described in section 3.0 ‘Description of the 
church’ (appendix 7, pp. 84-88); information on early structures on the site can be found in 
4.4 ‘Evidential Value’ (appendix 7, pp.88-89) and the way ‘past people, events and aspects 
of life’ impacted on the structure were discussed in section 4.5 ‘Historical Value’ (appendix 
7, pp.89-92). By beginning with a description, the methodology encourages the building to 
be seen as a piece of autonomous architecture, an entity cut loose from its past 
incarnations. All sense of an organic structure, which has developed (and sometimes 
contracted) over the years, is lost. Although we understand the building includes material 
from many different periods there is no sense of how the building appeared during each 
phase of its development. For example, if the nave walls at Plymtree are 14th century (and 
this is not entirely certain – chapter 5), the church at this point would have had windows 
with Decorated tracery and, where the arcade now stands, there would have been a wall 
similar to the north wall. This understanding of a building as an evolving form rather than 
as a static work of art which emerges through a historical development can be a valuable 
tool for managing change in the future.  
 
The evidential value section provides information on earlier buildings and lost features of 
the existing building, but by including this information in a separate section, the sense of 
the building’s narrative could be weakened. Similarly information on people and events 
associated with the church in the historical value section are not directly linked to the 
fabric. For example, recording the fact that Oriel College was the patron of the living at 
Plymtree has little immediate significance as far as the fabric is concerned, whereas if this 
information were included in a historical development it could show the influence of the 
High Church college on the appointment of the rector who subsequently decorated the 
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chancel and re-installed the coloured glass, directly linking the college to alterations to the 
fabric which do survive.  
 
The E.H. methodology includes 2.2.8 ‘Historic Development’ as an element in the section 
‘Assessment of Special Interest’.718 The aim of this section is to tell the story of the 
evolution of the church building. However, no guidance is given for differentiating 
between material which survives and that which has been lost. For example, the galleries 
installed in the early 18th century at Plymtree reappear in the narrative in the late 19th when 
they were removed (appendix 8, p.110). If, however, a removal date is not stated or a 
replacement feature recorded, the impression could be given that a lost feature were still 
extant.  
 
The W. and B. methodology does not include historic development as they believe ‘an 
overall description of the place and an understanding of how it has developed through 
time’, although crucial, should be carried out before the assessment of significance takes 
place.719 In order to gain a sense of the historic development of the church building, six of 
the identified values would need to be pieced together: ‘aesthetic’ (appendix 9, pp.125-126), 
‘architectural and technological’ (appendix 9, p.126), ‘historical’(appendix 9, pp.126-127), 
‘associational’(appendix 9, p.127), ‘archaeological’(appendix 9, p.127) and ‘artistic’(appendix 
9, p.128). This would provide some of the relevant information but gives no clear sense of 
the building’s narrative. In practice, however, this information on historical development 
would accompany the methodology defining significance as part of the wider conservation 
plan. Worthing and Bond deliberately separate the historic development from the 
                                                        
718 English Heritage. ‘Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management’ 
[Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/publications/publicationsNew/guidelines-
standards/understanding-place-conservation-area/understanding-place-ca-designation-appraisal-
management.pdf [24th November 2012] p. 10. 
719 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 111. 
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methodology as the former is descriptive and the latter analytical. In addition, by separating 
the two the dependency of assessing value solely on historic development is broken. 
 
Of the four methodologies, that of the C. of E. and E.H. both answer the question ‘Does 
the report summarise the historical development of the church?’ However, both have the 
same weaknesses: requiring local context, but not suggesting how this can be determined 
and not requiring a distinction to be made between the surviving and lost fabric. 
 
7.3.1.1  The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance 
The 2014 guidance asks for a brief history of the church building, its contents, churchyard 
and setting.720 The guidance is far more limited than the 2012 version, and no longer 
encourages any consideration of the people involved in the development of the church, or 
the contextualising of the building and its features in regards to international, national, 
regional or local practices.  
 
7.3.2 Does the report identify the important features that make major contributions 
to the character of the church?  
The C. of E. methodology very clearly requires an evaluation of the fabric of the church in 
section 1.5 ‘The church in detail’ (appendix 3, p. 50) and the fixtures, fittings and contents 
in section 1.6 ‘Contents of the church’ (appendix 3, p.51). As discussed in chapter 6, no 
guidance is given on how to ascribe the values of significance (high, medium, low). The 
scope of the investigation is confined to the church building itself and does not include the 
churchyard, neither does it include elements of the intangible character of the church such 
as the significance of its un-restored state, its past status as a ‘high’ church with links to the 
Ecclesiologists, the acoustics of the building or its atmosphere. 
 
                                                        
720 Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need, 2014’, p. 3  
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The C. of E. methodology is successful in identifying the important physical features of the 
church. In the first section 1.5 there is a choice of assessing the church either by historical 
phase or by area. The latter provided a far more detailed assessment (appendix 6, p.73). 
The ascribing of values to indicate the significance of the features is helpful in creating a 
hierarchy and consequently illustrating which features are the most important. However, 
without specific advice on how values should be ascribed only someone already 
experienced in the field of building conservation could complete this section effectively.   
 
The C. of E. methodology, if completed by someone with a professional background 
would successfully answer the question ‘does the report identify the important features of 
the church’, but it would not explain how these features ‘make major contributions to the 
character of the church’. Consequently, the methodology identifies what elements are 
important in the building, but does not explain why. As a consequence the significance of 
the various elements are not fully explored or understood. 
 
The C.C.T. methodology includes this information in its ‘Summary of Significance’ 
(appendix 7, pp.96-97), where the various elements of the church are grouped together 
according to three levels of significance high, medium or low. Rather than systematically 
listing all the features of the church and then ascribing a value to each feature as the C. of 
E. methodology requires, the C.C.T. methodology begins with analysing the church to see 
what values it holds under the headings ‘Evidential’(appendix 7, pp.88-89), ‘Historical’ 
(appendix 7, pp.89-92), ‘Aesthetic’(appendix 7, pp.92-93) and ‘Communal’(appendix 7, pp. 
93-94). Once these values have been identified, they are then related to the fabric of the 
building (appendix 7, pp.95-96). They are then grouped together in terms of their level of 
significance with those in the highest bracket reflecting the ‘important features’ which 
make ‘a major contribution to the character of the church’.  
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Where the C. of E. approach relies on the physical evidence of the building the C.C.T. 
methodology allows for the consideration of non-tangible elements which might also be 
important qualities that contribute to the character of the church. For example, within the 
category of ‘High Significance’ the C.C.T. methodology included the church’s spiritual 
value and its links with the S.P.A.B. movement and the Oxford Movement. All three of 
these values if not identified as forming part of the church’s significance, could be 
compromised if alterations/adaptations were planned. The C.C.T. methodology also made 
the provision for the inclusion of the church’s green setting in its list of elements of high 
significance (appendix 7, p.97).  
 
By considering the church in terms of the values it holds at the beginning of the 
identification of significance processes, the C.C.T. methodology describes all the elements 
of the building both tangible and intangible and consequently, once ‘the important features’ 
have been identified, the ‘character of the church’ to which they provide a major 
contribution is fully understood.  
 
The E.H. methodology for determining important features is similar to that of the C. of E. 
in so far as it requires the systematic analysis of all the church fabric and the assigning of 
values – in this case referred to as ‘levels of interest’.721 Each area of the church; chancel, 
nave etc was investigated including internal and external fabric, fixtures, fittings and 
contents. Like the C. of E. methodology the systematic nature of the analysis ensured that 
all the physical properties of the building were considered and evaluated. However, the 
methodology like that of the C. of E. makes no provision for the inclusion of the intangible 
elements of the building.  
 
                                                        
721 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 12. 
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The important features of the building were identified in the W. and B. methodology in 
Section 4 ‘an evaluation of the relative significance of the various aspects and elements of 
the place’ (appendix 9, pp. 140-141). In this section the features of the building were 
evaluated under six different headings with ‘exceptional’ and ‘considerable’ indicating the 
most important. The W. and B. methodology is similar to that of the C.C.T., beginning 
with identifying the different values represented in the site and linking those values to the 
fabric (appendix 9, pp.139-140). The W. and B. methodology has the same advantage as 
the C.C.T. approach in identifying the intangible elements of importance and the overall 
character of the church. In addition the W. and B. methodology also includes a section 
relating the site to comparable sites (appendix 9, pp.130-139), which allows the elements to 
be assessed in terms of their local significance.  
 
Whilst all the methodologies fulfill the requirement to ‘identify the important features that 
make major contributions to the character of the church’, the W. and B. methodology 
allows for the most comprehensive evaluation: its identification of multiple values provides 
a comprehensive picture of the character of the church; it identifies the significance of the 
individual elements of the building; it includes the intangible elements; and those of local 
significance.  
 
7.3.2.1  The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance 
The 2014 guidance asks for the significance of the church, including its contents and 
churchyard, to be defined in terms of ‘its special architectural and historical interest’ and   
‘any significant features of artistic or archaeological interest’.722 Like the 2012 C. of E. 
guidance, these requirements are likely to identify the major physical features which 
contribute to the character of the church, but there is still no requirement to identify the 
                                                        
722 Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need, 2014’, p. 3  
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significant nonmaterial elements, such as the temperature, smell, atmosphere or sense of 
welcome in the building.   
 
7.3.3 Does the report explore the strengths and potential the church holds for 
worship and mission?  
This question was specifically addressed by the C. of E. methodology in section 1.7 
‘Significance for Mission’, and guidance given in the form of two questions ‘What are the 
strengths of the building as it is for worship and mission? What potential for adapted and 
new uses does the church and its setting already have with little or no change?’ (appendix 3, 
p.80). For research purposes the questions were put to members of the congregation in the 
form of questionnaires. The first question was widely responded to although few of the 
answers referred to specific elements of the building (appendix 6, pp. 78-79). In addition to 
an appreciation of the building’s historic features, the congregation also commended its 
size and location, light interior, good heating and lighting systems, organ, welcoming 
atmosphere, well-kept appearance, atmosphere of prayer and comfort and symbolic quality 
as a place of permanence. The second question prompted very few replies (appendix 6, 
p.88), which could be due to the nature of the fabric of Plymtree Church, but it could also 
be due to the wording of the question. By using the phrase ‘little or no change’ the 
question precludes any meaningful discourse on the possibility of change.  
 
The C.C.T. methodology explored the strengths and potential for mission of the church  
through a series of questions put to users of the church. These questions were put to 
members of the Plymtree congregation in the form of questionnaires and were: ‘In your 
opinion what makes the building special?’; ‘Are there any changes that you think would 
make the building better used?’; ‘What do you think other locals would like to see?’ and 
‘Are there any specific parts of the building that you would like to see protected from 
change or that you feel are especially sensitive?’ (appendix 7, p.94)’. Although these 
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questions were devised for buildings no longer in primary use as places of worship they still 
apply to those buildings which continue in use. The first question in the C.C.T. 
methodology encourages thought about how the building is currently used which acts as a 
good precursor to considering whether change is necessary. A large number of the 
Plymtree congregation commented on the central role of the church building in the 
community as a physical landmark and as a venue for events. Some commented on its 
importance as a physical symbol of God’s presence in the village and its importance as an 
historic monument which bore witness to the village’s past and development. Many of the 
congregation commented on its good condition and high quality craftsmanship and noted 
the importance of the church’s setting within the churchyard (appendix 7, p. 94). The 
second and third questions allow the potential for change to be considered without the 
constraints of the C. of E. methodology question. In the case of Plymtree, the congregation 
felt little change was possible due to the nature of the building, but did suggest some small 
changes such as a bookstall area for children, and kitchen and toilet facilities (appendix 7, 
p. 94). The fourth question then allows any consideration of adaptation/alteration to be 
tempered by a recognition that some aspects of the building are sensitive and should be 
protected from change. The majority of the Plymtree respondents felt the integrity of the 
church interior would be vulnerable to change, singling out the screen and pews as 
particularly sensitive. One respondent, however suggested change should be considered if 
it were sympathetic (appendix 7, p. 94).  
 
Although the E.H. methodology, compiled as it was for the consideration of conservation 
areas, does not directly answer the question there are elements which could be usefully 
applied. Section 2.2.4 ‘The Definition of Special Interest’ requires the consideration of 
‘how the places within it are experienced by the people who live and work there and 
visitors to the area’.723 This allows for a picture to be formed of how the church is currently 
                                                        
723 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 10. 
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used whilst the section 2.2.27 ‘A Plan for Further Action’724allows for the identification of 
any problems in the ways in which the church is currently arranged and used, and 
suggestions for how this could be remedied. The first section is effective in encouraging 
the consideration of the building in all its roles in addition to its primary purpose as a 
worship centre (appendix 8, pp.123-124). The second section requires a critical assessment 
of the building, but once the problems have been identified there is no guidance on how to 
formulate solutions. At this point some reference back to those areas of the fabric which 
are not positive contributors (Section 2.2.13 Architectural Quality and Built Form) 
(appendix 8, pp.114-122) could provide suggestions for where change could take place. 
 
The W. and B. methodology explores the strengths and potential the church holds for 
worship through the identification of the ‘Spiritual and Religious’ (appendix 9, p.129) and 
‘Inspirational’ (appendix 9, p.129) values embodied in the site. The potential for mission is 
explored through the identification of ‘Educational’ (appendix 9, p.128), ‘Social’ (appendix 
9, pp.128) and ‘Symbolic’ (appendix 9, pp.129) values. Whilst the methodology identifies 
the importance of the building as a whole for the spiritual, religious and inspirational values 
it embodies such as its sense of quiet and its witness to the spiritual life of the community 
(appendix 9, p.129), it does not make reference to specific elements of the fabric such as 
the suitability of the current design for different kinds of worship. The method is more 
successful in identifying the potential for mission as the three values identify a wide range 
of ways in which the church is used and valued (appendix 9, pp.128-12). 
 
All the methodologies allow the building’s current strengths for worship and mission to be 
explored. However, in order to assess the church’s potential the current limitations of the 
fabric need to be addressed. The C. of E. methodology is too inhibiting with its 
requirement for ‘little or no change’ and the W. and B. methodology does not refer to the 
                                                        
724 Ibid., p. 16. 
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specific features of the church. The C.C.T. and E.H. methodologies both encourage critical 
analysis of the building but none of the methods make reference to those areas of the 
church which have been identified as being of little or low significance. In this respect they 
miss the chance to use the opportunities for change/adaptation, which the building itself is 
presenting. 
 
7.3.3.1  The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance 
The 2014 C. of E. guidance does not require any consideration of the potential of the 
church for worship and mission as part of the statement of significance.  
 
7.3.4 Would the report help those in the Faculty system to assess any plans for 
change?  
The Exeter D.A.C. wanted to know whether the medieval pews, which had been removed 
from Plymtree church were, at the time of their removal, in their original position (in which 
case they would require the pews to be re-installed) or whether they had been re-sited (in 
which case a retrospective faculty for their removal might be granted).  This scenario 
clearly illustrates the importance of a thorough history of the development of a building: 
ideally one which provides a biography of all the features, fixtures and fittings giving 
information not only about their date and style, but also any changes to their siting within 
the building. In reality, this level of detailed information is difficult to find from the sources 
recommended by the Church Buildings Council in their guidance for writing statements of 
significance, and can often only be confidently ascertained by an archaeological 
investigation.  
 
On first examination the pews in the nave and Forde aisle at Plymtree appear to be a 
complete set of medieval bench ends. This impression is partially confirmed by the list 
description, ‘Very good and complete set of C15 oak benches; blind tracery on the frontals 
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and back benches, ends carved with similar schemes of flowers and 2 tiers of tracery. The 
only additions a couple of late C17 benches and one C19 example’.725 The four 
methodologies repeat this information with the C. of E. methodology in section 1.4 ‘The 
Church Building in General’ providing the additional information that other sources 
suggest some of the pews may be replicas or be constructed from a former chest. 
(appendix 6, p.67). The same section also refers to a post card from 1895 showing 
Georgian box pews in the Forde aisle (appendix 6, p.68). This information comes from The 
Book of Plymtree,726but the postcard is not shown and there is no longer a record of its 
existence.  The C.C.T. and E.H. methodologies repeat the list description information in 
the ‘Description of the Church’ (appendix 7, pp.85-86) and the ‘Historic Development’ 
(appendix 8, pp.107-111) sections respectively. The W. and B. methodology does not 
include any sense of the historic development of the building (as this would be included in 
the separate historic development), only referring to the pews for the aesthetic value they 
embody (see appendix 9, pp.125-126). 
 
None of the methodologies provided the information required to determine whether the 
current positioning of the pews reflects the medieval arrangement.  In order to try and 
discover whether the type of information required by the D.A.C. was readily available, the 
researcher carried out further study including consulting the historic Plymtree parish 
magazines held in the Cathedral Library, Exeter and referring to historic photographs held 
by the P.C.C. From these findings a chronology of the pews was formulated which can be 
found in appendix 10. By concentrating on this specific area, more information about the 
late 19th and early 20th century pew arrangements was discovered – Fig 95 and Appendix 
10, pp. 143-147. It was possible to formulate a hypothesis concerning the movements of 
some of the pews, but much remained unclear. The conclusion was drawn that it would 
                                                        
725 E.H., List Description, Plymtree. 
726 Eames, T. (ed.) The Book of Plymtree, Tiverton: Halsgrave, 1999, p. 32. 
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require specialist input from an expert on historic joinery and an archaeologist in order to 




Figure 95  Plan showing how some of the pews have been moved at Plymtree church 
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Although none of the methodologies would have been able to assist the D.A.C. in their 
requirements, the nature of this particular faculty application was such that specialist advice 
would probably have been required regardless of the quality of the statement of 
significance. Whilst the pew case was too detailed in its requirements to demonstrate the 
fitness of the four methodologies for informing the faculty process, it did highlight the 
importance of a clear historic development, which traces the evolution of the building and 
its fixtures and fittings. The C. of E., C.C.T. and E.H. methodologies all made provision 
for assessments of this nature, and the W. and B. methodology took into account the 
significance of pews which remained in their original position. All four methodologies 
offered a very thorough and detailed analysis of the church with the C.C.T. and E.H. 
methodologies producing 20 pages of data, the C. of E. methodology 23 pages and the W. 
and B. methodology 25 pages (although this did include a number of charts and diagrams).  
 
7.3.4.1  The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance 
The 2014 C. of E. guidance requires a history and description of the church building, 
including its contents, setting and churchyard. If this were carried out diligently and in 
enough detail, there should be enough information included to assist a D.A.C. when 
considering a faculty application. 
  
7.3.5 What is the nature of community involvement 
The C. of E. methodology is intended for the use of P.C.C.s with the assistance, where 
necessary, of their architect or surveyor and the D.A.C. (appendix 3, p.44). The guidance 
recommends only in the case of ‘large and complex (appendix 3, p.44)’ churches that the 
report should be compiled by a professional.  As the P.C.C. are required to do the majority 
(if not all) the work for the S. of S., they have complete ownership of the document. The 
methodology enables the P.C.C. to gain a detailed understanding of their building through 
considering its setting, researching its history, describing and analysing its fabric and 
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contents, and considering how the building performs in its current form. Consequently the 
C. of E. methodology is potentially very strong in terms of community involvement, in so 
far as it is represented by the P.C.C.  
 
However, certain aspects of the methodology require the P.C.C. to make value judgements, 
which in the secular conservation world would normally be made by those with a 
professional training. Principle 2 of English Heritage’s Conservation Principles states 
‘Everyone should be able to participate in sustaining the historic environment’.727This 
aspiration is followed by the caveat that participation should be ‘by means that are 
accessible, inclusive and informed’ and that experts should ‘play a crucial role in discerning, 
communicating and sustaining the established values of places, and in helping people to 
refine and articulate the values they attach to places’.728   
 
The P.C.C. can ask advice from their architect or surveyor and the D.A.C. but in reality 
they are required to do the bulk of the analysis of their building; making decisions about 
the relative value of historic fabric (for example if an unadorned medieval wall is of 
equal/less/more significance than an intricately carved Victorian pulpit) which an expert 
might find challenging.  Consequently judgements could be made which the experts (the 
D.A.C.) could not support, compromising the whole value of the statement of significance. 
According to Arnstein’s ladder the intention of the methodology accords with ‘Citizen 
Power’. However, some elements of the methodology (those which require professional-
levels of judgement from non-professional people) could be more accurately described as 
‘Tokensim’. 
 
                                                        
727 English Heritage. ‘Conservation Principles Policy and Guidance’ [Online] http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/conservationprinciples [31st October 2012] p. 20. 
728 Ibid., p. 20. 
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The C.C.T. methodology is intended for the use of their own officers who are qualified in 
the field of building conservation. However the methodology does require the local 
community and users of the church to answer a series of questions in order to ascertain the 
building’s communal value (appendix 7, pp.93-94). The C.C.T. approach achieves a high 
degree of public involvement in deciding what elements of the building are important to 
local people, how the building could be better used and what parts of the building should 
remain unchanged (appendix 7, p.94). The research into the history of the building and the 
detailing of its significant features, however, is carried out by a C.C.T. professional. As a 
result of this approach the public’s contribution is inevitably less informed than had they 
been involved in the research process; as discussed above, this provides an understanding 
of the evolution of a building which can inform decisions on future management and 
potential change. However, the decision by the C.C.T. that the evaluation of identified 
values should be carried out by their own officers ensures that difficult decisions 
concerning relative significance and sensitivity are made by those professionally qualified to 
do so.   According to Arnstein’s ladder the C.C.T. method using consultation could be 
described as ‘Tokenism’. 
 
E.H. promote the practice of involving local people in the ‘initial survey work’ of 
appraisals.729 This initial survey data should then be incorporated into a full appraisal 
published on the local authority’s website with feedback forms for the general public. The 
finished document then records how the community input was evaluated and taken into 
account.730The ideal scenario suggested by E.H. involves the local community at the stage 
of initial research, enabling them to then make more informed suggestions about use and 
management. In reality, most appraisals are written by conservation officers with the public 
consulted once a draft report has been compiled. As a result the public feel less ownership 
                                                        
729 E.H., ‘Understanding Place’, p. 5. 
730 Ibid., p. 6. 
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of the document and are more likely to consider the appraisal from a critical point of view 
and with the impression that something is being imposed on them. 
 
If the ideal scenario of partnership the E.H. methodology proposes were followed it would 
demonstrate ‘Citizen power’ according to the Arnstein ladder . Frequently however, public 
engagement takes the form of consultation and then becomes an exercise in ‘Tokenism’. 
 
Whilst the W. and B. methodology does not discuss who should carry out the research as 
part of its guidance on assessing significance, the book broaches the subject of community 
involvement when discussing the writing of a conservation plan. It suggests who should be 
consulted: stakeholders and interested parties, those who have documentary evidence and 
those with ‘memories and insights’.731 They also make the statement  ‘Involving people in 
decision making – as against merely informing them of decisions that have been made – is 
also one of the benchmarks of sustainability’.732Furthermore certain of the values for 
assessing significance identified by the W. and B. methodology require the input of the 
community such as Associational (appendix 9, p.127), Social (appendix 9, p.128), 
Symbolic/Iconic (appendix 9, p.129), Spiritual (appendix 9, p.129) and Inspirational 
(appendix 9, p.129). 
 
Whilst the W. and B. methodology recognises the importance of public participation, this is 
confined to areas where the public are perceived as having something to offer: in the form 
of additional information and opinions about current and future use. The format does not 
suggest the public should be involved in information gathering, again excluding them from 
involvement in the research process and consequently making their input less informed. 
This level of public participation could most accurately be described as consultation, 
making the W. and B. approach closest to ‘Tokenism’.   
                                                        
731 Worthing and Bond, 2008, p. 112. 
732 Ibid., p. 131. 
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Of all the methodologies, the C. of E. leads the way in community involvement. It could 
be argued, however, that the C. of E. have gone too far in asking lay people to make 
judgements only made in the secular world by professionals. The C. of E. requirement that 
the users of the building should carry out the research echoes the E.H. intention. This 
ensures the users of the building are well informed and this can then impact on their views 
on how the building is used and if change is viable. However, when it comes to 
determining the level of significance of the fabric lay people require guidance from a 
professional. The ideal methodology would take the form of a partnership between lay 
people carrying out the research and professionals assisting in the analysis of the material. 
 
7.3.5.1  The 2014 C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance 
The 2014 C. of E. guidance, like the 2012 version, is still aimed at P.C.C.s. The format is 
now considerably simplified, as is some of the language in the guidance notes. However, 
ambiguous questions such as ‘What is the theological ‘message’ communicated by the 
interior and the exterior of the church?’ remain.733 In removing the sections on social 
history and significance for mission from the statement of significance, the new guidance 
prevents the community from assessing the significance of the church in terms of its 
communal value and use.  
 
7.4 Analysis method 3 
 
The third analysis method tests which of the four methodologies responds to the greatest 
number of the E.H. criteria for assessing significance (outlined in chapter 4, pp. 116-119) 
under the headings of the five research questions. This analysis like the quantitative method 
used above, also highlights those areas in which the C. of E. methodology does not 
currently engage.     
 
                                                        
733 Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need, 2014’, p. 5 
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For the first question ‘Does the report summarise the historical development of the 
church?’ the C. of E. methodology scored the highest number of responses – see Table 17. 
 
 
Assessment criteria C of 
E 
CCT EH W&B 
Understand the fabric and evolution of the 
place  
    
Relate identified heritage values to the 
fabric of the place 
    
Assess the various phases of alteration to 
the site and their significance 
    
Consider the contribution of associated 
objects and collections 
    
Articulate the significance of the place     
Association with a nationally significant 
architect, designer or artist 
    
Association with a nationally significant 
patron, worshipper or cleric 
    
Architectural expression of distinctive or 
innovative liturgy or worshipping practice 
    
Significant memorials     
Uncommon building materials or 
innovative construction  
    
Early date     
 9 6 6 6 
 
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
 
Table 17 Table showing which of the four methodologies responds to the greatest number of the E.H. 
criteria for assessing significance for the research question ‘Does the report summarise the historical 
development of the church?’ 
 
The most significant omission in the C. of E. methodology was the identification of values, 
but as the narrative response to this question showed above an understanding of historical 
development can be successfully delivered without identifying values. The other missing 
criteria was ‘architectural expression of distinctiveness or innovative liturgy or worshipping 
practice’. It could be argued this point was covered under the ‘historical’ section of the 
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C.C.T. methodology734, under the ‘Spiritual and Religious’ value section of the W. and B. 
methodology735and under the theme ‘1.7 Significance for Mission’736 in the C. of E. 
methodology, but none of the methodologies had the explicit requirement to link the fabric 
to liturgical practice. However it is recognised that these distinctions are of a subjective 
nature and other researchers could arrive at different conclusions. The consideration of a 
church as holding an ‘architectural expression of distinctiveness or innovative liturgy or 
worshipping practice’ is however very relevant to any full understanding of its significance, 
and as such this criteria should be specifically taken into account when an assessment of 
significance is carried out.  
 
For the second question ‘Does the report identify the important features that make major 
contributions to the character of the church?’ the C. of E. methodology was joint highest 













                                                        
734 A.o.S., Plymtree, pp. 97-98. 
735 W. and B., Plymtree, p. 142. 






C.C.T. E.H. W.B. 
 Assess the various phases of alteration 
to the site and their significance 
   In separate 
historic 
development 
 Understand the fabric and evolution of 
the place  
   In separate 
historic 
development 
 Relate identified heritage values to the 
fabric of the place  
    
 Consider the relative importance of 
those identified values  
    
 Consider the contribution of associated 
objects and collections  
    
 Articulate the significance of the place      
 Special interest in design and 
craftsmanship  
    
 High quality of architectural or artistic 
embellishment  
    
 Association with a nationally significant 
architect, designer or artist  
    
 Completeness of an 
architectural/decorative ensemble 
    
 Significant memorials  
 
    
 Early date 
 
    
 Rarity    
 10 10 5 9 
 
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
 
Table 18 Table showing which of the four methodologies responds to the greatest number of the E.H. 
criteria for assessing significance for the research question ‘Does the report identify the important 
features that make major contributions to the character of the church?’ 
 
 
Two of the three criteria not answered by the C. of E. methodology concern values: 
relating values to the fabric of the place and considering their relative importance. The 
narrative above discussed how, by not indentifying values, the C. of E. methodology misses 
the intangible elements which contribute to the church’s character. The third missed 
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criteria ‘rarity’ relates to the issue of comparison also discussed above. Whilst the list 
description and Pevsner will inform on matters of national and regional rarity, in making 
no provision for comparing the church to others in the area the C. of E. methodology does 
not allow for local significance to be taken into account. 
  
Interestingly, the narrative answer to this question placed the W. and B methodology as the 
most effective, whereas it scores less highly than the C. of E. and C.C.T. methodologies 
using the quantitative analysis. This is mainly explained by the W. and B. methodology not 
having the historic development separate from its assessment of significance criteria. It also 
illustrates the W. and B. methodology omission of age and rarity as one of its values. In 
contrast the list of values identified by Orbasli beings with ‘Age and rarity value’.737 
 
The C. of E. methodology has a low score in answering the next question ‘Does the report 
explore the strengths and potential the church holds for worship and mission?’ meeting 












                                                        
737 Orbaşli, A. Architectural Conservation, Oxford: Blackwell, 2008, p. 40. 
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Assessment criteria C .of 
E. 
C.C.T. E.H. W.B. 
 Identify any amenity or social values 
associated with the site, whether it be 
community, aesthetic, spiritual or created 
through public use or benefit  
    
 Identify who values the place, and why 
they do so  
    
 Relate identified heritage values to the 
fabric of the place  
    
 Consider the relative importance of those 
identified values  
    
 Articulate the significance of the place      
 Architectural expression of distinctive or 
innovative liturgy or worshipping practice 
    
 3 6 2 5 
 
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
 
Table 19 Table showing which of the four methodologies responds to the greatest number of the E.H. 
criteria for assessing significance for the research question ‘Does the report explore the strengths and 
potential the church holds for worship and mission?’ 
 
This quantitative analysis reinforces the impression gained from the narrative response to 
this question; that the C. of E. methodology is effective in engaging with the public to 
discover who values the church, but less successful in relating this information to the actual 
fabric of the building. The identification of values and the relating of these values to the 
fabric, as practised in the C.C.T. and W. and B. methodologies, allows this connection to 
be made, as discussed above in the narrative response.  
 
Unsurprisingly, for the fourth question ‘Would the report help those in the Faculty system 
to assess any plans for change?’ a large number of the E.H. criteria were considered 







C. of E. C.C.T. E.H. W.B. 
 assess its importance in local, regional and 
national terms 
    
 assess the various phases of alteration to 
the site and their significance 
    
  identify any amenity or social values 
associated with the site, whether it be 
community, aesthetic, spiritual or created 
through public use or benefit  
    
 Understand the fabric and evolution of 
the place  
    
 Relate identified heritage values to the 
fabric of the place  
    
 Consider the relative importance of those 
identified values  
 
 
   
 
 Consider the contribution of associated 
objects and collections  
    
 Consider the contribution made by 
setting and context  
    
 Compare the place with other places 
sharing similar values  
    
 Articulate the significance of the place      
 Special interest in design and 
craftsmanship  
    
 High quality of architectural or artistic 
embellishment  
    
 Association with a nationally significant 
architect, designer or artist  
    
 Completeness of an 
architectural/decorative ensemble 
    
 Architectural expression of distinctive or 
innovative liturgy or worshipping practice 
    
 Significant memorials      
 Uncommon building materials or 
innovative construction  
    
 Early date     
 Rarity     
  13 13 6 14 
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
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Table 20 Table showing which of the four methodologies responds to the greatest number of the E.H. 
criteria for assessing significance for the research question ‘Would the report help those in the Faculty 
system to assess any plans for change?’ 
 
The C. of E. methodology answered the same number of criteria as the C.C.T. 
methodology and only one less than that of the W. and B.  However, including the four 
criteria not currently covered by the C. of E. methodology would greatly enhance its 
usefulness in the faculty process. An understanding of: the local importance of the building 
and its features; the intangible elements of the church and its surroundings; the significance 
of its configuration in liturgical terms and the rarity of its fabric could all be highly relevant 
to the consideration of a faculty application.  
 
For the final question ‘What is the nature of community involvement?’ only two E.H. 
criteria for assessing significance were relevant – see Table 21.  
Assessment criteria C. of 
E. 
C.C.T. E.H. W.B. 
  Identify any amenity or social values 
associated with the site, whether it be 
community, aesthetic, spiritual or created 
through public use or benefit  
   
 Identify who values the place, and why 
they do so  
    
 2 2 2 2 
Blue – refers to E.H. ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’, Conservation Principles Policy and 
Guidance, (see appendix 5, pp. 56-66)  
Red – refers to E.H. ‘Defining Significance’, Informed Conservation, (see appendix 5, p.56) 
Purple – refers to E.H. ‘Summary of Selection Criteria’, Places of Worship Selection Guide, (see 
appendix 5, p.66) 
 
Table 21 Table showing which of the four methodologies responds to the greatest number of the E.H. 
criteria for assessing significance for the research question ‘What is the nature of community 
involvement?’ 
 
All the methodologies make some provision for community involvement. The real issue 
with community involvement however, as discussed above in the narrative answer to the 
question, is the nature of that involvement. The quantitative approach to assessing 
involvement in this instance is only useful for ascertaining whether community 
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involvement took place; it does not provide any information on the nature or effectiveness 




 By interrogating the data collected from the four methodologies through the three 
different methods of analysis the areas in which the effectiveness of the C. of E. 
methodology could be improved have emerged.  The analysis identified those areas where 
the C. of E. methodology does not address certain issues regarding the assessment of 
significance, whilst at the same time suggesting successful approaches from the other 
methodologies. This information, along with the findings from the previous chapter where 
the initial analysis took place will be summarised in the next chapter along with suggestions 























Chapter 8.0  





Analysis of the C. of E. methodology has shown it has great breadth (looking at the setting 
of the church including its natural heritage, place in the community and relationship with 
the surrounding historic fabric) and depth (a detailed analysis of the church interior and 
exterior). However, there are some areas in which it could be improved or modified. This 
chapter will begin by summarising those areas of the current C. of E. methodology which 
do not assess significance as successfully as the other three methodologies or meet the 
various E.H. criteria for assessing significance. This will be informed by the findings from 
the previous two chapters and will be considered in two parts: firstly looking at weaknesses 
in interpretation and delivery and secondly considering areas of omission. Once the 
weaknesses in the C. of E. methodology have been established solutions from the other 
methodologies will be suggested. Finally a format for a new methodology based on these 
findings will be suggested.  
 
8.2 Weaknesses in the C. of E. methodology regarding interpretation and delivery  
The degree of public involvement required by the C. of E. methodology, with all but the 
‘large and complex’ church statements of significance written by non-professionals, has 
many positive benefits which will be discussed later in the chapter. However, there are also 
a number of drawbacks which the commentary on researching Plymtree church uncovered 
including issues surrounding: contradictory written evidence (p. 184); hearsay presented as 
fact (p. 185); missing information (p. 185); and recognition of earlier material inserted at a 
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later date (p. 186). Researchers may also encounter features whose significance could only 
be fully understood if their historical or local context is known. This is the type of 
knowledge a conservation officer or other heritage professional would possess, but is not 
necessarily available in some congregations. (The church’s inspecting architect or surveyor 
would possess this knowledge, but potential issues of cost often deter congregations from 
seeking professional help.) 
 
The C. of E. methodology frequently refers to ‘significance’, ‘what is the significance of the 
natural heritage of the site?’ ‘What is the historic and present use of the church and 
churchyard by the congregation and the wider community? How does this contribute to its 
significance?’ ‘Assess the significance of …each historical phase,’ ‘Provide a description of 
its contents and their significance’, but with no definition of what is meant by the term. 
This word needs to be defined as it has come to have a very specific meaning in the field of 
conservation in the U.K. due to the almost universal adoption of the philosophy and 
guidance in the Burra Charter and E.H.’s Conservation Principles. Both publications include a 
definition of significance which are respectively  
‘Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual 
value for past, present or future generations’738 and ‘The sum of the cultural and natural 
heritage values of a place’.739 Both definitions assume that significance is the sum of 
identified values, with Burra also linking significance with culture. However, the C. of E. 
methodology is not formally values-based and therefore a definition of what it means by 
significance is required.  
 
                                                        
738 ICOMOS. ‘The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance,1999 (Burra Charter) 
[Online] http://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/BURRA_CHARTER.pdf [30th September 2013], 
p. 2 
739 English Heritage. ‘ Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the 
Historic Environment’ [Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-principles-
sustainable-management-historic-environment/conservationprinciplespoliciesguidanceapr08web.pdf [10th 
October 2013], p. 72 
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The guidance produced by the C. of E. in June 2012 for writing church management plans 
does include a definition of significance  
‘Significance is the whole set of reasons why people value a major church, whether as a 
place for worship and mission, as an historic building that is part of the national heritage, 
as a focus for the local community, as a familiar landmark or for any other reasons’.740 
Management plans are a separate document to the statement of significance, only 
recommended for larger and more complex churches. Consequently this definition is not 
available to the users of statements of significance despite its equal pertinence for smaller 
churches. By including this definition at the beginning of the advice the C. of E. would 
inform the researcher as to exactly what type of information they were required to 
discover. It also introduces the concept that the building has many values that need to be 
revealed not just its qualities as an historic structure or its importance for holding services.  
 
The 2014 C. of E. guidance does include a definition of a statement of significance, taken 
from the 2013 Faculty Jurisdiction Rules: 
‘a document which describes the significance of the church or other building in 
terms of its special architectural and historic interest (including any contribution 
made by its setting) and any significant features of artistic or archaeological interest 
that the church or other building has so as to enable the potential impact of the 
proposals on its significance, and on any such features to be understood’. 
 
However, in this definition significance is confined more to the material nature of the 
church and its surroundings, excluding consideration of the use value of the building 
recommended by the C. of E. 2012 guidance for church managements plans. 
 
The term significance for the general public holds a wide range of meanings and so limiting 
the scope of the definition to those aspects which relate to its cultural values also assists the 
researchers by suggesting a targeted approach.  
                                                        
740 Churchcare. ‘Conservation Management Plans’ [Online] http://www.churchcare.co.uk/images/CMPs.pdf 
[8th April, 2014], p. 8.  
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Just as the C. of E. methodology refers to significance without defining what it means, the 
guidance also uses the term ‘value’ without a definition. Researchers are asked ‘How does 
the setting of the church contribute to its landscape/townscape value’ with no explanation 
as to what is meant by landscape/townscape value. Just as significance is a term which now 
carries a particular set of meanings in the conservation world, so too does value. According 
to the Burra Charter values, specifically ‘aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual’ are 
what define cultural significance.741 For E.H. value is defined as ‘an aspect of worth or 
importance, here attached by people to qualities of places’.742 In both cases value is not 
used to describe something innate, but to express a response. This approach is now typical 
throughout the secular conservation world and means that in matters relating to 
conservation the word needs to be defined. Until the C. of E. provides a definition it is 
unclear what approach they intend their researchers to take. In asking the question ‘How 
does the setting of the church contribute to its landscape/townscape value?’ do they 
require the aesthetic, social, historic and spiritual aspects of the setting to be recorded and 
the ways in which they contribute to the landscape or townscape to be defined? Or is the 
question using ‘value’ in a pre-Burra context, merely requiring the researcher to state how 
the setting of the church impacts on its surrounding landscape/townscape? The lack of 
explanation of both significance and value suggests the C. of E. are using the words for 
their traditional meaning, but given the almost universal adoption of this terminology in the 
secular conservation world for values-based assessments of significance the C. of E. 
approach could potentially cause confusion. At present they appear to be adopting the 
terminology of the secular conservation world, but not the principles. Using more 
straightforward non Burra/Conservation Principles terms would prevent any confusion as to 
the type of information the C. of E. methodology requires.  
 
                                                        
741 Burra Charter, 1999, p. 2. 
742 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 72. 
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Researchers using the C. of E. methodology are required to make judgements about 
significance using a scale which refers to value (appendix 3, p.43): ‘Low-Moderate – of 
local value’, ‘Low – adds little or nothing to the value of a site or detracts from it.’743 No 
where is it stated how these values should be arrived at: for example advising a medieval 
screen be rated high and a Victorian pitch pine factory made bench be low. In reality, such 
advice could not be given as even a feature as apparently unquestionably significant as a 
medieval screen can have degrees of value, as illustrated by the screens in the churches 
surrounding Plymtree discussed in Chapter 6. It would be very difficult with guidelines 
alone to enable congregations to evaluate the historic fabric of their churches. As a 
consequence if this type of information is required the input of a skilled professional 
should be sought.  
 
Given the non-professional nature of the writers of most C. of E. statements of 
significance (apart from those with input from the church architect or surveyor), the 
requirements for each section should be more clearly defined along with the reason for its 
inclusion. For example, the purpose of section 1.4 ‘The church building in general’ would 
be clearer if it were entitled ‘Provide a historic development of the church’ with the 
explanation: in order to understand how the church has evolved and developed over time, 
rather than the misleading ‘Provide a description of the church’. Similarly if section 1.5 
were entitled ‘Surviving Historic Fabric’ the type of information required would be far 
more obvious than from its present title ‘The church building in detail’. At present the 
intention of this section is only really obvious when the requirement for the following 
section is read.   
 
The additional guidance questions do not always appear to relate to the subject of the 
section, and in many cases more explicit guidance is needed as to what information is 
                                                        
743 Churchcare, Statements of Significance, 2012, p. 42 
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required. This issue is linked to the lack of definition of significance and value and the 
ambiguous section titles. If the C. of E. require non-specialists to write statements of 
significance the guidance and terminology should be as clear and as detailed as possible.  In 
some cases information is requested that requires further research, but no guidance given 
as to how this can be undertaken. This is a particular issue surrounding the assessment of 
local significance which, as discussed in the previous chapters, requires other local churches 
to be visited, and guidance given on how comparisons should be made. 
 
8.3 Areas of omission in the C. of E. methodology 
The decision by the C. of E. not to use the identification of values as a means for assessing 
significance has a number of implications for the effectiveness of their methodology. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, several aspects of the building and its setting which were 
revealed by considering its various values remained hidden using the C. of E. methodology. 
The most significant of these values being: archaeological potential, the rarity of fabric and 
features, and the more intangible elements of the building’s character. Identifying values is 
particularly successful at providing a comprehensive picture of all aspects of a building’s 
character. Another advantage to using a values-based methodology is the relating of these 
values to the fabric of the building in order to understand its significance. In this way the 
building can suggest opportunities for change or enhancement by highlighting those areas 
which at present are of low significance.  Without the identification of values aspects of the 
building’s significance which are not physical, such as atmosphere, memory or ceremony 
would not be identified.  
 
By not adopting a values-based approach the C. of E. methodology represents a 
disconnected framework for assessing the significance of the church: data about the 
physical nature of the building and its setting is collected; values are ascribed to the 
surviving fabric and fittings and suggestions are requested for possible change. At no point 
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in the methodology are links drawn between the various disparate elements and as a 
consequence when the final stage of the methodology is reached with the question 
concerning possible change there is no indication that the question should be answered 
with reference to all the information previously provided. Having completed the whole 
document the researchers should be well-informed to answer the question, but its 
connection with the previous stages of analysis should be stressed to avoid confusion.  
 
One of the most significant omissions in the C. of E. methodology surrounds the 
consideration of the use of the building. There are several aspects to this issue: the E.H. 
listing selection criteria of an ‘architectural expression of distinctive or innovative liturgy or 
worshipping practice’; the current liturgical practice of the congregation; and any other 
non-liturgical uses. As discussed in Chapter 3, part of the significance of historic church 
buildings lies in their continued use for the purpose for which they were built. If the past 
and current uses of the church are fully understood this can inform future use without loss 
of the former’s significance. If however, the ways in which the church were previously 
used, and the impact this had on its fabric are not understood part of the building’s story 
can be lost or obscured. For example, one of the neighbouring churches to Plymtree, the 
church of St. Andrew, Cullompton is a medieval church reordered in the Victorian period 
with a new chancel reflecting the High church practices of the rector and his congregation 




 Figure 96 The chancel at Cullompton church, reordered in the Victorian period (photograph, author) 
 
The church in the modern period has not maintained a High church tradition and the high 
altar is no longer used. At some point the decision was made to use the chancel for 
informal seating, and this area to the east of the chancel screen, which was once of such 
great importance, has become an unresolved space whose significance has been severely 
compromised – see Fig. 97. 
 
 
 Figure 97 The significance of the chancel at Cullompton church has been compromised by its modern 
re-ordering (photograph, author) 
 
In not acknowledging the significance of the church’s Anglo-Catholic High church past, 
the contemporary interior represents an uncomfortable imposition of a new order to the 
detriment of the old. If the significance of the church’s past liturgical practices was 
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recognised, a re-ordering scheme could have taken place which accommodated the form of 
worship required by the present congregation, whilst acknowledging the physical survival 
of former practices in an intelligible setting.  
 
As the use of the building is undeniably its most significant feature as far as the 
congregation is concerned it is extremely important that this aspect is taken into account 
when assessing its significance. All the values-based methodologies would have revealed 
this information through the identification of the communal and historic values of the 
building. If the C. of E. continue to follow a non-values-based methodology it needs to 
specifically ask the questions ‘how was the building used? How is it used now? How is this 
reflected in the surviving fabric?’ 
 
The next omission in the C. of E. methodology is one of procedure rather than content. 
The methodology acknowledges the importance of understanding local context in its 
section 1.4 ‘The church building in general’, which includes the question ‘How does work 
carried out on the church link to international, national, regional or local architectural and 
artistic movements?’ However, as discussed in the previous chapter, discovering local 
context usually requires empirical research and at present no guidance is given as to how 
this should be carried out. Simply visiting surrounding churches could be very helpful, but 
doing so in a directed manner with specific points of comparison in mind such as date, 
materials, plan form, degree of Victorian intervention, features and detailing could add to 
the understanding of the church being assessed.  
 
The C. of E methodology does not require any reference to the condition of the fabric. 
Most C. of E. parishes already have detailed information on the condition of their church 
in the form of the quinquennial inspection reports. At present these reports stand apart 
from the assessment of significance, and no requirement is made within the C. of E. 
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methodology for condition to be assessed. However, condition should form part of any 
assessment of significance as the poor state of repair of a feature inevitably impacts 
detrimentally on its significance.744 Linking the two documents, or using the information 
from the quinquennial report to inform the assessment of significance would strengthen 
the C. of E. methodology in this respect. 
 
Although the C. of E. methodology does not use the identification of values to ascribe 
significance, it does use a system of evaluation to determine the significance of the fabric 
and contents of the church in sections 1.5 ‘The church building in detail’ and 1.6 ‘Contents 
of the church’. The limitations of this system regarding the intangible qualities of the 
church and the ability of non-professionals to evaluate the fabric have already been 
discussed, but this approach does represent a thorough method for evaluating the 
individual elements of the building.  The methodology (if used by a professional) could 
provide a comprehensive picture of the relative value of the church building and its 
contents. There is no provision, however, for the assessment of the relative sensitivity of 
the fabric and contents. As discussed in Chapter 6 assessing sensitivity is a key factor in 
informing any proposed changes to a church. As statements of significance form part of 
the C. of E. faculty process the current omission of this process in the methodology should 
be addressed. 
 
The final area in which the C. of E. methodology does not assess significance as 
successfully as the other three or meet the E.H. criteria for assessing significance is the lack 
of a summary of significance. If the C. of E. had adopted a values-based methodology all 
the information collected regarding the church would be related back to the fabric before 
its level of significance was ascribed. In this way, the aspects of significance of the building 
would be automatically summarised. By not adopting this procedure the information 
                                                        
744 E.H., Conservation Principles, 2008, p. 52 
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collected for the various sections of the methodology are not incorporated into the rating 
of significance. Consequently the fabric and contents are evaluated, but not the setting, use, 
or the associational or historical values. Using values is not, however, the only solution for 
ensuring all aspects of significance are recognised and evaluated. By beginning with a 
summary of significance the E.H. conservation appraisal methodology defines the key 
elements which contribute to the significance of a conservation area, and a similar 
approach could be taken by the C. of E. In this way users of the statement of significance 
would be aware from the outset of the major factors, tangible and intangible, which 
contribute to the character of the church.   
 
Without a summary of significance the C. of E. methodology represents a collection of 
information about the church and its setting with no suggestion of how this information 
should be used to inform its future management. This is a considerable omission given the 
role of statements of significance in the faculty system.  
 
There is only a limited requirement in the C. of E. methodology to provide illustrative 
material, ‘a ground plan and map of the local area and at least two photographs, normally 
one of the exterior, one of the interior’.745 Any single view of the exterior or interior will by 
necessity exclude some features making the current stipulation inadequate. 
 
8.4 Potential improvements from the other methodologies  
 
The C.C.T. methodology in its entirety, although very successful in identifying the 
significance and sensitivity of the church through the identification of values does not 
represent a credible alternative for the C. of E. as it was formulated for professionals and 
its completion requires conservation-specific skills. As most congregations would not be 
                                                        
745 Ibid., p. 42. 
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able to call upon conservation services within their own community the adoption of the 
C.C.T. methodology would have unwelcome financial implications unless the funds were 
available to involve the church architect or surveyor.  
 
Elements of the C.C.T. methodology however could be incorporated into the current C. of 
E. methodology including: the consideration of archaeological potential; the study of the 
building as a resource for revealing the past lives of former parishioners and craftsmen; and 
the revealing of ways in which the building was formerly used. The summarising of 
information gathered and its subsequent reference to the surviving fabric could be a useful 
tool for managing change; suggesting areas of the church which have high significance 
where alteration would not be appropriate and those areas of low significance where 
change would be possible and even beneficial. The identifying of potential areas of tension 
and aspects which require further study would also be useful components of a statement of 
significance.  
 
The C.of E could adopt the C.C.T. methodology’s use of plans to record the areas of 
significance and sensitivity as visual material is an effective way of summarising data clearly 
and succinctly. In addition to the plans, the C.C.T.’s inclusion of photographic illustrations 
would enhance the effectiveness of the C. of E. methodology in the faculty process, by 
accurately informing the D.A.C. of the areas of the church to be affected.  
 
The E.H. conservation appraisal methodology, although formulated for the use of 
conservation officers has greater accessibility for non-specialist users than that of the 
C.C.T. The methods and language in the E.H. guidance is more accessible as E.H. 
recognise the benefits of greater community participation in the creation of conservation 
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area appraisals and the designation of new conservation areas.746 Again full adoption of the 
methodology would not make sense as it was formulated to provide a broad-brush analysis 
of a large number of building and sites. However, there are elements of the methodology 
which could enhance that of the C. of E. The E.H. use of maps for providing information 
is, as described above, an effective method for conveying information. Illustrative material 
in the form of maps and plans could provide information on setting, date, surviving fabric 
and the recording of intangible elements. 
 
The E.H. methodology offers an effective approach for identifying the less significant areas 
of a building. If the C. of E. continue to determine significance without the identification 
of values, the revealing of areas of weakness or low significance could be a useful strategy 
for determining where change could be appropriate. The accessibility of this approach has 
been observed by the researcher in liaising with the public through consultation exercises 
for conservation area appraisals in Cornwall in the form of exhibitions where the public 
were invited to look at draft appraisals, and through publishing the draft appraisals online 
requesting public feedback; the E.H. methodology’s identification of problems and 
pressures and the consequent opportunities these issues sometimes presented were easily 
understood and engaged with. The E.H. methodology also suggests a format for 
summarising significance again suitable for a non-values-based methodology.  
 
In addition to the identification of problem areas, the assessment of condition is another 
E.H. strategy which the C. of E. could usefully adopt to assist in the management of 
change; with the relevant information easily accessed through the already existing 
quinquennial inspection.  
 
                                                        
746 English Heritage. ‘Understading Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appriaisal and Management’ 
[Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/publications/publicationsNew/guidelines-
standards/undesranding-place-conservation-area/understanding-place-ca-designation-appraisal-
management.pdf [24 November 2012] 
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In the E.H. methodology the identification of local distinctiveness is one of the key 
elements in defining special interest or significance. As discussed above, a strategy for 
assessing this aspect of the church’s significance is currently missing from the C. of E. 
methodology, but it would greatly benefit from its inclusion.  
 
The E.H. methodology is particularly strong on linking built structures to their setting and 
the wider landscape. In this respect it could inform the C. of E. methodology which, apart 
from the ambiguous question of how the setting of the church contributes to its landscape 
value and the identification of significant views, concentrates on describing the immediate 
surroundings of the church. The significance of the church’s wider setting is not fully 
explored in the current C. of E. guidance, or any relationship between the materials of the 
built structures in the churchyard, the church and the wider settlement.  
 
In many respects the W. and B. methodology provides the same material for improving the 
C. of E. methodology as that of the C.C.T. However, it does offer additional elements 
including the identification of negative values, which like the E.H. identification of areas of 
weakness, can be a useful tool when considering change/alterations. The W. and B. 
methodology also advocates consideration of the sensory elements of the building, which 
could help the identification of some of the intangible elements currently missing from the 
C. of E. methodology.  
 
Under the headings ‘economic’, ‘educational’ and ‘recreational’ values the W. and B. 
methodology encourages the consideration of wider uses of the church. This is currently 
not part of the C. of E. methodology, but potential additional uses should be considered 
part of a building’s significance.  
 
The W. and B. methodology promoted comparison with similar sites as part of its 
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methodology which is a useful exercise both for establishing levels of significance for the 
church being assessed, but also for the identification of local schools of craftsman, styles, 
detailing and approaches to materials. Although the W. and B. methodology did not 
propose guidelines on making this comparison, the E.H. document on measuring change 
in conservation areas could provide guidance for this assessment. In adding to the 
understanding of the significance of the study church, this exercise in local comparisons 








8.5 The issue of values-based methodologies and public involvement 
 
The C.C.T. methodology based on E.H.’s Conservation Principles is extremely effective in 
identifying areas where more research into the history of a church might be required and in 
providing an understanding of the heritage values, significance and sensitivity of the 
building which could then inform any proposals for adaptation and development. In this 
respect the methodology would form a very effective part of the faculty process. The W. 
and B. methodology would be similarly effective with its systematic identification of values, 
relative value, significance and sensitivity. However, relating identified heritage values to 
the church and considering the relative importance of those identified values requires 
specialist conservation knowledge.  
 
The C. of E. are fully committed to the practice of using members of the congregation to 
write statements of significance.747 Their reasons for this are multiple and wide ranging:  
they are very aware of the issue of cost when commissioning a consultant, they believe 
                                                        
747 Elders, J. and Johncock, J. (Church Buildings Council) Personal Interview.  19th November, 2013, see 
Appendix 11, p. 173. 
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parishes who write their own statements of significance are left with a far greater 
knowledge of their building and they want the parish to be responsible for their churches 
and to become stakeholders. They believe through writing statements of significance the 
parish engages with the wider community; capturing sources of knowledge which might 
not exist within the worshipping congregation, and extending the mission of the church at 
the same time. The C. of E. are satisfied that, in the case of larger and more complicated 
buildings, the D.A.C. and the Church Buildings Council with their wide spectrum of 
expertise can be called on for advice and can fill any gaps in the statements of 
significance.748 Thus the C. of E. currently hold the view that any weaknesses in the current 
practice of requiring lay people to write statements of significance are outweighed by the 
gains.  
 
The benefits of public involvement are recognised by E.H. who believe the current system 
allows members of the congregation to engage with their buildings, gives them a greater 
understanding of its history and development and enables them to engage with the D.A.C. 
and members of the heritage community from an informed position.749 
 
In their determination to continue with community-led statements of significance, the C. of 
E. reflects the trend in the secular world of conservation, which has been growing ever 
since the publication of Power of Place in 2000, of the community becoming stakeholders in 
the historic environment. As a consequence, despite their effectiveness in assessing 
significance, the professionally orientated values-based methodologies of the C.C.T. and W. 
and B. do not at present represent a feasible solution for the C. of E. However, in its 
present form the research questions showed that although the C. of E.’s methodology led 
the way in empowering the public, it demanded a level of evaluative analysis most members 
of the public would not be able to provide.  
                                                        
748 Ibid., p. 173. 
749 Evans, D. (English Heritage) Personal Interview. 18th November, 2013, see Appendix 1, pp. 4-6. 
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In order to meet the C. of E.’s desire for a high degree of community involvement without 
any loss of effectiveness through unrealistic expectations, the issue of evaluation in the 
current methodology needs to be addressed. In addition to the current advice on rating, the 
statement of significance should clearly state how evaluations should be formulated, whilst 







8.6 Suggested new methodology for a C. of E. statement of significance 
 
What follows is a description of a new methodology compiled by the researcher which 
aims to address the issues identified above which currently hamper the effectiveness of the 
C. of E. guidance for writing statements of significance. The new format will describe the 
various stages of analysis and guidance, indicating where pertinent influences from the 
other research methodologies. The full new methodology can be found in appendix 12, pp. 
160-173. Table 22 below gives a summary of the contents of the different sections, and 













Describe the history of the church. This should include: 
 any earlier buildings on the site 
 how the church has changed over time  
 any architects, artists and other craftsmen known to have been 
involved in its development.  
Record the phases of development on a phasing diagram and use 
another plan to indicate areas of archaeological potential 
Setting and 
natural 
Describe the setting of the church: 
 How does the church and its churchyard relate to the wider 
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heritage landscape – is it in the heart of the settlement or does it stand on 
a prominent site?  
 Does the church and its setting feature in any major views or 
vistas within the settlement and its surroundings?  
 Are there any significant views looking out from the churchyard? 
 Describe the plan of the churchyard, its paths, boundaries, 
structures, gates, lighting, significant tombs and gravestones, 
including the use of materials.  
 Are there any archaeological remains? 
  Are adjacent buildings similar, complementary or contrasting in 
age, style, or materials?  
 Is the church or churchyard used by protected species or species 
with Biodiversity Action Plans?  
 How good a habitat is the churchyard for flora and fauna?  
 Are there any ancient, very prominent, rare or unusual trees? 
 How do the trees contribute to the setting of the church?  
 Are there any elements of the setting which are poorly managed 
or in a bad state of repair? 
Past and 
present use 
The historic and present use of the church and churchyard. 
 Describe briefly how the church is used for liturgy and any 
issues which arise from its present layout.  
 Describe any historic liturgical practices and use of the church, 
and any surviving elements of the fabric to which these relate 
(such as side altars, unused high altars, former communion 
tables, three-decker pulpits, reading desks etc.)  
 Describe any significant events or figures associated with the 
church such as benefactors, priests, local gentry or episodes in 
church history showing how these affected the choice of 
architect/artist, the incorporation of any monuments in the 
church or alterations to the fabric.  
 Describe any past non-liturgical uses of the church and 
churchyard and any associated physical remains.  
 Describe any current non-liturgical uses of the church and 
churchyard and any issues which arise from these activities. 
 Does the church and churchyard reveal any information about 
the past lives of the parishioners (such as the ironwork of a local 
blacksmith)?  
 Does the church and churchyard have a particular atmosphere? 
 Are there any particular areas of the church or churchyard which 




Provide a description of the church fabric and architectural form.  
 Divide the church into areas such as chancel, nave, south aisle, 
tower, porch etc and describe the features (not the fixtures and 
fittings). Include : roof, walls (interior and exterior), windows 
(interior and exterior), ceilings, arcades, arches, floors etc. 
Include : date, style, materials, general condition and any 
significant sensory qualities (such as coloured light through a 
stained glass window or the atmosphere of prayer in a side 
chapel) as part of the description.  
 Describe the plan of the church, how it is lit and heated. 
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Contents Provide a description of the church’s contents.  
 Move through the church from east to west describing all the 
fixtures and fittings. These will typically include : altars, reredos, 
sedilia, aumbry, altar rail, choir stalls, organ, wall monuments and 
tombs, wall paintings and panelling, screens, pulpit, lecterns, 
reading desks, pews, chests, tables, fonts, metalwork, plate, 






Make two copies of a plan of the churchyard and church, using your 
architect’s floor plan as template for the building: 
 On the first plan use colour to indicate the areas of significance 
identified in the previous sections.  
 On the second plan using the same method indicate the areas of 
sensitivity.   
 Both plans should include the areas of archaeological potential, 
indentified in the plan from the first section, as having high 
value.  
 Where the sections suggest different levels of 
significance/sensitivity for the same item use hatching to show 







This section will consider how the church and churchyard can be 
managed in order to maintain and enhance their significance.  
 Extract issues identified in the past and present use section 
regarding the liturgical and non-liturgical use of the church and 
churchyard. 
 List these issues next to the areas of the church or churchyard to 
which they relate.  
 Identify the sensitivity of the areas.  
 Areas or features of low sensitivity should be identified as areas 
to be considered for future change.  
 Revisit the evaluations from previous sections and extract the 
remaining areas, features or fabric identified as having low 
significance.  
 List these as potential areas for enhancement, repair, alteration, 
removal, tidying up etc. as appropriate.  
 Explore future opportunities to extend the economic, 
educational, or recreational use of the church. 
 
Table 22 Outline of the format for the new methodology 
 
8.6.1 New statement of significance - Introduction 
As the statement of significance is to be completed by members of the public it is very 
important that the guidance is clear, explaining what information is required and why. It 
should begin with an introduction including a description of what a statement of 
significance is taken from the Faculty Jurisdiction Rules ‘a document which summarises the 
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historical development of the church and identifies the important features that make major 
contributions to the character of the church’, and a definition of what is meant by the term 
significance taken from the C. of E. guidance for church management plans: ‘Significance 
is the whole set of reasons why people value a major church, whether as a place for 
worship and mission, as an historic building that is part of the national heritage, as a focus 
for the local community, as a familiar landmark or for any other reasons’(appendix 12, 
p.160).  
 
The several roles of the statement of significance should then be explained: to provide the 
parish with an understanding of the history and evolution of their church; a means for 
exploring the strengths and potential that the church holds for worship and mission and a 
tool for managing change by identifying those areas of the building and setting which 
would be sensitive to change and those areas where change would be appropriate (see 
appendix 12, p.160).  
 
The introduction should also suggest the type of information the statement of significance 
could include in its various sections: the historic development of the church including past 
associations; its setting and natural heritage; past and present use; a description of the 
surviving historic fabric; a description of the contents and suggestions for any future 
changes or alterations (appendix 12, p.160). It should also explain that some sections will 
require a degree of evaluation in order to identify areas or features of particular significance 
and sensitivity which would deserve protection and those of low significance or sensitivity 
where change or alteration might be beneficial (appendix 12,pp.160-161).   
 
The introduction should then explain how this evaluation should be made, stressing the 
complexities of this process and the potential requirement for advice from the D.A.C., 
church architect or surveyor, or the C.B.C. The C. of E.’s current terminology for 
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evaluating significance is used, but the definition of moderate significance has been 
rewritten to make it more relevant (appendix 12, p.161).  In addition the category of 
negative significance suggested by the W. and B. methodology has also been included 
(appendix 12, p.161).  
 
Strategies for ascribing these values are then suggested: the three highest values ‘high’, 
‘moderate-high’ and ‘moderate’ will most often be ascribed to those features of the church 
and setting of an early date or great architectural or historic merit; they will generally be the 
features singled out for favourable comment in the listing description and Pevsner 
(appendix 12, p. 161). In order to decide local value the guidance will suggest members of 
the parish visit five or more surrounding churches to identify whether the date, plan, 
materials, decorative features and amount of restoration of their own church is typical of 
the area or unusual. This will then assist them in the ascribing of  ‘moderate’ or ‘low-
moderate’ values. The guidance will suggest ‘Low’ values should be ascribed to those 
features that have been recently installed that have no aesthetic or architectural significance 
and ‘Negative’ value should be ascribed to features which detract from or obscure 
surrounding historic features (appendix 12, p.161).  
 
The guidance will then require the same features to be evaluated to determine their 
‘sensitivity’ noting this assessment may produce different results to the significance 
assessment, reflecting the varying robustness of some features which, whilst of high or 
moderate significance, could accommodate change without compromising their character 
(appendix 12, p.162).  
 
Guidance will also be given on evaluating sensitivity based on the terminology quoted in 
the W. and B. methodology (appendix 12, p.162). Again the guidance will stress the 
difficulty in making this evaluation and suggest advice be sought from the church architect 
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or surveyor, D.A.C. or C.B.C. if necessary.  
 
In the final part of the introduction information should be provided on how to research 
the building.  In addition to the standard information currently suggested by the C. of E. 
each diocese should provide information on local record offices, museums, libraries, study 
centres and historic building websites, in addition to listing entries, county or regional 
books which could be of relevance. The advice should also recommend the Council for 
British Archaeology’s glossary for recording a church750 and the National Association of 
Decorative and Fine Art Societies’ (N.A.D.F.A.S.) guide to church furnishings,751to assist in 
the description and recording of the historic fabric and contents.  
 
Guidance should then be given on the problems and issues the parish may encounter with 
some of the research material. This should refer to the types of problems and make 
suggestions for how they could be overcome (appendix 12, pp. 163-164). For example 
contradictory written evidence and hearsay presented as fact could be definitively proved 
or disproved by primary source material, but if this does not exist the information should 
be presented as uncertain. The guidance should recommend the parish contact their 
architect or surveyor, D.A.C. secretary or historic buildings advisor if major problems are 
encountered in their research or with any other aspect of completing the statement of 
significance.  
8.6.2 New statement of significance - Basic Facts 
The next section ‘Basic Facts’ should follow the existing format from the C. of E. 
methodology (appendix 12, pp.164-165).  
8.6.3 New statement of significance - Historic Development 
After the basic facts have been gathered the parish should then provide a historic 
                                                        
750 Cocke, T., Findlay, D., Halsey, R. and Williamson, E. Recording a church: an illustrated glossary, 3rd Edition, 
York: Council for British Archaeology, 2009. 
751 N.A.D.F.A.S. Inside Churches A Guide to Church Furnishings, 3rd Edition, London: N.A.D.F.A.S., 2001.  
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development of the church (appendix 12, p.165). The analysis of the different 
methodologies showed the usefulness of a detailed historic development in describing the 
evolution of the building, revealing areas of archaeological potential and identifying those 
elements of the fabric which may have been inserted from other buildings.  
 
The guidance will begin by stating the purpose of historic development: to describe the 
history of the church in order to give an understanding of its evolution, how it has changed 
over time and what elements of former phases have been lost or obscured. This should 
include information on any earlier buildings on the site, how the church has changed over 
time and any architects, artists and other craftsmen known to have been involved in its 
development. The various phases of work should be recorded on an historic development 
plan which could be based on the plan drawn by the church architect (with permission) for 
the quinquennial report. This section should also include a plan of the areas of the church 
which might have potential archaeological interest. To complete this section the parish will 
be advised to consult the Historic Environment Record (H.E.R.) and include features of 
the church revealed in the historic development research which are no longer visible.  
 
8.6.4  New statement of significance - Setting of the Church 
In the next section the setting of the church is considered (appendix 12, pp.165-166). The 
section begins by explaining the purpose of the analysis: to understand how the churchyard 
relates to the wider landscape setting and to the church itself, and to identify any elements 
of the churchyard whether natural or built which are of particular importance and worthy 
of protection. The section is divided into two parts with the various different aspects of the 
setting analysed in the first part and an evaluation of the significance and sensitivity of 
these features given in the second.  
8.6.4.1 Part 1 
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The guidance for the first part includes some of the questions from the C. of E. 
methodology from section 1.1 ‘Setting of the church’ and section 1.2 ‘The living 
churchyard’. The decision was made to combine these two sections as they are inter-related 
and treating them as two separate entities risks false distinctions being made. For example, 
rather than considering a tree in terms of its age and habitat potential and then separately 
for its aesthetic/architectural qualities, it makes more sense to consider the overall 
significance of the tree. The language has been simplified to make the requirements less 
ambiguous and the word significance is used simply as a term for defining importance with 
no reference to values. This part also includes the E.H. methodology’s approach to 
considering the wider setting in terms of the siting of the church and in the significance of 
the building in long-range views. 
 
Part 1 begins with a series of questions considering the churchyard from a distance:  ‘is it in 
the heart of the settlement or does it stand on a prominent site? Does the church and its 
setting feature in any major views or vistas within the settlement and its surroundings? Are 
there any significant views looking out from the churchyard?’ The actual nature of the 
churchyard itself is then explored with the following guidance: ‘Describe the plan of the 
churchyard, its paths boundaries, structures, gates, lighting, significant tombs and 
gravestones, including the type of materials used. Are there any archaeological remains? 
Are adjacent buildings similar, complementary or contrasting in age, style, or materials? Is 
the church or churchyard used by protected species or species with Biodiversity Action 
Plans? How good a habitat is the churchyard for flora and fauna? Is there any rare plant life 
or lichen? Are there any ancient, very prominent, rare or unusual trees? How do the trees 
contribute to the setting of the church?’ How well is the churchyard maintained? 
8.6.4.2 Part 2 
The second part is designed to allow the parish to state which elements of the church’s 
setting, whether natural or built, are of particular importance and worthy of protection. 
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They are advised to use the terminology and criteria for rating significance and sensitivity 
included in the introduction. The intention of part 2 is to produce a list of features such as 
views, gates, trees, wildlife, tombs etc. with a rating of their significance and sensitivity. 
This list then provides an indicator of what should be taken into account if development 
were proposed, and also presents potential opportunities for enhancement or alteration. 
For example, a medieval preaching cross in its original location would be rated of high 
significance and sensitivity indicating any proposals for its removal or alteration would be 
inappropriate. By contrast a 20th century shed in poor condition rated of negative 
significance and low sensitivity would present an opportunity to enhance the churchyard by 
its removal. This approach, which is also adopted for the evaluations in the following three 
sections, incorporates the C.C.T. and W. and B. methodology’s identification of features of 
significance and sensitivity, but using the E.H. methodology’s approach of identifying 
strengths and weaknesses, rather than the more complicated ascribing of values (appendix 
12, p. 166).   
8.6.5 New statement of significance - Past and present use of the church 
The next section looks at the historic and present use of the church and churchyard and 
begins by explaining its intention: to understand how the past use of the church and setting 
has impacted on their present form and any issues the building presents for its current use 
(appendix 12, pp. 166-167). This section incorporates elements of section 1.3 ‘Social 
History’ from the C. of E. methodology, which concentrated on past events and 
personalities associated with the church. It also includes elements from the other 
methodologies, the E.H. guidelines for defining significance and the consideration of use 
value discussed in Chapter 3.  
8.6.5.1 Part 1 
This section is divided into two parts: the first describes the uses past and present of the 
building and churchyard and their impact on its fabric; the second part evaluates the 
elements identified as reflecting the uses of the church and churchyard. In part 1 the parish 
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are asked to describe briefly how the church is used for the liturgy, and any issues arising 
from the present layout. The guidance then asks for: a description of any historic liturgical 
practices and uses of the church which can be still read in the surviving fabric; any 
significant events or figures associated with the church such as benefactors, priests, local 
gentry or episodes in church history showing how these affected the choice of 
architect/artist, the incorporation of any monuments in the church or alterations to the 
fabric; information on any past non-liturgical uses of the church and churchyard and any 
associated physical remains; any current non-liturgical uses of the church and churchyard 
and any issues which arise from these activities; any aspects of the church and churchyard 
which reveal information about the past lives of the parishioners; whether the church and 
churchyard have a particular atmosphere; any particular areas of the church or churchyard 
which hold important local associations.      
8.6.5.2 Part 2 
Part 2 is designed to determine which of those elements of the church and churchyard 
which reflect past and present use are of particular significance and worthy of protection, 
and those aspects which might be detrimental to the character of the church and its setting. 
Again the parish are directed to use the terminology and criteria from the introduction to 
rate the significance and sensitivity of these elements. The intention of part 2 is to identify 
the tangible and intangible elements of the church and churchyard which should be 
protected; such as an area of the churchyard which has traditionally been used for the 
Maypole, or a side chapel which has a particularly quiet atmosphere. This section should 
also identify those aspects which are detrimental to the character and inhibit its present use, 
such as poor quality, standard-designed, fixed Victorian pews which prevent the nave being 
used for secular activities.  
 
The next two sections, 6 and 7, will look in detail at the surviving historic fabric 
considering both its material and less tangible qualities. In some respects the format 
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follows the C. of E. methodology considering first the structural elements of the building 
and then its contents. However, the format will incorporate those elements identified as 
missing by the research question ‘Does the report identify the important features that make 
major contributions to the character of the church?’: specifically guidance on evaluation; 
considering the intangible qualities and the question of condition.  
 
8.6.6 New statement of significance - Surviving Historic Fabric 
For the first of the two descriptive sections (the architectural components of the church) 
initial analysis of the C. of E. methodology indicated more detailed results were achieved 
by considering the church by area, rather than historical phase and so this approach was 
adopted for the new format. In addition the section from the E.H. methodology 
‘Architectural Quality and Built Form’ influenced the systematic listing of each element 
within the area (appendix 12, p.168).  
8.6.6.1 Part 1 
The first section ‘Surviving historic fabric’ is divided into two parts: the first describes the 
surviving architectural features; in the second the features are evaluated in terms of their 
significance and sensitivity. The guidance recommends the parish divide the church into 
areas such as chancel, nave, south aisle, tower, porch etc and comprehensively describe the 
features of each. It recommends each description should include information on the date, 
style and materials whilst noting general condition and any significant sensory qualities 
(such as coloured light through a stained glass window or the atmosphere of prayer in a 
side chapel). Finally the plan of the church should be described along with information on 
how it is lit and heated. The guidance suggests the parish refer to the Council for British 
Archaeology’s glossary752 for help with terminology. 
8.6.6.1 Part 2 
In part 2 the architectural components of the church (including its lighting/heating and 
                                                        
752 Cocke, Findlay, Halsey and Williamson, 2009.  
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engineering features) are evaluated in order to determine which elements are of particular 
importance and worthy of protection and those which might detract from the character of 
the building. The parish are directed to use the terminology and criteria from the 
introduction to rate the significance and sensitivity of the features including any sensory 
elements or condition issues. This evaluation will indicate the relative significance of the 
different elements of the fabric in terms of their architectural quality, age, materials and 
condition informed by the sensory contribution they make to the church. It will indicate 
those areas whose significance might be currently compromised, such as a medieval wall 
with poorly designed modern heaters, whilst also identifying those areas of the church 
which, although historically and architecturally significant, are robust and whose 
significance would not be compromised by certain works. For example, the insertion of a 
glass partition onto a robust medieval stone wall (appendix 12, p.169).    
 
8.6.7 New statement of significance - Contents of the Church 
The second of the descriptive sections, Section 7, deals with the contents of the church or 
its fixtures and fittings. The C. of E. methodology suggested a detailed approach to 
describing the church contents which has been adopted for the revised methodology and 
expanded (appendix 12, pp.169-170). Like the previous section concerning the fabric, this 
section is divided into two parts describing the contents and then evaluating them in terms 
of their significance and sensitivity.  
8.6.7.1 Part 1 
In the first part the list of suggested items from the C of E. methodology has been 
lengthened and a more systematic approach to their identification suggested. Guidance is 
given on what aspects of the contents to include in the description: date, style, materials, 
any sensory response (if appropriate), information on whether the feature is in its original 
position (if known) and a comment on condition. It is also recommends noting whether 
the fittings form part of a scheme, such as 18th century pews, pulpit and lectern, as this 
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would add to their significance. The N.A.D.F.A.S. guide to church furnishings is 
recommended for assistance in the correct use of terminology.753     
8.6.7.2 Part 2 
The C. of E. methodology asked for the contents to be rated in terms of their significance, 
but without any guidance as to how this should be achieved. In part 2 the evaluation of the 
contents refers to the advice on evaluation included in the introduction. It also gives 
examples of how this evaluation should be approached such as an 18th century pulpit rated 
of moderate significance and low sensitivity as it had been moved and altered (appendix 12, 
p.170).  
 
In adopting, albeit in a modified form, the C. of E. approach for describing the building 
and contents the issue of the parish making evaluative judgments still remains. It is 
mitigated, however, by the guidance in the introduction, the examples at the end of both 
descriptive sections and the advice to seek help from their architect, surveyor or D.A.C. if 
the parish encounters difficulties in deciding the significance or sensitivity of any of the 
features.  
 
8.6.8 New statement of significance - Summary of Significance and Sensitivity 
The analysis of the different methodologies indicated the importance of summarising the 
significance of a building and its setting for a holistic understanding of all aspects of their 
value. At present the C. of E. methodology makes no provision for such a summary, and as 
a consequence the various elements of significance identified in the different sections 
remain as separate lists of information with no concept of how they might relate to each 
other or inform the future management of the church. The new methodology recommends 
a visual representation of the evaluations formed in the previous sections based on the 
C.C.T. methodology’s significance and sensitivity plans (Figs. 79 and 80 in Chapter 6). The 
                                                        
753 N.A.D.F.A.S., 2001. 
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new methodology recommends the plans should take the form of a drawing of the 
churchyard with the church shown as an approximate floor plan or be based on the 
architect or surveyor’s quinquennial inspection floor plan of the church with the outline of 
the churchyard drawn around it. On the first plan different colours should be used to 
indicate the different values of significance identified in the previous sections and on the 
second plan the different values of sensitivity shown in the same way. Both plans should 
include the areas of potential archaeological interest (indicated in the plan from the first 
section) as having high value. Where the sections suggest conflicting values these should be 
indicated by hatching. Such a conflict could occur, for example, where the section ‘past and 
present use’ indicated a side chapel with a high value of sensitivity due to its sense of quiet, 
whereas the surviving historic fabric and contents sections both indicate low sensitivity as 
the chapel was constructed in the mid- 20th century by an undistinguished architect and 
included no historic fixtures or fittings (appendix 12, p.171).   
 
8.6.9 New statement of significance - Future management: potential for change and 
opportunities 
Finally, the revised methodology will draw together the issues and evaluations identified in 
the report to suggest how the church and churchyard should be managed in order to 
maintain and enhance their significance. This section will draw on the E.H. methodology’s 
‘plan for further action’ which identifies problems, pressures and threats before suggesting 
opportunities for their solution (appendix 8, p.124). It will also adopt the C.C.T. 
methodology’s identification of sensitivity to inform any plans for adaptation or 
development (appendix 7, pp.98-99). Lastly, it will incorporate the consideration of 
economic, educational and recreational values recommended in the W. and B. 
methodology754 as a means for ‘re-establishing the church as part of the community, 
                                                        
754 W. and B., 2008, pp. 65-6.  
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including capturing sources of knowledge which might not exist within the worshipping 
congregation’; one of the stated aims of the C.B.C. for their statements of significance.755  
 
The section begins by asking the parish to extract the issues identified in the section 
regarding the liturgical and non-liturgical use of the church and churchyard and to put 
them in a table. Next to the issue the area of the church or churchyard to which the issue 
relates is listed and then in an adjacent column the sensitivity of that area is shown 
(appendix 12, p.172). Those parts of the church identified as having low sensitivity should 
then be considered as possible candidates for change, areas of moderate sensitivity change 
should only be considered under very specific circumstances, and those areas of high 
sensitivity should be considered as inappropriate for change. For example, book rests on 
pews identified as having low sensitivity could be considered for alteration, whilst change 
would be inappropriate for a medieval screen which, although it obscures the view of the 
high altar, was identified as having high sensitivity. 
 
Once the identified issues have been addressed the parish are asked to revisit those 
remaining areas of the church and churchyard identified in previous sections as having low 
significance. These areas should be listed as potential areas for enhancement, repair, 
alteration, removal, tidying up etc. as appropriate (appendix 12, p.172). For example the 
demolition of a shed which has become dilapidated, the expert removal of inappropriate 
20th century paintwork from arcade capitals or the more appropriate siting of unsightly 
public address speakers in a less sensitive location etc.  
 
The new methodology ends by exploring any future opportunities to extend the economic, 
educational, or recreational use of the church (appendix 12, p.172). It recommends the 
parish base any suggestions for potential extended use on the research they have already 
                                                        
755 Elders and Johncock, 2013, Appendix 11, p. 173. 
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carried out. For example, any area of the church’s history that is at present unclear could 
prompt a collaboration with local history groups or genealogists to carry out further 
research, local schools could become involved in a project to record the inscriptions on the 
gravestones which could assist in their understanding of local history, and the assistance of 
N.A.D.F.A.S. could be sought to carry out a detailed survey of the church’s contents.  
 
8.7 Issues not addressed by the new methodology 
 
 As explained earlier, the C. of E. methodology used for this study has been recently 
superseded by a new shortened and simplified version produced by the C.B.C. in January 
2014 in response to public feedback.756The new version includes three sections: a brief 
history and description of the church, its contents, churchyard and setting; an assessment 
of the church building, contents and churchyard’s significance in terms of their 
architectural and historical interest and their artistic or archaeological interest; and an 
assessment of the impact of the proposed changes on that significance. In the new version, 
the issue of requiring lay people to carry out evaluative assessments without detailed 
guidance still remains and the new format, having lost the sections on ‘social history’ and 
‘significance for mission’, has moved even further away from linking the use of the building 
to a strategy for its future management. The January 2014 document is closer in intention 
to an impact assessment than an assessment of significance.  
 
As the January 2014 document has not addressed many of the issues raised in this study 
and a version of the 2011 guidance is still used by the C. of E. for churches where ‘major 
complex projects’ are proposed,757 the recommendations made for a revised methodology 
still apply in terms of both theory and practice. 
                                                        
756 Churchcare. ‘Statements of Significance and Need’ [Online] 





An issue not raised by this study, but one with which English Heritage are particularly 
concerned, is the question of when statements of significance should be written.758At present 
they are only prepared when parishes are applying for a faculty and so inevitably there is a risk 
they are influenced by what the parish wish to do. If a scheme were proposed for the removal 
of pews it would require a very disciplined parish not to underplay the significance of the pews 
in question. The C. of E. share some of E. H.’s concerns, which they hope will be addressed by 
the creation of an H.E.R., for which they have recently received funding from E.H. As parishes 
produce statements of significance the C.B.C. intend to capture the information provided 
within the newly created H.E.R. which will then form a baseline resource for further 
research.759 However, an H.E.R. and the type of information requested by the new format for 
the statements of significance will result in a database of information about the physical nature 
of the building and its setting rather than an assessment of all its values including the intangible 
ones.  
 
If parishes were encouraged to write assessments of significance regardless of whether they 
intended to alter the fabric (in the same way that conservation area appraisals are currently 
written, separately from any planning issues) this would produce unbiased documents and also 
allow plans for the future to be informed by the identified character of the building and its 
setting.  
 
Having formulated a new methodology the next step would be to test it by asking a 
number of different parishes to complete the new statement of significance and to 
compare the results. To analyse this comparison effectively (including problems with 
understanding and delivery) would require specialist knowledge on public engagement and 
might be more successfully conducted with input from sociologists. It is therefore felt this 
                                                        
758 Evans, D, 2013, Appendix 1, p. 7. 
759 Elders and Johncock, 2013, Appendix 11, p. 172. 
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next stage of analysis lies beyond the scope of this research project.   
 
8.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter a new methodology was compiled for writing a statement of significance 
which sought to rectify the omissions and weaknesses in delivery present in the current C. 














The C. of E. are the guardians of one of the most significant portfolios of historic 
buildings in the U.K.; of their 16,000 church buildings, 12,000 are listed and half of these 
are grade II* or grade I.760 They are not only faced with managing a considerable number 
of listed buildings with the attendant concerns of maintenance and statutory protection, 
but with ensuring these buildings (some of which can be up to 1,000 years old) continue to 
provide an environment sympathetic to the requirements of the worshipping congregation; 
in this respect the issue of C. of E. historic churches represents a considerable conservation 
challenge.   
 
Developments in conservation philosophy over recent years have been of particular 
relevance for historic churches; the concept of preservation with its related assumption that 
                                                        
760 Cooper, T. How do we keep our Parish Churches? London: The Ecclesiological Society, 2004, p. 16.   
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a building’s stylistic development has a finite moment after which modern intervention 
should take place only in the form of like-for-like repair no longer represents the normative 
position. The paradigm shift towards valuing buildings subjectively as representations of 
human experience rather than objectively as items of innate worth is especially helpful 
when considering historic churches. The practice of understanding the significance of a 
building through identifying the values it holds includes the consideration of the use of a 
building not only historically, but also in contemporary life. This broadening in 
understanding of a building’s significance allows for the appreciation of its former roles, 
whilst acknowledging the physical representation of these past stories is only part of a 
continuum whose further development should be acknowledged and facilitated.  
  
Contemporary modern conservation philosophy, therefore, has developed a system 
whereby historic buildings can be appraised in such a way that their historic integrity is 
maintained without preventing their future development. By following the E.H. Conservation 
Principles the evidential, historical and aesthetic value of churches could be explored whilst 
at the same time considering the significance of the church in terms of its past and present 
use. Any future development of the church would take place without these values being 
compromised and ideally allow for them to be enhanced.  
 
Values-based conservation, however, is largely dependent on a professional knowledge of 
building conservation. The requirement for professional assessments of significance is 
strongly resisted by the C. of E. on economic and pastoral grounds. This stance has 
resulted in the C. of E. creating its own methodology for the assessment of significance for 
its historic churches. However, despite rejecting the system of identifying significance 
through the consideration of values there are still aspects of the C. of E. methodology 
which demand professional levels of judgement from the general public; specifically the 
comparative evaluation of the historic fabric.  
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By adopting a more traditional approach to appraising a building, mainly based on 
consideration of its physical characteristics, the C. of E. methodology makes no provision 
for the assessment of its intangible qualities; one of the key advantages of the values-based 
methodologies. This is of particular concern in the case of historic churches whose 
numinous atmosphere and symbolic qualities single them out as unique amongst other 
historic building types.  
 
The C. of E.’s approach to public involvement accords with the objectives of the previous 
and current Governments. In addition, it represents a far more democratic approach to 
historic building appraisal than the that currently followed by the secular heritage world, 
avoiding the tendency, identified by Critical Heritage Studies, of the A.H.D. which ‘may 
work to exclude the historical, cultural and social experiences of a range of groups….to 
constrain and limit their critique….. by privileging the expert and their values over those of 
the non-expert’.761 The challenge then was to create a methodology for assessing the 
significance of historic churches which allows for the identification of all their qualities to 
inform their future management and development, whilst at the same time offering a clear 
and systematic approach which could be followed by non-professionals.  
 
By comparing the C. of E. methodology with three other methodologies for assessing 
significance its weaknesses in terms of content and deliverability were identified along with 
strengths from the other approaches. A new methodology was then created based upon 
these findings aimed at enabling a wide audience to complete the assessment successfully 
through: clearly stating the purpose of the document; advising how to undertake research; 
highlighting potential pitfalls and using transparent and unambiguous language. Whilst 
acknowledging a lay audience might not be comfortable using values to identify and 
                                                        
761 Smith, L. Uses of Heritage, London: Routledge, 2006, p. 30  
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evaluate significance, the new methodology presented an alternative approach based on the 
identification of character which could then be evaluated to indicate significance and 
sensitivity. This approach allows for the intangible aspects of the church’s character, the 
significance of its former and present use, its immediate and wider setting, along with the 
more traditional aspects of historic building appraisal such as architectural merit and 
historic importance to be taken into consideration in a more accessible form than the E.H. 
professionally-orientated method outlined in Conservation Principles.  
 
Consequently, the new methodology allows the users of the church to make decisions 
about the future of their building based on a thorough understanding of its significance. 
The approach allows the church and its surroundings to suggest ways in which it could be 
enhanced and adapted, whilst also indicating those elements of such high significance and 
sensitivity that any change would be inappropriate.  
 
Although developed for determining the significance of historic churches the new 
methodology could easily be transferrable to other historic building types: the 
consideration of past and present use applies equally to buildings whose function has 
changed over time and although many historic buildings do not retain their original 
furnishings the section on contents could apply to any surviving historic fixtures and 
fittings.    
 
The new methodology appears lengthier than the current C. of E. guidance, but this is 
mainly due to the amount of preliminary advice and guidance; in terms of sections to be 
completed, there is only one element additional to the C. of E. format. The thoroughness 
of the document is justified by the merit of so many church buildings but, as with the 
requirement for assessing the significance of listed buildings in the secular world, the 
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amount of detail required should be ‘proportionate to the relative importance of the 
asset’.762 
 
Ideally, all churches would have a statement of significance in the same way they have a 
quinquennial inspection report. The two reports could be combined into one document; 
this would prompt a revisiting of the statement every five years allowing for it to be 
updated to reflect any alterations to the fabric, any additional information about the church 
which may have been uncovered in the intervening years and any change in approach 
amongst the congregation. By aligning the statement of significance with the condition 
survey, rather than with a faculty application, any tendency towards weighting the 
document in favour of proposed works would be removed.  
 
One of the findings of this study has been the key role played by the general public both 
historically and in the contemporary world in the development, upkeep and maintenance of 
church buildings. Churches are truly democratic, community buildings and the revised 
statement of significance recognises this both in the accessibility of its approach and in its 
acknowledgement that past and present use contribute to the building’s significance. This 
recognition could help inform the wider community that churches are not simply works of 
historic architecture to be visited passively in the same way as a National Trust stately 
home (although their architectural merit is of course part of their significance as the new 
statement of significance shows).  In considering past and present use the whole 
community could be encouraged to engage with their local church which would lead to a 
greater sense of community ownership. This in turn could encourage wider use of the 
church with potential economic benefits for the building.   
 
                                                        
762 Department for Communities and Local Government, Department for Culture Media and Sport and 
English Heritage, ‘ PPS5: Planning for the Historic Environment: Historic Environment Planning Practice 
Guide’ [Online] http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/pps-practice-guide/pps5practiceguide.pdf 
[12th October 2013] p.8.  
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By effectively assessing the significance of the church by the method proposed in this 
thesis the material, cultural, spiritual and social value of the building would be better 
appreciated and as a consequence better maintained; in this way the requirements of both 
the conservation world and the C. of E. could be met. The new methodology meets the 
aims of the virtuous circle described by E.H.’s Chief Executive, Simon Thurley: ‘If people 
understand their building, they will value it; by valuing it they will want to look after it; in 
caring for it, they will help others to enjoy it. From enjoyment of the historic environment 
comes a greater thirst to understand it and the circle begins again’,763 and allows for the 
vision of the Bishop of London, Chairman of the Church of England Cathedral and 
Church Buildings Division and the Church Heritage Forum: ‘It is vital that we both value 
the huge achievements of previous generations, celebrate the work of countless volunteers 
and in contemporary circumstances look at how we can make common cause with other 
stakeholders potential or actual in securing the future of such an important community 
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Meeting between Bridget Gillard and Diana Evans, Head of Places of Worship, 
English Heritage, on Monday 18th November 2013 at 2 p.m. 
 
BG – My first, question is ‘did English Heritage have any input in the formulation of the 
Church of England’s Conservation Principles?’ 
DE – Not that I’m aware of, that doesn’t mean nobody was asked, but I don’t know who it 
was. 
BG – I don’t know whether the Church of England’s Conservation Principles were written 
before English Heritage’s?  
DE – Or whether they have been re-written quite recently because the website has been 
changed in the last two or three years. So it might be this is fresh material. 
BG – So second question ‘did English Heritage have any input into the Church of England 
guidance for writing Statements of Significance’? 
DE – Well that is also interesting in that when it was first mooted I think there was some 
discussion, but certainly not for the May 2013 edition. 
BG -  Were the Church of England consulted when English Heritage wrote their 
Conservation Principles, Policy and Guidance? 
DE – Yes I am happy to report this is our list of consultees when we wrote Conservation 
Principles and you can see from that we talked to the Baptist Union, the Church 
Commissioners, the Church Heritage Forum, [something indistinct], Council for the Care 
of Churches (which is the C.B.C.’s predecessor), the Methodist Church, the Muslim 
Council  of Britain, the Roman Catholic Church, the United Reformed Church and also the 
Church of England and the Churches Conservation Trust separately. I suspect though 
what we did was consult through the Church Commissioners… no we did do the CCC as 
well, now the C.B.C. 
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BG – So they were aware when you were writing Conservation Principles of the form it would 
take. 
DE – I am told it was a two-stage consultation and so they were consulted on the first 
draft and the redraft each for the twelve weeks it was in the public domain. We also sent 
out 500 plus hard copies to various organisations, because we were aware that some sectors 
do not use the internet, so we did what we could. And I think it’s fair to say that probably 
our tendency is to over rather than under-consult. 
BG – And to some extent when you were writing the Principles, although it was a positive 
thing to have so much input it must have been a difficulty to try and then assimilate it. 
DE – Absolutely to try and include the nuances. When Conservation Principles were drafted in 
the end it was one person who was doing it, Paul Drury. At the time I’m not sure if he was 
employed by English Heritage, he may have been a consultant, so it was a real effort to get 
everything pulled together impartially. 
BG – I have read them a lot, as a work on their own and also I have used the Churches 
Conservation Trust method for writing Assessments of Significance which pretty much is 
based on the Principles. 
DE – It’s quite close I think. 
BG – And it’s interesting to me, looking at it when it is so close to the English Heritage 
approach it shows how different the Church of England approach is. Although they say 
they are looking at significance, they are not really doing it by identifying values. 
DE – No it’s a different sort of approach. 
BG – Whereas all the other current ways to identify significance do seem to be similar. 
DE – Indeed and that’s important because it does give people the chance to say ‘that may 
look like a 19th century pitch pine bench to you, but actually it’s really important to us, 
because it’s the last memory we’ve got of the memorial hall that was burnt down in 1972’. 
So actually that bench is really significant although it’s not significant in the same way as 
those medieval poppy heads in the chancel and it’s those sorts of nuances, like  ‘you can’t 
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move that pew because it’s where Farmer Joe sits and so did his father and grandfather 
before him’. And those are the sorts of things you cannot get from academic research 
alone. 
BG – And I think it’s interesting because going through the Church of England guidance, 
they directly ask a question about the fabric, asking the significance of either the period or 
the area and then you move onto the interior fixtures and fittings and at that point there is 
no reference to the communal significance. That’s in a different section and it is not related 
back to the fabric, which links back to what you have just said ‘that particular pew was paid 
for by a local farmer’ and therefore locally they have a significance… 
DE – Touch them at your peril! 
BG – Even though historically and aesthetically they have no significance. 
DE – And that’s important because when someone swans in from the H.L.F., or English 
Heritage or an amenity society on a site visit you will get people saying ‘well have you 
thought about taking down those doors and putting disabled access there’ and yes of 
course they have thought of it but they have also thought they would rather move the 
medieval screen, because they don’t know the person who paid for it, and they don’t think 
about it in the same way as they do about those doors. And those values are really 
important. That’s not to say that the architectural, historical and aesthetic values aren’t 
important too, but they do need to be part of a package. 
BG – So where I think the Church of England method at the moment could be improved 
is if that communal side of it is brought into each section, rather than being put into a 
separate section. In my case study research I put the questions to the congregation from 
the guidance on social history and significance for mission and the answers were too vague, 
because the guidelines only ask them to think about the church in general. But I am sure if 
they were given more guidance to take that a bit further and asked what particular elements 
of the building held significance you would get more specific answers and you would get 
that value attached to the fabric. 
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DE – Absolutely. Just changing the question from ‘why is this significant’ and ‘why do you 
value this’ to ‘what is it that matters to you’ – just putting it into plain English. 
BG – I think they use the word value and I think it’s difficult. 
DE – For most people value is economic. So if you say ‘what value do these pews have’ we 
could get ‘£200 from the local pub’. 
BG – I think there is a big difficulty not saying what you mean by significance and not 
saying what you mean by value. I think it would be better if they were identified. No-one 
can tell you the communal value apart from the congregation. 
DE – And that’s bound to be a good thing in some cases and a bad thing in others from a 
conservation point of view. Because value will be highlighted that on other scales of value 
does not have significance – it then has to be a negotiation.  
BG – Yes, you are doing the process under the understanding there will be conflicting 
values and then you need to make a judgement on which value will take precedence. 
DE – Yes and the new planning legislation is quite interesting because that is very clear in 
the way you balance absolute significance with public benefit. It’s just the same problems 
as with any other building. 
BG - Does English Heritage have a view on the Church of England having lay people write 
statements of significance? 
DE – Yes. I think we feel they are an important part of the engagement of the 
congregation and the local, wider community. Which is important because as soon as 
English Heritage and the amenity societies and the D.A.C. are involved, if you like the 
national community is being brought in and so it really does matter that the local people 
have the opportunity to a. enjoy and understand what they have got and b. to hold their 
own as it were against the conservation professionals so that there really can be a dialogue. 
It doesn’t waive away the tensions that go with these things, but it does help people to start 
thinking about it. 
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BG – Yes and it puts the congregation at an advantage, because they have by this process 
become informed, whereas if they hadn’t carried the statements out themselves they might 
only on one level know what was important about their church, whereas this allows them 
to even out the relationship. 
DE – And I think the other thing is it can actually make them enjoy things that are very 
familiar, but previously they took for granted. One of the big issues, particularly now so 
many people are not regular worshippers is that congregations who are doing heroic jobs 
keeping these buildings going, sometimes forget that the people who don’t worship there 
regularly and therefore don’t appreciate that you need a large space for your worship plans 
and the children’s messy area, those people expect to be able to come to church on 
Christmas Eve and sit in rows, and look towards the front and enjoy the candles. And so in 
a sense the local tensions are increasing because of fairly fixed expectations on the part of 
the wider community at a time when worshipping congregations are becoming much more 
radical in what they want to do with the building worship-wise. And that’s before you take 
into account that they want the national ping-pong competition or the local youth 
orchestras 24 hour marathon and those sorts of uses. Even liturgical pressures are sharper 
now than they perhaps used to be. 
BG – And as a consequence the more important the intrinsic understanding of the 
building. 
DE – Absolutely, and it doesn’t necessarily mean they can’t make a corner for the messy 
children, but it does mean they need to think carefully about the kind of local support or 
objections they will receive and that can have a big impact both on their process for getting 
permissions and indeed on fund raising. So in terms of non-professionals doing statements 
of significance if they get enough people to help, then it’s an entirely positive thing. 
Whether that support comes in the form of good guidance, in written form or online, or 
from a professional who will steer them in the right direction and some people do have 
inspecting architects who will say, I will do the summary of the history of the building, but 
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you go and find out about the significant people, look at the war memorials, find out who 
the squire is, do that side of it. 
BG – It seems to me that, even as far as researching the history of buildings is concerned, 
there is such a large number of people who are interested in doing that kind of research, 
they have done their own genealogy, so they are used to going to record offices and 
thinking in a historical progression-sort of way and so finding people who would wish to 
do this sort of work and can actually do it perfectly thoroughly I don’t think is a problem. 
And I think it’s a good thing, as you say getting people who are connected to the building 
involved in that process. You can know the historic development of the building, which I 
personally think is very important, but to know you have got all this fabric – you’ve got a 
14th century screen, 15th century pews and a Victorian pulpit to then have to say which is 
more significant, which has the higher significance – I think that is very difficult. You could 
have an Arts and Crafts screen which is obviously late, but perhaps by a famous architect 
and so is of high significance.  
DE – Or it maybe by the estate carpenter and not the world’s best example, but be really, 
really important to that community. 
BG – I think that all requires a much higher level of sophistication of knowledge, to be 
able to make value judgements as opposed to a description or a chronology. 
DE – I think one of the unfortunate things is that we think of the statement of significance 
as all facts. A great deal of it is about telling the building’s story and is therefore in a sense 
assembling the information to create a narrative, rather than putting together the evidence 
to create a case. And the statement of significance should therefore be telling the story and 
then there should ideally be a focus on the bits of the building which will be affected by the 
specific proposals. And some kind of evaluation of the options available and how they will 
impact on the building’s story. And so that by the time it comes to English Heritage or the 
amenity societies or the D.A.C., there should be something that everybody has signed up to 
that gives the building’s story, includes a lot of information and a reflection upon what the 
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options are to meet what’s in the statement of needs and the pros and cons of each, in 
terms of what the next generation will say as the story continues. I have seen too many 
statements of significance which are in themselves a political tool to demonstrate how we 
must do this particular thing and in some respects are more a statement of needs than a 
statement of significance. 
BG – They are driven by what they want to do. 
DE – I have read statements of significance which are a verbatim copy of a letter from the 
local health and safety inspector who was brought in to say all the pews should be 
removed, because there was a pew platform that people could trip over. That manipulation 
of information does exist. Jude Johncock will be able to give you much more information 
on the thinking behind the two documents, but the Duffield Judgement was the Dean of 
the Arches making it very clear that the statement of need should address and explain the 
justification of need, in terms of public benefit, of any changes. And so if there was damage 
to the public benefit of the historic building, then the changes had to have other public 
benefits that outweighed that. It will be interesting to see what Jude has to say about that as 
we were involved in discussing this together about five or six years ago. 
BG - Are English Heritage involved in any projects where the general public are involved 
in writing statements of significance? 
DE – Well I think that’s true in so far as lots of casework for secular planning consent 
need those statements. Yes we are certainly involved in lots of projects. 
BG – And is it something English Heritage welcome – greater public involvement in 
assessing significance? 
DE – Well of course when you are talking about privately owned buildings it depends on 
what your owner thinks it’s worth putting effort and time into and I think for lots of 
people it’s seen as a hurdle to jump over. It will be interesting to see the new grants for the 
repair of places of worship, which is now exclusively funded by the H.L.F., whether this 
has any impact. Part of the H.L.F. ethos is that there should be some proportionate 
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attention to improving public benefit and/or access when they give grant aid and whilst 
these conditions are not onerous on places of worship, they are saying even if you only 
write a piece of A4 as a handout, because you only have two people in the congregation 
and you’ve just had the roof done, even in that situation, the public is going to need to 
demonstrate that in some way they have made the significance of the building more 
accessible to people and all those grants of course come with the requirement that the 
building is open for a certain amount of time, so that people can walk in. But the repair 
grant also requires for up to 15% of the value to be for small-scale development like a loo, 
kitchen, ramps, or better lighting and of course where there is that element of change that 
also will add to its accessibility. So in order to make those changes they need more of a 
statement of significance so that they can make a better case for change. And I am 
wondering whether people will realise that doing a statement of significance will be a good 
way of assembling even the most basic ‘ten things to see in our church’ sort of handout. It 
will help them to look at it from the perspective of someone who has never seen it before, 
rather than from people who have been going there for generations. 
BG – On the subject of getting people to see their church for what it really is – when I was 
looking at my study church, not according to the Church of England method, but 
according to Worthing and Bond’s book Managing Built Heritage, one of their ways of 
defining values was to compare the building with like buildings in the area. So I looked at 
the nine surrounding churches and I already knew as a grade I listed building it was 
interesting and unusual in so far as it didn’t have much Victorian intervention, so I knew 
that academically, but it wasn’t until I looked at the surrounding churches that the full 
impact of this lack of intervention really came home to me. There was one particular 
church that had the same repairing architect in the Victorian period as my study church, 
but my church was obviously quite poor and the tower was in a very poor condition so all 
their funds went towards the consolidation of the tower and very little was left over. 
Whereas the other church which did not have the structural problems and seems to have 
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had a very wealthy congregation, was so comprehensively altered by the same architect.  
And to me it wasn’t until I had done that journey and seen all those other churches that I 
fully realised this impact – and I feel it is such an instructive thing to do for a congregation. 
I know many of them will be in a team and probably do know two or three others.. 
DE – But they wont have looked at them. 
BG – It can also be instructive to see what modern works have taken place and how 
successful they have or haven’t been. 
DE – It’s interesting you should say that because when the Church Buildings Council is  
looking at buildings which may be considered for closure part of the process is to go and 
look at three or four of the nearest buildings. 
BG – And yet there’s no requirement to do it as part of the statement of significance.. 
DE – Sometimes that will reveal that the three nearest buildings are of a lower grade, in 
better condition, have flat access or are in a field – things like that which can have an 
impact on the decision whether the building under consideration is the best one to close. 
Ask Jude if she will show you a recent Pastoral Measure report. 
BG – I think most lay people understand the significance of the English Heritage grading 
system, but sometimes I think you need to reinforce it with your own experience, if you 
can actually see why your building in comparison to others has been given the grade it has. 
The church I was looking at has medieval bench ends on probably 17th century pews, but 
they were all lifted at one point because the wooden platform underneath them is 
Victorian, so they have been taken apart and reassembled but they are essentially historic. 
DE – And that really matters if there is then a scheme to move them. 
BG – Well they have moved a few, but if they went to look at all the churches in the area 
where most of them are Victorian and there are only one or two medieval bench ends, it 
would reinforce the message that this is something unusual and as a consequence you 
shouldn’t be looking to this part of your church as an area for change. I think it is an easier 
way to understand it than being flatly told this is this. 
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DE – Absolutely and it also engenders local pride. 
BG – And I think it’s an interesting point made by Worthing and Bond, they talk about 
sustainability, in terms of keeping the history sustainable. So you have a responsibility to 
those who went before, for now and for those going forward. Should it be that on your 
watch as it were, due to lack of understanding of significance, that something goes? 
DE – And that is exactly the phrase we hear so often when you talk to these people who 
have done fantastic schemes for these buildings which were going to fall down and the 
thing they say is ‘I couldn’t let it close on my watch’ and they feel the responsibility for it, 
tough as it is to actually do something, it’s actually worse to see it go. 
BG – I think we do have a problem with perception. Because we are so used to the idea of 
there being historic churches, most places that you go to the church will be an historic 
building, and you go inside and expect to see historic fixtures and fittings. I think if you 
were looking at them in a secular building we would be valuing them much more highly 
and just because most villages do have a church of significance it doesn’t mean it should be 
undervalued. 
DE – If you went inside Blenheim Palace and saw a wall that was green with mould you 
would be deeply and profoundly shocked. If you went into a nearby church and saw the 
same thing you would think ‘oh it’s just an old church’. There’s a completely different 
expectation of repair. I saw a building in Durham earlier this year and the baptistery wall 
had the finest fernery I have seen outside of Kew Gardens. When I commented in this vein 
the response was ‘well, that’s true’. The answer can then be ‘well let’s close it’. 
BG - Other than for churches which have received grant aid, are English Heritage 
frequently involved in faculty decisions? If so do they have any general points to make 
about the usefulness of the statements of significance currently written by the parishes? 
DE – We are frequently consulted both pre-application for general guidance on the 
removal of monuments or pews, that sort of thing and we should also be consulted 
formally once the final application has been submitted, because what they often end up 
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doing is not what they talked about two years ago. So we should be involved both in pre-
application consultation and at the point where they are applying for a faculty. All too often 
people say ‘we talked to English Heritage’ and forget that was six versions ago in 2001 and 
then they get upset saying we always comment at the last minute. So were are involved a lot 
and I can tell you that the average consultations we have for ecclesiastical exemption cases 
(not including those denominations which go through the secular system) is 792 per year. 
BG – Do you think there are some that you are not seeing? 
DE – Yes. There’s bound to be some variation between dioceses and denominations, but 
that’s what we do see.  
BG – Are there any obvious patterns of mistakes that occur in understanding significance? 
DE – I suspect that’s something local teams are aware of more than us. Occasionally I will 
get a call from a local team to say a particular registrar has failed to consult them at the 
application phase on four different proposals, all of which involved the removal of pews or 
the moving of fonts or something. But by and large I would not hear about it. In fact you 
can’t quantify what you don’t know. In terms of statements of significance and the 
usefulness of them, it varies enormously just as it does with secular proposals. But I think 
there’s a real hunger there for getting it better. 
BG – So with the statements of significance as they stand, even though they have been 
revised, they were formulated before English Heritage produced their Conservation Principles 
and so you can see why the identified English Heritage values aren’t being used. We‘ve 
talked about the problems of the communal values not being linked to the fabric, but also 
in the English Heritage guidance as it stands the idea of evidential value is only really 
explored in terms of – ‘are there any known archaeological remains in the churchyard?’ It 
doesn’t even begin to talk about the archaeological potential in the church itself – the study 
church I looked at when the pews were removed and the floors re-laid at the beginning of 
the 20th century, when they were doing that work they discovered underneath the floor a 
wall about 3 feet in that was probably the wall of a Norman or an Anglo Saxon church and 
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it was written about, and the year recorded when it was found, 1905, and then it was all 
covered up again, but we know where it is and actually that area of the church should be 
identified as one of very high evidential value, but there is no place at the moment to 
record this. 
DE – And there should be the question ‘have you looked at the historic environment 
records to ascertain whether there has been any archaeological work or finds?’ 
BG – This information was in the parish magazine, they have all their magazines which is 
an incredible resource, but it’s not in the historic environment record. So the local people 
hold this information. The church has two internal photographs one from 1880 and one 
from 1910 and you can see the changes in the internal layout. 
DE – And in a sense that’s almost all you need to say what the significance of those 
alterations was. It’s vey clear and accessible. 
BG – I think in many respects it’s right that the church should have their records and be 
the ones, primarily who are consulting them and as you say it’s all about getting as rich a 
story with as much detail as possible. 
DE – Including the quirky bits. I know I went through some church records once and they 
had all the parish magazines from the Second World War and that was extraordinary 
because it was all the stories of the boys who were away and all about the changes in the 
service times so that people could get to the cinemas. 
BG – The importance of local stories. When I was talking to the churchwardens there were 
one or two things, like an alabaster panel that had been behind the altar and was now at the 
back of the church, there were apparently two at one point, but one was stolen. Now there 
is no record of that it’s complete word of mouth and also the suggestion the font has 
moved and again there is no record, but if people are saying that it could be the case and 
these stories should be recorded in the historical development, with obviously a caveat that 
there is no recorded evidence.  
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DE – And its really important because when there’s a scheme to put in under-floor heating 
with a ground source heat pump you can look to the information that shows that area had 
a Saxon wall and logically the font might have been here or there and that information 
really matters. 
BG – It goes back to the idea of managing change and you can only really successfully 
manage change when you know what the past changes have been. 
DE – I think that’s one of the things we need to preface statements of significance with. 
This is not so much about history but how you manage your process and the future, so that 
we can see what can be done. 
BG – Use the building itself to tell you what the next chapter should be. 
DE – Look at it constructively which is very important. 
BG – Another thing, when I was writing the historic development I highlighted all those 
features which still exist. It’s a small thing to do, but it concentrates the mind on what has 
gone which is important for evidential significance, and what’s still there. 
DE – Now you sent me another question. 
BG – Yes, ‘Do English Heritage now include a statement of significance as part of the list 
description for newly listed buildings?' 
DE – Yes. They are not statements of significance as such. What they importantly say is 
what is not significant. So they will say ‘the vestry was added in 1938, and is not part of the 
reason for making it grade I’.  
BG – So not part of the designation process? 
DE - I can’t remember the exact formula, but new list descriptions will do that and 
similarly regarding curtilage buildings it might say ‘the 1820s Glebe Cottage is separately 
listed as part of the setting of the church’ or something like that. I think that will be really 
helpful. 
BG – This won’t be post applied to existing descriptions? 
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DE – No because we just don’t have the resources. It will also help people who are buying 
buildings to convert them to other uses to know what part they can most alter, for example 
the Victorian vestry might be suitable for the kitchen rather than the chancel. So in that 
sense they will be far more constructive. 
BG – One of the other ways I looked at my church was to use English Heritage’s guidance 
on how to write a conservation area appraisal and one of the things that really does do is to 
focus on what is detrimental to the character and although it seems a negative thing to do, 
as we are saying, it can suggest where opportunities lie. 
DE – Yes, for instance the 1980s sound system with massive speakers does not enhance 
the character and the wiring is an eyesore – this could prompt the installation of a new 
system. 
BG – Or inappropriate modern paint schemes with plastic paint -  I think there is no harm 
in saying that does not contribute to the historic character. 
DE – Or a baptistery painted in 1989 under an unemployed youth training scheme in 
Crown emulsion which is now peeling off and detracts from the interior and the building’s 
ability to breathe. It would be very helpful to identify this and it’s something to be 
encouraged. Similarly buildings acquire things like the swirly orange carpet in front of the 
altar which was a gift in 1978 and is of no significance. 
BG – I found looking at the surrounding churches understanding the more intangible 
aspects of the character. One of the churches I was looking at I feel how the church is at 
the moment, because its liturgy has changed from being a significant high church to being a 
low church, in its present formation the chancel has ceased to be of importance and isn’t 
used as such but now has sofas behind the medieval screen, and so that part of the history 
of the church is currently hard to read. And the trouble is at present it is impossible to 
appreciate the significance of the chancel. 
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DE – And the trouble is – and this comes back to the question ‘do you get lay people to 
write it’ because you will get the response the chancel is of no significance, because they 
will write what their own perception is. 
BG – But if you have defined what significance is which includes historical significance and 
the history of the liturgy, and although at present it is a low church, it was a high church 
and that story should be able to be read. 
DE – It should be absolutely legible. 
BG – And at present it isn’t and to me that illustrates that the present system isn’t working. 
DE – But even if it isn’t right now, if the mood changes the sofas could be moved out and 
its status could be reinstated. 
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Appendix 4  
 
Email correspondence with Neil Rushton, Conservation 
Projects Manager, Churches Conservation Trust 
 
From: Bridget Gillard  
Date: 8 November 2012 14:18:58 GMT 
To: Neil Rushton  













This is correct -- we will produce an AoS as a first stage of the consultation 
process whenever there is a possibility of a church being adapted for new uses. 
Basically, if a scheme requires alteration, removal or addition to the historic 
fabric of the church we will generate an AoS. 
 







Neil Rushton PhD (Cantab) MiFA FSA FRHistS 





The Churches Conservation Trust 
http://www.visitchurches.org.uk 
 
1 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9EE 











From: Bridget Gillard  
Sent: 31 October 2012 15:22 
To: Neil Rushton 




A while ago you very kindly sent me a copy of the C.C.T.'s Assessment of 
Significance for St. Andrew's Old Church, Kingsbury as it was of relevance to 
the PhD I was writing. I have decided to use the C.C.T.'s approach to assessing 
significance as part of my methodology and was wondering whether you could 
give me some background information. At this stage I was wanting to know 
when the C.C.T. would produce these assessments. Do you carry them out 
when a church is vested or if proposed works are required? 
 




































English Heritage criteria for defining significance  
 
 
Extract from Section 7.6 Defining Significance from Clark, K, Informed 
Conservation, London, English Heritage, 2001, pp. 96-97 
 
Statements of Significance should try to  
 place the site in its wider academic or scientific context – whether historical, 
architectural, social, anthropological, ecological or technical context 
 assess its importance in local, regional and national terms 
 assess the various phases of alteration to the site and their significance 
 identify any amenity or social values associated with the site, whether it be 
community, aesthetic, spiritual or created through pubic use or benefit  
 
The Chapter ‘Assessing Heritage Significance’ from Conservation 




Section 3 from Summary of Selection Criteria from Places of Worship 
Selection Guide, London English Heritage pp. 3-4  
 
The following factors should always be considered as part of the assessment for 
designation.  
•  Special interest in design and craftsmanship  
•  High quality of architectural or artistic embellishment  
 •  Association with a nationally significant architect, designer or artist  
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•  Completeness of an architectural/decorative ensemble  
•  Association with a nationally significant patron, worshipper or cleric  
•  Architectural expression of distinctive or innovative liturgy or worshipping 
practice  
•  Significant memorials  
•  Uncommon building materials or innovative construction  
•  Early date  



































C. of E. Statement of Significance for St. John the Baptist, 
Plymtree 
 
(Information in red refers to the C. of E. ‘Guidelines for writing statements of 
significance’, March 2011, included in Appendix 3. Information in black is the researcher’s 




Basic facts  
 
Parish: Plymtree 
Dedication: St. John the Baptist 
Benefice:  Payhembury, Plymtree and Bradninch 
Diocese: Exeter 
Address: St. John the Baptist, Village centre, Plymtree, Devon, EX15 2JU 
Grid ref:  X305224 Y102865 
Local Planning Authority: East Devon District Council 
County: Devon 
Statutory Listing of church: Grade I 
Statutory designation for structures and objects within churchyard : Trump 
headstone approximately 4 - metres north of the chancel  - grade II, Poller 
Chest tomb appoximately 1.5 - metres north of the nave – grade II, illegible 
chest tomb approximately - 3.5 metres west of the tower – grade II, 
churchyard cross – grade II, lych gate, churchyard wall and - raised pavement 
to south and west of churchyard – grade II  
Conservation Area: No 
Scheduled Monument: No 
Tree preservation orders: No 
Protected Species: No 
County Wildlife site (or equivalent, or SSSI) : No 
















Part I: The church in its urban/rural environment 
 
1.1 Setting of the church 
 
How does the setting of the church contribute to its 
landscape/townscape value and to its significance? 
 
Are there distant or near views which are valued by the congregation/wider 
community/visitors/experts? How do the trees contribute to the setting?  
 
Although the church is located just below the brow of the hill the slope is very 
gentle and the views south and towards the west are screened by mature trees. 
 
Facing eastwards across the churchyard extension there are views across open 
ground again bordered by trees and the back gardens of the adjacent cottages.    
 
Looking north the view is terminated by a row of cottages and by mature 
trees in the garden to the east.  
 
There are no long vistas and consequently the site has a sense of self-
containment and the abundance of trees emphasises its semi-rural location. 
The nature of the site similarly means the church does not dominate the 
surrounding landscape: entering the village from every direction one comes 
across the church rather than being lead to it site by views of the tower.  
 
The church and churchyard are however a very significant feature of the 
villagescape in their immediate vicinity. The long curving churchyard wall 
perched above the raised pavement is a particularly dominant feature, as is the 
church tower.  
 
What is known of the landscape design and history of the churchyard including extensions? 
 
The village of Plymtree lies at the northern end of a triangle of rural farmland 
bordered by the M5 to the east, the A373 to the west and the A30 to the 
south. The church is sited on a plateau of ground just below the brow of a hill 
with the land sloping away gently to the south. The churchyard has a quarter 
circle shape which can be clearly seen on the 1891 First Edition Ordnance 
Survey Map. In the 1950s a square of land abutting the eastern side of the 
churchyard at its northern end was purchased, and consecrated as an 
extension to the burial ground in 1957. The extension is on lower ground and 
reached by a flight of three wide concrete steps. 
 
The headstones and tombs stand amongst mown grass, a few shrubs and yew 
tress - including the venerable yew to the south east of the Forde aisle. A 
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certain amount of gravestone clearing has taken place: there are few 
monuments on the southern approach to the church and a row of stones have 
been relocated along the northern boundary wall.  
 
The churchyard paths are all modern tarmac and there are red brick gutters 
around the base of the church, probably 19th century, inclined to allow water 
run off. 
 
Are there archaeological remains? 
 
There are no scheduled monuments in the vicinity of the church. However 
the long and many layered evolution of the church of St. John gives the whole 
area within the walls of the churchyard potential for buried archaeological 
features. Particularly sensitive areas include: the area immediately abutting the 
nave and chancel where there could be remains from the previous Norman 
building; the area to the west of the lych gate where the former poor houses 
stood before they were demolished for road widening in the late 19th century; 
the land abutting the site of the former 16th century Church House to the east 
of the lych gate.  
  
 
Are adjacent buildings similar, complementary in age, style, materials or age? 
 
Many of the historic buildings in the vicinity of the church have not survived 
including the Poor Houses and the Church House which were both formerly 
located to the south of the churchyard. However, a single storey former 
agricultural building still borders the churchyard to the east. Built from local 
stone with a corrugated iron roof this simple structure adds to the rural 
character of the churchyard.  
 
To the north of the churchyard there is a row of three mid-to-late 19th century 
cottages whose gardens abut the churchyard wall, and immediately to the 
north of the cottages a mid 19th century house, which is listed grade II. The 
cottages are in the local vernacular style whilst the house has a Classical style 
symmetrical façade with a central round-headed window.  
 
 
Both house and cottages are rendered and so do not make reference 
materially to the church. However the rear gardens of the cottages, which 
form the northern boundary of the churchyard, are constructed from the local 







How are the boundary and entrances marked? 
 
The boundary walls are constructed from coursed local volcanic and 
sandstone rubble with a rounded cap. On the eastern side the wall sits above a 
raised pavement of similar construction with later upper parts in red brick.  
 
Both the churchyard and raised pavement are listed grade II as they enhance 
the setting of the church. 
 
The main entrance to the churchyard is to the south through the late 19th 
century lychgate: a simple construction of braced wooden posts supporting a 
slate gabled roof above a wooden gate. The gate is included in the grade II 
listing of the churchyard wall.  
 
The gate was restored in 1948 in memory of the Revd. H. C. Onslow the 
rector who had recently died. The lychgate stands above a flight of granite 
steps and a small area of cobbled paving. 
 
To the west of the lychgate surmounting the churchyard wall is a cast iron 
lamp and stand. The lamp was given to the parish by a friend of the rector, 
Revd. E Hay in 1901 and the stand was forged locally in a workshop in 
Normans Green. 
 
There is a further entrance into the churchyard from its north western corner 
through a small wooden wicket gate. 
 
 
Are the monuments, war memorials significant? 
 
 The Churchyard cross. Dating from the 15th century the granite 
preaching cross was restored in 1897 in memory of the rector the Revd. 
G. G. Gutteres. The socket stone and plinth date from its restoration, 
whilst the shaft was retrieved from the Rectory garden wall and the 
head found amongst the foundations of the Church House - a 16th 
century building which had recently been destroyed by fire. The cross is 
listed grade II.    
 
 Illegible chest tomb, approximately 3.5 metres west of the tower.   
Probably 18th century this low, plain chest tomb is constructed from 
volcanic ashlar, of rectangular plan on a chamfered plinth with a soffit-
chamfered flat lid. The inscription on the lid is so worn as to be 




 Poller Chest tomb, appoximately 1.5 - metres north of the nave. 
Probably 17th century this chest tomb is constructed from volcanic 
ashlar, is rectangular in plan with plain sides, a buried plinth and an 
unusually thick flat lid with a richly moulded soffit. It is inscribed with 
the name of William Poller. The tomb is listed grade II. 
 
 Trump headstone, approximately 4 metres north of the chancel. 
  Headstone dated 1797 in memory of William Trump. Constructed 
from Limestone the upright slab stands approximately 400 mm high, its 
head shaped as a bifurcated scroll. A series of iron spikes are set into 
the top of the stone.   
 
 
1.2 The living churchyard 
 
What is the significance of the natural heritage of the site? 
 
Is the church or churchyard used by protected species or species with Biodiversity Action 
Plans? Are there any ancient, very prominent, rare or unusual trees? How good a habitat is 
the churchyard for fauna and flora? 
 
According to the website www.magic.gov.uk the churchyard does not have 
any statutory landscape designations, protected species or species with 
Biodiversity Action Plans. The majority of the churchyard is mown grass, 
including the extension, providing a limited habitat for flora and fauna. There 
are a number of shrubs and yew trees. One of the yew trees is of great natural 
and historic interest having been identified by the Yew Tree Campaign as 
being over 1100 years old.  
 
1.3 Social History * 
 
What is the historic and present use of the church and churchyard by 
the congregation and the wider community? How does this contribute 
to its significance? 
 
Are there any significant events or personalities associated with the church? Are there 
important memories associated with the church or churchyard?  
 
Plymtree becomes a Deanery – Towards the end of the 13th century 
Plymtree became the head of the Deanery of Plymtree which included the 
parishes of Blackborough, Bradninch, Broadhembury, Buckerell, Butterleigh, 
Clyst Hydon, Clyst St. Lawrence, Cullompton, Feniton, Kentisbeare, 
Payhembury Rewe, Silverton and Talaton.  
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Early musician – Sir Richard Smerte, rector 1435-1477, has been described 
as the earliest recorded Devon musician, and wrote eleven carols during the 
1440s.  
 
Civil War – Nicholas Monk, rector 1646-1660, was the brother of General 
Monk, Duke of Albermarle. It was reputedly Nicholas who persuaded his 
brother, formerly one of Cromwell’s generals, to support the restoration of 
Charles II to the throne. Nicholas was rewarded by being made Provost of 
Eton and then Bishop of Hereford – he is buried in Westminster Abbey. 
 
Association with Oriel College, Oxford – Oriel College purchased the 
advowson of Plymtree in 1737. This meant Oriel College was now the Patron 
and could nominate clergymen to be appointed parish priest. 
 
Influence of the Oxford Movement – Joseph Dornford, rector 1832-1868, 
was a tutor at Oriel during the Oxford Movement and a Fellow of the 
College. In line with this ethos and that of the Cambridge Ecclesiologists he 
reordered the chancel with carved panelling, metal work and decoration to 
emphasise the importance of Holy Communion. Thomas Mozley, rector 
1868-1880, was a pupil and friend of John Henry Newman, one of the 
founders of the Oxford Movement at Oriel College. He became a writer for 
The Times and wrote Reminiscences, chiefly of Oriel College and the Oxford Movement. 
 
George Fellowes Prynne (1853 -1927) -  architect of many parish churches 
mostly on a grand scale in the high-church Gothic Revival style and prolific 
restorer. Fellowes Prynne was appointed the repairing architect for St. John 
the Baptist, Plymtree in 1894. Fortunately for the medieval fabric Fellowes 
Prynne undertook a programme of repair rather than wholesale restoration.   
 
Connection with the history of church governance – Edgar Hay, rector 
1897-1929, was one of the pioneer founders of the Church Assembly, the 
forerunner of the General Synod.  The Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Measure 
1923 was first discussed and planned at Plymtree rectory and Hay introduced 
the measure in the Assembly. 
 
William Weir (1865 – 1950) – repairing architect for Plymtree church in the 
early 20th century. Weir worked on a number of major historic building 
projects including the restoration of Dartington Hall, Tattershall Castle and 
Bodiam Castle. He collaborated with many of the leading figures of the Arts 
and Crafts Movement and was a committed campaigner for the Society for 
the Protection of Ancient Buildings. His sensitive conservation of St John’s 
was commended by Pevsner and is noted in the list description. Weir carried 
out his restoration during the incumbency of Hay and his choice of architect 
reflects the rector’s own attitude to building conservation.  
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How has the community served by the church changed over time? 
 
The church now shares its vicar with Broadhembury and  Payhembury. 
The population of the parish was recently recorded at c.600 compared to 375 
recorded in the census of 1801. In the past the majority of parishioners would 
have been involved in farming and agriculture, whereas the majority of the 
working population of the village are now employed elsewhere.  
 
 
1.4 The church building in general 
 
Provide a description of the church 
 
What is the history of the church; when was a church first established on the site and how 
has it changed over time; who are the architects, artists and other craftsmen who have been 
involved; have there been any significant benefactors and has this affected the choice of 
architect/artist or the incorporation of any monuments in the church? How does work 
carried out on the church link to international, national, regional or local architectural and 
artistic movements? 
 




The earliest church on the site of St. John the Baptist, Plymtree would appear 
to date from the Norman period (11th-12th centuries): restoration of the 
current structure during the early twentieth century uncovered a Norman 
doorway on the northern wall.  
 
This doorway was probably the main entrance to a simple structure of nave 
and chancel. However the existence of a yew tree in the churchyard (a tree 
associated with pre-Christian and early Christian sites), which has been dated 
to the 9th century, suggests the site may have had religious significance before 
the building of the Norman stone church. The first record of the institution 
of a rector of the parish, John Walerande, dates from 1261 and by this period 
the church at Plymtree was the mother church of a group of fourteen 




It has been suggested that the nave and chancel were rebuilt during the late 
1300s by the lords of the manor either Sir Thomas Courtney or Thomas and 
Margaret Peverell and the local dark red volcanic stone walls with Beerstone 
dressings date from this period. The upper light of the east window of the 
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chancel includes the arms of Thomas Peverell who was patron of the church 
when Sir Thomas Tregenewil became incumbent in 1393.  
  
Floor tiles, now in the Forde aisle, but presumably reused from the nave have 




The church tower was constructed during the early fifteenth century at the 
west end of the nave. Three stages high with diagonal buttresses, an embattled 
parapet with crocketted corner pinnacles and Perpendicular window tracery it 
is typical of this period. Chancery proceedings of 1432, which refer to the 
bells of Plymtree church regarding a dispute over their cost, suggest the tower 
was already constructed by this date. On the west front of the tower is a 
niche statue of the Virgin and Child. 
 
 During the mid fifteenth century a local family, the Fordes of Fordmore, paid 
for the church to be extended with a south aisle. The arms of the then 
Bishop of Exeter, Bishop Neville, were carved on the capital of the western 
respond (a half-pier carrying one end of an arch and bonded into the wall) 
between the nave and the Forde aisle. Neville’s episcopacy from 1458-1464 
suggests the aisle was constructed during this period. 
 
       
Likenesses of the Forde family form the label stops to the hoodmoulds of the 
windows. Separating the new aisle from the nave was a five bay arcade formed 
from Beerstone piers whose form Pevsner described as Type B (a column 
with four main shafts, with wave mouldings in the diagonals between). This 
type of pier was typical of churches built in Devon in the period of Gothic 
known as Perpendicular (c.1350-c.1550). The piers have carved foliage caps 
and two have the remains of niches which originally would have held statues. 
The pier between the nave and the chancel was wider than the others because 
it incorporated a hagioscope or squint - an opening (in this case with a Tudor 
arch head) which gave a view of the main altar.  
 
The eastern end of the Forde aisle was separated from the chancel by a 
parclose screen. This screen was described in a paper read to the Diocesan 
Architectural Society in 1850 as carved with a single leaf door. It is possible 
that this enclosed space was used by the Forde family as a private chapel.  
 
The south porch was also built at this time with a pararpet carved with 
quatrefoil panels and shield and four leaf motifs. The entrance arch to the 
porch is two-centred as is the arch of the southern doorway into the church. 
    
 Another major work which took place in the fifteenth century was the 
construction of the wooden screen which separated the nave from the 
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chancel and the south aisle from the Forde chapel. Described by Pevsner as 
‘most splendid’ and exceptionally well preserved’ the screen originally would 
have been surmounted by a rood with wooden figures of Christ crucified 
flanked by the Virgin Mary and St. John. The figures no longer survive but the 
stair leading to the rood loft on which the figures would have stood still 
survives – uncovered during the 1902 restoration.  
 
The screen was nine bays wide with panelled wainscoting divided into 34 
panels painted with figures below Perpendicular window tracery supporting 
the carved frieze and vault of the rood loft. The inclusion of the Bouchier and 
Stafford emblems suggests the screen was commissioned by Isabel Stafford in 
memory of her husband who was beheaded in 1470. The paintings have been 
dated to the early sixteenth century. There has been some speculation that the 
screen was originally intended for another building: the southern end of the 
cornice projects into the window space and the painted figure of St. John the 
Baptist, the patron saint of the church, holds an insignificant position on the 
wainscoting. However in a conservation report written in 1986 the 
conservator is satisfied that the structure of the screen fitted the church 
perfectly and the unfinished appearance of the southern bay could be 
attributed to decay from contact with the wall. 
 
The oak benches with carved ends appear to date from a similar period to 
the screen and are described as a complete 15th century set in the list 
description, apart from a couple of late 17th and one 19th century example. 
Elsewhere some are described as replicas, and others as constructed from a 
former chest. The pews have substantial seats three inches thick and kneeling 
ledges. 
 
The ceiled wagon chancel roof has bosses carved as the Green Man and may 
date from this period, but it is painted and as a consequence the date is 
unclear. 
 
The Beer stone, octagonal font dates from the fifteenth century alterations 




During this period the windows on the north wall of the nave were replaced 
with three tall, square headed windows each with differently shaped elliptical 
and Tudor arch heads. 
 
At the beginning of the 16th century the painted panels were added to the 
dado of the chancel screen. There are 34 panels depicting figures, mainly 
saints with some New Testament figures, a bishop and a royal scene. The 
figure panels in the two northern bays are noticeably more rustic in style and 
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were probably added at later date as previously this area of the church would 
have housed a small side altar for the use of the curate  
 
In common with so many other churches (see Historic Context) St. Johns lost 
many decorative features and those associated with Roman Catholic worship 
during the Reformation and the subsequent reign of Edward VI (1537-1553). 
It is likely that the rood was removed during this period, along with a 
confessional box (the site of which between the nave and the chancel was still 
discernible in the eighteenth century), the statues from the column niches and 
the attempted destruction of the holy water stoop in the porch.  
 
The new emphasis in the liturgy on readings and prayer is reflected in the two 
nowy-headed prayer and commandment boards which now stand at the 




During the seventeenth century a new oak altar rail was constructed in line 
with the teachings of Archbishop Laud.  
 
The wall panelling in the chancel also dates from this period, but is Flemish in 
origin (as is the alabaster relief) and both were not installed until the 19th 
century (see below).  The windows at the east and west ends of the south 
aisle were altered reusing the original tracery, but resetting them in late 17th 
century brick.  
 
 
 As mentioned above two of the oak benches were installed in the 17th 
century as was the oak, ogee profile font cover. 
 
The church has a significant association with the restoration of the monarchy. 
Nicholas Monk rector of Plymtree between 1646-1660 is reputed to have 
persuaded his brother General Monk, Duke of Albermarle and Governor of 
Scotland to restore Charles II to the throne and consequently was made 




In 1719 a gallery for musicians and choir was erected at west end of the 
church and at around the same time a further gallery along the south wall 
was installed to accommodate children during the services. Greater focus on 
the sermon resulted in the building of larger pulpits and more pews in many 
churches. A postcard of the church interior dating from the late nineteenth 
century shows St. Johns accorded to this tendency:  the pulpit is twice its 
present height and the pews in the Forde aisle are enclosed with doors. Both 
Pevsner and the list description date the pulpit from this period, although 
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Beatrix Cresswell describes it as seventeenth century (possibly as the pulpit fall 
bears the date 1697). 
 
The wooden panelled altar table dates from this period as does the painted 
royal coat of arms of George II originally hung behind the altar and now in 
the ringing chamber. 
 
The first references to the condition of the church date from this period. 
Minutes from a Vestry Meeting held on 27th February 1793 records the 
intention of erecting a clock on the belfry, as well as the necessity of 
repairing the church and tower which should be ‘properly plastered and 
whitewashed as in their judgements shall seem requisite’. In the same year the 
topographical writer Richard Polwhele observed of St Johns that ‘the screen is 
very handsome and finely carved and gilded, but wants refreshing.’ 
 
In c. 1700 when the nave roof was raised. This involved he insertion a higher 
set of roof timbers in an inverted V over the older barrel shaped timbers 
which remained in situ. Following the roof works the barrel vaulted ceilings of 
the nave and aisle were replaced. The new work was carried out in the 
Classical style with moulded cornices and the nave further enriched with a 







A description of the church written by J Davidson in 1827 provides an 
account of the condition of the church at this time. He notes that the screen 
noted by Polwhele as requiring attention had been ‘recently restored’. The 
same account records the gallery for the organ still in situ at the west end, but 
does not mention the other gallery. It also records the floor to the chancel 
having a carpet in the pattern of tiles.  
 
Vestry Meeting minutes from the same year (1827) propose that an 
‘experienced architect’ should report on the ‘dilapidated condition of the 
church’. The architect Samuel Henson was appointed and he recommended a 
significant programme of work including the rebuilding of the columns and 
arches of the aisle, the chancel arch, repairing the decorative ceiling of the 
nave and roof repairs, repairing the wall from the east end of the south aisle to 
within two feet of the eastern side of the porch, replastering the inside and 
applying roughcast to the outer wall of the south aisle, replacing the south 
aisle roof, repairing the gable ends over the east and west windows of the 
south aisle, taking down the west window of the south aisle to cill level and 
repairs to the south porch. Between 1827 and 1828 further minutes record 
more minor works proposed by Henson, but do not record what work he 
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actually carried out. Pevsner however states that the nave vault, parts of the 
walls and arcades were rebuilt by Samuel Henson. 
 
Both Beatrix Cresswell and the Book of Plymtree credit the Revd. Jospeh 
Dornford (rector 1832 – 68) with the carved panelling in the sanctuary. 
Creswell suggests Dornford, who was influenced by the Tractarian 
Movement, installed the linenfold panels from a house in the parish 
demolished c.1840 along with carvings from Belgium and an alabaster panel. 
He also raised the foot of the east window to provide a dark backdrop for the 
crucifix or possibly the alabaster panel, which may have been used as a 
reredos.  
 
A postcard of the interior of the church dated 1895 shows the condition of 
the building at the time and the arrangement of its fixtures and fittings. The 
east wall of the chancel had cracked and stained plaster, the chancel and the 
nave are lit by hanging oil lamps, the pulpit is twice the height of the present 
structure, box pews are still in the Forde aisle, the medieval nave pew ends are 
in poor condition and the north wall leans outwards. External photos show 
buttresses in place.  
 
By the 1890s the condition of the church had become a serious concern. A 
letter to the editor of the Devon and Exeter Daily Gazette dated 8th April 1892 
from someone signing themselves ‘A Parish Priest’ complained 
‘I was perfectly horrified with the tumble down state God’s House was in, 
more so with the filth and dirt, the accumulation I should say of ages’.  
The officiating minister at St John’s, J. Parry, replied in the 13th April 1892 
edition explaining the parish were well aware the church needed restoring and 
had in the last twenty years raised funds for enclosing the churchyard, 
repairing the church and providing a new school room and organ, all without 
financial assistance from their patrons Oriel College. The restoration works 
referred to took place in 1883 and consisted of repairs to the roof. 
 
Concerned at the condition of the church the Revd. George Gutteres in 1894 
consulted the architect George Fellowes Prynne, a prolific local architect who 
carried out a number of restorations as well as designing many new church 
buildings. After surveying the building Fellowes Prynne recommended works 
to the floor as the flag stones were laid straight onto the soil and had sunk in 
many places, replacing the platforms under the pews which were rotten, 
realigning the north wall which was 8 inches out of perpendicular, replacing 
the rotten porch roof, repairs to the tower including the belfry stage, and 
treating the pews and screen for woodworm.   
 
Of the works proposed only the tower repairs were immediately carried out as 
alarming cracks had developed on three of its four sides. In 1895 the walls 
were strengthened with cast-iron beams, four new pinnacles were re-carved 
along with the stonework of the west window, the two internal rotten wooden 
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It was not until 1902 that the bulk of the works proposed by Fellowes Prynne 
took place. These were carried out under the supervision of William Weir. 
The decision by the parish to use an architect from the Society for the 
Protection of Ancient Buildings (S.P.A.B.) ensured the works were as Beatrix 
Cresswell remarked ‘judiciously carried out’ and that ‘no signs appear of that 
glaring renovation which so frequently mars the appearance of an ancient 
church’ and why as the list description states ‘The church of St. John is a 
particularly good and well-preserved example; perhaps the paradigm of a rural 
church in Devon. It has escaped the worst excesses of C 19 renovation’.  
 
In 1902 the north wall of the nave was rebuilt with deeper foundations and 
the Norman doorway uncovered, the nave and south aisle roofs were 
stabilised with new oak trusses and the Flemish alabaster reredos panel was 
moved to the western wall of the Forde aisle. The porch was restored in 1905 
and the floors were relaid on cement, the woodworm treated and repairs 
carried out in oak. The screen was restored in 1911 and the rood loft stairs 
uncovered. Repairs to the windows took place in 1927 including returning the 
east window to its original proportions. 
 
According to the Diocesan Advisory Committee (D.A.C.) minutes the parish 
sought advice about the decayed condition of the screen and woodwork in 
October 1932. The parish were advised how to clean the screen by the vicar 
of Bradninch, whose church also housed a medieval screen. Further roof 
repairs were carried following the Second World War and the organ was 
repaired. D.A.C. minutes record the conservation of the screen by Miss 
Webling in 1951 who cleaned, oiled and polished it, but did not repaint. In 
January 1951 a faculty was granted for heating and lighting, with the proviso 
the heaters were sited so as not to damage the ancient pews and window cills 
and in June 1960 the D.A.C. received an application to install a new pedal 
organ. In 1985 a glazed screen with wooden doors was erected separating the 
nave from the tower. 
 
In 1993 the statue on the west front of the tower was restored. The 







What is its plan form, spatial quality, building materials used, how is it lit and heated? 
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Plan - Nave with narrower chancel. South aisle not quite full length. West 
tower and south porch. See attached plan for dates.  
 
Materials - 
 Main body of the church - local red sandstone and volcanic stone 
rubble with volcanic ashlar quoins.  
 
 Dressings and details – Beerstone and replacements in Hamstone 
 
 Other materials - 17th century brickwork and slate 
  
 There are spotlights and under-pew and wall mounted heaters.    
 
 What is the theological ‘message’ communicated by the exterior and interior of the church? 
 
Question not answered  
                        
 
1.5 The church building in detail 
 
Assess the significance of either each historical phase of the building or of 





14th century Moderate 
15th century High 
16th century Moderate 
17th century Moderate * 
18th century Moderate 
19th century High 
20th century Moderate-High + 
 
* The 17th century panelling is included in the 19th century phase as this was 
when it was installed 
 










Chancel – Perpendicular High 
15th Century Screen – Perpendicular 
rood screen with 34 painted panels 
High 
Nave- 14th century High 
Nave arcade – 15th century 
incorporating two image niches and 
a hagioscope 
High 
Tower – 15th century restored in the 
late 19th century. 3 stages with semi-
hexagonal stair turret and 17th 
century statue of Madonna and Child 
Moderate-High 
South aisle – 15th century built for 
wealthy local family, the Fordes 
High 
East end of south aisle Moderate-High 
South porch 15th century with carved 
parapet 
Moderate-High 
East window of chancel – 
Perpendicular 
Moderate-High 
South aisle windows – 15th century, 
north and south 17th century 
remodelling  
Moderate-High 
Nave windows – 16th century Moderate-High 
Chancel windows, north and south – 
19th century 
Moderate 
Chancel ceiling – possibly 15th 
century ceiled wagon rood with 
moulded piers and Green Man 
bosses 
High 
Nave ceiling 17th /18th century 
plaster vault with moulded cornice, 
dentil frieze and ornamental section 
of octagonal panels with rose bosses 
Moderate-High 
South aisle ceiling 17th/18th century – 
plaster vault with moulded cornice 
Moderate 
Image niche on northern side of 
chancel arch with remnants of 
medieval paintwork 
High 









1.6 Contents of the Church 
 
Provide a description of its contents and their significance. It is reasonable to 
group these if there is a contemporary scheme which is significant as such, for 
example one could say a complete scheme of 18th century furnishings, of high 
significance. 
 
Include; Altar; Reredos; Pulpit; Lectern; Font; Stained glass; wall paintings; Bells and Bell 
frame; Monuments; Organ; Communion plate; Registers; Pews and other woodwork; 
Metalwork; Communion rails; floor finishes. Do the contents relate to any particular 
historical changes to the church and do they contribute to the significance of those changes? 
Are any of the artists or craftsmen of international, national, regional or local importance? 
 
Item or group of items Significance 
17th century chancel linenfold 
panelling with frieze of carved 
figures 
High – important features artistically 
and also as indicators of the High 
Church period under the Revd. 
Dornford 
Late 17th oak altar rail with turned 
balusters and decorative cherubs and 
garlands on main posts 
High 
c. 19th century oak choir stalls with 
poppyhead finials and some reused 
15th century carved oak bench ends 
Moderate-High 
c.18th century fielded panel pulpit Moderate-High 
Late 19th century Gothic lectern Low-Moderate 
Almost complete set of 15th century 
oak benches – blind tracery on the 
frontals and back benches, ends 
carved with flowers and two tiers of 
tracery 
High 
15th century Beerstone font –
octagonal bowl with quatrefoil 
panels, carved foliage base and 
panelled stem and 17th century ogee 
profile font cover with bird finial 
Moderate-High 
19th century wall memorial plaques Low-Moderate 
Carved 17th century alabaster panel 
in south aisle 
High 
16th century knowy-headed prayer 
and commandment boards on west 
Moderate-High 
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wall of nave, painted arms of George 
II in tower 




Three wooden chests (2 carved) to 
west of south door, on the chancel 
side of the screen and at the western 
end of the nave 
Moderate 
Carved free standing bench to the 
west of south door 
Moderate 
Chair at base of pulpit Low-Moderate 
18th century panelled altar table Moderate-High 
Floor nave and south aisle- stone 
and slate flags. A number of 
monuments dating back to the 17th 
century and a number of medieval 
floor tiles in the south aisle. 
Moderate –High 
The floor in the chancel is carpeted 
– the areas uncovered show stone 
flags and wooden floor boards 
Moderate – but carpeted area 
unknown 
Window glass – chancel and south 
aisle mainly clear diamond panes 
with some bottle glass in the south 
aisle, early painted and stained glass 
in the tracery. Nave windows old 
clear diamond panes with some 
patterned grisaille glass. 
Moderate-High 
South door – ancient plank and 
batten wooden door with original 
iron hinges, studs and handle. 
Priest’s door on south aisle ancient 
horizontal plank with iron studs. 
Ancient plank and batten wooden 
door to tower stair. 
Moderate-High 
Door at west end of tower – 
Victorian possibly part of 1895 
restoration  
Moderate 
Victorian door to rood loft, early 20th 
century doors to south porch with 
leaded lights above, 1980s glass and 
wood screen to tower 
Low 
Bells –  2 early 15th century bells 
(both re-cast one in 1826 ad 1 in 
1829), 1 bell dated 1549 cast by 
Moderate-High 
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Roger Semson of Aish Prior 
Foundry in Somerset, 1 bell cast in 
1669 by Thomas Pennington III of 
Exeter, 1826 - new bell cage and a 
new 5th bell, 1895 - new frames, a 
new 6th bell and longer ropes to ring 
from ground floor   
Clock - The late 18th century tower 
clock is a working example of a 
wrought-iron, horizontal –framed 







1.7 Significance for mission * 
 
What are the strengths of the building as it is for worship and mission? What 
potential for adapted and new uses does the church and its setting already 
have with little or no change? 
 
‘Plymtree is a small village and this is reflected in the average size of the 
congregation – around 30. However at times of church festivals and other 
special services this can reach in excess of 100. Plymtree Church of England 
Primary School use the church every Thursday for whole school worship 
involving around 80 pupils, plus staff and a few parents. The school also uses 
the church for their special Festival Services and Annual Leavers Service and 
Presentation – each of these services results in “standing room only”. 
 
The church is also used during the year for Baptisms, weddings and funerals. 
The building is becoming increasingly used for other church organized events 
– Hymns and Choral Concerts, Lectures and the like, although the fixed 
medieval pews do restrict events, we are planning more activities of a similar 
nature. The visitor’s (sic) book confirms that the church is an attraction to 
many – around 100 people visit it each year- it now features in Dr Todd 
Gray’s book “Devon’s Fifty Best Churches”.’ – (Taken from the Statement of 
Significance for Internal Refurbishment submitted in April 2012) 
 
The churchyard does not present an opportunity for change as the area 
immediately around the church is flat and elevated and any development 
would seriously compromise the character of the church. The churchyard 
extension whilst less visually sensitive is still used for burials and internments.  
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The exterior of the church has a high window to wall ratio and does not offer 
any wall of less significance onto which an extension could be added. The 
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* The following questions were put to members of the congregation 
in the form of a questionnaire. Below is a summary of the 
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information they provided which was additional to that discovered 
by the researcher.  
 
(1.3 Social History) 
 
1. What is the historic and present use of the church and churchyard by 
the congregation and the wider community? How does this contribute 
to its significance? 
 
The church is a witness to the Christian life of the village and is a focal point 
of religion for the community. It is used regularly for church services by the 
congregation and the primary school children who attend weekly services and 
thanksgiving services. It has a steady flow of baptisms, weddings, funerals and 
celebrations. It is a gathering point for parishioners, visitors and tourists. The 
church is open during the day and available for anyone who wishes to pray or 
just be quiet. The gathering of people together at the key festivals of the 
church year and for family occasions is an important key to the sense of 
community.  
 
Other uses of the church include concerts, talks, flower festivals, and the 
recent Queen’s Jubilee celebrations. 
   
Its architecture, art and artefacts attract people from outside the parish, and 
even from abroad, to experience the historic and religious heritage. 
 
The churchyard has great significance to those whose relatives are buried 
there or whose ashes are interred. The high quality listed elements of the 
churchyard - tombs, lych gate and the surrounding wall combined with the 
yew tree believed to be over 1100 years old and one of the “great trees of East 
Devon”, all contribute to a special place. The ecological character of the 
churchyard as a habitat also contributes to its significance.   
 
Bell ringing practice takes place weekly and the bells are rung for special 
occasions and by visiting groups. 
The hourly chiming of the church clock is a reminder of the presence of the 
church in the day-to day life of the village. 
Inside and outside the church are memorials to those who died in the World 
Wars.   
 
‘Historically, the church in a village was the centre of both religious and 
community life, since in addition to meeting the specifically religious needs of 
the parishioners, the parish vestry and its officers were responsible for 
functions such as poor law, road maintenance and other functions that would 
now be the responsibility of secular local authorities.  The separation of the 
religious from more civic functions was only completed in 1894.    The church 
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served as a place not only for worship, but as a meeting place  and focus for 
other activities.  Bell ringers, for example, placed bells within the existing 
church tower in order to practice their art, the church tower being the only 
suitable place to place them – the explosion of augmentations of bells to 5 or 
6 or more in the C18 had nothing to do with religion, or ringing for service.  
The clock was installed in the late C17 to serve for timekeeping for the whole 
community.’ 
  
2. Are there any significant events or personalities associated with the 
church? Are there important memories associated with the church or 
churchyard?  
 
Under this question several questionnaires mentioned information that others 
included in the section above (family celebrations, Diamond Jubilee, bell 
ringing competitions, flower festivals 
In 2011 the church celebrated the 750th anniversary of the first named rector.  
The screen carved with the Bourchier and Stafford knot represents Isabel, 
former wife of Humphrey Stafford, Earl of Devon. It also includes a figure 
believed to be Henry VII. 
 
A Japanese prisoner of war (Chrichton McDouall 1948) and a prolific writer 
of crime fiction (Gilderoy Davison 1954) were former rectors. The most 
significant lay person was John Land who died in 1697 having been successful 
in business in London and left considerable wealth to numerous good causes 
including for communion plate in Plymtree. 
 
There is a wall memorial to a former Dean of Exeter. 
 
3. How has the community served by the church changed over time? 
 
Historically the majority of the community was engaged in agriculture and 
associated trades. Now many people work away from the village  
(consequently the church has become a stable and reassuring feature to 
many). Many people who live in the village are not originally from the area. 
There is quite a high proportion of retired people. The school has been 
encouraged to become a vital part of the church community. Overall the 
attendance at church services has fallen. 
 
(1.7 Significance for mission) 
 




- Practical strengths include its central position, light interior, good 
heating, lighting, organ and choir stalls. Its historic features and the 
fact that it is well kept. ‘It is a convenient size in the sense that it 
provides enough space for the numbers of people who want to 
attend major services, but not so large as to lose intimacy.’ 
-    Non material strengths included its cheerful, welcoming 
atmosphere, its sense of timelessness of a place apart and the fact it 
imparts a sense of awe and reassurance. The intangible atmosphere 
created by centuries of prayer. Its sense of permanence combined 
with a warm and intimate atmosphere. Despite its historic qualities 
it still maintains a sense of relevance. It provides a sense of comfort 
to those people who do not regularly attend the church.  Its heritage 
is a reason that people willingly support the church through Gift 
Days and other special appeals, as has been demonstrated in the last 
3 years with the response to major fund raising for a series of fabric 




5. What potential for adapted and new uses does the church and its 
setting already have with little or no change? 
 
- The church is generally believed to be well suited to its use. Many 
believe it should remain unchanged, whilst other think limited 
change could extend the potential for further community use such 
as plays, poetry reading, recitals, art exhibitions. A bell ringing 
platform above the present Bell Tower floor could allow the space 
below to be used by children, etc. Outdoor events could be held in 

























C.C.T. Assessment of Significance for St John the Baptist, 
Plymtree  
 
(Information in red refers to the C.C.T. Assessment of Significance for St Andrew’s, Old  
Church, Kingsbury, May 2009 included in Appendix 2. Information in black is the 
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1.1 This document is based on the guidelines and policies contained in 
English Heritage’s Conservation Principles: Policies and Guidance 
(English Heritage, 2008).  
 
1.2 This methodology is prescribed to enable comparisons between  
 historic churches and also to ensure that there is a sound 
understanding of the significance of a building using available sources of 
information. The assessments will draw out weaknesses in our 
understanding of the buildings and highlight areas where more research 
may be required as well as bringing together what we already know. 
 
1.3 Any adaptation or development to the fabric of the historic churches must 
be informed by a sound understanding of the heritage values, significance and 
sensitivity of the building. The production of an Assessment of Significance 
document is therefore an essential first concomitant to any project that 





2.0 Conservation Principles 
 
2.1 The fundamental conservation principles underlying managed change to 
any historic building can be outlined under six headings based on English 
Heritage’s Conservation Principles (19-24). These are summarised below. 
 
2.2 The historic environment is a shared resource. Our environment contains a 
unique and dynamic record of human activity. People value this historic 
environment as part of their cultural and natural heritage. It gives 
distinctiveness, meaning and quality to the places in which we live, providing a 
sense of continuity and a source of identity. It is a social and 
economic asset and a resource for learning and enjoyment. Each 
generation should therefore shape and sustain the historic environment in 
ways that allow people to use, enjoy and benefit from it, without 
compromising the ability of future generations to do the same. 
 
2.3 Everyone should be able to participate in sustaining the historic 
environment. Everyone should have the opportunity to contribute their 
knowledge of the value of places, and to participate in decisions about 
their future, by means that are accessible, inclusive and informed. 
Learning is central to sustaining the historic environment. It encourages 
informed and active participation in caring for the historic environment. 
Experts play a crucial role in discerning, communicating and sustaining 
the established values of places, and in helping people to refine and 
articulate the values they attach to places. 
 
2.4 Understanding the significance of places is vital. The significance of a 
place embraces all the diverse cultural and natural heritage values that 
people associate with it, or which prompt them to respond to it. These 
values tend to grow in strength and complexity over time, as understanding 
deepens and people’s perceptions of a place evolve. In order to identify the 
significance of a place, it is necessary first to understand its fabric, and how 
and why it has changed over time; and then to consider: 
 
•  who values the place, and why they do so 
•  how those values relate to its fabric 
•  their relative importance 
•  whether associated objects contribute to them 
•  the contribution made by the setting and context of the place 
•  how the place compares with others sharing similar values. 
 
The degree of significance determines what, if any, protection, including 
statutory designation, is appropriate under law and policy. 
 
2.5 Significant places should be managed to sustain their values. 
Conservation is the process of managing change to a significant place in 
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its setting in ways that will best sustain its heritage values, while 
recognising opportunities to reveal or reinforce those values for present 
and future generations. Conservation is achieved by all concerned 
with a significant place sharing an understanding of its significance, 
and using that understanding to: 
 
•  judge how its heritage values are vulnerable to change 
•  take the actions and impose the constraints necessary to 
sustain, reveal and reinforce those values 
•  mediate between conservation options, if action to sustain one 
heritage value could conflict with action to sustain another 
•  ensure that the place retains its authenticity – those attributes 
and elements which most truthfully reflect and embody the 
heritage values attached to it. 
 
2.6 Decisions about change must be reasonable, transparent and consistent. 
Decisions about change in the historic environment demand the 
application of expertise, experience and judgement, in a consistent, 
transparent process guided by public policy. 
 
2.7 Documenting and learning from decisions is essential. Accessible records 
of the justification for decisions and the actions that follow them are crucial 
to maintaining a cumulative account of what has happened to a significant 
place, and understanding how and why its significance may have been 
altered. Managers of significant places should monitor and regularly 
evaluate the effects of change and responses to it, and use the results to 
inform future decisions. Public bodies similarly should monitor and 
respond to the effects on the historic environment of their policies and 
programmes. 
 
3.0 Description of the Church 
 
The following description should be read in conjunction with the maps and 
the photographic record.  
 
3.1 The following description should be read in conjunction with the maps in 
appendix 1 and the photographic record contained in appendix 3. 
 
3.2 The village of Plymtree lies at the northern end of a triangle of rural 
farmland bordered by the M5 to the east, the A373 to the west and the A30 to 
the south. The church is sited on a plateau of ground in the centre of the 
village just below the brow of a hill, close to the pub. It is designated a grade I 
Listed Building. The listing dates to 22 February 1955 and the building 
description is presented verbatim: 
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Parish church. C15 in more than one phase, some late C17 modernisation, renovated in 
1893. Local red sandstone and volcanic stone rubble with volcanic ashlar quoins; Beerstone 
and replacement Hamstone ashlar detail; slate roof. Plan: nave with narrower chancel. The 
south aisle is not quite full length. West tower and south porch. Exterior: tall west tower of 
3 stages with diagonal buttresses and embattled parapet with crocketted corner pinnacles and 
carved gargoyles. Semi-hexagonal stair turret on south side rises only through 2 stages; it has 
a parapet of open quatrefoils with crocketted pinnacles. Large 2-light belfry windows with 
Perpendicular tracery. On the west side there is a 2-centred arch doorway with moulded 
surround and above it a 3-light window with Perpendicular tracery; both have plain hoods. 
High in the tower this side is a large niche with moulded surround and crocketted canopy. It 
contains a carved representation of the Virgin and Child; it is very worn but appears to be 
C17. The south aisle has diagonal buttresses. The windows each end were renewed in the 
late C17; they have reused Gothic tracery and they are set in the late C17 brick. The south 
side is 5 bays. The porch is left of centre. It has a parapet carved with quatrefoil panels and 
enriched with carved shields and 4-leaf motifs. The outer arch is 2-centred with moulded 
surround including a band of 4-leaf motifs and the label stops of the hoodmould are carved 
as angels with shields. Inside the porch has a C19 ceiling. The south doorway is a 2- centred 
arch of volcanic stone with moulded surround and it contains an ancient studded plank door. 
There are remains of a stone stoup alongside. The south aisle windows are 3 lights with 
Perpendicular tracery and carved human head label stops to the hoodmoulds. In the chancel 
the windows to north and south are C19, square- headed with cusped tracery, the southern 
one distinguished by carved human head label stops to the hoodmoulds. The east window is 
3 lights with Perpendicular tracery. On the north side the break between nave and chancel is 
marked by a projecting rood stair turret. This side the nave has 3 tall C16 windows, 
square- headed and each has slightly different shaped heads, elliptical and Tudor arch heads. 
They are separated by large buttresses with weathered offsets. Interior is very good: both the 
nave and aisle have late C17 or C18 plaster vaults, both with moulded cornices but the 
nave is distinguished by a dentil frieze and, towards the chancel the nave ceiling includes an 
ornamental section, a ceilure of octagonal panels with bosses like ceiling roses. The chancel 
roof is a ceiled wagon roof with moulded ribs and purlins and bosses all carved as the Green 
Man. It is painted and therefore it is not clear how much of it, if any, is C15. Tall tower 
arch is Beerstone ashlar and panelled with moulded surround. Plain plastered chancel arch. 
5-bay Beerstone arcade to the aisle, one overlapping the chancel. The moulded piers are 
Pevsner's type B with carved foliage caps. Two of the nave piers include the remains of a 
small image niches. The pier between nave and chancel is wider than the others and 
incorporates a Tudor arch-headed hagioscope. On the northern side of the chancel arch and 
facing the nave is the remains of an image niche for which the rood screen makes provision. 
Its surround is richly carved. The rood stair close by has been reopened in the C20 and the 
doorways rebuilt. There is the remains of yet another image niche to the south chapel. The 
rear arches of the nave windows have moulded plaster hoodmoulds. The floor is flagged and 
the aisle includes a couple of good C17 graveslabs. Plastered walls. Rood screen: is a 
splendid example. Carved oak, 9 bays, with panelled wainscotting, Perpendicular window 
tracery (Pevsner's type A), Gothic tracery in the coving, and frieze of 3 bands of undercut 
delicate foliage with a vallance. Also the screen is painted with ancient colour, the 
wainscotting scheme is a remarkable survival. All 34 panels are painted with a different 
figure, mostly saints but some New Testament figures, a bishop and a royal scene (see church 
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guide). Furniture and fittings: sanctuary is lined with restored late C17 linenfold panelled 
wainscotting including a frieze of maybe Flemish carved classical female figures. Late C17 
oak altar rail with turned balusters and cherubs and garland carved onto the main posts. 
C19 oak stalls with poppyhead finials and reusing some good C15 carved oak bench ends. 
C18 fielded panel pulpit and late C19 Gothic lectern. Very good and complete set of C15 
oak benches; blind tracery on the frontals and back benches, ends carved with similar 
schemes of flowers and 2 tiers of tracery. The only additions a couple of late C17 benches 
and one C19 example. C15 Beerstone font; octagonal bowl with quatrefoil panels, carved 
foliage base and panelled stem. C17 oak ogee-profile font;cover complete with carved bird on 
the apex. Memorials: are small, C19 in date and of local interest only. Good carved 
alabaster panel in south aisle represents the Resurrection of Jesus. At the back of the aisle 
C16 nowy-headed Prayer and Commandment boards and tower includes painted arms of 
George II. Glass: good deal of early painted and stained glass in the window tracery and 
some bottle glass in the south aisle. The nave windows are for the most part diamond leaded 
panes of old clear glass and the centre window includes some patterned yellow grisaille glass. 
The Church of St John is a particularly good and well-preserved example; perhaps the 
paradigm of a rural parish church in Devon it has escaped the worst excesses of C19 
renovation and includes fine craftmanship from the C15 onwards. The painted figures on the 
screen wainscotting are a remarkable survival.  
 
3.3 The church has a rectangular nave with a narrower chancel, a south aisle 
not quite full length, a west tower and a south porch. The internal 
measurements are approximately – nave 12.2m x 4.9m, chancel 6.7 x 4.9, 
south aisle 16.5m x 3.7. The windows on the south wall of the south aisle and 
the tower are 15th century, the windows at the east and west ends of the south 
aisle are 15th century altered in the 17th century, the nave windows are 16th 
century, the eastern window of the chancel is 15th century and the north and 
south chancel windows are 19th century. The glazing is mainly clear quarries 
with some medieval fragments of painted, stained and grisaille glass. 
 
3.4 The church listing dates the church from the 15th century, but other 
sources suggest the nave and chancel date from the 14th century and fabric 
from the earlier Norman church (the door on the north wall) still survives. 
The Norman doorway is very tall suggesting it could be Saxon in date and the 
survival of a dated yew tree adjacent to the church suggests the site had 
religious significance by the 9th century.   
 
3.5 The three stage west tower has diagonal buttresses, an embattled parapet 
and a semi-hexagonal stair turret on its southern side that rises through two 
stages. It is constructed from local red sandstone and volcanic stone rubble 
with dressings of Beerstone and replacement Hamstone. The west door has a 
two-centred arch and the windows are Perpendicular. Also on the west face is 
a 15th century statue of the Virgin and Child. The tower was restored and 
stabilised in the late 19th century and the crocketted corner pinnacles and the 
tracery of the west windows are replacements. 
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3.6 The south aisle was added to the church in the mid 15th century paid for 
by a local family the Fordes of Fordmore. Separated from the nave by an 
arcade of columns in the Perpendicular style it extends to almost the full 
length of the chancel. The south porch was built at around the same time 
again in the Perpendicular style with a carved parapet. 
 
3.7 The east window in the chancel is Perpendicular and dates from the 15th 
century, the north and south windows in the chancel are 19th century, the 
windows on the south wall of the south aisle are 15th century and the windows 
at the east and west end of the south aisle are 15th century altered in the 17th 
century. The three tall, square-headed windows on the north wall of the nave 
were installed in the 16th century replacing the earlier 14th/15th century 
windows.  
 
3.8 The nave and the south aisle roofs are covered in natural slate. The 
chancel has been re-roofed in either a different non-local or man-made slate. 
The nave and chancel roofs were stabilised with new oak trusses in the early 
20th century. The chancel roof may incorporate some medieval fabric. The 
walls of the nave, chancel, south aisle and porch are all, like the tower, 
constructed from local red sandstone and volcanic stone rubble with dressings 
of Beerstone and replacement Hamstone. The south wall exterior was 
described as ‘roughcast’ in the early 20th century and traces of this render can 
still be seen, particularly around the priests’ door. Inside the walls are all 
plastered apart from the lower part of the south wall between the main south 
door and the screen where the plaster has been removed and the stone wall 
exposed. The chancel roof interior has carved bosses of the Green Man and 
could date from the 15th century. The nave and aisle vaulted ceilings are early 
18th century and have Classical style decoration. 
 
3.9 A significant contributor to the quality of the church is the good survival 
of 15th century woodwork. This includes a screen which runs the width of the 
church separating the nave and south aisle from the chancel and the chapel 
known as the Forde chapel and an almost complete set of oak benches. The 
Beer stone font situated at the west end of the south aisle also dates from the 
15th century and has Perpendicular style decoration. 
 
3.10 The oak altar rail dates from the 17th century as does the wall panelling in 
the chancel, although this was not installed in the church until the 19th 
century. Similarly there is a Flemish 17th century alabaster relief panel now in 
the south aisle which was installed in the 19th century as a reredos behind the 
altar.   
 
3.11 The wooden panelled altar table is 18th century as is the royal coat of 
arms (originally behind the altar and now in the tower ringing chamber). The 
choir stalls are 19th century with a reused 15th century carved oak bench end. 
The pulpit is probably 18th century although could be earlier and was originally 
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much taller. The lectern is late 19th century plain Gothic in style. The clock on 
the belfry was erected in the late 18th century. The organ is mid 19th century.  
 
3.12 The first restoration scheme took place in the 1820s with work on the 
chancel arch, roof and the windows. Works took place to the floor and tower 
in the late 19th century and the north wall was externally buttressed. Major 
repairs took place in the early 20th century. 
 
3.13 The heating and lighting systems are modern. The wall memorials are 
19th century and of local but not national interest. At the rear of the nave are 
16th century prayer and commandment boards. 
 
 
4.0 Heritage Values 
 
4.1 People may value a place for many reasons beyond utility or personal 
association: for its distinctive architecture or landscape, the story it can tell 
about its past, its connection with notable people or events, because they 
find it beautiful or inspiring, or for its role as a focus of a community. These 
are examples of cultural and natural heritage values in the historic 
environment that people want to enjoy and sustain for the benefit of 
present and future generations at every level from the ‘familiar and 
cherished local scene’ to the nationally or internationally significant place. 
 
4.2 Many heritage values are recognised by the statutory designation and 
regulation of significant places, where a particular value, such as 
‘architectural or historic interest’ or ‘scientific interest’, is judged to be 
‘special’, that is above a defined threshold of importance. Designation 
necessarily requires the assessment of the importance of specific heritage 
values of a place; but decisions about its day-to-day management should 
take account of all the values that contribute to its significance. Moreover, 
the significance of a place should influence decisions about its future, 
whether or not it is has statutory designation. 
 
4.3 This section is intended to prompt comprehensive thought about the 
range of inter-related heritage values that may be attached to St John’s. The 
high level values range from evidential, which is dependent on the inherited 
fabric of the place, through historical and aesthetic, to communal values 
which derive from people’s identification with the place. 
 
4.4 Evidential value 
 
4.4.1 The evidential value of Plymtree church rests in both the standing 
structure and the potential for below-ground archaeology. No archaeological 
investigations at the church have taken place but there could be evidence of 
an earlier building on the site. Reports from the restoration of 1910 when the 
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floor of the church was dug up and relaid describe how ‘ a portion of old wall, 
with plaster face, was found about a foot inside the present North wall near 
the pulpit’. This was presumably part of the former early Norman or Saxon 
church. 
 
4.4.2 The yew tree in the churchyard is evidence of religious activity on the 
site from the 9th century.  
 
4.4.3 The potential for evidential value derived from archaeological 
investigation at Plymtree church suggests that any proposed excavation work 
in or around the site could diminish this value unless appropriately mitigated. 
 
4.4.5 The standing structure of the church provides some evidential value. 
The doorway on the northern wall is evidence of an earlier church – the style 
of the doorway suggests it was either Saxon or early Norman. The doorway 
could have been re-sited on the north wall from the earlier building whose 
north wall was identified during the early 20th century restoration. 
 
4.4.6 In summary, there is some evidential value in the 
form of potential archaeological and standing structural remains, relating to 
the earlier possibly Saxon church which stood on the site. These demonstrate 
the evolution of the church. 
 
4.5 Historical Value 
 
Historical value derives from the ways in which past people, events and 
aspects of life can be connected through a place to the present. It tends to be 
illustrative or associative 
 
4.5.1 The historical illustrative value at Plymtree church rests in the 
completeness of the survival of its 15th century fabric including the nave, 
chancel (both of which could be older), south aisle, tower, south porch, 
painted screen and carved benches. Whilst the church has been adapted for 
cultural, stylistic and social reasons during the post-medieval period the main 
core of the church remains essentially a 15th century building. The degree of 
surviving original fabric and the lightness-of-touch of the subsequent 
alterations make the church according to the list description ‘a particularly 
good and well-preserved example; perhaps the paradigm of a rural parish 
church in Devon’. 
 
4.5.2 The altar rail is illustrative of the liturgical changes instituted by 
Archbishop Laud in the 17th century.  
 
4.5.3 Many of the alterations carried out to the church during the 18th century 
which would have been illustrative of the changes made to many churches 
during this time to emphasize the readings rather than the sacrament of Holy 
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Communion have not survived. The west end gallery and box pews seen in a 
late 19th century photograph are no longer extant but the pulpit still survives 
although of a reduced height and moved from its original position to the right 
of the nave screen doors to its position adjacent to the north wall.  
 
4.5.4 Like many parish churches in the 19th and early 20th century Plymtree 
church had several campaigns of restoration 1827-9, 1840s, 1895 and 1910. 
However, these restorations were mainly concerned with repair and not the 
wholesale replacement of earlier fabric. Representative fabric of the Victorian 
Ecclesiological movement includes the adornment of the chancel with re-used 
17th paneling, the replacement of the north and south chancel windows, and 
the re-instatement of fragments of medieval coloured glass.  
 
4.5.5 The church clock is probably the oldest working example of a wrought-
iron, horizontal framed ‘birdcage’ tower clock in Devon making it illustrative 
of 18th century horological techniques. There are other examples of similar 
clocks in the county but not in working order.  
 
4.5.6 The small amount of restoration can also be said to be illustrative of the 
influence of the S.P.A.B. as the architect in charge of the 1910 work was a 
member of that organisation. 
 
4.5.7 The church is illustrative of a country parish church serving a fairly small 
population which benefitted in the 15th century from the patronage of local 
wealthy land owners.   
 
4.5.8  The associative value of the church rests with the 
sepulchral and commemorative monuments, associations with prominent 
architects, the history of church governance, music, the Civil War, Oriel 
College, Oxford and the Ecclesiologists.  
 
4.5.9 The wall monuments provide historic associative value linking local 
families with the church, as do the tombs and headstones in the graveyard.  
 
4.5.10 The south aisle is linked with the local Forde family who paid for it and 
whose likenesses appear on the label stops of the hoodmoulds. The screen is 
linked to the Bourchier and Stafford families and their emblems are 
incorporated into its design. 
 
4.5.11 The rector from 1435-77, Sir Richard Smerte, links the church to local 
musical history as he has been described as the earliest recorded Devon 
musician, and wrote eleven carols during the 1440s.  
 
4.5.12 The church is associated with the Civil War as the rector Nicholas 
Monk, 1646-1660, was the brother of General Monk, Duke of Albermarle. 
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Nicholas reputedly persuaded his brother, formerly one of Cromwell’s 
generals, to support the restoration of Charles II to the throne. Nicholas was 
rewarded by being made Provost of Eton and then Bishop of Hereford – he 
is buried in Westminster Abbey. 
 
4.5.13 The church is linked with Oriel College, Oxford as the College 
purchased the advowson of Plymtree in 1737. This made Oriel College the 
Patron who could nominate clergymen to be appointed parish priest. This in 
turn led to the church’s association with the Oxford Movement. Joseph 
Dornford, rector 1832-1868, was a tutor at Oriel during the Oxford 
Movement and a Fellow of the College. In line with this ethos and that of the 
Cambridge Ecclesiologists he reordered the chancel with carved panelling, 
metal work and decoration to emphasise the importance of the sacrament of 
Holy Communion. Thomas Mozley, rector 1868-1880, was a pupil and friend 
of John Henry Newman, one of the founders of the Oxford Movement at 
Oriel College. He became a writer for The Times and wrote Reminiscences, 
chiefly of Oriel College and the Oxford Movement. 
 
4.5.14 Connections with notable architects - George Fellowes Prynne (1853 -
1927) -  architect of many parish churches mostly on a grand scale in the high-
church Gothic Revival style and prolific restorer. Fellowes Prynne was 
appointed the repairing architect for St John the Baptist, Plymtree in 1894. 
Fortunately for the medieval fabric Fellowes Prynne undertook a programme 
of repair rather than wholesale restoration. William Weir (1865 – 1950) – 
repairing architect for Plymtree church in the early 20th century. Weir worked 
on a number of major historic building projects including the restoration of 
Dartington Hall, Tattershall Castle and Bodiam Castle. He collaborated with 
many of the leading figures of the Arts and Crafts Movement and was a 
committed campaigner for the Society for the Protection of Ancient 
Buildings. His sensitive conservation of Plymtree church was commended by 
Pevsner and is noted in the list description.   
 
4.5.15 Connection with the history of church governance – Edgar Hay, rector 
1897-1929, was one of the pioneer founders of the Church Assembly, the 
forerunner of the General Synod.  The Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Measure 
1923 was first discussed and planned at Plymtree rectory and Hay introduced 
the measure in the Assembly. 
 
4.5.16 The associative value of the rectors linked with music, literature, church 
governance, Oriel College and the Civil War would not be diminished by any 
alteration or loss of fabric. The associative value of the monuments and 
gravestones are vulnerable to physical change but if recorded their historical 
association to the site will remain. The association of the repairing architects 
could be lost only if any of their actual alterations such as the chancel 
windows were altered. The connection with the Ecclesiology movement could 
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be lost only if changes were made to the paneling in the chancel and the 
removal of the stained glass. The associative value of the patron families the 
Forde’s, Bourchiers and Staffords could be vulnerable if alterations took place 
to the screen or south aisle. 
 
4.6  Aesthetic Value 
 
Aesthetic value derives from the ways in which people draw sensory and 
intellectual stimulation from a place. 
 
 
4.6.1 At Plymtree church this aesthetic value derives from the age of the 
building, the high level of craftsmanship from the 15th century onwards, the 
sensitive restoration/conservation of its component parts and its setting 
within a leafy churchyard. 
 
4.6.2 Plymtree church has high aesthetic value as a church whose plan and 
internal features have remained virtually unaltered since the 15th century. The 
addition of large windows on the north wall in the 16th century has increased 
the aesthetic value by flooding the interior with light.  
 
4.6.3 The 15th century fittings have survived with very little alteration and in 
themselves represent a high level of craftsmanship. The screen with its 
perpendicular window tracery has nine bays of paneled wainscoting decorated 
with 34 panels of painted figures. The fact that some panels have been painted 
by a different hand adds interest, but does not detract from its aesthetic value. 
Although cleaned over the years the original paintwork still survives. The 15th 
century benches are carved with two tiers of Gothic tracery. Other 15th 
century decorative material includes the carved heads of the Forbes family on 
the south wall exterior, the carved bosses depicting the Green Man in the 
chancel, the Perpendicular style stone font and remnants of coloured glass. 
On the west face of the tower a stone carving of the Madonna and Child is 
somewhat eroded but the fineness of the original decorative niche, the 
drapery of the Madonna’s robe and her recently retrieved crown can still be 
appreciated.    
  
 
4.6.3 In addition to the wonderfully intact 15th scheme of decoration later 
additions to the church maintained a high standard of craftsmanship. The 16th 
century nave windows already mentioned for their light giving properties have 
of themselves a high degree of aesthetic merit. Although all square headed 
each has a slightly different shaped head either elliptical or Tudor arched, clear 
glass leaded panes and some patterned yellow grisaille glass. At the back of the 
church are two nowy headed prayer and commandment boards – plain but of 
an unusual design. 
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4.6.4 There is a good representation of high quality 17th century work. The 
altar rail has turned balusters with cherubs and garlands carved on the main 
posts. The sanctuary is lined with 17th century linenfold paneling (possibly 
from a local house that was demolished) surmounted by a frieze of possibly 
Flemish carved classical female figures. At the rear of the church is a very fine 
carved alabaster panel of the crucifixion which is believed to be Flemish. The 
font has a carved ogee profile cover with a distinctive bird finial.  
 
4.6.5 The ceiling in the nave and south aisle which date from the early 18th 
century have Classical style moulded cornices. The south aisle is quite plain 
but the nave has a section of ornamental octagonal panels and a dentil frieze. 
The painted coat of arms is typical of its period. The fielded panel pulpit has 
lost some of its aesthetic value by being reduced in scale and losing its 
sounding board. The late 18th century clock is of more technological than 
aesthetic interest. 
 
4.6.6 Unlike so many churches work carried out in the 19th century at 
Plymtree was more in the nature of repair and conservation rather than 
restoration. Consequently the aesthetic value of the medieval work was not 
compromised. 19th additions to the fabric include the north and south chancel 
windows: these imitate the existing Perpendicular windows in style and the 
south chancel window has attractive carved heads forming the label stops to 
the hood mould in a similar style to the medieval heads on the south aisle. 
Similarly the 19th century work inside the church seeks to complement the 
surviving historic fabric – the carved oak choir stalls incorporate one of the 
15th century oak bench ends. However the poppy head finials are a more 
generalized design not typical of medieval Devon churches. 
 
4.6.7 The setting of Plymtree church within the leafy churchyard is also of 
high aesthetic value. The elevated site, prominent in the centre of the village 
presents a green backdrop to the medieval church punctuated by historic 
graves and mature trees including the venerable yew. In addition to its 
importance to the aesthetic significance of the church the churchyard also 
represent a significant open area of green space within the settlement as a 
whole, enhancing the village’s pastoral character. 
 
4.7  Communal Value  
Communal value derives from the meanings of a place for the people who 
relate to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. 
Communal values are closely bound up with historical (particularly 




Members of the congregation of St John’s, Plymtree were asked a series of 




In answer to the question ‘In your opinion what makes the building special?’ a 
large number of respondents commented on its central role in the community 
both as a physical landmark and as a venue for landmark events in the lives of 
most of the villagers: specifically baptisms, weddings and funerals. For many it 
is seen as an important community resource, especially through its connection 
with the village Church of England school. In addition to its importance as 
the setting for regular religious worship some  highlighted the importance of 
the building as a symbol of God’s presence in the village. Many mentioned the 
importance of the building as an historic monument which bears witness to 
the village’s past and development. Similarly many highlighted the importance 
of the church as a repository for high quality craftsmanship. Several 
respondents commented that the good condition of the building bore witness 
to the high value in which the building is held by the congregation and the 
community. A number of respondents noted the importance of the church’s 
setting within the churchyard. 
 
To the questions ‘Are there any changes that you think would make the 
building better used?’ and ‘What do you think other locals would like to see?’ 
the majority of respondents felt the nature of building meant little change was 
possible, and a number mentioned the other venues available within the 
village. However several suggested small changes that might be possible 
including a book stall, area for young children, kitchen and toilet facilities. 
More than one respondent suggest the ringing chamber at the foot of the 
tower area could be a possible site for further facilities.  
 
To the final question ‘Are there any specific parts of the building that you 
would like to see protected from change or that you feel are especially 
sensitive?’ the majority of the respondents felt such was the importance of the 
surviving fabric the integrity of the interior as a whole would be threatened by 
any change, with the screen and pews singled out as particularly sensitive. 





5.0 Heritage Significance 
 
5.1 This section uses the information detailed in previous sections to assess 
the significance of St John the Baptist. Understanding a place and assessing its 
significance demands the application of a systematic and consistent 
process, which is appropriate and proportionate in scope and depth to the 
decision to be made, or the purpose of the assessment. This will involve 
relating the heritage values of the church to its fabric and evolution, 
identifying who values the church and why they do so, and considering the 
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setting and context of the church. This is achieved by assessing first the 
heritage significance based on evidential, historical and aesthetic values 
and secondly by assessing the heritage significance based on communal 
values. This section should be read in conjunction with the plan. 
 
5.2 Heritage Significance based on Evidential, Historical and Aesthetic 
Values 
 
5.2.1 Much of the fabric of Plymtree church- the walls, most of the windows, 
the arcade, south aisle, south porch and tower - date from the Perpendicular 
period or earlier thus making its medieval date the most clear-cut element of 
heritage significance. Its grade I listing is primarily based on its date and high 
degree of survival of historic material. In addition to its historical significance 
the medieval fabric is also of aesthetic significance illustrating as it does local 
craftsmanship in the design of the windows, doors, mouldings and dressings. 
The south aisle has associative significance through its connections with the 
local Forde family. The east and west windows of the south aisle although 
altered in the 17th century still represent high historic significance.  
 
5.2.2  The 19th century north and south chancel windows although 19th 
century replacements are archeologically accurate and the south window 
includes two finely carved heads making them of medium significance 
 
5.2.3 The yew tree in the churchyard, the Norman/Saxon doorway on the 
north wall and the buried remains of the former north wall in the area of the 
pulpit, a foot inside the present wall (if they still exist) all have high evidential 
value relating as they do to evidence of earlier worship and buildings on the 
site.  
 
5.2.4 The heritage significance inside the church is also mainly high. The 
fifteenth century craftsmanship illustrated by the nave bench ends, the 
painted, carved screen and the font (and its finely carved 17th century cover) 
has high historic and aesthetic significance, as does the chancel ceiling with its 
moulded ribs and Green Man bosses, the decoratively carved oak altar rail, the 
17th century chancel paneling, the 14th century medieval floor tiles in the south 
aisle, the 16th century payers boards and the Flemish alabaster relief panel. The 
surviving 18th clock and its workings are of high historical value.  
 
5.2.5 Some of the significance of the pulpit has been compromised by its 
having been lowered and moved from its original position, but as an example 
of 18th century carpentry and of the 18th century focus on preaching it remains 
of medium significance. The George II coat of arms now in the church tower 
is of medium interest due to its age and craftsmanship as is the paneled 18th 
century altar. The decorative plaster ceiling in the nave and south aisle may be 
a 19th century reproduction of the original 18th century work, but its aesthetic 
appeal still makes it of medium significance. The two 17thcentury slab 
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memorials in the south aisle are of medium historic significance. The 19th 
century choir stalls reusing a medieval bench end whilst not as significant as 
the originals are still of medium significance. 
 
5.2.6 The remaining wall memorials are of local significance only and the 19th 
century north wall buttresses, the organ, lectern and 20th century tower doors 
and south porch outer doors are of low significance.  
 
5.2.7 The significance of Plymtree church is increased by associative value 
with the S.P.A.B. movement, various well known 19th century architects, the 
connections with Oriel College, and figures from the Civil War. 
 
5.2.8  The overall aesthetic significance of the building and its setting are high. 
With the very minor exceptions of the loss of plaster on the lower wall of the 
south aisle, the modern paint on the chancel ceiling and the arcade capitals 
and the clearance of some of the gravestones the church is a remarkable 
survival of a medieval parish church with very high quality additions from the 
17th, 18th and 19th centuries.  
 
5.3  Heritage Significance based on Communal Values 
 
5.3.1 The majority of the local community hold the historic and aesthetic 
nature of their church in very high esteem. They recognize the high level of 
craftsmanship in the building and wish to see it preserved. 
 
5.3.2 In addition to its role value as an historic and artistic resource of national 
level the village also values the church for its role as a community building, an 
important centre for religious life, family ceremonies and for its role in the life 
of the Church of England Primary school.  
 
5.3.3 The community value the church and churchyard as a significant 
landmark, as a resource of local history and as a physical symbol of the phases 
of the village’s development.  
 
5.3.4 The community is largely relaxed with the limitations inherent within the 
current plan of the interior, largely because throughout the village there are a 
number of other venues for public assembly.  
 
5.4  Summary of Significance 
 
See plan below 
 
5.4.1  The main elements of high significance:  
The 15th century and earlier fabric, specifically the walls, all the windows 
except for those in the north and south chancel walls, the arcade, the south 
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aisle, south porch and tower. All of which have high aesthetic and/or historic 
value. The carving of the Virgin and child which has high aesthetic value. The 
yew tree, Anglo-Saxon/Norman doorway and buried wall remains which all 
have high evidential value. The bench ends, screen, font and cover, chancel 
ceiling, altar rail, chancel paneling, medieval floor tiles, 16th century prayer 
boards, the Flemish alabaster panel, the 18th century clock and the bells all 
have high aesthetic and/or historic value. The highly decorated chancel is of 
high significance due to its association with the Oxford Movement. The early 
20th century restoration is of high associative significance as it reflects the 
influence of its S.P.A.B. architect. The green setting of the churchyard is of 
high communal significance as is the spiritual value of the church. Its 
educational and instructive significance has high communal significance. 
 
5.4.2  The main elements of medium significance: 
The 19th century north and south chancel windows are of medium aesthetic 
and historic value. The George II coats of arms is of medium historic value, 
as are the 17th floor memorial slabs. The 18th century pulpit has been altered 
but is still of medium historic value. The north and south aisle 18th century 
ceilings are of quite a high aesthetic value. The choir stalls are 19th century and 
generally of low value except for the inclusion of the medieval work. The 
carved Victorian lectern is typical of the Ecclesiologist’s style of internal 
fittings and is of medium associative value.  The church’s connection with the 
Civil War is of medium historical value, but there is no physical expression of 
this.    
 
5.4.3 The main elements of low significance: 
The wall monuments are of local interest only. The organ is relatively late in 
date and of no especial technical importance. The reading desk is modern. 
The 19th century buttresses on the north wall are relatively recent and of no 
particular architectural merit.  
 
5.4.4 The potential for tensions between the values  
 
At present there are no obvious tensions between the values which constitute 
the significant elements of Plymtree church. This is mainly due to the fact 
there are a number of alternative venues for public meetings and events 
within the village. If these venues were to become more restricted in the 
future there would be the potential for conflict between the church’s role as a 
centre for community and the current pew arrangement. No mention was 
made by about the effect of the screen on worship (particularly Holy 
Communion). However in the future there is the possibility that a desire for a 
different form of worship could cause a conflict with the high aesthetic and 





5.4.5 Further study required 
 
If for any reason the aisle floor needed to be lifted again there would be an 
opportunity for further research into the church which formerly stood on this 
site. The gap in date between the yew tree and the Anglo-Saxon/Norman 
doorway suggests there may even have been two earlier churches on this site 
and an archaeological survey of the churchyard may provide further evidence 
of earlier buildings.  
 
Further investigation of the Anglo-Saxon/Norman doorway could provide a 
firmer date for this feature and suggest whether it was inserted into a 14th 
century wall, or whether parts of the wall date from this earlier period. 
 
Further research could take place into the iconography of the screen and the 
connection with the Bourchier and Stafford families. 
 
An investigation into the pew ends of surrounding churches could reveal how 
typical the bench ends are of the area. For instance the church at Fenny 
Bridges also has a carving of a bouche shield on one of its bench ends. Similar 
iconography and style could indicate a local school. 
 
6.0 Heritage Sensitivity 
 
 
6.1 Below is a colour-coded plan and associated table of heritage sensitivity at 
St John’s church. This section needs to be read in conjunction with that plan 
and lists the main areas of heritage sensitivity rated high, medium and low 
based on sections 4 and 5 of this report. 
 
6.2 High Sensitivity: 
Exterior – all standing walls on the four elevations, the tower, the porch, the 
south buttresses, all dressings and door surrounds, the Anglo-Saxon/Norman 
doorway, all doors except for the west tower door, chancel roof structure, 
statue of Madonna and Child, all the windows except for the north and south 
chancel windows, the south porch stoup, the churchyard aesthetic,  
Interior -  chancel vault, chancel arch and image niche, tower arch, the arcade, 
medieval floor tiles, buried archaeology within the church, the rood screen  
Furniture and fittings – the chancel paneling, altar rail, nave and aisle benches, 
font, alabaster wall plaque, prayer and commandment boards  
 
6.3 Medium Sensitivity: 
Exterior – nave and south aisle roof covering and c. 1700 structure which still 
exists under later framework, north and south chancel windows, the west 
tower door 
Interior - nave and south aisle vault, 17th century grave slabs 
Furniture and fittings – choir stalls, altar, pulpit, lectern, George II arms 
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6.4 Low Sensitivity: 
Exterior – chancel roof covering, nave and chancel later roof structure, north 
wall buttresses 
Interior - nave aisle and chancel (this needs to be checked beneath carpet) 
flooring, internal tower doors, porch doors  
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E.H. Conservation Appraisal of St John the Baptist, Plymtree 
 
(Information in red refers to the E.H. document ‘Understanding Place: Conservation Area 
Designation, Appraisal and Management’ which can be found at http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/content/publications/publicationsNew/guidelines-
standards/understanding-place-conservation-area/understanding-place-ca-
designation-appraisal-management.pdf. Information in black is the researcher’s 
response to the questions.) 
 
English Heritage – Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, 
Appraisal and Management. 
Part 2: Appraisal 
 
2.2.2 The Introduction 
This will explain the background to the appraisal and describe the general identity and 
character of the conservation area (church) and when it was designated, its place within 
the wider settlement or surrounding landscape, the scope and nature of the appraisal and 
the dates of survey. Any significant sources of information might also be mentioned. 
The purpose of an Appraisal 
The purpose of this appraisal is to clearly define the special interest, character and 
appearance of the church and churchyard. This should then help those in the Faculty 
system advise and assess any plans for change.  
General identity and character 
St John the Baptist is the parish church of Plymtree, part of the Broadhembury with 
Payhembury and Plymtree benefice, in the deanery of Ottery and the Diocese of Exeter. It 
is situated in the District of East Devon and is listed grade I. The building is largely 15th 
century with some earlier features. It was sympathetically restored in the late 19th and early 
twentieth centuries and a high proportion of the medieval fabric still survives including the 
carved and painted screen and an almost entire set of medieval bench ends.  
Date of designation 
The church was first listed on 22 February 1955.  
The church within the wider settlement  
St John’s is situated in the centre of the village above the junction of three roads. It sits 
below the brow of a hill and the church and churchyard form a significant feature in the 
immediately surrounding villagescape. The long curving churchyard wall perched above the 
raised pavement is a particularly dominant feature, as is the church tower. The surrounding 
village is relatively small in size and consists of a number of older buildings including two 
seventeenth century houses to the east and a mid 19th century house which abuts the 
churchyard to the north. The surrounding landscape is formed from gently rolling fertile 
pastureland mainly grazed for cattle. The underlying geology is red sandstone and the 
nearest settlement is the town of Cullompton 4 miles to the north west. 
 
Scope and structure 
This appraisal describes and analyses the character of St John the Baptist, Plymtree 
and its surrounding churchyard. The appraisal will look at the historic 
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development of the church, analyse its present character, identify problems and 
pressures and make recommendations for its future management.  
 
Date of survey 
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2.2.4 The Definition (or Summary) of Special Interest 
This is where the ‘special architectural or historic interest’ of the area (church) ……is 
defined. 
Key elements in defining the special interest are likely to be: 
 The relationship of the conservation area (church) to its setting and the effect of 
that setting on the area 
 the still visible effects/impact of the area’s (church’s) historic development on its 
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plan form, character and architectural style and social/historic associations 
 how the places within it are experienced by the people who live and work there and 
visitors to the area (church) 
 architectural quality and built form 
 open spaces, green areas, parks and gardens, and trees (churchyard and setting) 
 designated and other heritage assets, their intrinsic importance and the contribution 
they make to the area 
 
 local distinctiveness and the sense of place which make the area unique. 
 
 The church and churchyard play a significant role in the surrounding villagescape. 
Located just below the brow of a hill, above a raised churchyard which sits above a 
raised pavement the church and its tower are a prominent feature in the centre of 
the settlement. The tall three stage tower is an important landmark and is 
complimented by the surrounding mature trees. The loss of a number of significant 
historic buildings in its immediate vicinity, including the Church House, poor 
houses and former rectory, make the church particularly significant in bearing 
witness to the village’s historic past. 
  
 The many layered history of St John the Baptist, Plymtree is still evident in its plan 
and architectural form. The plan incorporates elements of the 14th century 
structure: the nave and the chancel, as well as the 15th century addition of south 
aisle, porch and tower. Within the fabric a remnant of an earlier Anglo-
Saxon/Norman building in the form of a doorway can be found along with 
surviving material from the 14th church and a large amount of high quality 15th 
century fabric including the aisle arcade, screen and bench ends which are 
exceptional. Work from subsequent periods such as the 16th century north wall 
windows, 17th carved wooden panelling in the chancel and Flemish alabaster relief 
are all of a very high quality. The fabric of the church reflects two important 
movements from the 19th century: the elaborate decoration of the chancel shows 
the influence of the Ecclesiological Movement, whilst the lack of heavy handed 
restoration reflects the growing influence of the conservation movement.  The 
listed building description states ‘The Church of St John is a particularly good and 
well-preserved example; perhaps the paradigm of a rural parish church in Devon it 
has escaped the worst excesses of C19 renovation and includes fine craftsmanship 
from the C15 onwards’.  
 
 The church is still fully operational as a centre of worship for the local Anglican 
community including Plymtree Church of England School. In addition to its role as 
a worship centre the church is also widely visited as an historic building of note; it 
is one of the churches chosen for Todd Gray’s book Devon’s Fifty Best Churches and 
features in his latest book Devon’s Ancient Bench Ends. The quality of the 15th century 
screen and bench ends, in addition to the 17th century panelling and alabaster relief 
panel are of regional if not national interest. 
 
 The high quality of the building’s architectural design, craftsmanship and 
subsequent phases of work are reflected in its designation as a  grade I listed 
building. This high grade takes into account the early date of the building, the good 
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survival of historic fabric, the quality of the internal furnishings and fittings and the 
low impact of restoration carried out during the 19th century. 
 
 The churchyard forms a significant open space of green in the heart of the village 
and includes a number of notable trees including the magnificent yew tree to the 
south east of the church which is believed to date from the 9th century.  
 
 In addition to the listing of the church several of the churchyard features are also 
listed including the Trump headstone c 4 m. north of the chancel, the Poller Chest 
tomb c. 1.5 m. north of the nave, an illegible chest tomb c. 3.5 m. west of the tower 
and the churchyard cross –  all are grade II. The lych gate, churchyard wall and 
raised pavement to south and west of churchyard all appear under the same 
description and are also listed grade II.  
 
 The church and churchyard walls have a distinctive local character through the use 
of indigenous building materials in the form of red sandstone and volcanic stone 
rubble. Whilst the style of the building, Perpendicular Gothic, reflects national 
trends, the tall thin nature of the west tower, the lack of chancel arch and the 
wealth of interior woodwork, including the screen and carved bench ends, are all 
typical of Devon churches.  
 
Assessing Special Interest 
 
2.2.6 Location and Setting 
 
The village of Plymtree lies at the northern end of a triangle of rural farmland bordered by 
the M5 to the east, the A373 to the west and the A30 to the south. The church is sited in 
the centre of the village, at the junction of three roads, on a plateau of ground just below 
the brow of a hill. 
The churchyard has a quarter circle shape which can be clearly seen on the 1891 First 
Edition Ordnance Survey Map. In the 1950s a square of land abutting the eastern side of 
the churchyard at its northern end was purchased and consecrated as an extension to the 
burial ground in 1957. The extension is on lower ground and reached by a flight of three 
wide concrete steps. 
 
The headstones and tombs stand amongst mown grass, a few shrubs and yew tress - 
including the venerable yew to the south east of the Forde aisle. A certain amount of 
gravestone clearing has taken place. There are few monuments on the southern approach 
to the church and a row of stones have been relocated along the northern boundary wall.  
 
The churchyard paths are all modern tarmac and there are red brick gutters around the 




Despite its elevated position and hillside location any views to the south and west from the 
churchyard are screened by mature trees. Looking east over the churchyard extension there 
are views across open ground again bordered by trees and the back gardens of the adjacent 
cottages. Looking north the view is terminated by a row of cottages and by mature trees in 
the garden to the east.  
 
There are no long vistas and consequently the site has a sense of containment and the 
abundance of trees emphasises its semi-rural location. The nature of the site similarly 
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means the church does not dominate the surrounding landscape; entering the village from 
every direction one comes across the church rather than being led to the site by views of 
the tower.  
 
The church and churchyard are however a very significant feature of the villagescape in 
their immediate vicinity. The long curving churchyard wall perched above the raised 
pavement is a particularly dominant feature, as is the church tower. 
 
The churchyard does not have any statutory landscape designations, protected species or 
species with Biodiversity Action Plans. The majority of the churchyard is mown grass, 
including the extension, providing a limited habitat for flora and fauna.  
 
2.2.8 Historic Development 
 Summary of the church’s history – how this has shaped its development and is evident in 








Evidence of earlier church(es) 
 
There is evidence of religious activity on this site from the 9th century in the form of an 
ancient yew tree in the churchyard to the south-east of the south aisle. Evidence of an early 
church in the form of an internally plastered wall in the area of the pulpit was discovered 
during restoration works to the present church in 1910. The wall was not officially 
recorded but could still be in situ beneath the present floor. This wall could date from the 
same period as the yew in the churchyard or could be contemporary with the Anglo-
Saxon/Norman doorway situated on the north wall of the nave. The north wall stands a 
foot to the north of the excavated wall suggesting if the doorway is contemporaneous with 





It has been suggested that the nave and chancel were rebuilt during the late 1300s by the 
lords of the manor either Sir Thomas Courtney or Thomas and Margaret Peverell and the 
local dark red volcanic stone walls date from this period. Most of the windows date from 
the 15th century, but fragments of glass from the earlier church including the upper light of 
the chancel east window includes the arms of Thomas Peverell, patron of the church when 
Sir Thomas Tregenewil became incumbent in 1393, reinserted in the 19th century. Further 
evidence for a 14th century date can be found in the preface to the parish registers which 
states that some time during the 1300s the church was rebuilt. 
    
Floor tiles, now in the south aisle, have been identified as 14th century. As the south aisle 
was not built until the 15th century the tiles were presumably reused from an earlier part of 
the church. Most parish churches would have had simple floor surfaces in the nave with 
glazed ceramic tiles reserved for the chancel area and so it would seem most likely that this 




The church tower was constructed during the early fifteenth century at the west end of 
the nave. Chancery proceedings of 1432, which refer to the bells of Plymtree church 
regarding a dispute over their cost, suggest the tower was already constructed by this date. 
The west front of the tower housed a statue of the Virgin and Child in a niche, similar to 
several in the area.  
 
 
During the mid fifteenth century a local family, the Fordes of Fordmore, paid for the 
church to be extended with a south aisle. As the arms of Bishop Neville, Bishop of Exeter 
1458-1464, were carved on one of the capitals it would suggest the aisle was constructed 
during this period. The south porch was also built at this time.  
 
The eastern end of the Forde aisle was separated from the chancel by a parclose screen, 
described in a paper read to the Diocesan Architectural Society in 1850, which has not 
survived in situ.  
    
Another major work which took place in the 15th century was the construction of the 
wooden screen which separates the nave from the chancel and the south aisle from the 
Forde chapel. Originally it would have been surmounted by a rood with wooden figures of 
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Christ crucified flanked by the Virgin Mary and St John. The figures no longer survive but 
the stair leading to the rood loft on which the figures would have stood is still in place, 
uncovered during the 1910 restoration. The inclusion of the Bourchier and Stafford 
emblems suggests the screen was commissioned by Isabel Stafford in memory of her 
husband who was beheaded in 1470. The paintings have been dated to the early sixteenth 
century.  
 
The oak benches with carved ends appear to date from a similar period to the screen and 
are described as a complete 15th century set in the list description, apart from a couple of 
late 17th and one 19th century example.  
 
The ceiled wagon chancel roof has bosses carved as the Green Man and may date from 
this period, but as it has been subsequently painted the date is unclear. 
 





During this period the 14th century windows on the north wall of the nave were replaced 
with three tall, square headed windows each with differently shaped elliptical and Tudor 
arch heads. 
 
The painted figures on the panels of the screen date from the early sixteenth century. 
 
A number of decorative features and those associated with Roman Catholic worship were 
destroyed during the Reformation and the subsequent reign of Edward VI (1537-1553). It 
is likely that the rood was removed during this period, along with a confessional box (the 
site of which between the nave and the chancel was still discernible in the 18th century) and 
the statues from the column niches. The holy water stoop in the porch was also vandalised. 
At the same time two nowy-headed prayer and commandment boards were installed inside 





During the seventeenth century a new oak altar rail was constructed in line with the 
teachings of Archbishop Laud.  
 
The carved wall panelling in the chancel also dates from this period, but is Flemish in 
origin (as is the alabaster relief in the south aisle also of this date) and both were not 
installed in the church until the 19th century (see below). This is also the case regarding the 
linenfold panelled wainscoting, which dates from the late 17th century but was placed in the 
sanctuary possibly following the destruction of a house in the village c.1840.   
 
The windows at the east and west ends of the south aisle were altered during this 
period reusing the original tracery, but resetting them in late seventeenth century brick. 
 
 
As mentioned above two of the oak benches were installed in the 17th century (one of 







In c. 1700 the nave roof was raised to a higher height than the chancel through a set of 
roof timbers, in the form of an inverted V laid over the older barrel shaped timbers. The 
plaster ceilings of the nave and aisle also date from this period.  
In 1719 a gallery for musicians and choir was erected at the west end of the church and at 
around the same time a further gallery along the south wall was installed to accommodate 
children during the services. The pulpit was installed during this period and was originally 
taller with a carved sounding board positioned on the wall behind it. The pulpit may 
originally have been erected in front of the screen to the south of the doors leading to the 
chancel (there is an indentation in the screen frieze at this point, but this could have been 
the sited of the former confessional box). There is evidence, in the form of hinges and 
brackets, of doors being added to the medieval bench ends during this period to form 
Georgian style box pews.  
 
The wooden panelled altar table dates from this period as does the painted royal coat of 
arms of George II originally hung behind the altar and now in the ringing chamber. The 
belfry clock was installed in the late 18th century. 
 
 
19th century  
 
The panelling in the sanctuary was installed during the incumbency of the Revd 
Dornford some time after 1840. He raised the foot of the east window to provide a dark 
backdrop for the crucifix or possibly the alabaster panel, which was used as a reredos.  
 
Postcards of the interior of the church dated 1895 show the chancel and the nave lit by 
hanging oil lamps and the pulpit and lectern enclosed by wooden panelling. External 
photos show the buttresses in place.  
 
By the 1890s an organ had been installed, and in 1895 repairs were carried out to the tower. 
At the same time the two galleries were removed.  
 
In 1898 the fifteenth century granite churchyard cross was restored and re-erected in 
memory of the Revd. Gutteres who had only recently left the parish and died on holiday in 
Algiers.  
 
Towards the end of 1898 a number of internal alterations took place including the removal 
of the panelling around the pulpit, the removal of the brick column which supported the 
sounding board behind the pulpit and unspecified alterations to the 19th century pews in 





In 1905 the south porch was repaired and a new set of doors erected within the body of 
the porch. in memory of Henry Baxter who had lived at Greenend, Plymtree. Further 
repairs to the church were carried out in 1910 including the underpinning of the north wall 
and the relaying of the floor on a bed of concrete. During the repair works the rood loft 
stair, the evidence of the early wall near the pulpit and the Anglo Saxon/Norman doorway 
on the north wall were uncovered. In 1927 the east end chancel window was restored to its 
original proportions. 
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Conservation work was carried out to the screen in 1951. In the same year a new heating 
and lighting scheme was installed and in 1960 a pedal organ replaced the Victorian organ.  
 
At some point in the twentieth century the pews just inside the south entrance were 
removed. 
 
The cross at the apex of the chancel roof was repaired after it blew off and was smashed in 
1962. In 1985 a glazed screen with wooden doors was erected separating the nave from the 
tower. 
 
In 1993 the statue on the west front of the tower was restored. The restoration included 




In 2000 the three front book rests and a small pew by the pulpit were removed on a 
temporary basis. The front book rests from the chancel were also removed. The small pew 
front from near the pulpit was placed by the altar, the small pew from in front of the pulpit 
was placed at the south end of the screen and the other front book rests from the nave, 
south aisle and chancel were placed in store.  
 
The church was completely rewired and a new heating and lighting system installed in May 
2010. Between November 2010 and January 2011 the bells were repaired and rededicated 
and in June 2012 the clock was repaired and automated. 
 
In 2011 the two small pews at the rear of the nave were removed during rewiring and 
placed in store. 
 
In 2012 the carved and painted niche on the north side of the chancel arch was restored 
with the help of a grant from the Devon Churches Trust. 
 
Historic records and associations 
 
 The first record of the institution of a rector for the parish, John Walerande, dates 
from 1261. By this period the church at Plymtree was the mother church of a 
group of fourteen surrounding parishes, which formed the Deanery of Plymtree. 
 
 Sir Richard Smerte rector 1435-77, has been described as the earliest recorded 
Devon musician: during his incumbency he wrote eleven carols.  
 
 In 1532 a deed was signed by the Earl of Huntingdon granting a hundred year lease 
for a church house which was built in the south east corner of the churchyard. The 
building consisted of a central hall, kitchen, buttery and vestry and would have 
been used for parish meetings and for raising funds for the church. 
Surviving evidence – The Church House was destroyed by fire in 1895 
 
 The church has a significant association with the restoration of the monarchy. 
Nicholas Monk rector of Plymtree between 1646-1660 is reputed to have 
persuaded his brother General Monk, Duke of Albermarle and Governor of 
Scotland to restore Charles II. He  was consequently made Provost of Eton and 
Bishop of Hereford in 1660. 
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 Oriel College purchased the advowson of Plymtree in 1737. As a consequence 
from this date Oriel College was the Patron of the living and could appoint the 
parish priest.  
Surviving evidence – Oriel College was at the centre of the Oxford Movement 
during the 19th century which aimed to restore medieval and High Church practices 
both in liturgy and church furnishings. The Revd Joseph Dornay appointed parish 
priest in 1832 was an Oriel College appointee and former student. During his 
incumbency the church was reordered: including the chancel panelling and 










Figure 11 Areas of archaeological potential 
 
 
Area A – The ‘portion of old wall, with plaster face’ found ‘about a foot inside the present 
North wall near the pulpit’ during the 1910 repairs to the church. Contemporary reports do 
not record what happened to this wall, but it is highly likely the wall is still in situ and 




Area B – The yew tree has been dated as over 1100 years old. As yew tress were often 
planted adjacent to places of worship it seems possible an earlier church was on this site at 
this date. 
 
Area C - The Saxon or early Norman doorway could have been re-erected on the north 
wall of the 14th century church - it may originally have been located on the wall which 
stands a foot to the south of the existing stone wall, evidence of which has been located 
below ground (see area A). Alternatively parts of the present North wall could be 
contemporaneous with the doorway.  
 
Area D – There could be evidence on the south wall and at the west end of the church of 
the two galleries erected in the early 18th century for the church musicians and the children.  
 
Area E – An etching of 1898 shows the area of the north wall between the two 
easternmost 16th century nave windows. There appears to be some form of text on the 
walls – either painted directly onto the wall surface, or on a hanging wooden board. The 
outline of a rectangle in this position is still visible, and the text may be still extant beneath 
the current wall paint. 
 
Other possible archaeological evidence within the vicinity of the church could include  
 remnants of the original stained glass  
 remnants of the niche statues 
 ceramic floor tiles   
 
Archaeological potential in the churchyard – 
 
The First Edition Ordnance Survey Map published in 1809 shows three structures in the 
churchyard to the south of the church which no longer exist. In the south east corner was 
the church house and the buildings to the south west were poor houses. By the drawing of 
the Second Edition Ordnance Survey Map in 1889 the poor houses were gone, demolished 
some time during the 1880s in order to enlarge the churchyard and widen the road. The 
Church House was not to survive much longer being destroyed by fire on 10th June 1895. 
There is potential for archaeological remains relating to these structures. 
 
Elsewhere in the churchyard in addition to the existing sites of graves there is great 
archaeological potential in the area to the south of the church where the gravestone have 






















2.2.13 Architectural Quality and Built Form (Incorporating 2.2.18 Character 
Zones and 2.2.21 Positive Contributors) 
 













The chancel is believed to have been constructed in the 14th century and the walls may date 
from this period. They are constructed from local red sandstone and volcanic stone rubble 
with volcanic ashlar quoins. Inside the walls are all currently white washed. The chancel is 
rectangular in plan and measures approximately 22ft x 16ft 
Level of interest – High, due to its early date  
Roof  
The pitched and gable end roof has been dated to the 15th century. 
Level of interest – High internally due to early date. 
Windows   
The Beerstone east window is Perpendicular in style with three lights and most probably 
dates from the 15th century – it is very similar in design to the tower west window which 
dates from the 15th century. The original glass stained has been replaced with diamond 
leaded clear glass. During the 19th century fragments of old glass were reinstated in the 
tracery at the head of the window including the arms of Thomas Peverell, who was patron 
of the church in the late 14th century.  
Level of interest –  East window – High due to early date and craftsmanship 
The three other windows in the chancel all date from the 19th century and are constructed 
from Beerstone. They are square headed with two lights and cusped tracery and contain 
diamond leaded clear glass. The window on the southern side has carved human head label 
stops to the hood moulds on the exterior. These are Medieval in style and designed to 
emulate the 15th century label stops on the south aisle.  
Level of interest - South window – High, due to craftsmanship of sculpted heads 
   North windows – Local, late date, but good craftsmanship 
Ceiling  
The barrel or wagon vault is probably fifteenth century and has moulded ribs and purlins 
with bosses at the rib junctions carved as the Green Man. The bosses at the junction with 
the wall plate have carved leaf decorations. At some point the ribs and Green Man faces 
were painted in gold. The ceiling was been painted blue at some  point in the 20th century – 
the 1927 photograph shows the ceiling as a very light colour (white?), whist the ribs appear 
to be painted as they appear today. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date and quality of craftsmanship  
 
Arcade   
The final pier of the five bay, 15th century Beerstone arcade stands in the chancel. This pier 
is wider than the others and incorporates a Tudor arch hagioscope. From this double pier 
springs a further pointed arch which rests on an engaged moulded column at its eastern 
end. This column incorporates a section of carved moulding from a former image niche.  
Level of interest – High, due to early date 
Floor   
The whole of the chancel floor is carpeted apart from an area either side of the altar which 
has stone flags. It is likely that the whole of the rest of the floor is also flagged. The choir 
stalls rest on wooden boards. The floor of the chancel is raised one step above the floor of 
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the nave, but there are no altar steps.  
Level of interest – Appears to be only local, but investigation under the carpet might reveal 
further information. 
Altar rail  
The oak altar rail dates from the late 17th century. It has turned balusters and the main 
posts are square in plan and decorated with carved cherubs and garlands.   
Level of interest – High, due to date and level of craftsmanship 
 
Paneling  
The sanctuary is lined with late 17th century wooden linenfold paneled wainscoting which 
may have come from a local house. The paneling is surmounted by a carved wooden frieze 
of classical female figures believed to be Flemish in origin and to date from the 17th 
century. Both sets of paneling were installed in the 19th century. On the north wall there is 
a wooden shelf supported by a carved bracket beneath the window and on the opposite 
wall a carved aumbrey with an ogee arch let into the carved frieze.  
Level of interest –High, due to date and level of craftsmanship 
Altar  
18th century wood paneled altar described by Pevsner as ‘plain and nice’. 
Level of interest – Medium, due to level of craftsmanship 
Choir stalls  
19th century oak stalls with poppyhead finials and incorporating one medieval carved bench 
end at the western end of the front pew on the southern side. 
Level of interest – Local, due to level of craftsmanship, apart from Medieval bench end 
which is High, due to date. 
A carved 15th century former bench front is located to the south of the altar.  
Level of interest –High, due to date 
Wall monuments  
All 19th century, in the Classical style plain white marble slabs against black marble base and 
of local interest only. Memorials to two rectors Arthur Mozley (died 1892, plaque on wall 
north wall between the chancel windows), Daniel Veysie (died 1817, plaque on north wall 
between the window and the east wall) and a 21 year William Arnold (died 1814, plaque on 
the south wall opposite the Veysie plaque). 





The nave is believed to have been constructed in the 14th century and the walls may date 
from this period. They are constructed from local red sandstone and volcanic stone rubble 
with volcanic ashlar quoins. Where the nave meets the chancel there is a projecting rood 
stair turret lit by a single small octagonal window with clear diamond leaded glass. 
Incorporated within the wall is the Saxon/Early Norman doorway. It is possible that parts 
of the wall may also date from this period. Inside the walls are all currently white washed. 
The nave is rectangular in plan and measures approximately 40ft x 16ft. 
Level of interest – High, due to its early date  
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Buttresses 
Sandstone and volcanic rubble stone buttresses with weathered offsets added in the 19th 
century to counteract the outward thrust of the north wall. 
Level of interest - Low 
Roof  
The roof consists of two layers the outer steeply pitched construction, covered in natural 
slate dates from c. 1700. Beneath it lies the barrel shaped timbers of the 15th century roof.  
Level of interest – High, due to early date.  
Windows 
There are three tall 16th century Beerstone windows on the north wall of the aisle. They 
have square heads and label moulds to the exterior and moulded plaster hood moulds to 
the interior. Each window has four lights with elliptical or Tudor arch heads. They have 
clear diamond leaded panes and the centre window includes some patterned yellow grisaille 
glass.  
Level of interest – High, due to date and craftsmanship 
Ceiling 
The  plaster ceiling dates from c.1700 and includes moulded  cornices with a dentil frieze 
and an ornamental section adjacent to the screen with octagonal panels and rose bosses.  
Level of interest – High, due to date and level of craftsmanship 
Chancel Arch 
Plain plastered chancel arch, which probably dates from the original 14th century building. 
A photograph from 1905 appears to show a zigzag decoration on the edge of the arch, but 
this is not visible in an earlier etching of 1898 or a later photograph of 1927. On the north 
side of the arch facing the nave is the remains of a richly carved limestone image niche in 
the Perpendicular style, the original paintwork of which has been recently restored. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date and level of craftsmanship. 
The Rood Stair 
The 14th century rood stair was uncovered during restoration works in the early 20th 
century. Its wooden panel door dates from the restoration. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date. 
Tower Arch 
Tall 15th Beerstone ashlar tower arch panelled with moulded surround. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date and level of craftsmanship 
Floor 
The floor is covered in stone flags re-laid on a bed of concrete following the early 20th 
century restoration. 
Level of interest - Local 
Screen 
15th century carved oak rood screen, 9 bays wide (6 in the nave and 3 in the south aisle) 
with paneled wainscoting. Perpendicular window tracery (Pevsner type A), leading to a fan 
vault above which is a frieze of three bands of undercut delicate foliage with a valance. The 
medieval paintwork still survives. The wainscot panels contain 34 painted figures, mostly 
saints, but some New Testament figures, a bishop and a royal scene. The northern two 
bays were not designed for figure panels and would originally have housed a small altar. 
The figure panels in these two bays, from an earlier more rustic screen, would have been 
installed after the Reformation when the altar was removed. The other painted figures are 
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of good quality for a rural parish and were painted in the 16th century.  
Described in the list description as ‘a splendid example’ and by Pevsner as ‘one of the most 
splendid’ and ‘exceptionally well preserved’. 
Level of interest – High, due to date, craftsmanship and unusually good state of 
preservation 
Benches 
In the nave there are twenty-two oak pews which all have medieval bench ends apart from 
one which has a plain 17th century end and one with a plain 19th century end. The majority 
are carved with two tiers of the three Gothic arches in the form of blind tracery. A few, 
however have additional carving in the arches or their spandrels including bouche shields, 
leaf foliage and tools. The pew front of the rear set of pews is enriched with a continuous 
blind arcade, and surmounted by a wooden collection box. The rear of the front section of 
pews is decorated with a blind arcade above a continuous frieze of quatrefoils – very 
similar in design to the wainscot panels of the screen. In front of the rear section there is a 
long oak form with turned legs.  
Level of interest – High, due to date and craftsmanship, apart from 17th century end which 
is medium and 19th century end which is low. 
Pulpit 
18th century fielded panel pulpit. Early photographs show the pulpit has been reduced in 
size and the former tester is now lost. The shelf on two of the faces of its north side have 
been removed, presumably to move the structure closer to the wall. 
Level of interest – Medium, due to age and alterations 
Lectern 
Late 19th century Gothic style lectern 
Level of interest - Local 
Wall Monuments 
Two white marble wall plaques within the arch of the Saxon/Norman doorway 
commemorating men who died in the first and second World Wars. 
Level of interest - Local 
Three nowy-headed wooden Prayer and Commandment boards on the walls either side of 
the tower arch. 
Level of interest – High, age and rarity 
Hymn Board 
Modern wooden hymn board above the pulpit. 
Level of interest - Low 
Chest 
Oak chest with plain panels at rear of nave on northern side – possibly dates from 18th 
century or earlier. 




Situated at the west end of the nave the 15th century tower is square in plan, three stages 
high, rises to almost 60 feet and is constructed from local red sandstone and volcanic stone 
rubble. Each stage is articulated by a Beerstone string-course. There are three diagonal 
buttresses and one clasping buttress at the eastern end of the north wall but no 
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corresponding buttress on the east wall. The tower has an embattled parapet with 
Beerstone detailing, crocketted corner pinnacles with carved gargoyles below. The roof is 
covered in lead. On the southern side there is a semi-hexagonal stair turret that rises 
through two stages with a parapet above of open quatrefoils with crocketted pinnacles 
(replaced in the late 19th century). Following repair work in the late 19th century large cast-
iron tie-beams were inserted into the fabric and finished with decorative metal plates in the 
form of quatrefoils and stylized suns. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date and decorative detailing. 
Windows 
Each face of the belfry has a two light Perpendicular window with glass at the head and 
louvers below. On the east and north sides of the tower these are the only windows. The 
west side has a large three light window with Perpendicular tracery in the same pattern as 
the window at the east end of the chancel. On the south side there is a single light square 
headed window on the second stage which lights the former ringing chanber and three 
small oblong windows light the stair turret. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date and craftsmanship 
Statue 
15th century Beerstone statue of Madonna and Child in decorative niche with moulded 
surround and crocketted canopy. The Madonna’s crown was restored after repair work, but 
the Christ Child’s head is missing – it was recorded a falling from the tower in 1953 and 
being put in an unrecorded ‘safe place’ by the rector. 
Level of interest – High, due to date, level of craftsmanship.  
Doors 
The west doorway dates from the 15th century has a two-centred arch, moulded surround, 
plain hood and is constructed from Beerstone. The wooden two leaf door is a 19th century 
replacement. The lamp above dates from the 20th century. Beerstone slightly pointed 
doorway with moulded surround at the base of the tower stair with old wooden plank door 
with replacement lock section. 
Level of interest – West doorway, High, due to early date, Door – Local. Tower stair door 
– High, due to date   
Bells 
There are six bells and their history has been fully documented – the surviving bells include 
two 15th century bells cast by Robert Norton of Exeter (one of which was recast in 1826), a 
1549 bell cast by Roger Semson of Aish Prior foundry in Somerset, a 1669 bell cast by 
Thomas Pennington of Exeter, an 1826 bell cast by Messrs J Mears of London and an 1895 
bell cast by Harry Stokes of Woodbury. The medieval bell cage was replaced in 1826 by 
Messrs. J Mears of London and replaced again by a larger version in elm by Harry Stokes 
of Woodbury in 1895. At the same time new longer ropes were added to allow the bells to 
be rung from the ground floor. 
Level of interest – High, especially the older bells. 
Clock 
The tower clock was made and installed in 1792/3 by the Exeter silversmith William 
Upjohn. It is probably the oldest example of a working wrought iron, horizontal framed 
‘birdcage’ tower clock in Devon. Recently its original stone weights were re-installed. 
Level of interest – High, early date and rarity 
Coat of Arms 
The tower contains the wooden painted coast of arms to George II which would originally 
have hung in the body of the church. 
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Level of interest – High, early date 
Screen to nave 
A glazed screen with wooden mullions and transoms and a wooden door fills the tower 
arch and divides the tower from the body of the church. It was dedicated in 1985. 






The walls date from the 15th century (when the whole of the south aisle was constructed) 
and were built from local red sandstone and volcanic stone rubble like the rest of the 
church. The exterior walls were roughcast during the 19th century, but this render has now 
been removed. There are diagonal buttress on the south west and south east corners and 
two buttresses either side of the third window looking east. These appear to be 
contemporary with the building of the aisle. The south aisle is five bays long, rectangular in 
plan and is almost as long as the main body of the church measuring 54 ft x 12 ft. Inside 
the walls are plastered and white washed, but at some point the plaster has been removed 
from the lower section of wall between the south porch and the chancel screen. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date 
Roof 
The aisle roof dates from the 15th and is pitched with gable ends. It is covered in natural 
slate. 
Level of interest – High, due to early date.  
Windows 
There are four windows along the south wall all 15th century. They have three lights and 
Perpendicular tracery. Each has a hood mould with label stops, some carved to represent 
the heads of the family Forde who commissioned the aisle.  Inside the windows all have 
Beerstone moulded rear arches. The majority of glass is clear set in diamond leaded panes 
but the window at the eastern end has bottle glass in its upper lights. The windows to the 
east of the porch have some roundels of coloured glass in their upper lights and the 
window adjacent to the screen also has a shield of reclaimed Medieval glass in its central 
light. Above the porch is a square headed window with two lights and clear diamond panes.  
The 15th century windows at the east and west end of the aisle were altered in the 17th and 
narrowed to only two lights. The surrounding former window area was infilled with brick 
and stone rubble. Both windows have clear glass set in diamond leaded panes. 
Level of interest – High, due to date and level of craftsmanship 
Doors 
The arch to the priests’ door to Forde chapel has an almost ogee shaped head. The door is 
formed from horizontal studded planks, and appears to have an early lock. Possibly 15th 
century. 
The south doorway is a two-centred arch of volcanic stone with moulded surround and an 
ancient studded and braced plank door. 
Level of interest – High, due to age     
Ceiling 
The  plaster ceiling dates from c.1700, the same period as the nave ceiling. It is however of 
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a plainer design with moulded  cornices, but no other decoration.   
Level of interest – Medium, due to date  
Arcade  
Five bay Beerstone arcade (with eastern pier in the chancel). Quite steeply pointed arches 
supported by moulded piers, Pevsner’s type B with foliage caps painted in dull bronze at 
some point in the 20th century. Two of the nave piers include niches which would have 
held small sculptures. 
Level of interest – High, due to age and craftsmanship 
 
Floor 
The floor is covered in stone flags, but incorporates two 17th century grave slabs. One is 
slate and includes etched Classical columns as part of its design, the other stone slab is 
surrounded by 14th century glazed ceramic floor tiles, which may originally have been 
located in the chancel. There is a further probably 17th century slate grave underneath the 
organ.  
Level of interest – Stone flags - local, Area around grave slabs - High, due to early date and 
craftsmanship 
Benches 
There are six benches with medieval ends in the south aisle. The bench adjacent to the 
screen has been recently moved to this position from its place beside the pulpit. The 
boarding behind the benches suggest at least two more were in position at the start of the 
20th century and the formation of the stone flags around the font suggest there may have 
been more pews here. The surviving bench ends are carved with two tiers of Gothic tracery 
of either two or three Gothic arches. Some have additional foliage carving between the 
arches and other have carving within the arches including shields with chevrons and 
stylized flowers. One bench end has a lower edge of decoration with a pomegranate and 
rose motif. 
Level of interest – High, due to age and craftsmanship 
Font 
The font is 15th century constructed from Beerstone, has an octagonal bowl with quatrefoil 
panels, carved foliage base and a panelled stem with Gothic tracery. It has a 17th century 
ogee-profile cover in oak surmounted by a carved bird.  
Level of interest – High, due to age and craftsmanship 
Monuments 
Carved 17th century alabaster relief wall panel depicting the resurrection of Jesus. The panel 
was brought to the church in the 19th century as part of the reredos, but is now embedded 
in the west wall of the south aisle. 
Level of interest – High, due to age and artistic merit   
Three 19th century memorial plaques on the south wall in white, black and grey marble in 
the Classical style.  
Level of interest – Local 
Modern wooden board on south wall with names and dates of rectors. 
Level of interest - Low 
Bench  
18th (?) century wooden bench in Classical style. Originally three back carved panels – only 
one surviving. 
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Level of interest – Moderate, due to age  
Chest 
Wooden chest with band of foliage carving and metal bands on lid- 17th (?) century, 
possibly used for parish records. 




The porch is rectangular in plan and situated left of centre on the south wall of the Forde 
aisle. Like the Forde aisle it dates from the 15th century. Like the main body of the church it 
is constructed from red sandstone with volcanic stone rubble and volcanic ashlar quoins. 
The detailing is in Beerstone with replacement Hamstone ashlar. It has a parapet, plain on 
the east and west sides, but with a carved frieze of quatrefoil panels enriched with carved 
shields and four-leaf motifs on the south side. Inside the ruublestone walls are unplastered 
and there is a low stone wall abutting the east and west walls with a wooden plank seat. 
Level of interest – High, due to age and craftsmanship 
Entrance arch 
15th century Beerstone (with some replacement) two-centred moulded arch enriched with a 
band of four-leaf motifs. Above the arch is a hoodmould with label stops carved in the 
form of angels with shields. 
Level of interest – High, due to age and craftsmanship 
Gate 
19th century cast iron gates with spear shaped finials. 
Level of interest - Local 
Roof 
Not seen – slate or more probably lead 
Ceiling 
19th century wooden plank ceiling. 
Level of interest – Local  
Floor 
Stone flag floor. 
Level of interest - Local 
Monuments 
White marble plaque commemorating Thomas Henry Baxter in whose memory the family 
restored the porch in 1905. 
Level of interest - Local 
Inner screen and door 
As part of the early 20th century restoration of the porch a screen was inserted between the 
outer arch and the inner door. The lower part is constructed from wood with large double 
doors and the section between the doors and the ceiling is glazed with square leaded panes.  
Level of interest - Low 
Stoup 
Remains of 15th century stone stoup, probably destroyed during the Civil War.  
Level of interest - Medium 
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2.2.15 Open Space, Parks and Gardens and Trees 
 
This part of the appraisal describes open spaces….the way they are enclosed, and the visual 
and or other sensory contribution they make to the character of the place…the ways in 
which the spaces were and are used. 
 
The churchyard is enclosed by a wall constructed from the same materials as the church: 
local volcanic and sandstone rubble including some large roughly-squared blocks laid in 
rough courses. The walls were restored in the 19th and 20th century but probably date from 
a much earlier period. Part of the eastern boundary is formed by the rear wall of a former 
barn. Along the southern boundary is the 19th century lych gate - the main entrance to the 
church. Constructed from plain wooden posts which are braced to carry a pitched gable 
roof covered in slate. Four large granite steps lead to the lych gate and the floor is covered 
with cobbles. Within the lych gate there is a pair of wooden gates and on it south western 
side is a lamp given in 1901 as a gift of a lamp from the Revd Frodsham . Constructed 
from iron it was made locally by Tom Bray at John Sanders’ workshop at Normans Green. 
 
 
The churchyard is significant as an area of open green space in the heart of the village. It is 
the only green area in the centre of the village which is open to the general public. The 
churchyard contains a number of large mature trees which are a significant feature in the 
surrounding streetscape. The north eastern side of the churchyard abuts open fields and 
forms a significant link between the historic village and its rural landscape. As an area of 
green space which is frequently undisturbed it provides a habitat for wildlife, and a place 
for quite contemplation and repose. 
 
 
Originally the churchyard may have been the focus for worship with services taking place 
around the ancient yew tree. After the building of the church the actual religious 
ceremonies would have taken place within the building, but the churchyard would have 
been used for secular activities such as village sports and dancing in addition to fund raising 
events. The churchyard would have been used for the burial of the dead and this continues 
to be a function of the churchyard extension. The churchyard remains an important setting 
for wedding photographs and as a resource for genealogists.  
 
 
2.2.22 Locally Important Buildings (Details)  
Some aspects of the church may be of even greater interest when considered in the context 
of other local historic churches. For example how the iconography of the bench ends 
relates to other examples in the vicinity – there is a bench end in the church at Fenny 
Bridges which also includes a bouche shield.  
2.2.24 An Assessment of Condition 
See quinquennial inspection  
 
2.2.27 A Plan for Further Action  
 
Problems, pressures and threats 
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 Removed items - The book rests in front of the pews in the nave, aisle and choir,  
the plaster at the foot of the south wall between the porch and the screen, the   
pews adjacent to the pulpit and at the rear of the nave 
 
 Intrusion - Paintwork on the arcade pier capitals, blue paintwork on the chancel 
ceiling 
 Any problems in condition highlighted by Quinquennial Inspection. 
 Ongoing costs of maintaining church 
 Fixed seating limits other uses for the building 
 Limited space for incorporating other facilities (toilet, sink etc.) 
Opportunities 
 Archaeological investigation could reveal further information concerning any earlier 
churches on the site and other undiscovered features such as wall paintings beneath 
the current limewash 
 
 Further research into the iconography of the screen and bench ends could reveal 
more information about their date and provenance 
 
 Further research into surrounding churches could reveal more information about 
locally significant details such as the bench end carvings 
 




























W. and B. Identification of Significance for St John the 
Baptist, Plymtree 
 
(Information in red refers to the book ‘Managing Built Heritage’. Information in black is 
the researcher’s response to the questions.) 
  
Derek Worthing and Stephen Bond Managing Built Heritage – The Role of 




Process of assessment 
 
1. The identification and assessment of the overall and particular values embodied in 
and represented by the site.  
2. An assessment of how valuable the site is related to comparable sites. 
3. An evaluation of what aspects and what elements of the site contribute to the 
overall significance of the place – and in what way they do so. 
4. Following from the above, an evaluation of the relative significance of the various 
aspects and elements of the place. 
 
 
1. The identification and assessment of the overall and particular values embodied in and 





The church building and the structures in the churchyard are all constructed from natural 
materials which present a subtle, but varied palette: the walls, a local red sandstone and a 
purple/aubergine volcanic stone complement the cream Ham and Beerstone dressings; the 
grey iron rainwater goods and tie rod anchor plates; the silver/grey slate roofs and the 
weathered wood of the doors. In the churchyard the approach to the lychgate has varied 
colour and texture through the use of cobblestones and granite. As the majority of the 
materials are local the church and its churchyard structures have a visual homogeneity with 
the surrounding built environment and the wider landscape setting. 
 
Due to the lack of later additions the church presents an exterior largely unaltered since the 
south aisle, porch and tower were added in the fifteenth century. The well preserved 
historic structure is further enhanced by its green setting with several notable trees and its 
prominent position set above the sweeping curve of the road below.  
 
Inside the church has a light calm aesthetic enhanced by the large 16th century windows on 
the north wall and the white walls. Again a very high proportion of the historic fabric has 
survived with few modern interventions. Consequently the church has an ancient ambience 




Both the interior and the exterior of the church display high levels of both local and 
international craftsmanship. Outside the craft of stone carving is represented by the 
window tracery, parapet carvings, label stop carvings of angels and heads, the Virgin and 
Child statue, moulded door surrounds, gargoyles and pinnacles. Inside the church stone 
carving includes the arcade, arch surrounds, the font and the chancel arch niche. One of 
the major features of the interior is the carved woodwork: this includes fine examples of 
local carving – the screen, bench ends, linenfold panelling, chests, altar rail and font cover, 
in addition to Flemish carved panels in the sanctuary. Other examples of local 
craftsmanship include the floor and wall monuments, the decorative ceilings to the nave, 
chancel and aisle, the surviving stained and coloured glass, the clock and its mechanism, 
the bells and the Flemish alabaster relief panel.    
 
In addition to the high quality craftsmanship the aesthetic quality of the church is further 
enriched by the artistic merit of the medieval panel paintings on the chancel screen. 
 
Plymtree church is notable for the high standard of work successive generations of 
builders, craftsmen, artists and architects have added to its fabric. In addition to the high 
aesthetic value of their work  can be added the fortuitous aesthetic of the patina of age  
notable in the muted colours of the screen, the worn flagstones of the floor, the historic 
repairs to the benches and the lichen flecked walls.   
 
Assessment of significance: exceptional 
 
Scenic and panoramic 
 
Although the church is situated on higher ground within the village it is located around a 
sweeping bend and is surrounded by trees to the north and west, as a consequence the 
building only impacts on close range views. However from the top of the tower there are 
panoramic views out over the surrounding landscape. 
 




Plymtree church is of great architectural value as it represents a largely 15th century 
structure in the Perpendicular Gothic style which has not undergone extensive restoration. 
As a consequence the medieval plan remains unaltered and much of the intention of its 15th 
century designers can still be read. In addition it incorporates craftsmanship of a high 
standard in stone and wood. The screen has been described as ‘one of the most splendid’ 
(Pevsner), a ‘splendid example’ (List Description) and ‘one of the finest in Devon’ (Anna 
Hulbert – restorer).  
The late 18th century tower clock is of high technical value as it is probably the oldest 
example of a wrought iron, horizontal framed ‘birdcage’ tower clock in Devon.  
 




As a surviving largely 15th century structure Plymtree church is of great historic interest. 
Within the church the screen, bench ends and fragments of stained glass link the present 
building with its medieval past. The surviving historic fabric tells the story of other 
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significant periods in the church’s history including the Reformation – the missing niche 
statues, clear glass windows, broken stoup and damaged Virgin and Child statue; the 
Laudian reforms – the decorative altar rail, the 17th and 18th century prominence of the 
sermon – the pulpit and evidence of former box pews, the 19th century Ecclesiology 
Movement – the decoration in the chancel and restoration of some of the stained glass, the 
SPAB movement – the conservation of the existing fabric and the avoidance of over-
restoration. In addition the outline of the doorway on the north wall is evidence of an 
earlier Anglo-Saxon/Norman building. 
 




St John the Baptist church has been associated with a number of historic figures and 
events. Some of these, whilst of historic interest have not impacted on the building itself: 
the rector Sir Richard Smerte (1435-1477) was one of the earliest recorded Devon 
musicians; the rector Nicholas Monk (1646-1660) reputedly persuaded his brother, General 
Monk, to support the restoration of Charles II to the throne; Thomas Mozley (rector 1868-
1880) was a pupil and friend of John Henry Newman, one of the founders of the Oxford 
Movement at Oriel College - he became a writer for The Times and wrote Reminiscences, 
chiefly of Oriel College and the Oxford Movement; Edgar Hay (rector 1897-1929) was one of the 
pioneer founders of the Church Assembly, the forerunner of the General Synod - the 
Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Measure 1923 was first discussed and planned at Plymtree 
rectory and Hay introduced the measure in the Assembly. Other associations can be read in 
the surviving historic fabric: due to the patronage of Oriel College, Oxford, High Anglican 
clergy were appointed to the living including Joseph Dornford (rector 1832-1868) who 
reordered the sanctuary with decorative panelling and restored some stained glass to the 
windows in line with the principles of Ecclesiology; the architects George Fellowes Prynne 
(1853 -1927) and William Weir (1865 – 1950), both of whom carried out programmes of 
conservation rather than restoration (Weir was a member of the SPAB) with the result that 
the church is noted as ‘a particularly good and well-preserved example’ (List Description) 
and having undergone a ‘sensitive restoration’ (Pevsner).  
 




It is generally believed that many medieval parish churches stand on the site of earlier 
church buildings. Often the only evidence of any earlier structure is the presence of a 
Norman font, which could possibly come from another building. At Plymtree, however, 
the yew tree in the churchyard which has been dated as over 1100 years old, the ‘portion of 
old wall, with plaster face’ found ‘about a foot inside the present North wall near the 
pulpit’ during the 1910 repairs to the church, and the Saxon or early Norman doorway are 
incontrovertible evidence that at least one earlier church building stood on the site. In 
addition to this evidence of an earlier church there is also potential for uncovering remains 
from former phases of work including remnants of stained glass, the niches statues, 
ceramic floor tiles, the site of the former galleries and wall paintings including a panel 
depicted in an etching of 1898 between the two easternmost 16th century nave windows on 
the north wall.  
 










The church generates very little money in terms of attracting visitors – although 
increasingly people tracing their ancestry are visiting churches where relatives are buried 
and may as a consequence use local services such as the post office or the pub. The church 
is to a degree paid for by the local community, mainly by its regular attendants, but also by 
those using the church for family ceremonies such as baptisms, weddings and funerals. The 
church might well have a high value as real estate, but this is at present is not an issue as 
the building remains in use. Any potential real estate value could be circumscribed by its 
high listed status. 
 




The church is an important educational resource as the only surviving building in the 
village which dates from the medieval period. As a mainly 15th century structure the 
building has been deemed of high historic interest by E.H. reflected in its grade I listing. In 
addition to its medieval fabric it also contains fixtures and fittings from a number of 
different periods providing information on historic craftsmanship, as well as liturgical 
changes. The graves and memorials in the churchyard and the registers identify past 
inhabitants. The church also plays a part in the life of the primary school hosting regular 
school services. 
 









There are two significant art works at St John the Baptist, Plymtree: the carved Flemish 
alabaster panel described by Pevsner as being ‘of remarkably high quality, with much 
delicate detail’ and the painted figure panels on the screen. Although Pevsner describes the 
painted figures as ‘of no high aesthetic value’ they have subsequently been described by the 
historic painting expert Anna Hulbert as ‘of good quality for a rural parish church’. 
 




The function of Plymtree church as a place of worship is its primary social value. In 
addition to its weekly importance as a worship centre the church is also of great 
significance to local people past and present and the venue for significant ceremonies in 
their lives. The church is a place where they can go to relive the memories of their 
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marriage, the christening of their children and also to visit the graves of friends and 
families who are buried or have their ashes interred in the churchyard. 




There is no war memorial in the churchyard, only individual plaques within the church.  
 




Plymtree church is one of the symbolic/iconic buildings of the village. As the oldest 
surviving building the church has symbolic value as a prominent visual link to the village’s 
past. It has influenced the plan of the village and impacted on the buildings and plots 
which have developed around it. For the church-going members of the village the church is 
an important physical reminder of the spiritual and Christian life of Plymtree. 
As a largely 15th century church the building is not unusual in Devon, or even in the 
surrounding area. 
 
Assessment of significance:  high 
   
Spiritual and religious 
 
As a place of worship still fulfilling its original function the spiritual value of Plymtree 
church is very high. It is of great spiritual importance to its congregation, to those from 
other Church of England churches visiting the parish and to those who use the building to 
mark significant life events. It is also of importance as a quiet place apart which is always 
open to those seeking a refuge from modern life and a place for quiet contemplation. As a 
functioning church the religious atmosphere and functionality of the building is of primary 
importance. 
 




The inspirational value of Plymtree church lies both in its spiritual value (see above) but 
also in the acknowledgement of the achievements and dedication of those involved in its 
creation. As a parish church it is likely that its builders and craftsmen were local or regional 
and the surviving historic fabric is testament to their talents. 
 




As a structure built as a place of worship and still fulfilling that intention the church would 
appear to meet English Heritage’s criteria for sustainability ‘Capable of meeting present 
needs without compromising ability to meet future needs’. Furthermore it is constructed 
from ‘durable materials that perform well in terms of the energy needed to make and use 
them’ and their ‘removal and replacement would require a major reinvestment of energy 
and resources’.  
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Although surrounded by a rural landscape and set in the heart of a village where most of 
the inhabitants have their own area of private green space the churchyard nevertheless 
forms a significant open space of green and includes a number of notable trees including 
the magnificent yew tree to the south east of the church which is believed to date from the 
9th century. As the churchyard is only sporadically visited it also provides a valuable 
relatively undisturbed habitat for flora and fauna. 
 
Assessment of significance: limited 
 
 
2. An assessment of how valuable the site is related to comparable sites. 
 
In order to ascertain the significance of Plymtree church in relation to other comparable 
sites eight other churches in the area were visited. All the churches were within six miles of 
Plymtree and form a rough circle with Plymtree at the centre see Table 1. and Fig. 1. 
 
Feniton 6 miles 
Talaton 4 miles 
Clyst St Lawrence 6 miles 
Clyst Hydon 4 miles 
Bradninch 5 miles 
Cullompton 4 miles 
Broadhembury 5 miles 
Payhembury 4 miles 
 











Significance of Age 
 
All the churches were constructed between the 14th and the 16th century with the majority 
of building constructed, like Plymtree, in the 15th century. See Table 2. 
 
Plymtree C15 
Feniton Norman origins, C15 and early C16 
Talaton Norman font, C15 
Clyst St Lawrence Norman font, C15 
Clyst Hydon C15 
Bradninch C15 and early C16 earlier masonry in chancel 
Cullompton C15 and C16 
Broadhembury Nave C14 or earlier, C15 south aisle west tower, C16 porch 
Payhembury C15 and early C16 
 
Table 2 Date of fabric prior to Victorian intervention 
 
Plymtree appears to form part of a significant church building programme in East Devon 
during the 15th and early 16th century. In fact this was a countywide phenomena with 
around 95% of pre-Victorian churches in Devon built during this period (see Historic 
Context). Whilst not unusual the earliness of the date makes Plymtree of high historic 
value, which is reflected in its listed building status of grade I – see Table 3.  
 
 
Plymtree Grade I 
Feniton Grade II* 
Talaton Grade I 
Clyst St Lawrence Grade I 
Clyst Hydon Grade I 
Bradninch Grade II 
Cullompton Grade I 
Broadhembury Grade I 
Payhembury Grade I 
 
Table 3  Listed building status 
 




Significance of materials 
 
Plymtree and all the surrounding churches were built from stone local to the area. This part 
of East Devon has two underlying geologies – on the western side breccias, sandstone and 
volcanic stone and on the eastern side carboniferous sandstone and shales. Consequently a 
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mix of materials can be found, but all reflect materials local to the area. As the local stone 
was unsuitable for carving stone for the dressings and arcades was imported from nearby 
Beer. A small amount of Hamstone was used from Somerset and some Victorian work and 




Table 4 Local materials and their application  
The use of local materials with imported stone for interiors and dressings was typical in 
Devon during the 15th and 16th century (see Historic context) and consequently the choice 
of materials for Plymtree can be seen as locally and regionally typical. 
 
Materials : Medium significance 










Brecchia          
Red 
sandstone  
         
Volcanic 
stone rubble 
         
Volcanic 
ashlar 
         
Volcanic 
ashlar quoins 
         
Flint  
Rubble 






Plymtree almost accords to the archetypical plan of late 15th and early 16th century churches 
in Devon described by Hoskins as of ‘a very characteristic local type: a continuous nave 
and chancel of five or six bays with north and south aisles running the full length of the 
building, a western tower, and a southern porch’, whilst Pevsner observes long, flanking 
aisles were a ‘special feature’ of the Perpendicular period in Devon (see Historic Context).  
Similar plans can be found in all the surrounding churches with only an additional southern 





















Nave          
Chancel          
North 
aisle 
         
South 
aisle 




         
West 
tower 
         
North 
porch 
         
South 
porch 






         
Limestone          
Dressed  
Flint 
         
Beerstone 
dressings 
         
Bathstone 
dressings 
         
Hamstone 
Dressings 


















         
 
- indicates 19th century additions/rebuilding 
 
Table 5  Plan comparison 
Plan: medium significance 
 
Lack of Victorian intervention 
 
The list description for Plymtree refers to the church as ‘a particularly good and well-
preserved example’, which has ‘has escaped the worst excesses of C19 renovation’. A 
comparison with the surrounding churches gives further weight to this statement.  Table 6 
below lists all the Victorian interventions mentioned in the list descriptions for the 
churches and clearly indicates the small amount of work which took place at Plymtree in 


















         
Windows 3 6 7  6 All  4  
Choir stalls          












Buttresses 2         
Vestry          
Nave roof          
Chancel 
roof 




         
North aisle 
roof 
         
Tower roof          





         
Reredos          
Altar          
Altar rail          
Restored 
screen 
    No 
screen 
    
Pulpit          
Lectern          
Font          
Tower 
screen 
Modern         
Monuments          
Stained 
glass 
         
Outer walls          
North aisle          
Tile floor          
Nave          
South aisle          
Tower 
vestry 
         
Chancel          
 
Table 6 Summary of Victorian/early 20th century intervention 
 
To illustrate this point further the type of Victorian intervention was given a weight 
(marked out of 10) which indicates its impact on the surrounding historic fabric – see 
Table 7. Clearly this is a subjective exercise, but represents a useful tool for illustrating the 
level of intervention. 
 
 










Nave roof 2.5 
Chancel roof 2.5 
North transept roof 2.5 
North aisle roof 2.5 
Tower roof 2.5 
South aisle roof 2.5 











Tower screen 2.5 
Monuments 2.5 
Stained glass 5 
Outer walls 7.5 
North aisle 5 
Tile floor 2.5 
Nave 5 
South aisle 5 
Tower vestry 2.5 
Chancel 5 
 
Table 7  Weight of intervention 
At this point a certain amount of rounding up and down was necessary in order to put the 
data into a spreadsheet, and consequently no differentiation was made between the number 
of Victorian windows. Similarly Plymtree was not considered to have Victorian 
intervention as far as its pews were concerned as the amount was so small. The figures 
were then placed in a spreadsheet and the overall percentage of Victorian intervention 








Intervention Plym Fen Tal 
Clyst St 
L Clyst H Brad Cull Broadhem Payhem 
Porch Ceiling 2.5         
Windows 5 5 5  5 5  5  
Choir stalls 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Benches  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Buttresses 2.5         
Vestry  2.5    2.5  2.5 2.5 
Nave roof      2.5  2.5 2.5 
Chancel roof  2.5 2.5   2.5  2.5 2.5 
North transept 
 Roof  2.5        
North aisle  
roof     2.5 2.5   2.5 
Tower roof     2.5     
South aisle  
roof  2.5    2.5  2.5  
Chancel arch  2.5 2.5  2.5   2.5 2.5 
Reredos  2.5       2.5 
Altar  2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5   2.5 2.5 
Altar rail  2.5 2.5  2.5   2.5  
Restored  
screen  5  5  5 5 5 5 
Pulpit  2.5 2.5  2.5 2.5  2.5  
Lectern 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5    2.5 
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Font  2.5   2.5    2.5 
Tower  
screen  2.5        
Monuments 2.5 2.5 2.5   2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Stained glass  5  5 5 5 5 5 5 
Outer walls   7.5       
North aisle    5  5 5    
Tile floor   2.5   2.5  2.5 2.5 
Nave  
heightening      5    
South aisle 
heightening      5    
Tower vestry      2.5    
Chancel       5 5  
          
 17.5 55 45 22.5 42.5 60 25 52.5 45 
          
 Plym Fen Tal 
Clyst St 
L Clyst H Brad Cull Broadhem Payhem 
 17.5 55 45 22.5 42.5 60 25 52.5 45 
 
Table 8 Spreadsheet showing percentage of Victorian intervention 
These figures were then used to create a pie chart which indicates the extent of Victorian 




Figure 2  Relative extent of Victorian intervention 
Lack of Victorian intervention: High significance 
 
 
Details and features significant to the area 
 
Looking at the surrounding churches highlights similarities and differences which can 
contribute to the assessment of significance of Plymtree church. In Tables 4 and 5 the 
similarities in materials and plan have already been observed. In Table 9 below a list of 
further features and details shared by the neighbouring churches have been recorded. 
 
















































stair turret  
         
Image niche 
and statues 
         
Pevsner type 
B arcade 














         
Wagon roof          
Medieval 
carved screen 








         
Green man 
carving 
         
Gargoyles          
 
Table 9 Shared features and details 
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Reference to the Historic Context confirms that wagon roofs, decorative screens and 
carved bench ends are all typical features of Devon churches in the 15th and 16th centuries. 
Projecting stair turrets are to be found on more than half of the churches and of these the 
majority are hexagonal or octagonal. Furthermore the style of windows and arcades are 
typical of the period nationally. However, these churches do appear to have a notable 
amount of stone carving in the form of image niches, gargoyles, bosses of the Green Man, 
carved head and angel label stops and statues. This is particularly notable at Cullompton, 
but at Plymtree all the above features can be found and the surviving image niches within 
the church suggest further sculptures existed prior to the Reformation. This might suggest 
this area of East Devon had particularly skilled stonemasons.  
 
By comparing Plymtree with its neighbours the C17 dating of the Virgin and Child in the 
list description is called into question as all the other image niches and sculptures on the 
surrounding churches date from the C15. 
 
Further study into the nature of the stone carving could suggest whether there was a local 
school of masons. Similarly as seven of the nine churches still retains its Medieval screen 
further study could reveal whether there was a school of wood carvers local to the area. 
Although only four of the nine churches still retains its Medieval bench ends a cursory 
survey shows similarities between the style – all have two tiers of blind Gothic tracery. 
Todd Gray in Devon’s Ancient Bench Ends notes that 25 of the 123 churches in Devon with 
surviving bench ends have plain Gothic tracery of this nature and they are all in the 
southern part of the county. Further similarities can be noted between Plymtree and 
Feniton which both include carved bouche shields in their design.  
 
Whilst the identification of local practices or schools might not impact on the value of 
features which are already considered of high significance it does help to enrich the 
understanding of the surviving historic fabric whilst potentially adding to their historical, 
educational and associational values. Linking churches artistically could also lead to 
economic benefits with visitors choosing to visit a number of churches where shared 
features can be observed. 
 
 
3. An evaluation of what aspects and what elements of the site contribute to the overall 
significance of the place – and in what way they do so. 
 
Much of the fabric of Plymtree church - the walls, most of the windows, the arcade, south 
aisle, south porch and tower - date from the Perpendicular period or earlier thus making its 
medieval date the most clear-cut element of heritage significance. Its grade I listing is 
primarily based on its date and high degree of survival of historic material. In addition to its 
historical significance the medieval fabric is also of aesthetic significance illustrating as it 
does local craftsmanship in the design of the windows, doors, mouldings and dressings. 
The south aisle has associative significance through its connections with the local Forde 
family. The east and west windows of the south aisle although altered in the 17th century 
still represent high historic significance. 
 
The 19th century north and south chancel windows although 19th century replacements are 
archeologically accurate and the south window includes the two finely carved heads making 
them of medium significance 
 
The yew tree in the churchyard, the Norman/Saxon doorway on the north wall and the 
buried remains of the former north wall in the area of the pulpit, a foot inside the present 
wall (if they still exist) all have high evidential value relating as they do to evidence of earlier 
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worship and buildings on the site.  
 
The heritage significance inside the church is also mainly high. The 15th century 
craftsmanship illustrated by the nave bench ends, the painted, carved screen and the font 
(and its finely carved 17th century cover) has high historic and aesthetic significance, as does 
the chancel ceiling with its moulded ribs and Green Man bosses, the decoratively carved 
oak altar rail, the 17th century chancel paneling, the 14th century medieval floor tiles in the 
south aisle, the 16th century prayer boards and the Flemish alabaster relief panel. The 
surviving 18th clock and its workings are of high historical value.  
 
Some of the significance of the pulpit has been compromised by its having been lowered 
and moved from its original position, but as an example of 18th century carpentry and of 
the 18th century focus on preaching it remains of medium significance. The George II coat 
of arms now in the church tower is of medium interest due to its age and craftsmanship as 
is the paneled 18th century altar. The decorative plaster ceiling in the nave and south aisle 
may be a 19th century reproduction of the original 18th century work, but its aesthetic 
appeal still makes it of medium significance. The two 17thcentury slab memorials in the 
south aisle are of medium historic significance. The 19th century choir stalls reusing 
medieval bench ends whilst not as significant as the originals are still of medium 
significance. 
 
The remaining wall memorials are of local significance only and the 19th century north wall 
buttresses, the organ, lectern and 20th century tower doors and south porch outer doors are 
of low significance.  
 
The significance of Plymtree church is increased by associative value with the SPAB 
movement, various well known 19th century architects, the connections with Oriel College, 
and figures from the Civil War. 
 
The overall aesthetic significance of the building and its setting are high. With the very 
minor exceptions of the loss of plaster on the lower wall of the south aisle, the modern 
paint on the chancel ceiling and the arcade capitals and the clearance of some of the 
gravestones the church is a remarkable survival of a medieval parish church with very high 
quality additions from  the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries.  
 
The majority of the local community hold the historic and aesthetic nature of their church 
in very high esteem. They recognize the high level of craftsmanship in the building and 
wish to see it preserved. 
 
In addition to its value as an historic and artistic resource of national reknown the village 
also values the church for its role as a community building: an important centre for 
religious life, family ceremonies and for its role in the life of the Church of England 
Primary school.  
 
The Community value the church and churchyard as a significant landmark, as a resource 
of local history and as a physical symbol of the phases of the village’s development.  
 
The Community is largely relaxed with the limitations inherent within the current plan of 
the interior, largely because the village has a number of other venues for public assembly.  
 
 
4. Following from the above, an evaluation of the relative significance of the various 
aspects and elements of the place. 
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Comparative significance is best expressed by using a hierarchy of ascending or descending 
levels of value. 
 
 Exceptional: features of exceptional/international significance or which contain 
elements with a significance beyond national boundaries 
 Considerable: features of considerable/national significance, possibly reflected in 
statutory designations such as Scheduled Ancient Monument, Listed Building or 
equivalent nationally graded sites (including those of ecological and nature 
conservation value) 
 Some: features of some significance, important as regional level either individually 
or for group value 
 Limited: features of limited/local significance 
 Unknown: features of unknown significance resulting from a lack of sufficient 
information on which to base sound analysis of its value 
 No: features of no significance to the study area 
 
 
Exceptional significance: The 15th century and earlier fabric, specifically the walls, all the 
windows except for those in the north and south chancel walls, the arcade, the south aisle, 
south porch and tower. The yew tree, Anglo-Saxon/Norman doorway and buried wall 
remains which all have high evidential value. The bench ends, screen, the Flemish alabaster 
panel, 
 
Considerable significance: The font and cover, chancel ceiling, altar rail, chancel 
paneling, medieval floor tiles, 16th century prayer boards, the 18th century clock and the 
bells all have high aesthetic and/or historic value. The highly decorated chancel is of high 
significance due to its association with the Oxford Movement. The early 20th century 
restoration is of high associative significance as it reflects the influence of its S.P.A.B. 
architect. The green setting of the churchyard is of high communal significance as is the 
spiritual value of the church. Its educational and instructive significance has high 
communal significance. 
 
Some significance: The 19th century north and south chancel windows are of medium 
aesthetic and historic value. The George II coats of arms is of medium historic value, as are 
the 17th floor memorial slabs. The 18th century pulpit has been altered but is still of medium 
historic value. The 18th century north and south aisle ceilings are of a medium to high 
aesthetic value. The choir stalls are 19th century and generally of low value except for the 
inclusion of the medieval work. The carved Victorian lectern is typical of the 
Ecclesiologist’s style of internal fittings and is of medium associative value.  The church’s 
connection with the Civil War is of medium historical value, but there is no physical 
expression of this.    
 
 
Limited significance: The wall monuments are of local interest only. The organ is 
relatively late in date and of no especial technical importance. The reading desk is modern. 
The 19th century buttresses on the north wall are relatively recent and of no particular 
artistic merit. The porch ceiling and internal doors. 
 
Unknown significance: Archaeological research could reveal more information 
concerning the earlier church/churches. Further investigation of the Anglo-
Saxon/Norman doorway could provide a firmer date for this feature and suggest whether 




Further research could reveal the significance of the iconography of the screen and the 
connection with the Bourchier and Stafford families. 
 
Further investigation into the pews and pew ends could date the surviving fabric and 
comparison with surrounding churches could reveal how typical the bench ends are of the 
area. For instance the church at Fenny Bridges also has a carving of a bouche shield on one 
of its bench ends. Similar iconography and style could indicate a local school. 
 
 
No significance: The lighting and heating systems, the reading desk and the internal 
partition between the nave and the tower. 
      
 
Sensitivity to change  
(taken from M Pearson and D Marshall National Library of Australia, Conservation Management 
Plan, 2005) 
 
 High Sensitivity  High sensitivity to change occurs where a change would pose a 
major threat to a specific heritage value of the component affected, or the Library 
as a whole. A major threat is one that would lead to substantial loss of the heritage 
value 
 
 Moderate sensitivity Moderate sensitivity to change occurs where a change would 
pose a moderate threat to a specific heritage value of the component affected, or 
would pose a threat to a component of heritage significance in another part of the 
building. A moderate threat is one that would diminish the heritage value, or 
diminish the ability of an observer to appreciate the value. 
 
 Low sensitivity Low sensitivity to change occurs where a change would pose no 
appreciable threat to a specific heritage value of the component affected, and 
would pose no appreciable threat to heritage significance in another part of the 
building. Components of the Library with no individual identified heritage values 
are likely to have a low sensitivity to change (rising to moderate if the proposals 
affect adjacent areas having values). 
 
High Sensitivity: 
Exterior – all standing walls on the four elevations, the tower, the porch, the south 
buttresses, all dressings and door surrounds, the Anglo-Saxon/Norman doorway, all doors 
except for the west tower door, chancel roof structure, statue of Madonna and Child, all 
the windows except for the north and south chancel windows, the south porch stoup, the 
churchyard aesthetic.  
Interior -  chancel vault, chancel arch and image niche, tower arch, the arcade, medieval 
floor tiles, buried archaeology within the church, the rood screen.  
Furniture and fittings – the chancel paneling, altar rail, nave and aisle benches, font, 
alabaster wall plaque, prayer and commandment boards.  
 
Moderate Sensitivity: 
Exterior – nave and south aisle roofs, north and south chancel windows, the west tower 
door. 
Interior - nave and south aisle vault, 17th century grave slabs 




Exterior – chancel roof covering, north wall buttresses. 
Interior - nave aisle and chancel (this needs to be checked beneath carpet) flooring, internal 
tower doors, porch doors.  




















St. John the Baptist, Plymtree Pews - Chronology of written 
and picture references  
 
1. c. 1470 - oak benches with carved ends are installed in the nave and the south aisle 
– possibly also in the chancel. There is no record of how many pews were installed 
or their exact configuration 
 
2. 17th century - two bench ends replaced - one at the western end of the nave on the 
southern side and one which stood until 2011 to the west of this pew (now in 
store) 
 
3. January 1894 Parish Magazine - report of condition survey made by the architect 
George Fellowes Prynne –‘The floor is in an extremely bad state. The flag stones 
are laid without concrete, on the natural soil, with the inevitable result of being 
uneven and damp…….The platforms under the seats and pews are rotten and 
damp….The “worm” has greatly damaged and is still damaging the Oak Seats, and 
some immediate steps should be taken to prevent the complete destruction of this 
really fine work’. 
 
4. 1894 photograph included in preface to the Revd. Gutteres Plymtree Rectory Library 
shows the pew front on the southern side of the nave with a different carved end 










5. 1895 - postcards of the interior of Plymtree dating from this year show ‘In the 
Forde aisle were box pews in simple Georgian style, while the pew ends in the nave 
show that woodworm had already done their worst…….they also show the high 
brick chimney flue for the large, square-cast iron stove, set between the pews 
beside the north wall.’ (Recorded in T Eames Book of Plymtree) 
 
6. November 1898 etching of the interior of the church used for the parish magazine 
cover shows the former ‘Parson’s Box’ – a fielded panel screen, taller than the 
benches and similar in style to the pulpit. It is three panels wide and stands in front 
of the pulpit to the same width as the pews on the north side of the aisle. It appears 





Figure 15 1898 Etching (Plymtree church collection) 
 
 
7. December 1898 – the Parish Magazine records - ‘The Rector has recently had the 
Choir Stalls altered, so that he may take the service in his proper place in the 
Chancel… This has allowed of the removal of the “Parson’s Box” in the north 
aisle, and, as the floor under it proved to be rotten, he has re-floored the aisle for 
13 feet west of the chancel screen.’  
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8. 1905 - The same view taken in a photo of 1905 shows the pulpit with the panelling 
removed and what appears to be one of the medieval benches reinstated to the east 





Figure 16 View of the interior from 1905 (Plymtree Parish Magazine) 
9. 1908 John Stabb in Some Old Devon Churches Vol. 1- comments that the screen is in 
good condition because it has been preserved by high backed pews. Also mentions 
south aisle pews of horse-box pattern. 
 
 
10. November 1910 Parish Magazine - notes a list of proposed repairs which includes – 
relaying floors and refixing of seats. 
 
11. April 1911 – Archdeacon’s visitation recorded in Parish Magazine- ‘The church is 
under repair, and the work is being very thoroughly done on conservative 
lines…the floors inside laid on a concrete base. Inside a good bed of concrete has 
been laid under the flooring and the flags.’ 
 
12. Some time between 1911-18 Beatrix Cresswell made notes on the church interior – 
she records benches with carved ends – some modern, some made from an old 
chest. One bench end made from a king post from the roof of Greenways chapel 
Tiverton which has been returned to Tiverton  
 
13. 1927 framed photograph – kept in the church vestry room shows the east end nave 






Figure 17 1927 photograph (Plymtree church collection) 
 
 
14. 1951 photograph shows a closer view of the east end of the nave and the pew 





Figure 18 1951 photograph (Plymtree Church collection) 
 
 
15. 1955 Church Guide – also notes ‘The panel paintings [of the screen] themselves are 
in a marvellous state of preservation, probably due to their having for a long period 
been entirely covered by horse-box pews…..The pews have seats of massive oak 
three inches thick, with solid kneeling ledges in the place occupied in modern pews 
by the book-shelf’. 
 
16. 1955 list description - ‘C19 oak stalls with poppyhead finials and reusing some 
good C15 carved bench ends’…. ‘Very good and complete set of C15 oak benches; 
blind tracery on the frontals and back benches, ends carved with similar schemes of 
flowers and two tiers of tracery. The only additions a coupe of late C17 benches 
and one C19 example’. 
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17. Photographs from 1989 show the small pew beside the altar and its pew rest, and 
the front pew rest on the southern side of the nave aisle before their removal – see 






Figures 19 and 7 1989 photographs (Plymtree Church Collection) 
 
18. 2000 photograph taken for a church exhibition shows the front pew rest on the 
southern side of the nave aisle before it was removed. It also clearly shows this is 





Figure 8 Photograph from 2000 (Plymtree Church collection) 
 
 
19. Photographs taken in 2011 during removal of the pews from the rear of the nave. 
Pews from the second to back row of the nave – see Figs. 9, 10 and 11 and  at the 






Figures 9, 10 and 11  Pews from the second row back of the nave during their removal in 2011 




Figures 12 and 13 Pews at the back of the nave during their removal in 2011 (Plymtree Church 
collection) 
  
Church Pew Movements 
 
i. The arrangement of flagstones at the western end of the south aisle suggest 
there may historically have been pews here. Anecdotal evidence suggests the 




Figure 14 Flagstone arrangement suggesting pews may originally have been positioned on this site 
(photograph, author) 
ii. At some point in the second half of the 19th century the present choir stalls 
were erected in the chancel. There is no record of this exact date and no 
mention of what the pews replaced. It is possible the choir stalls were erected at 
the same time the organ was installed. Again there are no records as to what the 
organ replaced, but if the east end of the Forde Aisle was used as a private 
chapel as has been suggested (Eames), medieval pews may have been in place. 
 
iii. In the photograph of 1894 – see Fig. 15 (reference 4) the bench end at the 
northern end of the front pew on the southern side of the nave is clearly shown 
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to have a pointed head. By the photograph in 1927 – see Fig. 16 (ref. 13) this 
bench end has been altered showing the same bench end which is now in store. 
The pointed head bench end – see Fig. 17 is now in the choir. The alteration 
may well have taken place during the re-ordering of 1898 (refs. 6. and 7), but 
the chancel bench was not altered until after 1927 at the poppy head bench end 
can still be seen in the photograph of this date – see Fig. 18 (ref. 13). 
 
                         
 
Figure 15 Detail of 1894 photograph Figure 16 Detail of 1927 photograph              
(Plymtree Church Collection)  (Plymtree Church collection) 
                                                                                                               
Figure 120 Pointed head bench end in Figure 18 Detail of 1927 photograph            
the chancel (Photograph, author)  showing poppy headed bench end (Plymtree Church       
                                                                          collection) 
 
iv. During the same reordering of 1898 the panelling around the pulpit known as 
the ‘parson’s box was also removed’ (ref. 7). What is not entirely clear from the 
‘before’ and ‘after’ etching of 1898 – see Fig. 19 (ref.6) and the photograph of 
1905 – see Fig. 20 (ref. 8) is whether the panelling actually contained the small 
pew and frontal or whether they were repositioned in this space after the 
panelling was removed. The photograph from 1894 – see Fig. 21 (ref. 4) shows 
the corner of the ‘parson’s box which clearly also contains the lectern 
suggesting at this point the short pew and frontal were probably not contained 





           
 
Figure 19 Detail of 1898 etching        Figure 20  Detail of 1905 photograph              




Figure 21 Detail of 1894 photograph (Pymtree Church collection) 
 
Furthermore a report on the screen written by the expert painting conservator 
Anna Hulbert in 1986 (which appears in the current church guide) suggests 
‘There must have been a little altar in front of the screen, in this corner, 
probably very small in order to avoid the Roodstair door’. This again would 
suggest pews would not have been located in this area during the medieval 
period. Looking at the 1989 photograph – see Fig. 22 (ref. 17) the medieval 
altar would have been located to the south of where the chair stands making 






Figure 22 1989 photograph (Plymtree Church collection) 
 
v. In 1911 the flagstone floor of the whole church, which previously rested 
directly on the beaten earth, was lifted as it had become extremely damp and 
uneven. The flags were then relaid on a bed of cement concrete (ref. 11). This 
would have involved the removal of all the pews and presumably at this time 
the wooden floorboards for the pews were also laid.  
 
vi. At some point (not recorded) the pews to the east of the entrance via the south 
porch were removed. The boarded floor – see Fig. 23 is identical to that in the 
rest of the church which was probably re-laid during the restoration scheme of 




Figure 23 Boarded floor in the south aisle (Photograph, author) 
 
vii. In 2000 the three front book rests and a small pew by the pulpit were removed 
on a temporary basis. The front book rests from the chancel were also 
removed. The small pew front from near the pulpit was placed by the altar – 
see Fig. 24, the small pew from in front of the pulpit was placed at the south 
end of the screen – see Fig. 25 and the other front book rests from the nave, 




               
 
Figure 24 Relocated pew front in   Figure 25 Relocated pew in the south aisle           
the chancel (Photograph, author)  (Photograph, author) 
 
 
      
 
Figure 26 Pew from south aisle in store Figure 27 Nave pew front in store (Plymtree Church 





Figure 221 Nave pew front and chancel pew fronts in store (Plymtree Church collection) 
  
 
viii. In 2011 the two small pews at the rear of the nave were removed during 












                    
 
 





Biographies of the pew fronts and pews removed 
          
Letters refer to the plan below 
 
Pew front (a.) and pew (b) 
 
1. This pew and pew front may have traditionally stood in the positions recorded 
before their removal in 2000, but the presence of a small altar almost immeditaely 
in front of them during the medieval period (ref. Church guidebook) and the 
photgraphic evidence of a lectern inside the ‘parson’s box’ in the 19th century (ref. 
4) makes this unlikely. In which case the pew and pew front were sited in their 
position adjacent to the pulpit at some point between 1898 and 1905. Where they 
were formally sited is unkown but they could have originated in one of the areas of 
the church where historically the pews have been removed i.e. at the far eastern or 
western end of the Forde Aisle. The pew and pew front were removed in 2000 on a 
temporary basis following informal permission from the then Archdeacon. 
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Current site – to the south of the altar (a.1) and to the south west of the screen (b.1) 
 
Pew front (c.) 
 
This pew front is shown in late 19th century photographs although it has a different carved 
bench end on its northern end (ref. 4). It was removed and replaced following the relaying 
of the floor in  1911 (ref. 11). There are several unsubstantiated references (refs. 9 and 15) 
to box pews standing immeditaely in front of the screen accounting for the good state of 
preservation of the panel paintings. It is not known however whether the presence of these 
pews would have impacted on the pew arrangement which existed prior to the removal of 
the pew front in 2000 (on a temporary basis following informal permission from the then 
Archdeacon). 
Current site – storage 
 
Pew front (d.) 
 
T. Eames describes a late 19th century postcard showing  ‘In the Forde aisle were box pews 
in simple Georgian style’ (ref. 5). This postcard has not been seen and so it is not possible 
to determine the extent of the box pews in this area. There is evidence throughout the 
church that doors were hung on the medieval bench ends see Figs. 32 and 33. Eames does 
refer specifically to ‘simple Georgian style’ – this could be the joinery of the door alone or 
the whole pew.   
 
     
          
 
Figure 32 Part of a hinge to a former door  Figure 33 The latch to a former door     




The pew front if traditionally in this position would have been lifted and replaced during 
the relaying of the floor in 1911 (ref. 11). Pew front d. was removed in 2000 on a 
temporary basis following informal permission from the then Archdeacon.                                          








There is little information of these two pews at the rear of the church. No photographs, 
postcards or etchings have been seen which include them. One of the bench ends of the 
pew from the second to back row appears to be a 17th century replacement. They would 
have been lifted and replaced during the reflooring of the church in 1911 (ref. 11). In 2011 
an Archdeacon’s Temporary Reordering permission was granted for the pews to be 
removed, as they had been moved during rewiring.                                                                     




There is no written evidence of when the ‘parson’s box’ was erected although stylistically it 
appears to be Georgian. It was removed as part of the 1898 reordering (ref. 7). 
 
Current site - unknown 
 
Pew fronts g.  
 
It is not known exactly when the pew fronts were erected in the chancel, but stylistically 
they appear to date from the later 19th century. The pews were altered during the 1898 re-
ordering, but how is not recorded. The pews were described in 1955 as incorporating 
‘some’ medieval bench ends (ref. 16) but now only one is extant. At some point between 
1894 (ref. 4) and 1927 (ref. 13) the poppy head bench end on the front pew on the 
southern side of the chancel was replaced with a medieval bench end. The 19th century pew 
fronts themselves are plain without carving. The fronts were removed in 2000 on a 
temporary basis following informal permission from the then Archdeacon. 
 





























































Summary of Meeting between Bridget Gillard, Jude Johncock, 
the Churches and Church Buildings Council Casework Officer 
for the Church of England and Dr Joseph Elders the Open and 
Sustainable Buildings Main Projects Officer at Church House 
on Tuesday 19th November 2013 at 10.00 a.m. 
 
New structure for the Statements of Significance 
The Church Buildings Council are in the process of revising the format for the Statements 
of Significance and Statements of Need. They intend to produce a document which is 
more straightforward than at present as they feel the current document, which has evolved 
over time, has become too complicated and unwieldy. The new format will consist of three 
parts: a history and description of the church, a statement of its significance and an 
assessment of the impact of proposed work. 
The third section of the revised guidelines – ‘what is the impact of proposed changes?’ – is 
intended to encourage the congregation to carry out changes which will enhance rather 
than detract from the significance of the church. This reflects the C.B.C.’s belief that 
church buildings can be enhanced. The C.B.C. also recognises that certain aspects of some 
church’s existing fabric could be detrimental to their significance.  
The ascribing of values to various elements of the church fabric will not be included in the 
new format. It is intended to be a broad description with detail added in the third section 
when an actual proposal is identified.  
 
Purpose of current and proposed Statements of Significance 
In section two of the new format (the statement of significance) the C.B.C. are asking the 
questions ‘who values it, how do you value it and for what reasons?’ 
The C.B.C. want statements of significance to state what is important in the building and 
its churchyard to inform its planning process. 
The C.B.C. describe statements of significance according to the Faculty Jurisdiction Rules 
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2000 as a document which ‘summarises the historical development of the church and 
identifies the important features that make major contributions to the character of the 
church’ 
The C.B.C. define significance in their guidance for writing church management plans as 
‘Significance is the whole set of reasons why people value a major church, whether as a 
place for worship and mission, as an historic building that is part of the national heritage, 
as a focus for the local community, as a familiar landmark or for any other reasons.’ 
 
Proposed Historic Environment Record 
The C.B.C. are hoping (subject to grant aid) to develop an historic environment record 
(H.E.R.). One of the uses of the H.E.R. will be to prepopulate statements of significance 
with data. Once statements of significance have been prepared it is intended that this 
information could then be fed back into the H.E.R., where appropriate.  
It is intended that the proposed H.E.R. will provide baseline information which will assist 
the parishes.  
At present statements of significance are only written when there are proposed changes to 
the fabric requiring a faculty. It is the intention of the C.B.C. that, if the H.E.R. gains 
funding, ultimately all churches will have at least a baseline statement of significance which 
will include a history and description of the church and a statement of its significance. This 
will be achieved in two stages - an initial standard information sheet with basic information 
such as the location, historic and natural environment designations and then an extra layer 
of information including the history and description and the statement of significance. 
The C.B.C. also intend to add information from faculty applications to the H.E.R. 





Who should write the Statements of Significance?  
 
The C.B.C. are fully supportive of parishes writing their own statements of significance as 
there is the issue of cost when a consultant is approached and they believe parishes who 
write their own statements of significance are left with a far greater knowledge of their 
building. They want the parish to be responsible for their churches and to become 
stakeholders. They are committed to re-establishing the church as part of the community 
including capturing sources of knowledge which might not exist within the worshipping 
congregation. In the case of larger and more complicated buildings the D.A.C. and the 
C.B.C. can be called on for advice. These two bodies have a wide spectrum of expertise 






































1.1 What is a statement of significance? 
 
A statement of significance is a document which summarises the historical development of 
the church and identifies the important features that make major contributions to its 
character. Significance is the whole set of reasons why people value a major church, 
whether as a place for worship and mission, as an historic building that is part of the 
national heritage, as a focus for the local community, as a familiar landmark or for any 
other reasons. 
 
The purpose of the statement of significance is to help you, the parish, understand the 
history and evolution of your building explore the strengths and potential that your church 
holds for worship and mission, to recognise areas of the building and setting which are 
sensitive to change and to identify areas where change would be appropriate. This 
information will then inform those in the Faculty system who can advise you and assess 
your plans for change.  
 
1.2 What should the statement of significance include? 
 
The statement is divided into separate sections looking at the historic development of the 
church including its past associations with people and events, its setting and natural 
heritage, past and present use, a description of the surviving historic fabric, a description of 
the contents and suggestions for any future changes or alterations. Some sections will 
identify areas or features of particularly high significance and sensitivity which deserve 
protection and other aspects which are of low significance or sensitivity where change or 
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alteration might be beneficial.  
 
1.3 How should evaluations be made? 
Part of the purpose of assessing the significance of the church is to identify those areas 
where changes could take place, and those areas where it would not be appropriate. This 
requires the building, its setting and contents to be rated to decide what are the areas of 
high and low significance and sensitivity. This is a complicated process and may require 
advice from the D.A.C.  
 
To evaluate the significance of the building, contents and setting you should use the 
following terminology: 
• High – important at national to international levels 
• Moderate-High – important at regional or sometimes higher level 
• Moderate – usually of local value but of regional significance (e.g. local school of carving, 
regional feature such as projecting stair turret)  
• Low-Moderate – of local value  
• Low – adds little or nothing to the value of a site  
• Negative – detracts from or obscures the value of a site 
 
The three highest values ‘high’, ‘moderate-high’ and ‘moderate’ will most often be ascribed 
to those features of the church and setting of an early date or great architectural or historic 
merit. They will generally be the features singled out for favourable comment in the listing 
description and Pevsner (see below).  
 
In order to decide what level of local value the features hold it will be necessary to compare 
the church to others in the area. By visiting five or more surrounding churches you will be 
able to identify whether the date, plan, materials, decorative features and amount of 19th 
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century restoration of your church is typical of the area or unusual. This will enable you to 
ascribe either a ‘moderate’ or ‘low-moderate’ value. ‘Low’ values should be ascribed to 
those features that have been recently installed and have no aesthetic or architectural 
significance and ‘Negative’ value should be ascribed to those features which detract from 
or obscure the surrounding historic features. 
 
Once the significance has been assessed the same features will then be evaluated to 
discover their sensitivity. This assessment may have different results to the significance 
assessment as some features which are of high or moderate significance might be quite 
robust and able to accommodate changes without compromising their character.  
 
To evaluate the sensitivity of the building, contents and setting you should use the 
following terminology: 
• High sensitivity – change would pose a major threat to the character of the feature 
• Medium sensitivity – change would diminish the character or the ability of an observer to 
understand the character 
• Low sensitivity – change would pose no specific threat to the feature or pose an 
appreciable threat to the overall character of the building.  
 
Again this is a complicated process and may require advice from the D.A.C.  
 
 
1.4 How to research the church 
When researching the church the following sources of information could be useful :- 
• Buildings of England series by Pevsner 
• Reports by the Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England 
(RCHME), now part of English Heritage 
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• The local history society 
• The local museum 
• Diocesan Record Centre 
• County Record Office 
• County Biological Records Centre 
• Historic Environment Record (HER), maintained by your local authority. 
• Victoria County History (VCH) 
Statutory designations and descriptions for churchyards, churches or objects within 
them can be checked through your local planning authority, English Heritage and 
Natural England (Nature Conservation significance).  
Useful web sites include: 
• Churchcare http://www.churchcare.co.uk/ 
• Shrinking the footprint www.shrinkingthefootprint.cofe.anglican.org 
• Heritage Gateway www.heritagegateway.org.uk/ 
• Magic www.magic.gov.uk 
• Caring for God’s Acre www.caringforgodsacre.org.uk 
 
Other sources of information:  
• The Practical Handbook in Archaeology publication ‘Recording a church: an illustrated 
glossary’ 
• NADFAS guide ‘Inside churches A guide to church furnishings’ 
 
During research members of the parish may encounter problems with some of the 
material. This can include contradictory written evidence and hearsay presented as fact. 
Where primary source information exists, such as parish magazines, rectors’ notes, 
photographs, watercolours and architects’ drawings this information can often provide 
definitive evidence if later histories are contradictory. However some of these sources are 
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not necessarily reliable, for example the architect may have modified his drawings at a later 
date, and any pictorial representations may include artistic licence. Where the information 
is uncertain this should be stated. Some publications may refer to information which can 
no longer be verified such as Victorian photographs which have been lost. Again the 
information can be included, but with the proviso that the original source no longer exists. 
In some churches early material from other buildings may have been inserted at a later 
date, and it is important the historic development makes this clear.   
 
The parish should contact their architect, D.A.C. secretary or historic buildings advisor if 
major problems are encountered in their research or with any other aspect of completing 
the statement of significance.  
 


















Statutory Listing of church: 
 











County Wildlife Site (or equivalent, or SSSI): 
 
Any other designations: 
 
 
3.0 Historic Development 
The purpose of this section is to describe the history of the church to give an 
understanding of its evolution, how it has changed over time and what elements of former 
phases have been lost or obscured. This should include information on any earlier 
buildings on the site, how the church has changed over time and any architects, artists and 
other craftsmen known to have been involved in its development. 
Record the various phases of work according to period (Norman, 13th, 14th, 15th, century 
etc.) on an historic development plan. You could ask the church architect to allow you to 
use his/her floor plan as a template and use colour to depict the various phases.  
On a separate plan record those areas of the church which may have archaeological 
potential. These could be sites shown on the H.E.R. or aspects of the building revealed in 
the historic development research which are no longer visible. For example wall paintings 
mentioned in early records which are now whitewashed.  
 
4.0 Setting of the Church 
In this section the setting of the church is analysed to understand how it relates to the 
wider landscape setting and to the church itself. It should also identify any elements of the 
churchyard whether natural or built which are of particular importance and worthy of 
protection. This section will comprise of two elements: a description of the setting and an 
evaluation of its significance and sensitivity.  
Part 1.  
Describe the setting of the church. How does the church and its churchyard relate to the 
wider landscape – is it in the heart of the settlement or does it stand on a prominent site? 
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Does the church and its setting feature in any major views or vistas within the settlement 
and its surroundings? Are there any significant views looking out from the churchyard?  
Describe the plan of the churchyard, its paths, boundaries, structures, gates, lighting, 
significant tombs and gravestones; including the type of materials. Are there any 
archaeological remains? Are adjacent buildings similar, complementary or contrasting in 
age, style, or materials? Is the church or churchyard used by protected species or species 
with Biodiversity Action Plans? How good a habitat is the churchyard for flora and fauna? 
Is there any rare plant life or lichen? Are there any ancient, very prominent, rare or unusual 
trees? How do the trees contribute to the setting of the church? Are there any elements of 
the setting which are poorly managed or in a bad state of repair?  
Part 2. 
In order to determine what elements of the churchyard whether natural or built are of 
particular importance and worthy of protection use the terminology and criteria from the 
introduction to rate their significance. Then, again using the terminology from the 
introduction, rate what you consider to be the sensitivity of each feature. For example 
Feature Significance Sensitivity 
Long range view 
from the S.E. 
corner of the 
churchyard  
Moderate-high significance Medium 
14th century 
preaching cross 
High significance High 
20th century shed 
in poor condition 
Negative significance Low 
11th century yew 
tree 
High significance High 
 
 
5.0 Past and present use of the church 
This section will look at the historic and present use of the church and churchyard. The 
purpose of this section is to understand how the past use of the building and setting has 
impacted on its present form and any issues the building in its present form raises for its 
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current use. This section is divided into two parts: the first describes the uses past and 
present of the building and churchyard and their impact on its fabric; the second part 
evaluates the significance and sensitivity of the elements.   
Part 1. 
Describe briefly how the church is used for the liturgy and any issues which arise from its 
present layout. Describe any known historic liturgical practices and uses of the church, and 
any surviving elements of the fabric to which these relate (such as side altars, unused high 
altars, former communion tables, three-decker pulpits, reading desks etc.) Describe any 
significant events of figures associated with the church such as benefactors, priests, local 
gentry or episodes in church history showing how these affected the choice of 
architect/artist, the incorporation of any monuments in the church or alterations to the 
fabric. Describe any past non-liturgical uses of the church and churchyard and any 
associated physical remains. Describe any current non-liturgical uses of the church and 
churchyard and any issues which arise from these activities. Does the church and 
churchyard reveal any information about the past lives of the parishioners (such as the 
ironwork of a local blacksmith)? Does the church and churchyard have a particular 
atmosphere? Are there any particular areas of the church or churchyard which hold 
important local associations?     
Part 2. 
In order to determine what elements of the church and churchyard which reflect its past 
and present use are of particular importance and worthy of protection, or are detrimental 
to its character, use the terminology and criteria from the introduction to rate their 
significance. Then, again using the terminology from the introduction rate what you 





Feature Significance Sensitivity 
Medieval side altar High significance High 
Quiet atmosphere 
of side chapel 
High-moderate significance High 
Victorian pitch 
pine pews which 
prevent dual use of 
the nave 
Low significance Low 
Corner of the 
churchyard used 
for the maypole 
Moderate significance Moderate 
 
6.0 Surviving historic fabric 
This section will provide a description of the surviving church fabric in terms of its 
architectural components (the next section will describe the fixtures and fittings). This 
section is divided into two parts: the first describes the surviving architectural features; in 
the second part the features are evaluated in terms of their significance and sensitivity.  
Part 1. 
In order to provide a comprehensive description of the different elements divide the 
church into areas such as chancel, nave, south aisle, tower, porch etc and comprehensively 
describe the features. These should typically include roof, walls (interior and exterior), 
windows (interior and exterior), ceilings, arcades, arches, floors etc and any other structural 
elements of the building. Your description of each component should include date, style, 
materials and note if the feature has been altered (if known). For each area also comment 
on the general condition and any significant sensory qualities (such as coloured light 
through a stained glass window or the atmosphere of prayer in a side chapel). Describe the 
plan of the church, how it is lit and heated. The Council for British Archaeology’s 
‘Recording a church: an illustrated glossary’ will provide the correct terminology for the 
architectural features and details.  
Part 2.  
In order to determine what elements of the church are of particular importance and worthy 
of protection use the terminology and criteria from the introduction to rate their 
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significance (include any sensory elements or condition issues in your assessment). Then 
again using the terminology from the introduction rate what you consider to be the 
sensitivity of each feature. For example 
Feature Significance Sensitivity 
15th century granite steps to 
chancel. The steps are plain 
with no mouldings and 
have indentations indicating 
the passage of 
communicants over 
hundreds of years to the 
high altar. They are of 
robust construction and 
well maintained. 
High Moderate 
19th century nave walls 




colour fills the nave with 
golden light. Late 20th 
century quartz ray heaters 
are fixed to the walls in a 
prominent position.  
Moderate 
(Heaters – negative) 
High 
(Heaters – low) 
14th century south aisle 
windows in the Decorated 
style. The stained glass no 
longer survives and the 
present clear glass dates 
from the 19th century.  
High High (tracery) 
Low (glass) 
 
If you have queries concerning the evaluation of these features seek the guidance of your 
architect or the D.A.C. 
 
7.0 Contents of the church 
This section will provide a description of the church’s contents or fixtures and fittings. It 
will be divided into two parts: the first describes the contents; the second will evaluate the 





Move systematically through the church from east to west describing all the fixtures and 
fittings. These will typically include altars, reredos, sedilia, aumbry, altar rail, choir stalls, 
organ, wall monuments and tombs, wall paintings and panelling, screens, pulpit, lecterns, 
reading desks, pews, chests, tables, fonts, metalwork, plate, registers, bells and bell frame. 
Your description of each feature should include date, style, materials, any sensory response 
(if appropriate), whether the feature is in its original position (if known) and a comment on 
its condition. If the features form part of a scheme (i.e. 18th century pews, pulpit and 
lectern) this should be noted as it will add to their significance. The N.A.D.F.A.S. guide to 
church furnishings will assist in the correct use of terminology.     
Part 2.  
 
In order to determine which of the contents are of particular importance and worthy of 
protection use the terminology and criteria from the introduction to rate their significance 
(include any sensory elements or condition issues in your assessment). Then, again using 
the terminology from the introduction rate what you consider to be the sensitivity of each 
feature. For example 
Feature Significance Sensitivity 
Late 20th century plain pine 
reading desk, with areas of 
woodworm 
Low Low 
14th century carved and 
painted chancel screen 
High High 
18th century plain oak 
paneled pulpit by the north 
wall, truncated and adapted 
in the 20th century when 
moved from original 





If you have queries concerning the evaluation of these features seek the guidance of your 
architect or the D.A.C. 
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8.0 Summary of significance and sensitivity 
The next section summarises the evaluations of significance and sensitivity from the 
previous sections. This summary will be shown on two separate plans: one indicating areas 
of significance and the other areas of sensitivity. The plans can take the form of a drawing 
of the churchyard with an approximate floor plan of the church or be based on your 
architect’s floor plan of the church with the outline of the churchyard drawn around it. On 
the first plan use colour to indicate the different values of significance identified in sections  
4.0- 7.0 with a different colour for each of the five values: high, moderate-high, moderate, 
low-moderate and low. This plan should also indicate as high value the areas of 
archaeological potential indicated in the plan from the section 3.0. On the second plan 
using the same method indicate the areas of sensitivity, again with different colours to 
indicate the high, medium and low values. Where the sections suggest different levels of 
significance/sensitivity for the same item use hatching to show the conflict of values.  
 
9.0 Future management: potential for change and opportunities 
This section will consider how the church and churchyard can be managed in order to 
maintain and enhance their significance. This section will begin by extracting the issues 
identified in section 5.0 regarding the liturgical and non-liturgical use of the church and 
churchyard and list them next to the areas of the church or churchyard to which they relate 
and the identified sensitivity of the areas. Parts of the church identified as having low 
sensitivity should be considered as possible candidates for change, whereas in areas of 
moderate sensitivity change should only be considered under very specific circumstances, 






Issue  Part of the church 
affected 
Sensitivity of the affected 
part 
Book rests on pews of 
insufficient width for hymn 
books 
Late 19th century pitch pine 
pews 
Low 
Obscured view of the high 
altar 
Medieval screen High 
Lack of toilet facilities and 
intention to place in lower 
part of tower 
Lower part of tower Moderate 
 
After this exercise has been carried out sections 4.0-7.0 will be revisited and the remaining 
areas, features or fabric identified as having low significance extracted. These will be listed 
as potential areas for enhancement, repair, alteration, removal, tidying up etc. as 
appropriate. For example 
Area of low value Work required 
Dilapidated shed in the s.e. 
corner of the churchyard 
Removal 
20th century paintwork on nave 
arcade capitals 
Expert removal 
Public address speakers on the 
cornice of the rood screen 
Repositioning in a less obtrusive and sensitive 
location 
 
Finally any future opportunities to extend the economic, educational, or recreational use of 
the church should be explored. This extended use could be based upon the research carried 
out for the statement of significance and could include liaising with local history groups, 
genealogists, N.A.D.F.A.S. and local schools and colleges in order to: to research further 
those areas of the church’s history which are at present unclear; carry out an audit of the 
gravestones; research further any connections between the local churches in terms of 
craftsmanship and building styles; carry out a detailed survey of the contents.  For example 
Opportunity Strategy 
Discover more about the 
iconography of the screen 
Liaise with local history group 
Produce an audit of the 
contents of the church 
Ask for advice from NADFAS 
Record the inscriptions on 
the gravestones 





10. 0 Sources consulted 
 






















































Questionnaire sent to Plymtree parish  
 
 
Assessing the communal value of St John the Baptist, Plymtree 
 
Background –  
 
I am a PhD student currently writing my thesis on ‘How effective is the 
current Church of England guidance for assessing the significance of historic 
churches? As part of my research I am writing statements of significance on 
your church according to a number of different methods. I have written a 
statement of significance following the guidance provided by the Church of 
England and am also writing an assessment of significance following the 
method of the Churches Conservation Trust.  
 
Both methods of assessment require input that only those whose use the 
church both as a building for worship and as a community resource can 
provide. I would therefore be very grateful if you could take a few moments 
to provide answers to the following questions. Please write as fully or as 




The Church of England method for assessing significance 
 
1. What is the historic and present use of the church and churchyard by 
the congregation and the wider community? How does this contribute 









2. Are there any significant events or personalities associated with the 



























5. What potential for adapted and new uses does the church and its 




























The CCT method for assessing significance 
 
Part of the CCT method for assessing significance is to consider the 
communal value of the church building. According to the CCT ‘communal 
value derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or 
for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory’.  
 
 







































4. Are there any specific parts of the building that you would like to see 












Please note the above questions are for research purposes only and do 









































Copy of questionnaire covering letter sent to Plymtree parish  
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